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PREFACE

The United States is facifig one of its most challenging decades in recent
history. Fuel supply and inflationary prices have forced us to considee
alternate energy sources as a means of preserving our standard Of living,
industrial society, and economic stability. One such alternative is solar.

Presently, foreign crude oil'provides the raw material for about one-half
the liquid fuel production in the U.S. Political instability in foreign
oil-producing countries underscores the need to decrease our ever-growing
dependency on foreign energy sources and to lesser, our vulnerability ,
to such imports. Solar energy as an alternate can be used as a renewable
domestic energy source and to supplement our increasing appetite for oil.

To help bridg about the potential for solar energy, there must be a cadre
of trained technicians to design, instafl, troubleshoot, and market
solar energy so that the consumer can feel comfortable in the market's
ability to service,and react to his/her solar energy needs.

With the support of the National Science Foundation, Navarro College,
in consortium with North Lake College, Brevard Community College, Cerro
Coso Community College, and Malaspina College, has developed and pilot
tested a two-year associate degree curriculum to train solar technicians.
It can be duplicated or replicated by other educational institutions for
their training needs.

The two-year technician program prepares a person to:
1) apply knowledge to science and mathematics extensively and

render direct technical assistance to scientists and engineers engaged
in solar energy research and experimentation; //

2) design, plan, supervise, an& assist in installaeion of both
simple and complex solar systems'and solar control devices;

3) supervise, or execute, the operation, maintenance and repair
of simple and complex solar systems-and solar control systems;

4) design, plan, and estimate costs as a field representative
or salesperson for a manufacturer or distributor of salar equipment;

5) prepare or interpret drawings and sketches and write
specifications or'procedures for work related to solar systems; and

6) work,with and communicate with both the public and other
employees regarding the entire field of solar energy.

This curriculum consists of nine volumes:
1) an Instructor's Guide for the eleven solar courses, to

include references, educational objectives, transparency masters,
pre-tests and post-tests, and representative student labs;

2) an Implementation Guide addressing equipment, commitment,
and elements to be considered before setting up a solar program;

'3) Student Material for each of seven of the core solar courses:
a) Materials, Materials Handling, and Fabrication Processes;
b) Sizing, Design, and Retrofit;
c) Collectors and Energy Storage;
0 Non-Residential Applications;
e) Energy Conservation and Passive Design;
f) Codes, Legalities, Consumerism, and Economics;
g) Operational Diagnosis.
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USE OF THE STUDENT MATERIALS

The intent of this manual is for student use as a supplement to

the instructor's guide for the same course. It4,Qntains readings,

exercises, worksheets, bibliographies, and illustratons to reinforce

the concepts contained within this particular course.of study. Ehch

student materials manual is written in a similar format but differs

in some details due to the nature of the course and the subject

matter covered.

Pretests, posttests, and lab exercise are not contained in this

manual. Refer.to the instructor's guide for this course to find these

items.

Student materials manuals are supplied for seven of the eleven .

solar courses in this project. The four not included are: Intro-

duction to Solar Energy, Energy Science I, Energy ScienCe/II, and

the Practicum.

The pagination code is used as follows:

I -- the Roman numeral coordinates with the Ronan numeral

of the instructor's guide.

S -- the "S" signifies that the page is from the Student

Material.

5 - the Arabic number reflects the specific page within

this manual, numbered sequentially throughout.

,cr?
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

GENERAL' SHOP SAFETY

The primary goal, of an worker should be:

1. Do the assigned required task° to the best of your-ability.
2. WoOk as safely as Øossible with accident prevention in mind at

all times. Always ask the question: "Is there a safer way
to do the job?"

3. 88% of accidents are caused by unsafe actsof people, 10% by
physical hazard and only 2% by uncontrollable phenomena.

Work area may contain many potential safety hazards unless spe-
cific rules are followed. Following are some of the warning signs
for potential hazards.

1. Poor housekeeping.
A work area that is kept clean an'd -orderly can prevent many
accidents such as bruises, broken bones, cuts, gauges, burns,

<,

others too'numerou's to list here.

Items for consideration:in. good housekeeping practices are
,,,hs follows:

A. Keep all floors and walkways clean and dry. If liquids,
tich as oil, water or grease is spilled, clean it up im-

mediately using'absorbent if requtred.

B. Keep all working areas well lighted. You cam not work
safely in dim or poorly lighted areas.

Insure that the area is4ell venitilated at all times.
VapOrs from many highly volatile and toxic chemicals can
be inj,urious to your health.

D. Don't leave tools scattered 'about the floor or work space.
Scattered tools, specifically on scaffolds, may fall and
injure someone below.

E. Don't lift objects that are too heavy. Get some help.
If your toolbox is very heavy, divide the tools in two
boxes.

F. Keep seldom used iteft in a safe storage place.

G. Keep all ropes; chains, cables, hoses and power cords
properly stored when not in immediate use.

H. Store oily or greasy rags in a fireproof-Metal container.

I. Store scraps tubing, wire, heet metal, glass, etc. in.
'containers making sure they do not ektend beyondthe edge
of the container. These cause nasty cuts, bruisbs and
punctures.
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J. Provide periodic (monthly) inspection of all power cords,
cable's,' switch gear or other devices that might be haz-
ardous if excessive wear went'undetectOd.

1Y

K. Inspect the shop.area weekly, no lesscthan bi-weekly, for
unsafe conditions that may have gone unnoticed.

L. Make a safety check list for all 'shop equipment, i.e.,
drill presses, grinders, punch presses, power tools,
metal shears and brakes, etc., and require a signature of
the party responsible'for such inspection.

M. Keep lunch areas, water lountains, food dispensers and
clothing lockers in sinitary Condition. Illnesses from
these areas can be more devastating than accidents.

Horseplay, although done in fun, can be one of the-ffiost dangeroui
activities in a working area. "Friend/y" shocks, hot foots or
goosing can cause the recipient to be severely injured from the
reaction to the intended "fun". He might fall into high voltage
or moving machinery. If lucky, he might "only break an arm".
There is no way that horseplay can be justified.

Equipment with moving parts:such as, belts, chains, flywheels
and moving arms, can be very dan*gerous unless proper care is ex-
ercised during operationsand maintenance..

Protective covers of moving parts (flywheel covers, belt guards,
etc,) should not be removed when machinery is operational. If
repairs requiring removal of guards are e quired, stop the ma-
chinery.

A. Clothing - should fit snugly, long sleevi s shlould f)e buttoned
a

(loose sleeves are dangerous). Gloves,4leckt/ies, wrist-
watches and rings are very hazardous. .

B. Lifting of heavy, objects using improper techniques can re-
sult in permanent Aamage to ones back. Lift with the legs
and knees, not the back. Make sure the footing is secure
before attempting the lift and then lift with the back
straight. Carry each load close to-the body without shift-
ing the grip and be certain that you have an unobstructed view
of the floor ahead. Keep a watchful eye for slippery ma-
terials on the floor.

Any object too heavy for one person should be handled by two
people.' If two people can not safely carry the object, use
a mechanical device.

All of the previously staecksafety rules also apply to the
speafic area of Electrical Safety.

Almost everyone is required to work on or around electrical cir-
cuits as they:do their job in the Air Force. You cannot see
electricity; therefore, you cAnnot determine by looking'at a

a
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. . .

conductor if it is energized byrvoltage. Also, yoU carinot de-
..

.

termine the amount of voltage applied to the conductor. In order ,

to work safely around electrical, you must understand the following':
.

(/

* Operation principles of AC and DC electricity.

Functions of the electrical circuits you mainain.

* Ose of electrical safety equipment.

* Safety precautions to be observed:
.

.

* onditions which cause an electrical shock.

* Effects of an electric shock',
0

A number of people are electrocuted each year b_ecause they fail to
understand ane or more of the abrove flem.s. example when a
person is electrocuted, death resulted from which of the followilig:'

* Voltage

* Current

* Resistance

An electrical shock includes all three of these factors. However,
"current" is thaw"killer" in the case of electrfcal shock.

Voltaije is an electrical pressure which cguses tiny electrically
charged particles (electrons) tu flow through a conductive ma-
temial.

Current is the movement of these tiny electrically charged par-
ticles (electrons) through the conductive-material.. Movement., of
electrons through the human body affects the muscles and nervous
system. When the ourrent exceeds a certain v'alue, the muscles
affected become paralyzed. This causes the heart to stop b'eating
and the lungs to stop functioning. 401f this condition prevails
long enough, death results.

Resistahre is the factor which opposes th"e flow of current. The
amount of resistance that the human body has deriehds on certain
conditions. The skin, when dry, has a high resistance. This -

skin characteristic acts to protect a person from electrical .
-shock by low voltages. Howiver? when the skin is wet or damp, it
has a smaller amount of resistance. Therefore, a person whose'
skin is wet may be electrocute& by low voltage (about 100 volts),
while a person with dry skin may not be electrocuted with voltages
of this low value.

Effects of Electric Shock'

Electric shock may cause instant death or unconsciousness,
cessati-on of breathing, and bUrns of all degrees. If-a 60-cycle .

LI L.

1 2
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alternating current is passed through a person from hand to hand,
or from hand to foot, the effects when current is gradually in-
creased from zero are as follows:

* At ab t 1 milliampere (0.001 ampere) a slight shock can
be elt.

* All about 10 illiampere (0.010 ampere) the shock is severe
enough to paralyze muscles so thatla person may,be unable
to release t*e conductor.

* At about 100 milliampere (0.100 ampere) the shoc1( is fatal
if it lasts for one second or q6re.

' A.

Almost all electrical injurieslare. caused by carelessness or over-
confidence in handling equipment. Most personnel are likely to
think in terms of high voltages,1 b4t deatfi lies in the low vol-
tages too. The following fac.ts are presented to illustrate the
hazards of low vOtage.

The human skin, through its resistance, acts as a protector -

against electrical shock. This resistanCe to electrical current
varies between 100,009 and 600,000 ohms for dry %kin. It may be
as low as 1000 ohms for wet skin. The resistance of the internal
body, hand to foot,,is about 400 to 5000ohms, and from ear to ear,
100 ohms.

Assumethat 120 volts is applied to the perspiring skin of a worker
whiNis standing on a good electrical grou4d. Further assuming the
workbi- has a total resistance of 1500 ohms, the current through
him would be about 0.08 ampere or 80 milliamperes. This amount
of current is not always fatal, but is is paUnful. It causes
severe muscular contractions and makes breathing difficult. If
the current absorbed is between 100 and 200 milliamperes, it pro-
duces a heart condition, wherein the heart muscle fibers work'
independently and without rhythm, causing instant death.

Electrical Maintenance

Here is the possibility of injury to personnel, the danger of
fire, and possible damage to materials. Therefore, all repair and
maintenance work on electrical equipment should be performed only
by duly authorized and assigned persons.

When any electrical equipment is to be overhauled or repaired,
the main supply switches should be shut off. This includes
switches in each circuit from which power could poiosibly_be fed.
The covers of fuse boxes and junction boxes should be kept securely
closed except when work is being done. Safety devices such as
interlockS, overload relays, and fuses should never be disconnected
except for replacements. '-Safety or protective devicei should never
be changeØ or modified in any way without specific.authorization.
Fuses sh uld be-removed and replaced only after the circuit has
been d nergized. When a fuse blows, it should be replaced only

13
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with a fuse of the same current and voltage ratings. When pos-
sible, the circuit should be carefully checked before making the
replaceMent, since the burned-out fuse is often the result of a
circuit fault.

-
If practicable, repair work on energized circuits should NOT be
undertaken. When repairs on operating equipment must be made-in
order to make proper avijustments, every known safety precaution
should be carefully observed. Proper lighting should be pro-
vided, and the worker should be insulated from ground with some
suitable non-conducting material. A helper should be stationed
near the main switch or the circuit breaker so that the equip-
ment can be deenergized immediately in_case of emergency. A
person qualified in first aid for electric shock should stand by'
during the entire period of the repair. During this type work
on energized circuits, safety equipment in the form of gloves,
blankets, covers, safety tools, etc., must be used.

Personnel should never work alone near high voltage equipment.
Even very high body resistance and resistance offered by protec-
tive clothing and equipment can be offset by high voltages. .

Tools and equipment containing, metal-parts should not be.used
near the high voltage circuits or 'equipment. Handles of all
metal tools, such as pliers should be covered with rubber insu-
lation. Warning signs and suitable guards should be provided to
prevent personnel from coming into accidental contact with high
voltages.

Work on electrical equipment should not be accomplished with wet
hands or while wearino wet clothing, sinte this wouldAreatly
reduce'body resistance. Wearing thin-soled shoes with metal .

plates or hobnails is unwise. ,Safety shoes with nonconducting
soles should be worn if available. Flammable articles, such as
celluloid cap visors, or electrical apparatus, all rings, wrist-
watches, bracelets, and similar metal 'terns should be removed.
Care should be taken that the clothing oes not cantain exposed
zippers, metal buttons, or any type of etal fasteriers.

.,

Most portable tools ,are equipped with a ground wire and a stan-
dard ground'plug. This will protect t e operator in-the event of
a short circuit within -tire equipment. The gound wire must be
connected to an approved ground and should have a. total resistance
of less than one ohm. Extreme care must be exercised to see that
the ground connection is made correctly. If the equipment casing
grounding conductor is connected by mistake to a line contact of
the plug, a dangerous potential will be placed on the equipment
casing. This might easily result in a'fatal shock to the operator.

Before touching a capacitor which is-connected to a deenergized
circuit, you should short-ctrcuit the terminals to make sure that
the capacitor is completely discharged. Grounded shorting prods
should be permanently attached to workbenches where electrical or
electronic devices are regularly serviced.

6
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In additiom to electrical hazards involved when working with
batteries, the danger of acid burns is also present. These b
can be prevented by the proper use of full faceshields, or pro-
tective chemical goggles, rubber.gloves, rubber aprons, and acid-
resistant safety shoes, or rubber knee length (safety-cap) boots.
Another battery hazard is the danger of explosion due to the ig-
nition of hydrogen gas given off during the battery charging
operation. This is especially true where an accelerated charging
method is used. Open flames or smoking should not be permitted
in the battery charging room, and the charging rate should be
held at a point that will prevent rapid libenation of hydrogen
gas. Manufacturer's recommendations as to the charging rates
for various stze batteries should be closely.folloWed; also, an
adequate shop exhaust system should be used.

frk

Fire Prevention

While ffc--efighting is he prime responsibility of the area fire
department, it is the duty of each individual to do his utmost
qn preventimj fires, and to aid in extinguishing them. This topic
will cover the various types of fires and the measures to apply
in controllingatheml.

Good housekeeping is essential in the effective prevention of
fires. Accumul-ations of rubbish, waste, dust, and otherresidue
are all sources of (fires. One of the most important measures in
fire prevention is shown below.

Another serious fire nazard is the
accumulation of fuel vapors, gases,
paint vapors, and other items of this
nature. To eliminate this type of
hazard, keep your shop clean and
well ventilated. Proper inspection
and maintenance of equipment will
usually correct hazards due to
leakage of flammable materials.
Geperally, all painting should be
accomplished in an approved paint
shop. When this is not possible,
the need for adequate shop Ventila-
tion becomes criticag. Paint will
burn, so will its vapors; therefore,
use extreme care when painting with
a spray gun. Prevent fires whenever
you can, but also know something
about firefighting in the event you
can't prevent them all.

Classes of Fires

AVOW FIRES

Fire Prevdttion at Work

Fires are grouped into four general classes. Fires in each class
can be extinguished by the use of a particular action or extin-
guishing agent. Because all fire extinguishing agents cannot be

A



used on all types of fires, it is necessary to know the various
classes of fires and which extinguisher to use for each class.

Class A fires are fires occuring in wood, clothing, paper, rags,
and other items of this nature. This type of firecan usually'be
handled effectively with water. Water provides the cooling and
quenching effect necessary to extinguish Class A fires.

Class B fires are those occurrimg in flamma0e liquids such as
gasoline, fuel oil, lube oil, grease, some solvents, paintS, etc.
The agents requined for extinguishing this type of fire are those
which will dilute or eliminate the air by blanketing tpe surface
of the five. This action creates a smothering effect.

Class C'fires are fires ill electrical equipmept and facilities.
The ektihguishing agent for this type of fire must be a nohcon-
ductor of electricity apd provide a smothering effect.

° b

Class 6 fires occur in combustible metals such as magnesium,
potassium, powdered aluminum, zinc, sodium, titanium, zirconium,
and lithium. The eXtinguishing agent for this type fire Mist be
a drSt-powdered compound. The powdered compound mwst create a
"smothering effect.

Recommended Guide for Marking Fire Extinguishers. This guide has
been extracted from the National Fire Code, volume a, standard 10,
appendix, B.

FLAMMABLE

LIQUIDS

ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT

Extinguishers suitable,for -Class A fires
. should be identified by a triangle con-

taining the letter "A". If colored,-the
traingle will be green.

Extinguishers suitable for Class B fires
should be identified by a square containing
the letter "B". If colored, the square will
be red.

Extinguishers suitable for Class C fires
. should'be identified by a circle containing

the letter "C". If colored, the circle will
be blue.

Extinguishers suitable for Class D fires
should be identified ay a five-pointed star
,containing the letter "D". If'colored, the
:star will be yellow.
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In the case of any fire, there are certain steps required of the
individual who discovers the fire. The first step is to sound
the alarm to alert all persoftnel. Second, call the fire depart-
ment and give the location of the fire. These first two steps
must be taken quickly, and after they have been accomplished,
the personnel available should apply the most effective measures
available to extinguish or to contain the fire. To do this, it
js essential that you acquire a knowledge of the various types of
portable fire extinguishers.

Portable Fire Extinguishers

The self-pressure water type portable extinguisher is the most
widely used of the pbrtable extinguishers. Self-pressure means
that the container is pressurized; one type contains an air charge
which forces the water out of the container when the handle is

,

squeezed. Refer to the figure below. To determine if the air
charg,e is within limit's, look at the gage located near the handle.
The pressure, as indicated on the gage, should be in the normal
range. Remember, water is the extinguishing agent, so use only
on Class A-fires. To operate, remove locking pin, direct hose
toward base of fire, andiAtlueeze the handle.

Self-Pressure Water Type Extinguisher

PRESSIIIM GAGE

NOPIMAL PRESSURE RANGt (115 PSI)

j
Carbon Dioxide or CO2:type extinguishers may be used on Class B
and on Class C fires. This unit is shown on next page. To op-
erate the CO2 extinguisher, pull, the seal locking pin and open
the operating valve. The CO2 should be directed toward the base
of the fire with, a sweeping motion.

"I

Dry Chemical type extinguishers may also be used on Class B and_C
fires. These units contain a dry 'powder, usually sodium bicar-
bonate, and,an activating agent of CC2 or nitrogen gas. Refer
to figure on next page for an illustration of the dry chemical
extinguisher. These units should n P/ t be used on trash fires,
To put the extinguisher into- Ouse, emove the locking pin, open
the cartridge discharge valve and squeeze the nozzle handle.
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CARBON DIOXIDE DRY CHEMICAL

There are other types of portable fire extinguishers in use at
various installations. For information about these many differ-
ent devices, refer to AFR 127-101.

Remember, a stitch in time saves nine. If you can extinguish a
fire while it is still small you can, in some cases, prevent' a
major disaster. The only way you can effectively fight fires is
to be able to readily classify the fire and know which extin-
guisher to use in each case. Also, you must know how to use
each extinguisher.

Electrical Fires

General cleanliness of the work area and of electronic apparatus
is essential for the prevention of electrical fires. Oil, grease,
and carbon dust can be ignited by electrical arcing. Therefore,
electrical and electronic equipment should be kept absolutely.
clean and free of all such cl.eposits.

For combating electrical fires, a CO 2 (carbon dioxide) type
fire extinguisher is recommended. Water type extinguishers should
not be used since the water will conduct electricity. In cases of
cable fires in which the inner layers of insulation or insula-
tion covered by armor are burning, the only positive method of
preventing the fire from running the length of the cable is to cut
(with insulated equipment) the cable and separate the two ends.
When cutting cables it is vital to insure that all'electrical
power has been disconnected.

Hand and Power Tools

The improper use of common hand and power tools results in many
avoidable accidents. One of the prime rules in the use of any
tool is to use the right tool for the right job. Another prime

LIU(-
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rule is to keep all tools in a good state of repair. Also keep
tools in their p.cpper sPace so that they can be u-sed when needed.
Some important safety items to eonsider in the use.of tools are
given in the paragraphs below.

* When possible, use handtools so that the" working force is
alwaits direc_W away from your body. This will minimize
the chances of'injury in case the tool should slip. One
exception to this rule is the use of wrenches. N,

* When handles of hammers, sledges, files, and other tools
become splinteved or loose, replace them immediate14y.

* Mushroom heads on cold chisels, punches, driftpins, hammers,
and other Similar tools should be dressed down as soon as
they begin to chec.k and curl.

et
* Cutting tools should be kept sharp and kept in their proper

sheaths. They should never be placed in clothing pockets.

* Box end type wrencheg or sockets should be used, whenever
possible. They are less likely to slip than open end and
other type wrenches. Another thing, if a job requirgs a
special tool, use a special tool. To help prevent slippage,
a wrench handle should.be pulled, never pushed.

* Impact goggles or faceshields must be worn iny time there is
. -danger of flying chips, sparks, or other debris.

* Small parts should always be held securely in a vise while
being worked on.

* Since hammers account for about one in every five handtool
accidents, care must be observed in, their use. Hammer
handles should never be used as pry bars, punches, or
chisels. Never use a file or rasp without the proper handle
installed, you may drive the tang right through yoUr hand.

* Punches and chisels should be kept clean and during use,
should be held firmly between the thumb and all four fingers

There are many more safety precautions to observe in the use of
handtools; however, the space here prohibits listing them.

The use of powered handtools requires generally the same precautions
as for non-powered tools, plus'additional safety precautions. In
the case of electrical tools, cleanliness and a good, state of
repair is of the utmost importance. In addition to keeping the
tools and electrical cords in first-rate condition, the tool should
always be properly grounded during use. This protects the worker
against the danger of electrical shock in the event a short cir-
cuit occurs within the tool. This need for grounding is *often
disregarded, but it is important and must never be omitted. An--
other important precaution is to always secure the item being worked 0
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on in a vise. Never hold a piece of material by hand and attempt
to drill it with a-n electric drill. The material may catch on
the drill bit and become a rapidly spinning ,blade.

Most power tools are accompanied by safety tips for safe use of
these tools. Read them carefully and watch out for "shortcuts".
They can frequently result in exactly that, shortened fingers,
arms or other limbs or eyes.

Observe Accident Prevention Signs.

WARNING SIGNS. Warning signs are posted for one reason only.
That reason is to prevent accidents. There may be times when
you see an area posted which you do not con'sider a hazardous area.
In these cases just remember that someone had a good reason to
post the area,'so observe the warning sign,.

Standard signs are posted to warn of certain'hazards: Danger
signs (red) warn of specific dangers only; Caution signs (yellow)
warn of possible dangers and unsafe practites; Safety Instruction
signs (green) provide information on general safe practices; Di-
rectional signs (black and white) indicate the way to stairways,
fire escapes, exits, etc.; Informati.on signs (also black and
white) carry messages of a general nature.

Here are some of the signs you will s-ee: DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE,
DANGER KEEP OFF, DANGER KEEP AWAY, DANGER NO SMOKING, DANGER
GASOLINE, CAUTION DO NOT TOUCH SWITCHES, CAUTION MEN WORKING,
CAUTION USE GUARD, and many more.

There are many items of protective clothing and equipment devel-
oped for your protection. .The complexity of this equipment ranges
from simple items such as gloves, goggles, hardhats, etc.,.to more
complicated items including respirators, self-contained breathing
apparatus, and complete protective clothing ensembles. Informa-
tion on some items of this equipment is given in the following
paragraphs. This information is only introductory and you should
determine the type of protective clothing avaifable and make cer-
tain you learn its purpose and how to.use it. Your general health,
and in fact, your very fife, may depend on your knowing how to
use the equipment available. Four very important aspects of be-
havior are essential when working in a hazardous area, or with
hazardous equipment. These are:

* Be able to recognize the hazard present.

* Understand what the hazard means-to you.

* Know what safety equipment is available.

* Know how to use the available equipment.

OLi
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Earplugs - This is about as simple a safety device as you will
ever see; however, don't let its simplicity detract from its value
Expect to use these without fail,when working in an area where the
noise level is continuously high; such as a diesel powerhouse. It
is important to realize that sound of moderate intensity, encoun-
tered for prolonged periods, can be as injurious to your hearing
as high intensity sound encountered for a short period of time.
The very best thing to do with earplugs is to keep them clean and
use them. In some cases, ear muffs are provided as extra pro-
tection for the ears.

Gloves - Gloves are required for protection in many types of jobs.
Locate the safety gloves in your area and use them. For the most
effective use, you must know which type of glove to use in each
instance, and you also must know the proper care of these items.
Various types are supplied for electrical work, handling extremely
cold or hot itemS, handling variou4s chemicals, and for general
physical protection of your hands from bruising, cuts, scratches,
etc.

Eye and Face Protective Devices. If any one item of safety -equip-.,
ment could be described as, the most important, it would probably
be the eye protective equipment. It only takes a very minute piece
of foreign material to permanently damage your eyes and cause
you to Tose your sight. To protect your eyes, determine the pro-
tective glasses, goggles, or shields required for each particular
job or area, and wear this equipment.

Safety Hats. Hardhats or skull
are designed to protect your hea from
falling or flying objects. Mose safety
hats are water resistant, nonconductors
of electricity, and will resist fire.
They are available in a variety of
sytles. Shown are seve-ral types of
Air Force approved safety hats.

Types of Safety Hats

Since the hat is designed to proteCt your.head, the one offering
the most head protection is the one with a f,ull brim. Once you
receive your hat, take the time to adjust it properly. Proper
adjustment provides for at least 1 1/4 inch of space between the
stop of your head and the inside crown of the hat. This space is
to provide a cushioning effect in event something s.trikes the hat.
Some important items to consider in the use of safety hats are
given below.

* Never wear a metal type hardhat around electrical hazards.
This is only common sense, since metal is a conductor of
electricity.
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* Islever drill airholes in your hardhat. If it does not al-
ready have airholes, do without them as any you drill may
cause the material to crack badly.

* The most important thing about safety hats is to be sure to
wear them in the designated areas. They are absolutely
worthless if you don't wear them.

A good safety program is designed to prevent acCidents, and don't
ever forget that most accidents can be prevented. Your part in
this.safety program is to become familiar mith the causes of ac-
cidents and to follow the prescribed rules and precautions to
prevent them. Some of the conditions which br'eed accidents are
,poor housekeeping, horseplay; improper use of tools and equip-
ment, nonobservance of warning signs, and lack of an adequate fire
prevention program. Of course, there are many other causes, among
these are cases of personnel working with unfamiliar equipment or
material. Therefore, to prevent accidents, it is necessary to
know as much as you possibly can about the equipment and 6aterials,
you come into contact with. In your job you will be working with,
or near, such items as mechanical equipment,, electrical equipment,
liquid and compressed gases, acids, and alkaline materials. Take
the necessary time to personally learn as much as you possibly
can about the equipment around you. Manuals, pamphlets, technical
sheets and commercial texts are available ftsom which to learn
this material.

When it comes to the maintenance eif electrical equipment, this
type work should only Ile performed by those personnel who are
fully qualified. The person who maintains electrical equipment
must be thoroughly familiar with the circuits and must be safety
conscious at all times. He should work on an energized circuit
only when it is absolutely necessarSR:, he must use the proper safety
,equipment and take the necessary precautions to assiire compOete
protection against electrical shock. 11''emember, electricity
always conforms to certain laws of physia-. You must treat it
with the proper respect; otherwise, your experience in this field
may suddenly be terminated.

Soft Solder, Silver Solder and Sil-fos. One of the most impor-
tant aspects in attaining skills required in soft soldering,
silver soldering and silver brazing is that you learn and ob-
serve all safety rules that apply to this operation. Therefore,
we will begin this presentation with a review of these safety
rules as they apply to these competencies. ,

1. You should always wear suitable, protective clothing;
46'clothing that is tight fitting and will not become entangled

in the torch, the hose, your work or come in contact with the
flame from-the torch.

2. You should always keep a safe, clean wqrk area.
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3. Make sure that there are no flammable materials near.'

4. Do not weld in the vicinity of explosive materials or near
carbon tetrachloride.

5. Always make sure that you have enough ventilation to giVe
three or four complete changes of air per hour and please
note that some silver soldering alloys contain cadmium.
Cadmium free alloys should be purchased whenever possible.
Oxidized cadmium is very, toxic.

6. Be sure that you handle all pressurized cylinders with care
and take note of the fact that acetylene can explode upon
impact under pressure of 15 p.s.i. or more.

7. Do not use oil or grease on any oxygen or acetylene connections.

8. Never open the-tank valve until you are certain that the
regulator valve is closed.

9. Never open the tank valve with a hammer.

10. Never hammer on oxygen or acetylene regulators.

11. Do not light a torch with a match or an open flame. Use the
striket provided.

12. Before lighting the torch, be positive that the hose, tank
or any inflammable material will not be exposed to heat,
flame or sparks.

13. Be aware of high acetylene pressure. Newer use acetylene
gas when the pressure is greater than 15 p,s.i.

14. Never turn the regulator screw in tight as this spotls the
diaphragm.

NOTE: If the hose pressure drops, check tank pressure at the
tank gauge. The tank is probably empty.

15. Be careful not to" hold the welding tip too close to your
work as this may cause the tip to get hot and result in
flashback in the torch.

16. A hot tip or handle is caused by the burning of oxygen and
acetylene inside the tip or the handle and this is a dangerous
situation that should be repaired immediately.

17. Never use a torch that leaks, never leave your torch burning
unattended and never leave the torch valve open.

18. Do not use the torch for a hammer, crowbar, wedge, prybar or
for any purpose other than weldingand do not use a cylinder,
even when empty, as a roller.
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19., Do not store cylinders in a room where the temperature is
more than 80 degrees.

20. Never atteut to weld a closed or jacketed tank, vessel, or
container 41-Wout a vent hole for air. Even with a vent,
great care should be taken not to get gas.in the tank: If
for any reaSon, you shoulsd get gas in the tank, be sure to
aerate the tank.

021. Always use a regulator on air acetylene torches.

22. Release the pressure on the-regulatOr screw by turning it
counter-clockwise before opening the cylinder valve.

23. Stand to one side of the regulator while slowly opening the
cylinder valve.

24. Secure all cylinders to table legs, bench legs, dolly or
something to prevent them from being khocked over.

25. Do not use a torch on a closed container that contains
pressure.

26. Never use oxygen as a substitute for compressed air and keep
heat, flames and sparkseaway from all combustible materials.

Arc Welding

1. Never use welding machines which are not properly grounded.
Ground all power circuits to prevent adcidental shock. Stray
current can cause a fatal shock. Do not ground the welding
machine to any pipes Which carry gases or flaMmble liquids.

2. Check welding cables frequently. Do no overload the capacity,
of the cable. Do not use cables which have,breaks in the
insulation. Be certain that all cable connections on the
machine are tight. Overloading the cables will cause them to
overheat and create a fire hazard.

3. Check the electrode hblder frequently. The jaws in the elec-
trode holder should be kept tight. The gripping surface of
the jaws must be clean to insure a tight hold on the electrode.
Use only fully insulated holders. Never touch two electrodes
together when they are connected to two difTerent.machines:
the operator can receive an electrical shock and the machines
can be seriously damaged.

4. The polarity switch on the welder is provided to change the
electrode from reverse polarity to straight polarity. The
polarity switch must never be operated while the machine is -

under a welding load. Operate the switch only when welding
has stopped. The operator who throws the polarity switch
while the welding circuit is in use can be seriously burned.

Ic
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5% Never weld on containers which have held explosive or com-
bustible materials.

6. Never weld in confined spaces without adequate ventilation,-
and do not weld near an explOsive atmosphere.

T. Do not weld where even small amounts of vapors from solvents
are present.. Some solvents decompose to form phosgene gas:
(a deadly poisonous. gas).

8. Electricity can be a killer. Before checking any welding
machine, open the power circuits. The welder should never
try to make repairs on a welding machine unless he or she is

. a fully qualified electrician.

9. Do not touch any exposed or noninsulated parts of cables or
clamps.

10. Do not wOrk in a damp area unless insulated from shock.
Striking an arc when feet are wet can cause electrical shock.

11. Do not use a cracked or defective helmet. The filter glass
in the helmet provides eye protection from Ultraviolet and
infrared eays. Cracks in the lens allow these harmfuT rays
to contact the eyes. The use of clean, clear lenses provides
a method of cutting down on eyestrain.

12. Never look at an electric arc without eye protectiorft The
intense light and the infrared and ultraviolet rays-are harm-
ful to the eyes.

13. Dark colored clothing helps to ect the body from ultra-
yiolet rays'.

14. Wear protective clothing when making out-of-position welds.

15. Any equipment which is, operated by power can be dangerous.
Grinders, ckills, sanders, saws, electric welders and all
other power tools can cause severe injUi"y or even death.

16. Never do any grinding, weld slagging or heavy hammering with-
out eye and face protection. 4

17. Do not leave materials or equipment lying on the f.loof.
Clean up the work area. Take care of all safety'hazards as
soon as they are observed.

18. Do not use defective equipment.
a

19. Never strike an arc without warning people who are near and
liable to see the arc flash.

20. Be alert to the dangers of fire. A small fire is easy to
handle; a large fire can,be disastrous. Know where the'fire



extinguishers are and learn how to use them. Combugtible
materi-al:shouid not be within 35 feet of the welding opera o .

21. Wear-h'eavy shoes, preferably those 'with steel toes.

A

46,
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MATERIAL'S, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

UNITS OF MEASURING AND MEASURING DEVICES

STUDENT MATERIAL
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Ty 2MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES1.

UNITS OF M ASURING AND MEASURING DEVICES

LINEA/RULES

There_are two basl rulers which are most frequentlj used. They/
,

are the bench and the folding "zig-zag" rule.

BENCH RULE
4

,The bench rule is usually one foot in length with sixteenth-inch
graduations. It is mainly used to measure short distancesfor
instance, to saw short pieces of wood or to mark loc tions on
wood to determine where nails, screws, or other piec s of Wood
are to be installed.
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Bench Rule.

FOLDING RULER

The wooden folding (zig-zag) ruler is used most cdten in the
six-foot length. It is made of lightweight wood with metal \

folding hinges and will fold to a size small enough to fit into
a pocket or tool pouch.

A folding -ruler is very handy and can be used as a one-man tool
to lay off long or short measurements. It is also stiff enough
to measure across horizontal openings.

When using the folding rule, care must be taken to obtain as
accurate a measurement as possible because the hinges tend to
become loose after much use. The folding rule is not considered
to be'as accurate as the tape measuring devices.

Folding Ruler.
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TAPE MEASURES

Tapes are used for general and precision measuring and are con-
sidered accurate to within 1/64 of anitnch. Measuring which a
carpenter does is usually to an accuracy of 1/16 of an inch.

When usifig tapes, select the size of tape which is long enough
to do the job. Place the end of the tape at the beginning of
the measuretent, and then draw th'e tape in a straight, taut line
parallel to the surface mea§ured%

rThe smaller tcape in Figure below is usually six feet in length.
The larger tapb can be of varying lengths, up to fifty feet.

Measurements are defined in whole feet, inches, and then frac-
tions of an inch. For examplee. 4'8-3/16".

Tape Measures.

"CUT-A-FOOT"

When making a measurement, carpenters sometimes use the "term
"cut-a-foot". This means: instead of starting the tape at its
beginning, the measurement is started from the one-foot mark of
the tape. Therefore, when measuring a length of 4', the four-
foot distance would be marked at the 5' mark on the'tape.

Regular measurement
4' indicated on the tape

5' indicated on
the tape

L

indicated on the
tape 29

Cut-a-Foot measunement
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SQUARES

There are two types of scmares used most frequently by a carpenter.
They are the framing square and the combination square.

FRAMING SQUARE

The framing square has a 24" blade on one side and a l6"\tongue
blade on the other.. There are number tables stamped on the blade
which are used for marking angles for rafters and braces. General
use of the square is for framing procedures for layout of walls,
partitions, and braces.

-
Ji I it ilLit J

Framing Square and Combination Square

I

COMBINATION SQUARE

The combination square has several functions. It has a twelve-
inch blade with an adjustable head. By/adjusting the head, various
lengths can be marked off. The head alW contains a leveling
bubble, as well as a side which is used to measure 450 angles.
Generally, the purpose of the combination square is to square,
measure and level.

TOOL CARE

Steel squareS, steel tapes, and tape rules should be kept clean
and coated lightly with oil-to prevent rusting. An occasional
drop of oil on the joints of a folding rule is also beneficial
for ease of operation.

u
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READING A RULE

When a ruler or tape measure is layed out properly it becomes
possible to obtain an accurate measureplent. A knowledge of
reading the rule is required to interpret the graduation marks
which appear on a measuring device.

Generally, a carpenter makes measurements within 1/16 of an inch
accuracy. Most rules are graduated in 1-6th of.bn inch. The fig-
ures belqw,describe the grdduations on a rule. Illustration D
gives-a total picture of the graduations within one inch of
measurement.

(A) ye gfrdclude/brzs

. qradaaums

(D) Mip" C?rekltia-thns

B A" gred.uatioAs

Graduaticns of a Rule.
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111 PRACTICE IN READING A RULE

Find the following measurements. (Use Figures on page 4 as a
guide.)

1 '

1 l

'Rea'd all measurements beginning with zero.

A. D.

B. E.

C. F.

ANSWERS

A. 1" D. 2-11/16"
B. i-7/i6° E. 3-1/16"
C. 1-15/16" F. 3-5/16"
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PRECISION MEASUREMENT

Micrometer measuring devices are the most commonly used --intru-
ment tn measuring dimensions of materials. Correct use of these
instruments is absolutely essential to making and inspection of
component parts, specifically machined parts.

These are precision instruments anti must be handled carefully.
Procedures for cleaning and maintenance is,included with each of
these instruments upon purchase.

Before one can use an outside micrometer, clean anvil and spindle
is essential and calibration must-be checked.

Study this graphic and learn to identify each component part.
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, 9 S. 1,0

1. Clean the"nntact surfaces with a clean piece of paper by
screwing the spindle down., until slight pressure is placed
upon the paper. Pull the paper out. Select another area
of the paper and repeat the process.

2. 'Using the ratchet stop or friction thimble, screw the spindle
down to contact with the anvil and check for 0 (zero) reading.

3. Since there are many manufa.cturers of micrometers, if cali-
bration for zero reading is required, follow directions for
this task as provided by the manufacturer.

.4

4. Micrometers are-usually used for measurements requiring
dimensions expressed in decimal form. The inch micrometee
is quite reliable to measure dimensions with a tolerance of

.001 inch. If .closer tolerances are required, the vernier
micrometer is used and it will be covered later in this module.
When measuring dimensions expressed in three place decimals
think in terms of thousands of an inch. For example, .250
would be exuessed aS 250 thousandths of an inch.
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One final note on the Use of the outside micrometer. Accurate
use of.this instrument is a matter of "feel". When you cali-
brate your instrument, remember to use the same "feel" (pres-
sure on thimble or ratchet stop) when measuring parts or ma-
terials and your measurements will be very close. Practice
will make perfect in the use of this tool.

0
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AREA MEASUREMENT

There are many other shapes of objects in which volume may be
calculated such as cones, parallelograms, trapezoids, polygons,
etc. However, the-cylindrical and rectangular volumes are the
most common.

The measurement of a rectangular area involves the measurement
of two dimensional space, and the area of an object is found by
multiplying its length x its width. For example, the width of a
tabletop is 3 ft. and the length of the table is 5 ft. There-
fore, the area of the tabletop is 3 x 5 or 15 square ft.

1 YD.

ci

11,
4

2

5 6

7 8 9 1 FT.

The area of the plane surface shown above is 1 yard x 1 yard, or
3 ft x 3 ft, having an area of 9 square ft. However, frequently
we need to know the number of square inches involved in an area.
In the frame shown each of the 9 square ft measure 12 inches x
12 inches. Therefore, block number 3 contains 144 square inches,
that is, 12 x 12 and the number of square inches contained in
this 2 dimensional figure 3 ft x 3 ft would be 144 x 9 (1296
square inches).

We also need to be able to measure the area of circular objects.
The area of a circle is equal to 7R2. The radi.us is 1/2 of the

. diameter of a circle. When the diameter is known, divide the
diameter by 2 resulting in the radius. The square of the radius
x 7 equals the area of the circle. Remember the symbol R is
always equal to 1/2 the diameter of the circle. Therefore, this
formula may also be expressed as area equals 7 x D divided by 4.
Tne diameter of the circle shown on next page is /2.4 inches..
Therefore, the radius il.2 inches. Radius2 equals radius x
radius or in this instance 1.44. 1.44 x 3.1416 equals 4.524.
A circle with a diameter of 2.4 inches has an area of 4.524-
square inches.

3
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The method of calculating the-volume of a 3 dimensiOnal object is.
, length x width x height. So the 1 yard x 1 yard x 1 yard cube that
we see in the figure below would contain 3 x 3 x 3 or 27 cubic ft.
27 cubic ft. equals 1 cubic yard.

Looking_at the small portion of this cubic yard, 1 ft x 1 ft x r*ft
and remembering that.there is 144 square inches in 1 square ft.,
144 x 12 results in 1728 cubic.inches in 1 cubic ft. We are pri-
marily c6ncerned about cubic inches because most of the measure-
ments concerning voluMe will be measured in cubic inches. Of

course in determining the number of .cubic inches ih this. cubic
yard, we would multiply 1728 cubic inche$ representing'l cubic
ft., x 27 which is the number of cubic ft% whown ill this 3 di-
mensional, object to detehiline the number of cubic inches in a.cubic
yard,
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The volume of a cylinder is equal to the area of the end multi-
plied times its length. Cylindrical dimensions are usually ex-
pressed in inches and decimals of an inch, such as 1.250 inches
and not 1 1/4 inches. The volufne of the cylindrical figure shown
in this frame would be equal to the radius squared, 1 x 1 = 1 x Tr.

3.1416 resulting in an area of 3.1416 x the 2 inch le-ngth equaling
6.28 cubic inches.

PRACTICE EXERCISE

2 IN.

Let us apply the skills that we have attained in the previoussframes
to the volume contained by a 12 indh length of 1 inch diameter cop-
per tubing. 1 inch diameter copper tubing has a wall thickness of
. 05. Therefore, the inside diameter of the 1 inch copper tubing
would be .9. The wall thickness .05 must be multiplied x 2 since
the tubing has 2 wall thicknesses to be subtracted from its out-
side diameter. Thus, with a diameter of .9 the radius would be
. 45,\.9 divided by 2). 45' would equal .202. .202 x 11- would
equal .636. The area of the inside diameter of a 1 inch'copper
pipe would be .636. Therefore, a 12 inch length of that copper
pipe would have a volume of .636 x 12 or 7.632 cubic inches. One
of the most important thiPgs to remember in determing volume is
be certain that you match your units; inches with inches, feet
with feet, etc. In this case we found the area of the 1 inch
copper pipe being .636 cubic inches; therefore, to determine the
volume of a 1 ft. section of this pipe, we multiplied it x 12 inches
rather than 1 ft. What would'be the volume of a 20 ft. section of
pipe 1 inch in diameter? It would be 7.632 x 20, 152.640 cubit
inches and if the requirement were that this volume be expressed

T\ in cubic ft. then we would divide 152.640 x 1728 which is the
,pumber of cubic inches in a cubic ft. resulting in a figure of

. 088 cubic ft.
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HAMMERS -
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r

Hammers are made.in varying qualities. When tempered and properly
heat-treated, they are stronger than ordinary steel and the bead
is able to take the impact of driving.nails.

There are two hammer shapes.avkilable foi" general carpentry work:
the curved claw and the straight claw. Both hammers can be used
for pulling\ or driving nails, but the curved claw is-more suftable
for pulling nails. Th,e straight claw hammer is used for p"rying
wood apart because the claw permits it to serve as a wedge.

Curved,Claw Straight Claw

Another type of 'hammer is the shop mmer.- This is a large hammer
with Vd0 identical heads and its size ay vary between two and
twenty pounds.

Shop Hammer.

40
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A hatchet is 'a Aool which_can be used fan several purposes. It
has a short handle with a sharp cutting surface on one side and
a hammer head surface on the other. The head .is,use& for driving
nails, the slot on the side'of the brace is used tor pulling nailsx
and the sharp edge is used for sharpening stakes or s-plitting
boards.

Hatdhet

n'

.Special hammers are designed for more specific Applications and
'are uged less frequeNtly than those previously shown:

The ball peen hamme?'°"sed with pin punches, pritk punches and
riveting. It is available in sizes from 4.ounces to 2 1/2 pounds.

11

The mallet is one of the most abused tools because it is aften
used to perform operations for whiCh it is not,designed Mallets
are properly used where- steel hammems would deface the work. A
good grade of hickory or hard fiber mallet will last a lOng time
if used in the correct manner on proper 'materials.

...

Mallet.

0
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SAWS

Good sharp cutting tools are important to the carpenter. Saws

must be kept sharp and free from rust if they are,to cut -

properly., Thil.ee saws which are usred most frequently are: the
hand saw, the keyhole.saw and the hacksaw.

The hacksaw is used for cutting all types of metal parts and
hardware; the keyhole saw cuts curves and round holes in wood;
the hand saw is.for general cutting purposes for all kinds of
'wood.

Keyhole saw_

Hacksaw

BORING AND DRILLING TOOLS

The carpenter's brace is used to hold and turn bits-for boring
holes in wood. The bit is held in place by a universal type chuck
which can be adjusted to hold various sizes of bits.

There is a r,atchet device,on most braces which allows them.to be
'used in confined spaces wHere a complete turn of the handle cannot
be made. The size of a brace.is determined by the diameter of, the
circle made by one revolution of the handle.

A wood (auger) bit is also shown below. This is used along with
the carpenter's brace to bore holes.

Brace Wood Bit

Carpenter's Brace and Wood Bit.
0

-2 4,r
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Other types of bits are shown below. These include the speed bit
and'the star drill. The speed bit is used for drilling wood'and
is used with an electric hand drill. The star,drill is used with
a hammer for boring holes in concrete.

Star Drill

TWPST DRILLS 4.

The twist drill is the most common type of drill bit used today:
It i-s available in many sizes - from .010 inch to several inches
in diateter. Also many configurations of flute's and rake angle
make these drills suitable for many applications. The small rake
angle isvused for hard materials such as steel, while the large.
*rake angle,is used' for soft materials suCh as aluminum or wood.

(a)

(c)
J

IldlIM1111.

(d)

(e) 12111111111111=111W

(f) :1111131111110111111M0

,44

Various types of twist drills used in drilling
machines (Courtesy of DoAll Company) :

(a) -High helix drill
(b) Low helix drill
(c) Left-hand drill
(d) Three flute drill -
(e) Taper shank twist drill
(f) Standard helix jobber drill
(g) Center or spotting drill

ISmall rake
I angle

43 low 'helix

Large rake
angle

high helix
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LEVELING DEVICES .

The purpose of leveling devices is tOIlensere that all structures.
are built in a straight and level manner.

Leveling devices include: Carpenter's Level, Torpedo Level, and
Plumb Bob.

Carpenter s Level

The carpenter's level-is a tool consisting of one or more 'glass
tubes, each containing an air bubble and centering lines mounted
in a frame of aluminum, wood, or iron. -The glass,tubes are set
to allow leveling in tioi'izontal, vertical; and 450 positions. A
level is usually designated by its length, which is-moSt commonly
18 inches or two feet. The main objective is to align the bubble
to achieve a level surface.

For obtaining an accurate level, 'the bubble must be 'centered be-
tween the lines bn the glass tube.

.

When an object is not level, the bubble moves in the direction of
the higher side of the level. Therefore, to obtain a level sur-
face, either lower the high side or-raise the low side of the level.

..""
.0./

/ // /z

/ -
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TOrpedo Level

Another type of level is the torpedo level. It is a smaller
version of the carpenter'.s level, but is is read in the same
manner. .The torpedo level'is generally made of aluminum or wood
and is nine inches in length. A torpedo level is also available
with'a magnetic bottom surface which allows leveling of a metal
surface without having to hold the.level on it.

Because of its short length, special care must be taken when using
,the torpedo level. An accurate level reading can only be obtained
when the level is placed on a smooth and glean surface.

Plumb Bob

The plumb bob is used to make certain that items of construction
are plumb (vertically true). Carpenters use the plumb bob for
measuring, marking, and transferring points of reference. There
are many circumstances which require the use of a plumb bob, but
generally it is used to measure from a -centerline. Care must be
taken to eliminate any sway of the plumb bob in order to obtain
an accurate vertical line.

This illustrates the use of the plumb bob to-measure from a center
line to a point below it. The line (Point A) is vertical and the
spot (Point,B) is on a straight vertical line directly beneath the
upper line.

Plumb
bob

1

A

U3e of a Plumb Bob
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NAIL CLAW

The nail claw is used primarily for pulling la'rge nails from wood.

PRY BAR

The pry bar can be used for pulling nails, but is used primarily
for dismanteling or wrecking.

PUTTY KNIFE

A-putty knife is Used as its name implies -'to apply putty. This
is used mostly by a finish carpenter. ,
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HAND 6 BLOCK PLANE

The plane is used to smooth and reMove high spots from wood.

WOOD RASP

The wood rasp is a very basic tool used to smooth edges and sur-
faces of wood.

BOLT CUTTER

The bolt cutter is a very powerful-tool and has t e capability
of cutting various sizes of bolts.
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WOOD CHISEL

The wood chisel requires that a'hammer be used in conjunction,with
it. The chisel cuts holes and grooves in wood and the size of cut
depends on the size of the chisel.

"C" CLAMP

The "C" clamp is used for clamping pui.poses and aids in alignment.

TIN SNIPS

Tin snips resemble scissors in principles of operation. Their
application is in cutting thin sheet metal such as tin, galvanized
sheets of material, and other metals.
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NAIL SET

The nail set_is used to drive nails to a level which is below the
surface of the wood. When this is done, putty is.applied to the
hole in Order to,obtain a level surface on_the top of the wood.

SIDE CUTTER PLIERS -

Side cutter pliers can be used as a gripping device for small
objects, but they are used primarily for cutting various sizes ,

of small gauged wire.

CHALK LINE AND REEL

The chalk line and reel is a self-chalking Hine reel which enables
a darpenter to lay out a straight line from one point to,another.
The ease contains chalk and as the line is pulled out, it is
coated with chalk. When a line hat been established, the cha
line is stretched tight along the surface. The string istheYi
picked up and released, allowing it to snap. The chalk will then
be deposited on the surface in a straight line.

49
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WRENCHES

WrgncheS'grip not only nuts and bolt heads, but in special forms,
other objects from pipe to spark plugs. In general, where a wrench
cannot be applied over the end of the work, 'as in tightening a fuel
ling connection, an open-end wrench is used. The adjustable open-
end,wrench fits mariy sizes.fl 'Where a wrench can be applied from' ,

the end of the work, as in removing a 'nut, a box or socket wrench
is used; it can operatg in tighter quarters than an open-en,d wrench.
The Allen wrencli, sometimes called,a hexkey wrench, fits the hexa-
gonal recesses ln various.Allen-type screws and setscrews. For
round objects-s,uch as pipe, the Stillson, or:pipe wrerichiis Used.
Its movable uppen jaw tightens automatically as pressure is applied
to the h'andle;

Double-end open-end
wrench tit; two sizes.

Double-end box wre.nch

"ow

Combination open-end box wrencH

Deep-throat socket wrench

Ratchet handle and socket wrenches

Ratchet box wrench
speeds work

Allen wrench

Stillson (plpe) wrench

r;kei
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Box, wrench has great strength, can be used Pipe wrench jaws are adjusted.so they con-
where handle swing is limited to as little as 300 tact pipe surface with a knurled nut in the up-
All box wrenches are available double-ended per handle. When pressure is applied to the
or in open-end combinations, handle; the Jaws tighten automatically.

4 41

r4;

Nut driver Is available In sizes to fit hex nuts .Socket wrenches are available in sets ranging
from Via to ½ in., some are self-adjusting from from as few as six pieces to Tore than 200.
V4 tO Ma in. Use the nut driver in the same way Ratchet fittings and universal joints multiply its
as you would a screwdriver. range of uses. Handy for auto work.

The adjustable (crescent) wrench'has one adjustable lower jaw and
one sationary upper jaw. It is used primarily for tightening and
loosening nuts and bolts. When using' the wrench, always place the
wrench on the nut or bolt so that the force is being applied to
the stationary part of the wrench.

Direction
of

force
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PLIERS

Types of Pliers

The familiar slip joint pliers are named fot the two-position pivot
that provides both normal and wide jaw openings. Broad-jawed line-.
man's pliers have side cutters which equip them for heavy-duty wire
cutting and 'splicing. Ch,annel-type pliers with Multiposition pivots
adjust for jaw openings up ta 2 inches and will grip any shape.
Long-nosed pliers are used to sfhape wire and thin metal, and often
for cutting as well. Diagonal-cutting .pliers have no gripOng
jaws and are used for cutting only. Also for cutting only are
end-cutting nippers, which can snip wire, small nails and brads.

Slip-joiMphem Unemarespliem Channel-type pliqrs

Long-nose plieis

Using Pliers

Diagonal-cutting pliers End-cutting nippers

Diagonal-cutting pliers have hardened steel
cutting edges for cutting wires, small brads.

End-cuffing pliers also have hardened cutting
edges, are used to pull nails and cut wire.

Long-nose pliers make terminal loops in wire, Channel-type pliers open wider than others,
shape jewelry, Insert small machine parts. grip many shapes with tong-handle leverage.

0 1.



Combination' Plier-wr'ench

The plier-wrench functions as-pliers, wrench, or vise. When it
has been set to the desired gap, adjustable compound lever action
locks it, auxiliary lever releases it. For work on round objects,
suOh as pipe, use the curved-jaW type.

-{014.S.,

1.14
Itirr

Combination plisr-wronch is set to ap- PIlr-wronoh, set to grip tightly, is handy This same tool will also protect your hands
proximate grip gap with adjusting screw, for holding work against power grinding when you are using a star drill, by holding
then locked onto work with handles. Lever wheel. Point tool rest at wheel's center, the drill in position. Keep plier-wrench
action releases its grip. Wear goggles. close to drill point.

SCREWDRIVERS

There are many types of screwdrivers available, the two basic
types being Phillips head and plain head. When using screwdrivers
one rule of thumb is to use a screwdriver which fits the slot of
the,screw. If the blade is too big or small it will tear the
screwhead. Also, wood screws require a wider blade than do sheet
metal screws, so buy the type of screwdriver suited to the job.

standard screwdriver
e

Phillips



POWER TOOLS

The'power tools included are those which are used mo'st frequently
and require a knowledge about those tools by knowing what they are
and what purpose they serve.

Special care must be taken and all safety rules must be followed
when handling power tools because of the potentially dangerous
aspects of electricity and air under high pressure. Always wear
goggles or a face shield and, to prevent electrical shock, never
stand in water when uSing electrical tools.° Any adjustments which
need to be made to the tool prior to operation are the responsi-
bility of the,person using the tool. A.

ELECTRIC SAWS

There are several electrjcal saws used by a carpenter. Some are
portable and others are stationary. The portable saws are:
electric hand (skill) saw, 'saber saw and recipro,cating saw. ,The
other floor-mounted saws include: table saw, radial arm saw and
band saw.

Electric Hand Saw

This is also sometimes called-a skill saw. It is a portable cir-
cular saw which has a wraparound blade guard to protect the user.
Most electric hand saws are single speed and come in'a' variety of
sizes.

The electric hand saw is a very convehient tool to use and is used
quite frequently. This saw accounts for the majority of hand and
finger injuries. Therefore, care must be taken to keep fingers 1,

away from the blade. Goggles or a face'shield should be worn
when_sawing.

51
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Saber, Reciprocation and Band Saws

The saber and reciprocating saws are used in,smaller, conftned
areas Khere the larger electric saw cannot be accommodated and
are also used for cutting curved and irregular patterns in Wood.

The Safety'rules which apply to the electric°hand saw must also
be followed when using these electrical saws:

The band saw is a stationary saw for cutting curved and irregular
patterns.

Saber Saw

Band
Saw

Reciprocation Saw

Radisal Arm and Table Saw

These saws are floor-mounted and are capable of cutttng a wide variety
of lumber sizes. They can be used for crosscutttng, ripping and
mitering.

Care must be taken to keep out of the tine of sawing, to keep hands
and fingers clear, and to avoid forcing lumber.ihto the saw blade.

55
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ELECTRIC DRILLS

Electric Hand Drill

The electric drill is possibly the most widely used power tool
thnoughout the construction industry. Itgis available in many
sizes, styles, and capacities. The size is determined by the
maximum drill 'bit diameter whichothe drill chuck will hold. The
1/4, 3/8, and 1/2 inch drilj bits-Are most Commonly used.

To install a drill bit, loosen the jaws of the chuck, slip in
the shank of thp bit, and then tighten.the chuck with a key.

Power flasonry Drill
4

This is a tool which is designed primarily Tor, dcilling holes in
masonrylnaterials. The'masonry drill bit is used in conjunction
with it.

When, using this tool, always follow the sAfety rules pertaining
to electric tools.

56
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FASTENERS

Nails

There are many types of nails, all of which are classified ac-
cording to their size and use. Nails vary in siz,e, weight, type
of point, finish, and size and shape of the head. All normal
requirements of construction are filled by one of the nail types .

described in this training manual.

There are a few general rules to he followed in the use of nails.
A nail should be at least three times as long as the thickness
of the wuod it is intended to hold. Two-thirds of the nail is

driven into the seCond piece for proper anchorage.

Nails should be driven at an a'njle slightly toward each other so
as to provide maximum holding power. Nails should also be driven
across the grain as opposed to driving them with the grain.

TYPES OF NAILS

Common Nail

The common nail is used most frequently for construction carpentry.
It is a steel nail with a flat head which provides a striking sur-
face for a hammer. The vallous sizes of nails wtll be discussed
on the following pages,

Duplex Nail

. The duplex nail is considered to be a semi-permanent nail. It

has two heads; the lower is provided so that the nail may be driv'en
securely, while the upper head projects aboke the surface of the
wood. The reason for this Aesign is that eFe nail c,an-be removed
without difficulty. The duplex nail is particularly useful in
the construction of concrete forms when the forms will eventually
have to be dismantled, and the nails removed.
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Galvanized Nail

A galvanized nail is sim.ilar in side to the common nail. The
galvanized material, however, is resistant to rust. One of the
common uses is for roofing- nails.

Concrete Nail

The concrete nail is designed to attach items to concrete. It
-is sharp-pointed with ribs running the length of the nail and
it is tempered for .xtra strength.

EP

NAIC SIZES

Nail sizes are designated by the term "penny". This term desig-
nates the length of the nail (2 penny, 3 penny, 4 pennyt etc.),
and applies to all types of nails.

The "d" adjaceA to the number of nail size'is Vie accepted
abbreviation for the word "penny". "Therefore,a nail size of 8d
'is read as 118 penny".

There is also a definite length for each size designation. Starting
with a 4 penny nail, we find its length to be 1-1/2 inches. Each
nail size greater has a length which is 1/4 inch greater.

See figure on next page for nail sizes.
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16d 12d 10d 9d. 8d ld Gd 5d 4d

SCREWS

,Nail Sizes.

4

4d = 1-1/2"
5d = 1-3/4"
ed = 2"
id = 2-1/4"

,8d = 2-1/2"
9d = 2-3/4"

10d = 3"
12d = 3-1/4"
16d = 3-1/2"

The use of screws, rather than nails, is determined by several
factors. These factors may intlude the type of material to be
fastened, a need for greater holding power than nails can provide'
or the desired appearance of the finished produtt. Some of the
advantages of screws are that they provide more holding power and
can be easily tightened to draw the items being fastened securely
together, are neater in appearance, and may be witlidnawn without
damaging the material.

SCREW PARTS

The various parts of a screw are illystrated on the next pag,e.
The root diameter is the diameter of the threaded portion, the
body is the smooth portion; and the length is that which runs
from the tip to the head of the screw.

59
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Slotted head

Phillips head

SCREW TYPES'

Wood Screws

1V-S-57

Body
diameter

Diagram of a Screw.

The common wood screw is usually made of unhardehed steel, stain-
less steel, aluminum, or brass. Wood screws are threaded approx-
imately 2/3 of the length of the screw, and have a slotted head
designed to be driven by a screwdriver. Wood screws are designated
according to head style. The most common types are the flathead,
ovalhead, and the roundhead with either a slotted or phillips head.
The use of the wood screw is restricted to fastening wood to wood
items.

Wood Screws.

6

Here is a list of common screw sizes:

'No. 2 1/4 to 1/2 inch
No. 3 1/4 to 5/8 inch
No. 4 3/8 to inch
No. 5 3/8 to inch
No. 6 4/8 to 1 V2 inches -
No. 7 Y8 to 11/2 inches
No. 8 1/2 to 2 inches

. No. 9 Ve to 21/4 inches
No. 10 Ve to 21/4 inches
No. 12 7/8 to 21/2 inches
Na. 14 1 to 2 inches
No. 16 11/4 to-3 inches
No. 18 11/2 to 4 inches
No. 20 13/4 to 4 inches
NO. 24 31/2 to 4 inches
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Lag Screws

Lag screws are often required in construction. They are longer
and much heavier than the common wood screw and have coarser
threads.which extend more than half the length of the screw: These

4 screws are used to secure metal to wood, wood to wood, wood to con-
crete, and metal to concrete.

7

Lag Screws.

Sheet Metal Screws

Sheet metal screws are used for assembling metal parts, light
metal to wood, and wood to wood. These screws are made in either
steel or galvanized material, and are available with several types
of heads: flat, round, oval, and fillister. The sheet metal
screws usually have a self-tapping point for easy starting.

Metal. Screws.

6i
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Sizes of Screws

Wood screws come in sizes which vary from 1/4 inch to 6 inches.
Screws up to 1 inch in length increase by eighths, screws from
1 to 3 inches increase by quarters, and screws from 3 to 6 inches
increase by half7inches. Screws vary in length and size of shaft.

Proper nomenclature of a screw
length, and screw size number.

includes the type, material, finish,

Length (in.) Size Numbers

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

1/4 x x x x

3/8 x x x x x x x x x x

1 / 2 x x x x x x x x x x x x

5/8 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

3/4 xxxxxxxx x x x x x x x

7/8 x x x - x x x x x x x x x x x x
1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
1 1/4 xxxixxx x x x x x x x x x x

'1 1/2 xxxxxx x x x x x x x x x x x x

1 3/4 xxxxx x x x x x x x x x x x x

2 xxxxx x x x x x x x x x

21/4 -xxxxx x x'x x x x x x x x x x

2 1/2 xxxxx x x x x x x x x x x x

2 3/4 xxxx x x x

3 xxxx x x x x x i x x x x x x x

3 1/2 xx x x x x x z x x x x x x x
4 xx x x x x x x x x x x x x

4 1/2 x x x x x xx x- x x
5 x x x x x x x x x x
6 x x x x x x x x x

Screw Sizes.

SCREW INSTALLATION

-To prepare wood for installing screws, apilot hole which is the size
of the screw diameter must be bored. Then a smaller, starter hole
which will anchor the screw threzds must be bored. The starter hole
is drilled with a diameter less than that of the screw threads, and
to a depth 1/2 or 2/3 the length of the threads to be anchored.

Boring holes assures accuracy in the placement of screws, reduces
the possibility of splitting the, wood, and reduces the time and
effort required to drive the screw.

The slotted and phillips flathead and ovalhead screws are countersunk
sufficiently to permit a covering material to be used to cover the
head.

not hole

Starter hole
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BOLTS

BOLT TYPES

There are five types of bolts used most frequently in heavy con-
struttion. They are: anchor, dead head, stove ? carriage, and
machine bolt.

Anchor Bolt

Anchor bolts are by far the most utilized bolts. They come in
various sizes and are shaped like an "L". They are made of black
metal and in many casses have a galvanized finish for special pro-
tection from rust and corrosion.

Anchor bolts are set in concrete in a manner that secures pumps,
vessels, and structural beams to their foundations.

Dead Head Bolt

Dead head bolts are usually.made of black metal and are used to
secure metal to concrete. A hole is drilled into the concrete
and then the bolt is placed -443...t.s4 the hole. A light tap with a
hammer is required but care must be taken so as not to damage the
threads. As the bolt is screwed down into the concrete, it ex-
pands the dead head against the wall of the hole And holds firmly.

*63
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S'tove Bolt

Stove bolts usually come in black meial and are used to'secure
light metal together.

Im004

Carriage Bolt'

Carriage bolts are either galvanized or come in black metal. They
are used to secure wood to wood or wood to metal.

Machine Bolt

Machine bolts are either galvanized or come in black metal.. They
are used to secure metal to metal, metal to mood, and wood to wood.
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BOLT SIZES

Bolts come in a variety of lengths, as well as diameter sizes.
They range from a 1/4 inch to a_ 1 inch diameter. Jhe job to be
performed by a specific t3;pe pf bolt will determine the size to
be used.

In critical areas of construction, the sizes and types of bolts
are.given on blueprint d,rawings.
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

WILDING
"

aYACETYLENE PROCESSES

Oxyacetylene welding is based on the principle that, when acety-
lene gas is burned in the proper proportions, with oxygen gas, a
flame is.produced, which is hot enough to melt and fuse.metals.
This proportion is approximately 1 part of acetylene to 2-112
parts of oxygen. Oxyacetylene flame cutting uses much of the
same equipment, but the princiRle is different.,

. In xyacetylene
cutting a stream of oxygen is directed against a piec of ferrous
metal (metal which contains iron is called ferrous), wh'ch has
been,heated to a red heat. This causes 'the metal to burn.

Oxygen Cylinder

The oxygen cylinder is usually green or yellow in color, so that
'it can be identified. It is made from a single plate of high
grade steel, which has been heat treated to develop toughness
and strength. When.fully charged, the oxygen bottle, as it is
sometimes called, contains 244 cubic feet of oxygen at a pres-
sure of 2,200 pounds per square inch at 700 Fahrenheit. This
oxygen is 99.99% pure and is colorless, odorless and tasteless.
Oxygen by itself will /lot burn, but it does support combustion.

CAUTION: Because of the extremely Nigh pressure at which oxygen
is stored in the cylinder, several precautions must be observed
at all times.

All cylinders mu t have Inters'tate Commerce Commission
markings indicat ng the dates of bottle pressure tests.

. Cylinders must be stored so they cannot be knocked down.

. They should not be stored in an area -where extreme tem-
perature changes occur.

I(Oxygen cylinders must not be stored near grease, oil
or electrical connections. Bringing oxygen into con-
tact with oil or grease may cause a violent explosion.

. They must never be moved without the cylinder cap in
place, on top of the cylinder.

Cylinders which are defective in any way should be
taken out of service and reported to the supplier.

Oxygen
Cylinder



Valve Protection.CaR

The valve"protection c , or bottle cap, sci.ews onto the cylin-
der and completely covers the valve. Lt pro\tects, the valve from
damage whenthe cylinder is being moved or if icAs accidently
knocked over. 0

REMOVAPLE METAL CAP

1,

SAFETY FUSE
PLUG AND DISC

Oxypri Cylinder Cap and
Safety Plug

Oxygen Cylinder Valve

'The oxygen cylinde'r valve is attached o the top of the oxygen
cylinder. It iS used to turn the flow of oxygen on or off, as
needed. These V-alves are double seated. This means that when
the valve is completely closed, the flow of oxygen from the
cylinder is shut off, and when the valve is opened all the way,
the valve seats and prevents leakage of oxygen around the valve
stem The valve should be opened completely when the cylinder
is in use.

A safety fuse plug and disc are installed in the oxygen cylinder
valve. As the temperature of the oxygen in the cylinder increases,
the pressure also increases. If the pressure of the gas in the
bottle becomes too great', the safety plug and disc will release
the pressure.

mat
Owatir Rip*

/4N

4.7V.111111

11111.11.101
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-oxysenCylboder Valve
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Acetylene Cylinder

The pressure in acetYlene cylinders is .not as high as that in
oxygen cylinders. For this rRason, acetylene cylinders are
rolled to the'size needed and yielded at the seams.

Acetylene cylinders are filled with a porous material, such as
fuller's earth or balsa wood. A liquid chemical (acetone) is
poured into the bottle and iS absoi-bed by the porous.material.
Acetone absorbs acetylene gas.

'Acetylene gas, which is made by mixing water and calcium carbide
(a gray,rock-like substance),'has a strong disagreeable odor,

- resembling garlic. It is highly inflammable and, in combination
with oxygen, produces the hottest flame known (5,8000 - 6,300°,
Fahrenheit). When there is not Rnough oxygen present it burns
with a sMoky, yellow flame.

CAUTION: Because acetylene gas is highly inflammable and ex-
plosive, certain safety precautions must be observed.

Cylinders must be tested and certified by the,Interstate
Commerce Commission.

Cylinders which leak or' are defective fn any way should
be taken out of service and reported to the supplier.

Free acetylene gas (that which is not absorbed in
acetone) must not be stored at ptessures abovenl5
pounds per, square ihch. Above .this pressure acety-
lene becomes very unstable and may explode.

If large nUMbers'of acetylene cylinders are stored
close to oxygen cylinders a fire resistant wall must
be built between.the two types of cylinders.

. Cylindei.s should never be used in any position but .

the upright position. Liquid acetone can run into
the gages and hoses if the cy14,nder valve i. opened
while the cylinder is lying on its siZe.

. Never store acetylene cylinders where exceSsive heat
'may contact them.

AcetYlenQ6Cylipder ValvRs

The acetylene cylinderjvalve is attached to the top of the
acetylene cylinder. rt is usecrto turn the flow of acetylene

-on or off as needed. Acetylene cylinder val'ves are not double
seated, because they do not have to withstand the high preiSsure
th'S't oxygen, cylinders do."

Acetylene Cylinder

J
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'These valves are of two types. One type has a handwheel, re-
sembling that on the oxygen tylinder valve. The other has a
square stem, without the wheel, and is turned on and off with
a.special wrench, called a key.

CAUTION: The acetylene cylinder valve shoul& never be opened
more than 1 1/2 turns.-.In this way, it can be turned off quickly
in case of fire, For the same reason, the key should always be
left on the valve.

,Acetylene cylinders have plugs installed )n hem for safety.
These plugs are made of a metal which melts 4t a low temperature.
Any excessive heat, which would cause the ga in the cylihder to
reach higher pressure, melts the plugs. ThisJ allows the acety-
lene to escape ahd prevents an explosion.

SAFETY FUSE.
PLUGS

(MELT AT 220°F)

Nza--- KEY

Acetylene Bottle Key and Rise
Plugs

Oxygen Regulators

Full oxygen cylinder pressure is 2,200 po\rds per square inch.
-.It is' impossible"to weld with thiS much p essure, so a regulator
is installed on the cylinder. This regulator allows the welder
,to set the pressure at reduced amounts. It has a safety device,
which vents the.pressure if -it exceeds safe limits.

. Regulators are equipped with two gauges. One indicates the
'cylinder pressure, while the other indicates the working or
torch pressure.

The regul&tor is equipped with a nut, which screws on-to the
cylinder valve. The thre'ads are conventional, right-hand threads.
To ihstall the regulator, tighten the nut with the wrench sup-
plied by the .panufacturer or with an adjustable wrench. Use
no oil on this'onnection.

(Illustrations on next page).
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4

Oxygen Regulator

r.

Acetylene Regulators

Acetylene regulators are similar to oxygen regulators, with two
exceptions. All acetylene,fittings.have left-hand threads. This
is important to remember, as the fittings may, be damaged by
attempting to turn them tfte wrong way. The reason for the
left-hand threads on acetylene fittings, is to prevent them from
being accidentally installed on oxygen equipment.

The second way in which they are different from oxygen regulators
is that acetylene gauges have lower numbers than oxygen.lauges.
As a general rule, the aottylene cylinder pressure gadge registers
to 500'pounds per square inch. The acetylene working pressure
gauge registers to,a maximum of 15 pounds per' square inch. Also,
the numbers and graduations on the dial of oxygen gAuges are
nbrmally green, while .on acetylene gauges they are normally red.

NOTE:. Gabges are delicate mechanisms and through mishandling
they may not register correctly. NoweVer,'the regulator
will hold the correct pressure, even if the gauge does
not indicate it .aorrectly,

- Torch

The welding torch (or blowpipe) has separate inlets for oxygen
and acetylene. It trahsports the gase to the mixin9 chamber
where theY mix in the correct proportion for welding. The
mixing is contr.olled by two valves on the handle, each of which
may be opened and closed to regulate the flow of gases for the
welding flame.



The most commonly used torch is the equal pressure (cir medium
pressure.) type. In this type approximately,equal amounts of,
oxyg'en,..And acetylene are used for welding.

*
As with all other oxyacetylene equipment the torch has left-

,' hand threads on the4acetylene connection and right-ha.nd threads
on,othe oxygen connection.

. TORCH BODY

1,0,4",011/Y7407/7/34

OXYGEN

pm, .41n *I

As e As A.,

MIXED GASES ACETYLENEMIXER

Welding Tip

OXYGEN VALVE

" "' "%....011,A1II MI

-61....,",.. i 11111.1
1. IN

A
PI Pr;4414

ACETYLENE VALVE
HOSE CONNECTrONS-

Equal Pressure Torch

Different sized tips must be attached to the torch. These.tips
have a mixing chamber and oriftces (holes) to supply different
flame sizes. The tip concentrates the gases coming from the
torch so that the flame can be directed toward the weld to be
made.

Tips come with different size orif4ces, to vary the size' of the
flame. .When a tip with larger holes is used more gas can escape.
This provides a larger flame for welding on heavier metal, where
more heat is required. Tips shouad be kept clean and in good
woricing order.

.Bottle Cart

A bottle cart is a two-wheeled cart equipped with a chain for
fastening the cylinders securely. When oxyacetylene welding
equipment is installed on the bottle cart, it makes a portable
welding station whiich can be wheeled to the job.

Bottle Cart
7 2

.13
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Hoses

Special hoses are used for oxyacetylene welding equipment. They
are made to withstand the high welding pressures. Welding hoses
are supplied in 3/16", 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" sizes. Select the
correct size for the equipment to be used. They may be furnished
as double hose, connected bya rubber web and molded together.
If single hose'soare used, tape them together at 18 inch intervals
to keep the unit solid.

Oxygen hoaes'are green in color and have right-hand threads.
Acetylene hoses are red in color and have left-hand threads.
Also, acetylene hose fittings have grooves cut into the nuts,
to indicate a left-hand threaded connection.

REGULATOR OUTLET PRESSURE GAGE

OXYGEN REGULATOR

CYLINOER
PRESSURE GAGE

REG-aLATOR OUTLET
PRESSURE GAGE

ACETYLENE
REGULATOR

CYLINOER CAP

\-VALVE
WR ENCH

AOJUSTING SCREW

FUSIBLE PLUGS

ACETYLENE
CYLINOER/

VALVE

ACETYLENE HOSE

FUSIBLE PLUGS IN
BOTTOM OF CYLANOER

ACETYLENE .
OYLINOER

OXYGEN
CYLINOER

OXYGEN
HOSE

CYLINOER PRESSURE GAGE

HANO WHEEL

OXYGEN CYLINOER VALVE

BURSTING DISC

AOJUSTING
SCREW

ACETYLENE TORCH VALVE

WELOING TORCH

COPPER
SECTION

BRASS MIXIRG
SECTION

HANOLE

OXYGEN TORCH VALVE
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Steps in Assembling the Oxyacetylene Rig.

1. TWO BOTTLES SAFETY CHAINED AND CAPS
IN PLACE

2. CRACK VALVES INSTALL REGULATORS

3. INSTALL HOSES.

5. OPEN BOTTLE VALVES.

4. INSTALL TORCH.

6. SET ADJUSTING SCREWS FOR LINE PRESSURE.

74
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LIGHTING THE OXYACETYLENE TORCH

Flames

Three basic flames. can be made by adjusting the valves on the
welding torch.

. The carburizimg flame

. The neutral flame

. _The oxidizing flame

Carburizing Flame

A carburizing flame is the result of too much acetylene gas in
the flame. This flame may be.recognized by a long streamer of
green colored gas which burns around the inner cone of the flame,
This is called an acetylene feather. A carburizing flame is
used to make the outside of metal hard, bUt is not ,good for a
weld. The addition of the extra acetylene to the melted weld
adds carbon to the metal and makes a hard, brittle weld. When
this flame is used on melted parent metal, it causes the puddle
to turn dark red and gives it a boiling action.

ACETYLENE FEATHER

Neutral Flame

The neutral flame is the welding flame. This flame can be 're-
cognized by a sharp inner cone and the absence of an acetylene
feather. It is made up of 2 1/2 parts of oxygen and 1 part of
acetylene. One part of the oxygen in the flame and one part of
the acetylene come from the bottles. The other 1 1/2 parts of
oxygen are picked up from the air around the welding tip, A

neutral flame does not add anything to or subtract anything from
the parent metal (the metal being welded). The acetylene torch
is adjusted for a,neutral flame, for most welding jobs.that re-
quire the metal to be melted and mixed together.

METAL. BOILS AND IS NOT CLEAR

Carburizing Flame

REDISH PURP1.1 FLAME

LUMINOUS CONE

[_IMETAL IS CLEAN AND CLEAR-FLOWS EASILY

Neu t ra I Flame
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Oxidizing Flame-4,

An oxidizing flame is the result of having too much oxygen in
the gas mixture. This flame can be identified by a shorter
inner cone and a whistling sound. It causes the molten metal-
to boil and spark. The additional oxygen in the flame causes
the metal to burn, resulting in a brittle Weld. A'slighIly
oxidizing flame may be used for brazing,''but it is not used for
fusion welding.

DEEPER PURPLE FLAME-SHORTER - WIDER

LESS LUMINOUS CONE-SHORTER

Stri er

EXCESSIVE FOAMING AND SPARKING OF M'ETAL

Oxidizing Flame

The striker produces a spark by dragging a piece of flint across
a file. A striker must always be used to light the oxyacetylene
torch. The use of matches create% a hazard and may result in
personal injury. The flints in most strikers may be replaced
when the original one is worn out.

REPLACEABLE FLINT

Striker

Goggles

Goggles are to be worn whep welding. They are made in many
shapes and sizes, to suit-the infividual welder. Weldtng
goggles have dark lenses which filter out ultraviolent and

- infrared rays. For oxyacetylene welding they should be
equipped with #4 or #5 filter lenses, either blue or brown.
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LfGHTING THE OXYACETYLENE TORCH

Procedure

1. Set up the welding .equipment, following the procedures out-
lined%

2.

Install the tip on the torch body.

3. Open the oxygen cylinder valve slightly until pressure
register's on the high pressure gauge then open the valve
fully.

High Pressure Gauge (Oxygen)

4. Turn the adjusting screw on the regulator to the right until
pressure registers on the low pressure gauge.

Set the oxygen pressure at about 5 psi.

*w Pressure Gauge (Oxygen)

5. Open the oxygen needle valve on the torch handle and readjust
the regulator until about 5 pounds registers, with the needle
valve open. Close the needle valve.
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6. Open the acelylene cylinder valve slightly until pressure
registers on the high Pressure gauge, then open it 1/2 turn.

High Pressure Gauge (Acetylene)

7. Turn the adjusting screw to the right until pressure registers
on the low pressure gauge.

Low Pressure Gauge (Acetylene)
(Note Calibration Stops at IS,lbs.)

'8 Open the acetylene needle valve-on the4 torch handle and re-
adjust tfie screw on the regulator unti1 about 5 pounds reg-
isters, with the needle valve open. Close the needle valve
on the torch.

.9. Open the acetylene needle valve on the torch about 1/2 turn.
Hold the striker in the left hand (if right-handed), the torch
in right hand, and strike a spark in front of the escaping gas.'

10 Open the needle valve on the torch until the flame jumps
away from tip about 1/8". The flame will appear turbulent,
but will not smoke.

11 . Open the oxygen needle valve on the torch slowly, adding
oxygen to the burning acetylene. ir

V
12. As oxygen is added to the acetylene, observe the luminous

cone at the tip, and the long greenish-color envelope around
it. The green envelope is the excess acetylene of the car
burizing flame.

Th
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13. Continue to add oxygen by opening the oxygen needle valve
until the feather of acetylene just disappears. The inner
cone will now appear soft and luminous. This is a neutral
flame.

14. If more oxygen is added now, the flame becomes pointed and
white in color. In addition, it makes a sharp whistling
sound. This is an oxidizing flame.

15. Practice adjusting the torch to carburizin , neutral, and
oxidizing flames.

16. Shut off the acetylene needle valve on the torch; shut off
the oxygen needle valve on the torch; shut off both cylinder
valves completely; open the needle valves on the torch handle
and drain the hoses. (Watch the gauges until they register
0 )

17. Close the needle valves on the torch, release the pressure
adjusting screws on the regulators-by turning the handles

. to the left; coil the ho§es and hang them up on the hose
holder.

OXYACETYLENE WELDING HINTS

A. An oxacetylene weld should always have 100% penetration.
This means that the weld appears on the bottom of the parent
metal as well as on the top. Poor penetration causes the
metal to break in the weld. However, too much penetration
causes the molten metal to drip through and hand down below
the parent metal.

B. Right-handed welders usually hold the torch in the right
hand and weld from righl to left, adding the filler rod at
the front of the flame. This procedure is called forehand
welding. Left-handed op rators weld from left to right,
but the rod is still adde"çt at the front of the flame, since
the torch is held in the I hand and the filler rod,in the
right.

C. Flat welding is the most desiralfle position for welding,
since the welder can control pehiration and bead appear-
afice easily.

D. Filler rod is commonly called welding rod. It is added to
the molten puddle to build up the cross section of weld
where the penetration has forced the molten metal ,below the
surface. of the parent metal. To insure good penetration,
filler rod should be added only after the puddle has been
formed. The weld should have a cross section thicker than
the original parent metal, so that strength is added at the.
point of the weld. ,
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. E. A neutral flame is used for.welding. On an equal pressure 0

torch, the gauges should be set at approximately the same
pressure, if the welding is not to be done in a confined
area. Welding in a restricted area, such as a corner of the
metal, uses up the atmospheric oxygen rapidly and changes
the character of the flame from neutralNto carburizing.
More oxygen pressure may be needed for such a welding .con-
dition.

. Instructions and demonstration for making the many types of
oxyacetylene weld beads and joints should come from your
instructor.

OXYACETYLENE ,CUTTING

Oxyacetylene cutting is done by directing 4 stream of oxygen onto
the ferrous metal, which has been preheated. The oxygen burhs
the metal. By controlling the amount of preheat and'the size
of the stream of oxygen, a cut may be made with clean, smooth
sides. The cut is called a kerf.

Oxyacetylene cutting is one of the most used,oxyacetylene pro-
cesses. The cutting torch can be,used to cut intricate shapes
or to make straight, clean cuts. Tbe cutting, or burning, pro-
cess does not change the° chemical composition of the 'metal.
Therefore, any ferrous metal can be welded immesliately after it
has been cut. However, slag (oxidized metal) -k'isometimes left
at the bottom edge of the cut. This must be removed by grtnding
or chiseling. If oxidized metal is included in tlie puddle it
will contaminate the weld. Metal shouTd always be clean before
welding.

Cutting Torch

The cutttng torch is designed only for cutting ferrous metals.
To install the cutting torch the welding torch handle must be
removed from the hoses. The cutting torch is then installed in
its place. The cutting torch is designed for heavy cutting. and
performs better over, lorig periods of time than the cutting head.

ACETYLENE VALVE

CUTTING OXYGEN HANDLE

Cutting Torch
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Cutting Head

. The cutting head is an attachment to the welding torch. By re-
moving the tip from the welding' torch, the cutting head may be
screwed onto the torch handle. In this manner, a welding torch
may be used for cutting.

CUTI-ING OXYGEN HANDLE

ACETYLENE VALVE

Cutting H1:1

Oxygen Pressure

Since large amounts of oxygen are required to burn the metal,
more oxygen pressure is needed for cutting than for welding.
When using a cutting torch, or cutting head, the gas pressures
should be regulated according to the manufacturer's specifications
for the torch being used.

Cutting Tip

The cutting tip is designed especially for cutting and cannot
be used for welding. Cutting tips are made with a hole in the
center, through which 019 stream of oxygen is directed at the
cut. A group of holes /tound the center hole give off a heutral
flame which preheats the metal. Depending on the size of the
tip, there are 4, 6, 8 or 12 preheat holes. Each of these is
like a miniature welding tip and when the torch is lighted, it
should be adjusted so that each of the preheat holes makes a
neutral flame.

When the metal to be cut has been preheated to red=hot, the
cutting oxygen valve is pressed. The stream of oxygen will burn
(cut) the metal as long as the preheat is maintained. Oxyacet-
ylene cutting must be done at a slow, even rate of speed. If
the cut is made too rapidly, the metal may cool down and the
cutting action will stop. If this happens the torch should be
moved back into the kerf and the metal preheated again. The
cut may then be started again.

Cutting Tip

PREHEAT ORIFICE

CUTI-ING ORIFICE

EDGE OF PLATE

Four-Hole Cutting Tip,
Installed for Straight-Line Cut.
Make Cut Right to Lefi.
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BEVELING PLATE WITH THE OXYACETYLENE CUTTING TORCH
el

Ordinarily, 100% penetration is required of an oxy,a.Getylene.weld-
in order to insure strength in the welded joint. q'etal which is
over 1/8 inch thick is very difficult to melt through, so some
method'has to be provided to insure complete penetration. Metal
1/8 inch, to 3/16 inch thick is frequently gapped fon welding,
but the edge of metal over?3/16 inch thick should be beveled.
This is done by cutting the edge of the metal on an angle.

Cutting straight through a.piece of steel leaves a cross section
the same width as the thickness of the original metal. However,
when the edge is beveled, the cross section is increased.

Beveling leaves the bottom of the plate with a very thin Idge,
.:which has a,tendency to melt off during welding. This edge is
generally ground square to a thickness of 1/16 inch, to prevent
'the edg"e from melting off. This ground shoulder is called a
land.

Sometimes when bevels are made, a small increase af oxyge
pressure is necessary to cut the larger cross section of the
bevel. To cut a bevel, the cutting tip should be turned so the
holes line up.

900
CROSS SECTION 450

S SECTION

Cross Section d
Beveled Edges

-Ck

PREHEAT ORIFICE

CUTTING ORIFICE

EDGE OF PtATE

Cutting Tip Installed for Bevel Cut

CUTTING HOLES WITH THE OXYACETYLENE CUTTING TORCH

The oxyacetylene cutting torch is a good tool for cutting holes
in steel, where a precision fit is not necessary. Round, sware,
rectangular, and odd-'shaped holes can be cut equally well.

As the cutting oxygen valve is opened, after the metal has been
preheated to a red heat, the torch tip must be moved upward,away
from the cut. This is to keep the slag from blowing up into the

82
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tip. When the hole is burned completely through the plate,
lower the torch until the preheat flames are aboiet 1/8 inc,h from
the surface of the metal. With the hole pierced and the torch
in -position to'keep the metal preheated, cut away from the hole'
to the mark and around the circle. Clean the slag from the under-
side when the cut is completed.

1 /8"
111..

1 /8"

u ii
SW( N%N. 11E'

a

. La'yout ExamRl'e

Torch Handling Sequene4ior tioie Piercing

t,

to

f
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SETT'ING UP ARC WELDING EUIPMENT

, Arc welding uses the heat produced as electricity jumps the gap
from one conductor of electricity to another. As the electricity
passes through this gap inte.nse and concentrated head (6,500 to
7,000°F) is produced. The two basic types of shielded-arc (stick-
arc) welding are thefte tWat use AC (alterndling current) "and
those that use DC (direct current) electricity. In the shielded-
elegtrode method of welding an electric arc js produced between
the metal to-be welded (base metal) and the electrode. This
arc melts_ the electrode metal wh-ich is deposited on and fused
with the base metal.,

WeldHu E ui ment

The arc lding process uses special equipment. The welding
student must set up and operate this equipment according to
establishgd industrial standards of ,safe and economical .ope-
ratiqp.

Arc Welding Machine
,

Arc welding machines are classified as either AC or DC. DC
welding machineS'' may be motor driv n generators or,rectifier
welders. A rectifierlis a devi hich converts AC to DC.

Since the DC rectifier welder is most commonly used in shops
and in school laboratories, the welding student should,concen-
trate on thattype. The DC rectifier f_urnishes two types of
welding current, both of which are utilized for Welding and
each of which serves specific welding needs in a satisfactory
mann8r.

DC'GENERATOR

'AG GENERATOR

WATER COOLED ENGINE

riven:Generator
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REMOTE CONTROL
RECEPTACLE

VERNIER CURRENT
A UJUSTMEM T

COOLING AIR GRILL

Rectifier Welder

Direct Current, Straight Polarity (DCSP)

When the parent metal is connected to the positive (+) side of
'the welder, and the electrode (rad) holder is connected to the -
negative (-) side of tire welder, the circuit is,in straight
polarity. With the electrode negative] the current travels from
the electrode to the bas.e metal. DCSPkis. used with high melting-

% temperature base metals, for deeR penetration, for slow welds
and far narrow beads.i It is especially recommended for welds
which are made in pos-ition (on the tospside of a horizontal
surface).

-

gr.

HOLDER ELECTRODE

Wiring Diagram, DCSP

ARC GAP

1

'KN ,

Dfrect Current,:'Reverse Polari-fY i k
A

a:ii '

When,the pats.ent metal is connected to the negativ'e (..7,) side of .

' the weld.er, and the. electrode holder ts,connected to the positive
() side'of the welder, thg circuit is called reverse polarity.
With the electrode Rositive the current,travels from the base

('

..,
.

(S,5
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metal to the electrode. DCRP is especially helpful for welding
out of position (welds made in any but the flat position), since
/the parent metal does notwheat up as much and hassless tendency
to run.

(CATHODE)

HADER ELECTRODE

I

WORK I

Wiring Diagram, DCRP

V.

Alternating Curren

Most AC welders have transformers which step down the voltage
and increase the we,lding current. Electric current furnished
by most electric utititids is 60-cycle, alternating current.
(The current reverses its irection:of flow 120 times- per second.) -

(k.

AMPERE SCALE

VENT CRANK

LEAD TAP .*
HI GH RANGE TAP

Welding fvlachine
'

OFF-ON SWITCH

, Welding Electrodes

Most welding electrodes are covered with a coating of flux. This
flux forms a gaseous shield which prevents.oZygen from contacti,ng
the Rolten metal. The chemical content of the coating varies
with the hanufacturer's specifications. Welding rods are ilianu-
factured and coated to fulfill specific welding functions. the ,

welder must learn to identify electrodes and ch-oose the type
most suited for the job at hand..,

86
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Electrodes are designated with the letter E, followed by four or
five digits Exxxx(x). The first two (or three) digits tridicate
the tensile strength -of the deposited weld, in thousands of pounds
per square inch. For example, in the designation E-60xx, the E
indicates that is is an electric welding electrode, and the 60
indicates a tensile strength of 60,000 pounds per square inch.
The next digit indidates the position of welding for which the
electrode is designed. A 1 in this position indicates an all-
purpose electrode, or one which can be'used in any position; a
2 indicates that it is for flat or horizontal welding; and a 3

indicates that it is intended for flat position welding only.
The last digit refers to the operating characteristics, such
as coating and polarity. For example, an E-6011 electrode is
made of metal with a tensile stren-gth of 60,000 pounds per
square inch (60), for use in any position (1),_and either AC
or DCRP

In addition, rods are generally coded with a color on the end-or
a colored spot or spots on the covering. Some rods are also
designated by a group dolor. Electrode Fnd Spot (;roup

Classification Color Color ' Color

Leads,

E 6010

6011 . Blue

6012 White

6013 Brown

6014 Red Brown

6020 Green

6024 Yellow

7010-A 1 Blue White

7011-A 1 Blue Yellow

7016 Blue Orange Green

7018 Black Orange Green

7020-A I Blue Yellow Silver

8015-BI White Brown Green

8016-131 White Black Green

9016-133 Brown Blue Green

10013-6 Green Brown Silver

10015-6 Rcd Red Green

10016-6 Greeh Orange Grccn

12016-6 Orange Orange Green

Fig. 1-6 Color Coding of Electrodes

a

The ca]ples used to carry the electric current to the work and back
to the welding machine are called leads. Well-built leads of ade-
ouate size to carry the current used are essential. Leads which
are used a cOnsirderable distance from the welding machine must be
larger than leads used for jobs close to the machine. The leads
are subjected to much wear and should be of high quality to ensure
long service.

Welding table



Electrode Holder

The electrode holder is the part of the arc welding equipment
held by the welder-. It is attached to the ele4rode lead on the
weldirig machine. The "stinger", as it is sometImes called, is a

well-insulated handle which is made to withstand the heat from
welding.

Ground Clamp

Electrode Holder

The ground cable from the machine to the work is generally con-
nected to a spring-loaded clamp which can be easily attached to
the work. This is the ground clamp. In order to do a good job
of welding, the ground must be solidly connected to the work.

Gro nd Clamp

Helmet

The helmet is generally made of fibqr, and formed to cover the
front half orthe welder's head. An opening is provided in front
of the eyes, and a clear-glass cover lens is installed in the
opening. Bp"nd the cover lens is a colored glass which filters
the infrar ad ultraviolet rays from the -arc. The clear-glass
lens is pr,,t.itd to catch the spatter from the welding process
which would otherwise adh,ere to the colored lens. (The clear
glass lens is much less expensive than the Colored lens.)

The welding helmet should be examingd frequently to insure that
no cracks or holes" are present which might allow the arc light
to leak through. The cover lens and colored lens must be free
of cracks or chips for absolute eye protection.
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Additional personal equipment should consist of:

Cap
Leather gloves
Leather jacket
Safety glasses (flash goggles)
High shoes or boots
Other wearing apparel should be of a type which is not

readily flammable

p

-Arc Welding Safety

Arc welding is not hazardous if-afew fundamental safety rules
are obeyed. The following points should be observed in addition
to the general arc welding safety rules listed in this unit.

Radiation from the arc is dangerous to the eyes. The arc
gives off infrared and ultraviolet rays which*may burn the
eyes and the skin. An arc welder's helmet, with a suitable
colored lens, must be worn to keep the rays from the skin
and eyes.

Flying sparks and small globules of molten metal are present
most of the time when arc welding. Protective clothing which
is not highly flammable, gloves, and high shoes help to pro-
tect the welder frbm burns.

ANoid striking an arc when other persons are close. Warn t

others that an arc is to be, struck so they may protect their
eyes from the arc.

. Fumes given off from the arc and the material ,being welded
may be injurious. Adequate ventilation is required at all
times when welding is in process.

Electric shock is always a possibility. Be sure the floor
is dry and wear.dry gloves. Use an insulated electrode holder.

. The danger of burns is always present. Do not handle hot
metal with the hands. Use tongs or pliers.
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Striking_ the_ Arc

When a ground and a wire carrying an electrical charge contact
each other, an arc (continuous spark) occurs, causing intense
heat and bright 1,ight. This is the principle on which arc welding
operates, except that after the arc is started, the wllding elec-
trode is moved a,short distance away from the parent metal. This
keeps a constant arc and continuous heat. An arc length of 1/8
inch is maintained most of the time. Lengthening the arc by
moving the electrode farther away from the parent metal increases
the heat and the size of the puddle.

Improper arc length can sometiMes be determined by visually in-
specting a completed weld. Too short an arc can cause poor fusion
(fusion is the mixing of the parent metal with the weld metal),
undercutting (ar area where metal is.missing), and porosity'.
(pinholes). Too long an arc can cause lack of concentration
of the heat, excessive splatter, poor penetration (penetration
is the depth of the weld 4 the pgrent metal), and arc action
which is not smooth. Holdi\n,g, th.e arc too short can also cause
the electrode to stick to the parent metal.

The arc may be struck by dragging the electrode across the
grounded metal much as a match is struck. If the electrode has
a heavy flux coating, it may be necessary to break the coating
away from the end of the rod before contact can be made.

ELECTRODE

1/8" GAP

CONTACT WITH PLATE

After the arc is established, movement across the plate must be
made in a steady forward motion, and the arc must be kept a uni-
form length. Too rapid progress will result in poor penetration.
Right-handed welders generally progress from left to right, so
that the weld puddle can be seen and the filling (or buildup)
of the rod can be controlled. Left-handed welders should work
from right to left.

The heat of the arc melts a crater into the parent metal which
must then be filled with the electrode metal. As the electrode

t./
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is melted into the meld, it-is thoroughly mixed with the parent
metal. It is not enough to lay a bead on the parent metal.
Thorough penetration and fuston between parent metal and electrode
metal must take place. As the electrode melts it must be gradually
.lowered towards the weld to maintain the correct length of the arc.

Electrode

After the arc has been started, the electrode should be held
away from the plate to begin the weld. A good rule to follow is
to keep the arc at a distance equal to the diameter of the rod
being used. The rod must be held-perpendiuclar to the plate
being welded,pand tipped slightly (about 10 degrees) in the di-
rection of travel. The bead width should be approximately twice
the diameter of the rod.

5°- 1 0°

OnfiartiVara

TRAVEL NI*

ELECTRODE

Electrode Angle for Filling Puddle and Welding

Weave Bead

Weavingsa bead increases the width of the deposit. It also in-
creases the overlap. -Weaving is used to widen a bead, to fill
undercut at the sides and to assist in slag formation. Weaving
is generally recommended for filling poor fitting joints.

A wea.ve bead is deposited by moving fhe rod back and forth across
the surface to be welded. 'Stringer beads may be run at the edges
first.- Several_different electrode movements may be used, but
weaving is generally done in the flat position using a semicir-
cular motion to the left Ind the right.

See next page far examples.



STRAIGHT ACROSS

Flat Position

A weld made on the topside of the parent metal and within 30
degrees of Nprizontal is called a flat weld. The flat position
is the most desirable position for welding, since the operator
can see the work easily.

FIGURE 0'8''

Weave Bead Techniques

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Draw a sketch of the motion most frequently used for weaving
a bead in the flat position.

2 Should stringer beads or weave beads be used to fill ,poorly
fitting joints?

3. Describe the flat welding position.

4 Why is the flat position considered the most desirable pt
sition for welding?

5. What is a positioner?

6. Describe two methods which can be used to.keep -the sides of
a weave ,bead in a straight line.

7. When one bead runs over the top of another, why is it nec-
essary to clean the slag from the first bead?
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Fillet Weld
,

The fillet weld is the type of "wel'd used most often in industry.
A fillet weld is a weld made on two pieces of metal which are
joined in any way other than in a ,flat plane. A fillet is a
reinforcement, and a weld made in an inside corner is called a
fillet weld. Fillet 'welds are sometimes called T welds, when
the pieces form a 90-degree an-gle. However, not ell fillet
welds are T welds, becausa the pieces may meet at an angle other
than 90 degrees.

FILLET (T) FILLET

Fillet Welds

When the pieces to be welded are less than 3/16 inch thick,
welding on both sides of the joint should produce a strong joint.
When thicker metal is welded the joint must be prepared in such
way that the weld penetratton il00 percent. The pieces may

be gapped. Another method is to bevel the edge so the weld can
penetrate the joint.

Gapping the Pieces for a Fillet Weld
a

Beveled Edge for a Fillet Weld

Expansion and Contraction

4 Because metal expands (increases in size) as it is heated and .

contracts (dacreases in size-) as it is cooled, allowances must
be made for warpae. The metal should be tack welded in posttion
to keep it aligned during the welding. Sometimes the pieces can
be tacked in such a way that they are pulled into line ,by the
contraction which takes place as the joint cools. Another method
is to clamp the parts in a manner which resists the force of con-

, traction. When neither of these'methods can.be used, the parts
may be welded,intermittently on.each side (short welds alter-
nately on oppoite sides of the joint).

a
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Butt Weld

A butt weld joins the edges of two pietes of metal which are in
line with one another. When welded, the two pieces of metal form
a flat surface.

For a butt weld to have full strength it must have 100 percent
penetration into the pareritmetal. When 100 percent penetration
is achieved, the bottom edges of the plates will be completely
fused together. ThE first pass (or penetration pass) is most
important, since failure to join the plates completely can cause
a break in the metal or the weld.

Preparation for a Butt Weld,

Metal which is over 3/16 i h thick must be prepared so that the
first pass of the weld will have complete penetration. The pieces
to be wel d may be gapped to impr tration. However, if
the pieces re over 3/16 inch thick, the edge ill melt rapidly
ang may fill the gap without completely fusing t bottom edges
of the join . If the pa'rts can be welded from bo h sides this
will improe fusion, but often butt welds must be, made:where the
metal 's welded from one side only. Such welds 'can be prepared
by be eling the edges of the two plates with a grtnqer. Usually
the e es are beveled about 30 degrees so that 'when they are
fitted together tIeir edges form a V of about 60 degrees.

Beveling Plate for a Butt Weld

Beveling forms a very thin edge, which would burn away rapidly.
To prevent this edge from burning away, aland (flat,nose) is
ground on the edge. This land should be about 1/16 inch thick.

Plate Prepared for a Butt Weld

When the plates are tack welded, a narrow gap is left between them.
This helps insure 100 pertent penetration of the root pass. After
each pass, the weld must be chipped and cleaned, to prevent slag
from being trapped in the-following passes.

9,4
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Horizo.ntal Weld

An out-of-position weld is a weld made in any position dther than
flat. A horizontal weld is a weld made in a horizontal line and
against a surface which is approximately vertical.

Horizontal welding presents a problem because gravity worIs against
the welder. The molten metal deposited by the.arc has a tendency
to sag downwards. This sag must be controlled by rod angle and
rod manipulation. Also, care Must be taken that an undercut
does not develop at the top of the bead. Covect polarity and
use of the right electrodes assist in making a good weld.

The electrode should be held at an angle of 90 degrees with the
plate bting welded, then pointed slightly toward the weld-
If the puddle has a tendency to sag, the electrode can be angled
upwar'd slightly (about 20 degrees). In this position, the farce
of the arc will help hold the molten puddle in place until it has
cooled enough to support itself. A slight circular movement of
the end of the rod may help the beginning welder maintain bead
appearance.

Electrode Angle

Lap Joint

4

Lap welds are a common application of electric arc welding
mild steel. .

However, this joint has certain disadvantages wtPich
must be recognized. Although the metal may,be perfectly lapped,
one edge, over the other, the space between the overlapped edges
is a natural place for corrosion'to occur. Moisture can condense
in the lap, as a result of heating and cooling. This moisture

4causes rusting which eventualTy results in failure of the metal.

Lap Weld
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Horizontal lap joints are normally easy to weld with good bead
appearance. The electrode can be pointed into the corner of the
joint and the lower piece of metal acts as a ledge to support the
molten metal. Car'e must be taken to avoid burning away the edge
of the Tap. Also, if the electrode angle is not correct, the
arc flow can wash away the molten metal, causing undercuts. The
joint should be welded with constant, uniform progrets.

ther Weld, Joints

As with oxyacetylene welding, your instructor may wish to demon-
strate other welding joints. Arc welding practice will make you
---- better.

X
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

CARPENTRY

Materials

Wood is one of our greatest natural resources. When cut into
pieces that are uniform in thickness, width and length, it be-
comes lumber; the material most widely used for residential
construction.

Lumber is the designation given to products of the sawmill and
includes: boards used for flooring, sheathing, paneling, and
trim; dimension lumber used for sills, plates, studs, rafters
and other framing members; timbers used for posts, beams and
heavy stringers; and numerous sp'ecialty items. The carpenter
must have a good working knowledge of luMberkinds, grades,
sizes and other aspects that apply to its selection and use.

Kinds of Wood

Lumber may be classified as either softwood or hardwood. Soft-
wood comes from the evergreen or needle bearing trees. Tivese

are called "conifers" because many of ,them bear cones. See
fi-gure 4-5. Hardwood comes from broadleaf (deciduous) trees
that shed their leaves at the end of the growing season. This
classification is somewhat confusing, however, because man
the hardwood trees produce a softer wood than some of the so-
called softwood trees.

Several of the more common kinds of commercial softwoods and
hardwoods are:

Softwoods
Douglas Fir
Southern Pine
Western Lanch
Hemlock
White Fir
Spruce
Ponderosa Pine
Western Red Cedar
Redwood
Cypress
White Pine
Sugar Pine

Hardwoods
Basswood
Willow
American Elm
*Mahogany
Sweet Gum
*White Ash
Beech
Birch
Cherry
Maple
*Oak
*Walnut

*Open grained wood

A number of hardwoods have large pores in the cellular structure
(called open.grain woods) and require special or additional op-
erations in the finishing procedure.

In addition to hardness and softness, different kinds of wood
will vary in weight, strength, workability, color, texture,
grain pattern and odor,
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Availability of different species (kinds) of lumber varies
somewhat throughout the country. This is especially true of
framing lumber which is expensive to transport over long dis-
tances. It is usually more economical to select building ma-
terials (lumber, stone, etc.) that reflect the natural resour-
ces of the area.

Cutting Methods

Most lumber is cut in such a' way that tlie annular rings form an
angle of less than 45 deg. with the surface of the board. This
method produces lumber that is called FLAT-GRAINED if jt is
softwood, or PLAIN-SAWED if it is hardwood. Minimum waste is
incurred in using this method and desirable grain patterns are
obrained.

Lumber can also be cut so the annular rings form an angle of
more than 45 deg. with the surface of the board, figure 4-6.
This method produces lumber that is called EDGE-GRAIN if it is
softwood, and QUARTER-SAWED if it is hardwood. It is more
difficult and expensive to use this method, but it does pro-
duce lumber that swells and shrinks less in width and is not
so likely to warp.

Moisture Content and Shrinkage

Before wood can be used commercially, a large part of the mois-
ture (sap) must be.removed. When a living tree is cut, more
than half of its weight may be moisture. Lumber used for
framing and outside finish should be dried to a moisture con-
tent of about 15 percent. Most cabinet and furniture woods
are dried to a moisture content of 7 to 10 percent.

The amount of moisture or moisture content (M.C.) in wood is
expressed as a percent of the oven-dry weight. To determine
the moisture content, a sample is first weighed. It is then
placed in an oven and dried at a temperature of about 212 deg.
F. The drying is continued until it no longer,loses weight.
The sample is weighed again and this oven-dry weight is sub-
tracted from the initial weight. The difference is then
divided by the ovendry weight, figure 4-7.

Moisture is contained in thercell cavities (free water) and
in the cell walls (bound water). As the wood is dried, mois-
ture frist leaves the cell cavities. When the cells are empty
but the cell walls are still full of moisture, the wood has
reached a condition called the FIBER SATURATION POINT. For
most woods this is about 30 percent, figure 4-8.

The fiber saturation point is important because wood does not
start to shrink until this point is reached. As the M.C. is
reduced below 30 percent, moisture is removed from the cell
walls and they become smaller in size. For a one percent
moisture loss below the fiber saturation point, the wood will

95



HARD WOOD
(IrocM-Leorml)

SOFT WOOD
(Conikn)

MAPLE . PINE

Fig. 4-5. General classification of wood.
(Paxton Lumber Co.)

INITIAL
WEIGHT

M. C.

DRY IN
OVEN

INITIAL WT.OVEN DRY WT.

WEIGHT AFTER
DRYING

OVEN DRY WT.

Fig. 4-2. Determining moisture content of wood.

Green 17 Percent 11 Percent

16
a 32

1"

Fig. 4-9. Dimensional change in a 2 x 10 joist.
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A

Fig. 4-6. Methods of cutting lumber. AEdge-groin or quarter-
sawed. BFlat-grained or plain-sawed.

100%*

NO SHRINKAGE I SHRINKAGE

30%

I
PULER SATURATIONfOINT

Fig. 4-8. How a wood cell dries. First the free water in
the cell cavity is removed, and then the cell wall dries and

shrinks.

Fig. 4-10. The shrinkage and distortion of llat, square and
round pieces, as affected by the direction of the annual rings.
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shrink about 1/30th of the total possible shrinkage. If dried
to 15 percent M.C., it will have been reduced by about one-half
the total shrinkage. Figure 4-9 shows the shrinkage in a 2 x 10
joist.

Wood shrinks most along the direction of the annual rings (tan-
gentially) and about one-half as much across these rings. There
is practically no shrinkage in the length. How this shrinkage
affects lumber cut from a log is shown in figure 4-10. As
moisture is added to wood, it swells in the same proportion that
the shrinkage has taken place.

Equilibrium Moisture Content

A piece of wood will give off or take on moisture from the air
aro.und it until the moisture in the wood is balanced with that
in the air. At this point the wood is said to be at equilibrium
moisture content (E.M.C.). Since wood is exposed to daily and
seasonal changes in the relative humidity of the air, it is con-
tinually making slight changes in its moisture content and,
therefore, changes in its dimensions. This is the reason doors
and drawers often stick during humid weather l?ut work freely
the rest of the year.

Ideally, a wood tructure should be framed with lumber at a M.C.
equal to that w ch it will attain in &ervice. This is not

OP)practical sinc lumber with such a low moisture content is sel-
dom available and would likely gain moisture during ihe con-
struction stages. Standard practice is to use lumber with. a
moisture content in the range of 15 to 19 percent. In heated
structures, it will eventually reach a level of about 8 percent.
However, this will vary in different geographical areas, figure
4-11.

The carpenter understands that some shrinkage Is inevitable and
mOkes allowances where it will affect the structure. The first,
a6d by far the greatest change in moisture content occurs during
thle first year after construction, particularly during the firs
heating season.

When "green" lumber (in excess of 20 percent M.C.) is used,
shrinkage will be excessive and it will be almost impossible to
prevent excessiVe warping, plaster cracks, nail pops, squeaky
floors and other difficulties..

Seasonin9 Lumber

This is the process of reducing the* moisture content to the re-
quired level specified by the grade and use. In air-drying, the
lumber is simply exposed to the outside air. It is carefully
stacked with sttdsers (wood strips)cabetween layers so air can
ciruclate through the pole. Boards are also spaced apart in
the layers so air can move vertically. Air-drying is a rel-
atively slow process and often creates additional defects in
the wood.
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Lumber is kiln-dried by placing it in huge ovens where the tem-
perature and humidity can be carefully controlled. When the
green lumber is first placed in the kiln, steam is used to keep
the humidity high while the temperature is kept at a low level.
Gradually the temperature is raised and the humidity educed.
Fans are used to keep the air in constant circulat. over the
surface of the wood. See figure 4-12.

Lumber Defects

A defect is an irregularity occurring in or on wood that reduces
its strength, durability or usefulness. It may or may not de-
tract from appearance. For example, knots commonly consi-de'red
a defect may add to the appearance of pine paneling. An im-
perfection that impairs only the appearance of wood is called
a blemish. Some of the common defects include:

KNOTS: Caused by an imbedded branch or limb of the tree, figure
4-14. They are generally considered to'be strength reducing -
the amount depending upon the type, size and location, see figure
4-15.

SPLITS and CHECKS: A separation of the wood fibers along the
grain and across the annular growth rings. Usually occurs at
the ends of lumber - a result of uneven seasoning.

SHAKES: A separation along the grain and between the annular
growth rings. Likely to occur only in species with abrup,t
change from spring to summer growth,

PITCH POCKETS: Internal cavities that contain or have contained
itch in either solid or liquid form.

H NEYCOMBING: Separation of the wood fibers in the interior
section of the tree. May not be visible on the surface of boards.

WANE: The presence of bark or the absence of wood along the edge
of the board. It forms a bevel and reduces the width.

BLUE STAIN: A discoloration caused by mold:like fungi. Objec-
tional in appearance in some grades of lumber, but has little
or no effect on strength.

DECAY: A disintegration of wood fibers due to fungi. Early
stages of decay may be difficult to recognize. Advanced stages
result in wood that is soft, spongy, and crumbles easily.

HOLES: Holes in lumber will lower the grade. They may be caused
by handling equipment or by wood boring insects or. worms.

WARP: Any variation from true or plane surface. May include any
one or combination of the following: cup, bow, crook, and twist
(also called wind). See figure 4-16.
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Fig. 4-11. Average moisture content of interior woodwork in
various areas of the United States.

t.

4, I

Fig. 4-12. Huge kilns used to season lumber at a modern
sawmill. (Forest Products Lab.)

Fig. 444. Common kinds of knots. Left. Spike. Center. Intergrown. Right. Encased. An encased
knot will usually loosen and fall out. (Forest Products Lab.)
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KNOT SIZE =
X + Y

2

PIN KNOT
LESS THAN 1/2 IN.

SMALL KNOT
LESS THAN 3/4 IN.

MEDIUM KNOT
LESS THAN 1 1/2 IN.

LARGE KNOT
MORE THAN 1 1/2 IN.

Fig: 4-15. Knot sizes.
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CITP-

Fig. 4-16. Kinds of warp.

Grades (Softwoods)

Basic principles of grading lumber are formulated by the Ameri-
can Lumber Standards Committee and are published by the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce. Detailed rules are developed and applied
by the various associations of lumbe'r producers - Western Wood
Products Association, Southern Pine Inspection Bureau, Califor-
nia Redwood Association and,others. These agencies publish and
distribute grading rules for the species of lumber produced in
their regions and maintain qualified personnel who supervise
grading standards at sawmille.

Basic classifications of softwoodkrading include boards, di-
mension, and timbers. The gradesWwithin these classifications
are shown in figure 4-17. Anothek classification called FACTORY
and SHOP LUMBER is graded primarity for remanufacturing purposes.
It is used by millwork plants in Vne fabrication of windows,
doors, moldings and other trim iteWls.

The carpenter must understand thatAuality construction does not
require that all lumber be of the b'est grade. Today, lumber is
graded for specific uses and, in a given structure, several grades
may be appropriate. The key to good economical construction is
the proper use of the lowest grade' which is suitable for the
purpose.

Grades (Hardwoods)

Grades for hardwood lumber are established by the National Hard-
wood Lumber Associatin. FAS (firsts and seqonds) is the best
grade and specifies that pieces ,be no less than 6 in. wide by
8 ft. long - and yield at least 83 1/3 percent cleartcuttings.
The next lower grade is SELECTS and( permits pieces 4 in. wide
by 6 ft. long. A still lower gradens designated as NO. 1

COMMON and is expected to yield 66 2/3 percent clear cuttings.

1 04
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boards

LIJ
i=IIC
l2C
CD
LIJ
Co,

a:C

SELECTS
B & BETTER
C SELECT
D SELECT

(IWPSUPREME)
(IWPCHOICE)
(IWPQUALITY)

FINISH
SUPERIOR
PRIME

PANELING
CLEAR (ANY SELECT OR FINISH GRADE)
NO. 2 COMMON SELECTED FOR KNOTTY PANELING
NO. 3 COMMON SELECTED,FOR KNOTTY PANELING

SIDING
(BEVEL,

BUNGALOW)

SUPERIOR
PRIME

BOARDS
SHEATHING

ALTERNATE BOARD GRADES

NO. 1 COMMON (IWPCOLONIAL) SELECT MERCHANTABLE
NO. 2 COMMON (IWPSTERLING) CONSTRUCTION
NO. 3 COMMON (IWPSTANDARD) STANDARD
NO. 4 COMMON (IWPUTILITY) UTILITY

SPECIFICATION CHECK LIST

o Grades listed in Order of quality.
o Include all species suited to project.
(=1 For economy, specify lowest grade

that will satisfy job requirement.
(=1 Specify surface texture desired.
o Specify moisture content suited,to

project.
(=1 Specify ,(0) grade stamp. For finish

and exposed pieces, specify stamp
on back or ends.

WESTERN RED CEDAR

FINISH ELEAR HEART
PANELING

A
B

AND CEILING

BEVEL
SIDING

CLEAR V.G. HEART
A BEVEL SIDING
B BEVEL SIDING
C BEVEL SIDING

dimension
i

-
?

r

.

LIGHT
FRAMING
2. to 4" Thick
2. to 4" Wide

ONSTRUCTION.
STANDARD
UTILITY
ECONOMY

This category for use where high strength values are NOT re-
quired; such as studs, plates, sills, cripples, blocking, etc.

',

i

.

STUDS
2" to 4" Thick
2" to 4. Wide

STUD
ECONOMY STUD

An optional all-purpose grade limited to 10 feet and shorter.
Characteristics affecting strength and stiffness values are lirn-
ited so that the "Stud" grade is suitable for all stud uses, includ.
ing load bearing walls.

,--

'
.

-,

1 STRUCTURAL
LIGHT

FRAMING
2. to 4" Thick
zn to 4" Wide

SELECT STRUCTURAL
NO. 1
NO. 2
NO. 3
ECONOMY

'
,These grades are designed to fit those engineering applications

where higher bending strength ratios are needed in light framing
sizes. Typical uses would be for trusses, concrete pier wall forms,
etc. .

'
*

.

'

Le

i
f

..

STRUCTURAL
JOISTS &
PLANKS

2" to 4^ Thick
6" and Wider

SELECT STRUCTURAL
NO. 1
NO. 2
NO. 3
ECONOMY

.

These grades are designed especially to fit in engineering appli-
cations for lumber six inches and wider,"such as joists, rafters
and general framing uses.

...

timbers

I BEAMS
0

STRINGERS

SELECT STRUCTURAL
NO. 1
NO. 2 (NO. 1 MINING)
NO. 3 (NO. 2 MINING)

POSTS

TIMBERS

SELECT STRUCTURAL
NO. 1
NO. 2 (NO. 1 MINING
NO. 3 (N0,2 MINING)

Fig. 4-17. Softwood lumber classifications and grades. Grade titles and specifications will vary among lumber
manufacturers' associations and regions producing lumber.
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Lumber Stress Values

In softwood lumber, all dimension and timber grades except Econ-
omy and Mining are assigned stress values. Slope of grain, know
sizes and knot locations are critical considerations. There are
two methods of asstgning stress values, "visual" and "machine
rated": In the latter method, lumber is fed into a special
machine and subjected to bending foyces. The stiffness of each \
piece (lmodulus of elasticity E) is measured and marked on each
piece. Machine stress-rated lumber (MSR) must also meet certain
visual requirements.

Lumber Sizes

When listing and caluclating the size and amount of lumber, the
nominal dimension is always used. Figure 4-18 illustrates the
nominal and dressed sizes for various classifications of lumber
used by the carpenter. Note that nominal sizes are sometimes
listed in quarters. For example: 1 1/4 in. material is given
as 5/4. This nominal dimension is it§ rough unfinished measure
ment, figure 4-19. The dressed size. is less than the nominal
size as a resoult of seasoning and surfacing. Dressed sizes of
lumber are established by the AMerican Lumber Standards and
applied consistently throughout the industry,

FigUring_Board Footage

The unit-of measure for lumber is the Coard foot. This is a

piece 1 in. thi' anA 12 in. square or its equivalent (144 cu.in.)
Standard size pi ces can' be quickly calculated by visualizing
the board feet in Tuded. For example: a board 1 x 12 and 10 ft.
long wfll contaih 10 bd. ft. If it were pnly 6 in. wide, it
would be 5 bd. ft. If the original board hadvbeen -2 in. thick,
it wold have contained 20 bd. ft. The following formula can
be app ied to any size piece where the total length,is given
in feet:

Bd. ft. = No_pcs.xTxWxL
12

An example of the application of the formula is shown below.
Find the number of board feet in 6 pieces of lumber that measure
1", x 8" x 14':

1 '4

'Bd.ft. = x 1 x'0 x 14 = 56 = 56 bd. ft.
1?
2
1

Stock that is less than 1 in. thick is figured as though it
were 1 in. When the stock is thicker than 1 in., the nominal
size is used. When this size contains a fraction such as 1 1/4,
change it to an improper fraction (5/4) and place the numerator
above the formula line and the denoqwinator below. For example:
find the board footage in 2 pieces of lumber that measure 1 1/4"
x 10" x 8'.
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BOARD MEASURE
The term "board measure" indicates that
a board foot is the unit for measuring
lumber. A board foot is one inch thick
and 12 inches square.

The number of board feet in a piece is
obtained by multIplying the nominal
thickness in inches by the norninal width
in inches by the length in feet and divid-
ing by 12: (TxWxl).

12

Lumber less than one inch in thickness
is figured as one-inch.

product classification

thickness in. width in. thickness in. width In.

board
lumber 2" or more beams & .

stringers
5" and
thicker

2" to 4"

studs_ 2" to 4"

2" to 4"

2" to 4"
10' and shorter

posts &
timbers

5" x 5"
and larger

decking
structural li ht
framing 2" to 4"

joists &
planks 2" to 4" 6" and

wider

siding

2" tO 4"

not more than
2" greater

than thickness

414" to 12" ;fide

thickness expressed by
dimension of butt edge

mouldings size at thickest and,
widest points

Standard lengths of lumber generally are 6 feet and longer in multiples of l'

dimensional data / nominal, dressed, based on 1970 rules
. 1

,

Product Description

Nominal Size Dressed Dimensions
,

Thickness In. Width In.

..

Thicknesses ad-Widths In.
Lengths Ft.Surfaced

Dry
Surfaced

- Unseasoned

,

_FRAMING
I

1

S4S 2

3
4

2

3
4

6
8

10
12

Over 12

1-1/2

2-1/2

3-1/2

541/2

71/4
9-1/4

11-1/4

Off 3/4

1-%,
2-if,
3-%
P4/I
7-1/2

9-1/2

11-1/2

Off 1/2

6 ft. and longer
in multiples

of 1,

TIMBERS Rough or S4S
1)

5 and Larger

Thickness In. Width In.

1/2 Off Nominal Same

,.
,

Nominal Size
..---1

Dressed Dimensions
Surfaced Dry

Thickness In. Width In. Thickness In. Width In. Lengths Ft.

DECKING
Decking is usually surfaced to
single T&G in 2" thickness
and double T&G in 3" and 4"
thicknesses

2" Single T&G 2 6
8

10
12

11/2

/

5

61/4

83/4

103/4

6 ft. and longer
in multiples

of v ir

3" and 4" Double T&G 3
4

6 21/2

31/2

51/4

: FLOORING

I
I

(D & M), (S2S & CM) 1/4

1/2

1/4

1

11/4

11/2

2

3
4
5
6

X,
116

N,
1/4

1

11/4

11/5
"

21/5

31/4
41/4

51/5

4 ft. and longer :

in multiples
of 1'

!

CEILING
, AND PARTITION
1

(52S & CM)

.

1/4

1/2

3/4

3
4
5
6

re NI
X,
31,

%

21/4 f
31/5

41/4

51/4

4 ft. and longer
in multiples

. of 1,

i

I
i

FACTORY AND
, SHOP LUMBER

.S25

.

1 (4/4)
11/4 (5/4)
11/2 (6/4)
13/4 (7/4)
2 (8/4)
21/2 (10/4)

t.3 (12/4)
4 (16/4)

.

5

and
wider

(4" and wider
in 4/4 No.1

Shop
and 4/4 No. 2

Shop)

'22 (4/4)
1%1 (5/4)
196, (6/4).

-,.1% (7/4)
1% (8/4)
21/4 (10/4)
23/4 (12/4)
33/4 (16/4)

Usually
sold

random
width

4 ft. and longer
in multiples

of 1'

I.,
ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviated descriptions appearing in S4S Surfaced four sides.
the size table are explained below. SISIE Surfaced one side, one edge.
S1S Surfaced one side. SIS2E Surfaced one side, two edges
S2S Surfaced two sides. CM Center matched.

D & M Dressed and matched.
T & G Tongue and grooved.
EVIS Edge vee on one side.
SIE Surfaced one edge

Fig. 4-18. Standard turnber sizes. (Western Wood Products Assoc.)
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The following estimator provides factors for determining the exact amount of material needed
for the five basic types of wood'paneling. Multiply square footage to be covered by/actor (lenigth x width x factor).

, Nominal
Size

WIDTH AREA
FACTOR

Nominal
Size

WIDTH
02

AREA ,

EACTOROverall FaceOverall Face

'

1 SHIPLAP

I x 6
,

PANELING
PATTERNS

I x 6 5% 53 1.19
1 x 8 71/4 63/4 1.19. I x 8
1 x 10 91/4 83/4 1.141 x 10
1 x 12 111/4

p.

101/4 1.121 ix 12

1. TONGUE
1 AND
I GROOVE

4-

.r1.

I x 4 31/4 31/4
I

1.28
1.17

.

BEVEL
SIDING

I x 4 31/2 31/2 I.60
1 x 6 51/2 51/2 1.33I x 6 51/4 51/2

1 x 8 71/4 71/4 1.281 x 8 71/2 61/2 1.16
1 x 10 91/2 91/4 1.211.131 x 10 91/4 81/4

I x 12 111/4 111/4 1.171 x 12 111/2 101/2 1,10

1

1 S4S
i

1. Vaa

,i

1 x 4
r

31/z 31/2 1.14 *Allowance fo triM and waste should be added

1.'.

.

I x 6 51/2 51/2 1.09
I x 8 71/4 71/4 1.10
I ai 10 91/4 91/4 " 1.08
1 x 12 111/4 111/4 1.07

Product . Description
Nominal Size Dressed Dimensions ,

Thickness In. Width In.
-

Thickness In. Width (FL Lengths Ft.

' SELECTS
AND
COMMONS

1

S-DRY
I

SIS, S2S, S4S, SISIE, SIS2E...
,

,

, 4/4
5/4
6/4
7/4
8/4
9/4

10/4
11/4
12/4
16/4

2
3
4
5

6
7

8 and wider
-

3/4

1),
1%
1%

,1%
23,
234
21f,
23/4

33/4

,

11/2

21/2

31/2

41/2

51/2

61/2
1/4 Off

nominal
-

6 ft. and longer I

in multiples
of I' r.

4,

....!

t

FINISH kND
BOARDS

' S-DRY/ 4
,

S1S, S2S, S4S, SIS1E, SIS2E 1

11/4

11/2

-

,

2
3
4
5

6
7

,8 and wider

3/4

1

11/4

-

-

11/2
21/2

31/2

41/2

51/2

61/2

3/4 off
nominal

,.

3' and longer.
In Superior ,

:., gradp, 3% of 3' ,
and 4' and 7%
of 5' and 6' are,
permitted. In
Prime grade, $

26% of 3' to 6' is
permitted. 6/

RUSTIC AND
DROP SIDING

(D & M)
If 1/4" or 1/2" T & G specified,
same over-all widths apply.

(Shiplapped, 1/4-in. or 1/2-in. lap)

I 6
8

10
12

% 534
71/4

,
91/4

111/4

,
4 ft, and longer

in multiples
of 1' h

,

PANELING
AND SIDING

T&G or Shiplap 1

.
6
8

- 10 -
12

952 5%
71/4

91/4

.111/2

.

Same. !.'
n

, CEILING
AND PARTITION

T&G

'

¼
1 6 952

3
534

.
Same

BEVEL SIDING

Bevel Or Bungalow Siding

Western Red Cedar Bevel Siding
available in I/2", 1/4", 3/4" nOmina I
thickness. Corresponding thick
edge is IV, If," and 3/4". Widths
for 8" and wider, 1/2" off nominal.

1/2

'

3/4

4
5

6

8
10
12

,h, butt, X, tip

3/4 butt, h, tip

31/2

41/2

51/2

71/4

91/4

111/4

..
a

- Same f.

?

E...,

See coverage estimator, chart above for MINIMUM ROUGH' SIZES Thicknesses and Widths Dry or Unseasoned All Lumber (S1E, 52E, 525)
80% of the pieces in a -shipment shall be at least 1/8" thicker than the standard surfaced size, the remain-
ing 20% at least %," thicker than the surfaced size. Widths shall be at least 1/4" wider than standardsurfaced widths.
When- specified to be full sawn, lumber may not be manufactured to a size -less than the size specified.

T&G widths.

196
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1 5 2

Bd.ft. = 2 x 5 x 10 x 0 = 50 . 16 2/3 bd. ft.
4 17 3

? 3
1

Use the nominal size of the material when figuring the footage.
Items such as moldings, furring strips, and grounds are priced
and sold by the lineal foot; thickness and width are disregarded.

Plywood

Plywood is tonstructed by gluing together a number of layers
(plies) of wood with the grain direction turned at right angles
in each successive layer. An odd number (3,5,7) of plies are
used so they will be balanced on etther side of a center core
and so the grain of the outside layers will run in the same

The outer plies are called FACES or face and back.
The next layers under these are called CROSS-BANDS and the other
inside layer or layers are called the CORE. See figure 4-20. A
thin plywood panel made of three layers would consist of two faces
and a core.

There are two basic types of plywood; exterior and interior.
EXTERIOR PLYWOOD is bonded with waterproof glues and can be
used for siding,concrete forms, andother constructions that
will be exposed to the weather or excesshie moisture. INTERIOR
PLYWOOD is bonded with giues that are not waterproof-and is used
fo.cabinets and other inside work where the moisture content of
;the ranels will not. exceed 20 percent.

Plywood can t secured in thicknesses of 1/8 in. to more than
1 ins'. with the common sizes being 1/4, 3/8, 142, 5/8 and 3/4 in.
A standard panel size is 4 ft. wide by 8 ft. long. Smaller size
pane14are aftilable in the hardwoods.

Plywood' Grades (Softwood)

Softwood plywood for general construction is manufactured in
accordance with U.S. Product Standard PSI. This standard pro-
vides a system for designating the species, strength, type of
glue, and appearance.

Many species of softwood are used in the manufacture of plywood
and are separated into five groups - based on their stiffness
and strength. Group 1 lists the species with the highest level
of these characteristics, figure 4-21. A letering system is
used to designate the quality of veneer useehn the panel face,
back and for the inner ply construction. The N grade is the
highest grdde and ranges downward through A to including D.
See figure 4-22.

The Ameri
program

n Plywood Association (APA) conducts a rigid testing
ased on PSI-74 and member manufacturing companies are
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NOMINAL WIDTH

DRESSED wIDTH

FACE WIDTH

1

Fig. 4-19. Nominatand dressed sizes.

Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

Apitong Cedar. Port Alder, Red Aspen Basswood
Beech,

American
Birch

Orford
Cypress
Douglas

Birch, Paper
Cedar, Alaska

EDI/tooth
Quaking

Cat wo

Fir, Balsam
Poplar,

Balsam
Sweet Fir 2 Subalpine Cedar
Yellow

Douglas
Fir

CaliforMa
Hemlock,

Eastern
Incense
Western

Fir lInt
Kapur

Red
Grand

Maple,
Bigleaf

Red
Cottonwood

Keruing Noble 'Pine Eastern
Larch. Pacific Jack Black

Western Silver Lodgepole (Western
Maple, Sugar
Pine

Caribbean

White
Hemlock,

Western

Ponderosa
Spruce

Redwood

Poplar)
Pine

Eastern
Ocote Lauan Spruce White

Pine, South.
Loblolly

Almon
Baglikan

Black
Engelmann

Sugar

Longleaf Mayapis White
Shortleaf Red Lauan

Slash Tangile
Tanoak White Lauan

Maple, Black
Mengkulang
Meranti, Red
Mersawe
Pine .

Pond
Red
Virginia
Western

White
Spruce

Red
Sitka

Sweelgum
Tamarack
Yellow,

poplar

Fig. 4-21. Classification of softwood species.
(American Plywood Assoc.)
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FACE vENEER

CRDSSBAND

LUMBER CORE

BACK vENEER

Fig. 4-20. Plywood construction. Hardwood or softwood
classification depends on the kind of woo4 used for the

face veneers.

Smooth surface "natural finish" veneer. Select, all
heartwood or all sapwood. Free of open defects. AllowsN not more than 6 repairs, wood only, per 4 x 8 panel,
made parallel to grain and well matched for grain and
color.

.

Smooth, paintable. Not niore than 18 neatly madeA repairs, boat, sled, or router type, and parallel to grain,
permitted. May be used for natural finish in less de-
manding applications.

Solid surface. Shims, circular repair plugs and tight
B knots to 1 inch permitted. Wood or synthetic patching

material may be used. Some minor Splits permitted.

Improved C veneer with splits limited to 1/8 inch widthc and knotholes and borer holes limited to 1/ 4 x 1/2
, inch. Admits some broken grain. Synthetic repairs

(PlugPw permitted.

Tight knots to 1-1/2 inch. Knotholes to 1 inch and some
to 1-1/2 inch if total width of knots and knotholes isC within specified limits. Synthetic or wood repairs.
Discoloration and sanding defects that do not impair
strength permitted. Limited splits allowed.

Knots and knotholes to 21/2 inch width and 1/2 inch
D larger within specified limits. Limited splits are per-

mitted.

Fig. 4-22. Veneer grades of softwood plywood.
(American Plywood Assoc.)
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licensed to use their official grade-trademark. These grade-
trademarks are stamped on each penel and cover both appearance
grades and engineered (structural) classifications.

A typical grade-trademark for an engineered grade of plywood is
shown in figure 4-23. The C-D indicates that a C grade of veneer
has been used on the face of the panel and a D grade on t,he back.
Some engineered grades include an identification index which con-
sists of a pair of numbers separated by a slash mark (/). The
number on the left indicates the maximum recommended spacing of
supports in inches when the plywood is used for roof decking.
The number on the right indicates the ma-Ximum recommended spacing
when the plywood is used for subflooring. In general , the higher
the index number, the greater the stiffness.

Figure 4-24 lists some engineered grades of plywood and includes
descriptions and most common uses. A more complete list can be
secured from the American Plywood Association: A table listing
appearance grades of plywood is included in the appendix.

Plywood'GradeS (Hardwood)

The Hardwood Plywood Institute uses a number system for grading
the faces and backs of a panel. A grading specification of 1-2
would indicate a good face with grain carefully matched and a
good back but without careful grain matching. A number 3 back
would permit noticeable defects and patching but would be gen-
erally sound. A special or PREMIUM grade of hardwood is known
as "architectural" or "sequence-matched". This usually requires
an order to a plywood mill for a series of matched plywood panels.

For either softwood or hardwood plywood, it is common practice'
to designate in a general way the grade by the symbol G25 (good
two sides) or GlS, (good one side)..

In addition to the variods kinds, types, and vades, hardwood
plywood is made with different core constructions. The two most
common are the veneer core and the lumber core as shown in figure
4-25. VENEER CORES are the least expensive and are fairly stable
and warp resistant. LUMBER CORES are easier to cut, the edges
are better for shaping and finishing, and they hold nails and
screws better. Plywood is also manufactured with a particle
board core. It is made by gluing veneers directly to the particle
board surface.

Hardboard and Particle Board

Hardboards and particle boards ere used extensively in modern
construction for siding and interior wall surfaces. In cabinet-
work they serve as appropriate materials for drawer bottoms and
concealed panels in cases, cabinets and chests. Figure 4-26 shows
some of the various types of hardboards and particle boards that
are available. These are manufactured by many different cOmpanies
and are sold under various trade names.

lii



GRADE OF VENEER
ON PANEL FACE

IDENTIFICATION INDEX

DESIGNATES THE TYPE
OF PLYWOOD EXTERIOR
OR INTERIOR

PRODUCT STANDARD
GOVERNING
MANUFACTURE

GRADE OF VENEER
ON PANEL BACK

TYPE bF
GLUE USED

3 2 / 16 EUPi)
INTERIOR

EXTER OR GLUE

PS I-34

MILL NUMBER

Fig. 4-23. Typical grade-trademark for plywood manufactured
in compliance wit!'-US. Koduct Standard P51-74.,,

(American Plywood Asioc.)

INTERIOR TYPi

FACE CORE

FACE ROSSBANDS

eACE WE-PLY CORE

Zw7,, ZeZ A
V .7 zez

FACE

Fig. 4-25. HardwaOd plywood. Above. Lumber core. BelOW.
Veneer core.

Use these
terms when
you specify

plywood

..

Description and Most Common Uses
Typical
Grade.

trademarks

Veneer Grade
Most Common ThIckneeses

(inch) (2) (3)ID
...,
re

.
rs

-,
ill "..0c tt

CD INT,APA
111(41

For wall and roof sheathing, subflooring, industrial uses
such as pallets. Also available with intermediate glue or
exterior glue. Specify intermediate glue if moderate con-
struction delays are expected; exterior, glue for better
durability in somewhat longer construction delays, and for
wood foundations.

C D D 5116

'

318 1/2 5/8 314
C-De2.x
Pe,'

STRUCTURAL I
CD INT APA (4)
and
STRUCTURAL II
C-D INT-APA (4)

.
Unsanded structural grades where plywood strength proper-
ties are of maximum importance: structural diaphragms,
box beams, gusset plates, stressed-skin panels, containers,
pallet bins. Made only with exterior glue.

C D D 5/16 3/8 1/2 5/8 3/4
..., .co
24:18
fdatra-

C-D PLUGGED
INT-APA (1) (4) (5)

For built-ins, wall and ceiling tile backing, cable reels, walk-
ways, separator boards. Not a substitute for Underlayment,
as it -lacks Underlayment's punch-through resistance. Touch-
sanded.

I.,

C

Plgd.
D D 5/16 3/8 1/2 5/8 -3/4trie

2+1
INT-APA 111 (6)

Combination subfloor-underlayment. Quality base for resilient
fiber coverings, carpeting, wood strip flooring. Use 2-4.1
with exterior glue in areas sublect to moisture. Unsanded or
touch-sanded as specified.

T-417..,
. XWAtt.'-',=L._

C

Plgd.-

C

D

(available 1.1 /8" or 1.1/ 4 ")

EXTERIOR TYPE

C-C EXT-APA (4)
Unsanded grade with waterproof bond for subflooring and
roof decking, siding on service and farm buildings, wood
foundations, crating, pallets, pallet bins, cable reels.

.1

C C C 5/16 3/8 1/2 5/8

,.

3/442.208

STRUCTURAL I
C-C EXT-APA (71 (4)
and
STRUCTURAL II
CC EXT.APk 171 (4)

For engineered applications in construction and industry
where full Exterior type panels are required. Unsanded. See
(5) for Group requirements.

C C C 5/16 3/8

.

1/2. 5/8 3/4
tT'°"
gviese
....x..rw_.....

(I) Also available with exterior or intermediate glue (3) Panels are standard exs-foor sin. Other sins avail- (5) Also available in Structural I (all plies limited to(Check dealer for availability of intermediate glue in able. Group l'Speciesr and Structural ii (all plies limitedyour area).
(4) May be grade-trademarked with Identification Index. to Group 1, 2, or 3 species).(2) All grades available tongue.and-grooved in panels 161 Avallsbn in Group 1, 2, or 3 only.I/ 2" and thicker.

(7) Also available in Exterior sanded grades.

Fig. 4-24. Selected list of engineered grades of softwood pliwood. Appearance grades ore listed in othe appendix.

toss

(American Plywood Assoc.)
1 .1 `..)
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Fig. 4-26. Manufactured materials. Left. Hardboard. Right. Porticle board.
(Weyerhaeuser Co.)
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Hardboard is made of refined wood fibers, pressed together to
form a hard, dense material (50-8- lbs. per cu. ft.). There are
two types; standard and tempered. Tempered hardboard is impreg-
nated with oils and resins that make it harder, slightly heavier,
more water resistant and darker in appearance. Hardboard isman-
ufactured with one side smooth (S1S) or both sides smooth (S2S).
It is available in thicknesses from 1/12 in. to 5/16 in; with
te most common thicknesses being 1/8, 3/16 and 1/4 in. Panels
are 4 ft. wide and come in standard lengths of 8, 10, 12 and 16 ft.

Particle b,oard is made of wood.flakes, chips and shavings bonded
together with resins or adhesives. It is not as heavy as hard-
board (about 40 lbs. per cu. ft.) and is available in thicker
pieces. Particle board may be constructed of layers made of
different size wood Warticles; large ones in the center to
provide strength and fine ones at the surface to provide smooth-
ness. Extensive use is made of particle board as a base for
plastic laminates and as a core for plywood. It is available in
a wide range of thicknesses from 1/4 in. to 1 7416 in. The most
cimmon panel size is 4 x 8 ft.

The unit of measure for plywood, hardboard and particle board
is the square foot (sq. ft.). A standard 4 ft x 8 ft panel
contains 32 sq; ft. Prices are quoted per square foot on the
basis of full panel purcha.se and vary widely depending"on the
kind, thickness and grade.

Wood Treatments

Wood and wood products can be protected from attack by fungi,
insects and borers by the application of special chemicals or
ood pre'servatives. The degree of protection depends on the
effectiveness of the chemical and how thoroughly it penetrates
the material. Millwork plants employ extensive.treatment pro-
cesses in the manufacture of such items as door frames and win-
dow units.

There are two general classes of wood preservatives: oils,
such as creosote, and petroleum solutions of pentachlorophenol;
and certain salts that can be dissolved in water The selection
of a preservative should be based on its effectiveness in pro-
tecting the wood and also on any side effects that may result -
discoloration of painted surfaces or objectionable odors.

A number of commercially prepared preservatives are available
for on-the-job application. Study the manufacturer's directions
and recommendations carefully. Use special precautions in
handling solutions since some contain toxic chemicals and may
also create a fire or explosion hazard during application.
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Nonwood Materials

The carpenter works with a number of materials other than the
lumber and wood-base products previously discussed. Some of the
more common items include gypsum lath, wallboard, and sheathing;
insulation boards and blankets; shingles made of mineral fiber
and asphalt; metal lath and flashing units; and a wide range
of resilient flooring materials.,

METAL STUDS are another example of a nonwood material. Orig-
inally designed for comdercial and institutional construction,
their use is now being extended to residential structures. A
typical stud consists of a metal channel with openings through
which electrical and plumbing lines can be installed. See figure
4-27. These are attached to base and ceiling channels with metal
screws, or clips. Wall surface material is attached to the stud
using self-drilling drywall screws. Some web-type studs have a
special metal edge into which nails can be driven. Metal stud .

systems are usually designed for nonload bearing walls and par-
titions.

Handling and Storing

Building materials are expensive and every precaution should be
taken to maintain them in good condition. After they are de-
livered to the construction site, this becomes the responsi-
bility of the carpenter.

Piles of framing lumber and sheathing should be laid on level
skids raised at least 6 in. above the ground. Be sure all.pieces
are well supported and are lying straight. Cover the material
with canvas or waterproof paper, laid to shed water. Poly-
ethylene film provides a watertight covering, figure 4-28.

Fig. 4-28. Using polyethylene film to cover
framing materials.

Channel
%bracing is optional
for Increased rigidity

110
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Sawing

In woodworking, it is important that you learn how to use tools
properly and safely.

In working with saws be sure to select the proper saw for the
job. All saws should be sharp and in good condition. Informa-
tion on power-operated saws is included sso you may see how they
are constructed and operated.

Coping Saw - The coping saw is used mostly to cut around curves
in stocLone inch or less in thickness. While sawing, take quick,
easy strokes using only enough forward pressure to keep the saw
cutting. Hold the saw straight to help prevent binding.

Two methods are'commonly used. If you are using THIN stock (3/8
in. or less in thickness), fasten a V-block as a platform to a
bench with a clamp, or in a vise. Using this method, the-saw
cuts best with a downward stroke set the teeth of the blade
point toward the handle, figure 5-1. If you are using THICKER
stock (1/2\in. or more), fasten it in a vise. Using this method,
the saw cuts best with a forward stroke with the saw.teeth point-
ing AWAY from the handle, figure 5-2.

Fig. 5-1. Sawing thin stock with a coping saw and V-block.
e.

Fig. 5-2. Sawing a curve with a coping saw and vise.

Blades may be of the pin-end type or the loop-end type. To
change the blade, loosen the handle three or four turns, then
press forward on the front end of the frame and nsert the blade
into the slots provided.

To make an internal cut, drill a 1/4 in. diameter hole in the waste
stock, then stick the blade through the hole and attach it to the
saw frame.
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ffamd rosscutSaw - A -fran-d- crUssttrt esigned to cti-t ACROSS
THE GRAIN on the PUSH STROKE. The front faces of its teeth have
an angle of 15 deg. The back angle is 45 deg. See figure 5-3,1eft. 410
BEVELING the edges of the teeth "about 24 deg. gives them the ap-
pearance and cutting action of a series of knives.

The teeth are SET (bent to alternate sides) to make the cut or
KERF wider than the thickness of the blade, figure 5-3, right.

DIRECTION

OF CUT

Fig. 5-3. Left. Crosscut saw teeth.
Right. Cross section of teeth.

Crosscut teeth score the wood, then the edges of t.I.J.e teeth form
a groove and clear the sawdust from the kerf.

Coarseness of a saw is designated by the.number of teeth per
inch. For example, a saw with 8 teeth per tnch is an 8-point saw.

To cross cut, first draw a square line across the end of the board
with a try square and pencil: Hold the board firmly against a
sawhorse or clamp it in a viSe. Start the cut.with a series of
short strokes, the saw teeth being placed on the outside of the
line. Use your thumb placed about two inches above the teeth as
a guide. When the saw begins to cut, move your thumb way from
the blade and make.longer strokes with the saw held at an angle
of about 45 deg. Gradually lengthen the strokes using light,
uniform pressure.- If the saw moves away from the line, twist
the handle slightly as you continue sawing to bring it back to
the line. As.you.end the cut, slow and lighten the strokes to
prevent splitting, figure 5-4.

v
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Hand Ripsaw - This saw is designed to cut WITH THE GRAIN and cuts
on the push stroke. The front faces of its teeth have an angle of
8 deg. The back angle is 52 deg. The ripsaw teeth are filed
straight across giving them the appearance and cutting action simi-
lar to a series of vertical chisels. The saw teeth are set evenly
to about 1/3 the thickness of the blade so the kerf made by the
saw gives clearance. A 5 point (5 teeth per inch) ripsaw works
well for general purpose, figure 5-5.

Fig. 5-5. Left. Ripsaw teeth. Right. Cross section of teeth.

Fig. 5-6. Sawing with a ipsaw.

To rip, first lay out a straight line along the grain .of the board
with a square, straight'-edge or chalk line. Hold the board firmly
against a sawhorse or clamp it in a vise. Hold the ripsaw at an
angle of about 60 deg. and saw as with crosscutting, figure 5-6.

,Backsaw - a backsaw is used to make fine, accurate cuts as in
making wood joints and finish cuts. Its teeth are small; 12 or
more points per inch. The blade is thin for narrow kerfs and its
*back is heavy, hence its name.

To make a finish cut, mark a layout line, figure 5-7. As a guide
you may clamp a straight board along the line. Use a scra.p board
beneath to protect your bench top. Keep the blade against the
guide as you make slow, light strokes. See figure 5-8.

F ig. 5-7. Marking a square line at the end of a board.

1 1 r

'

Fig. 5-8. Making a finish sow cut with a &miaow and a fixture.
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Miter Box Saw - This device is equipped with a special hacksaw' and
cuts angles from 45 to 90 deg. It is specially useful for jobs
such as cutting molding, picture frames, etc% See figure 5-9.

sit

Fig. 5-9. Cutting a miter with a miter box saw._

Jig Saw - The power driven jig saw (scrollsaw) cuts like a coping
saw and is primarily designed for curved cuts with thin stodk (1
in. or less in thickness.). Its size is determined by the dis-
tance from the blade to the overarm. A 24 in. jig saw is a pop-
ular size and will cbt stock this wide. The blade moves up and
down, cutting on the DOWNWARD stroke. The.motor pulls,the blade
down and a tension sprin-g iR upper sleeve brings the blade up,
figure 5-10.

LOCKING BOLT,.

OVERARM

BASE

A;

GUIDE POST.
th.GIUILL ASSEMBLY

V,*
06MWti'.1c.

,.....
TENSION LOCK

BLOWER HOSE-4-

MOTOR

TABLE INSERT

*.'1)

UPPER CHUCK

/SAW BLADE

HOL DDOWN

MOP!' ..TABL E
7.1004

tILT SCALE

", TABLE LOCK

BELT GUARD '

p)...00R STAND 4

Fig. 5-10. Parts of a jig saw (scroll saw).
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Sawing an Internal Cut - Drill a 1/4 in, hole in the waste stock
near the line. Loosen the guide post and adjust the hold-down
spring to press the stock lightly against the table. Turn the
machine by hand tO the bottom of the stroke. Place the blade, \
teeth pointing downward, through the hole into the lower chuck '

and tighten the thumbscrew.. Pull the upper chuck down over the
top of the blade t tighten the thumbscrew. Turn the.machine
by hand to check th. adjustments. %The blade should be straight
vertically, the back of the blade being near the roller siApport

the guide assembly. As you saw, guide the work with both,\
hands pushing forward just fast enough to keep the saw cutting,
figure 5-11. Bypass sharp bends that yob can complete later to
help prevent breaking the blade.

Fig. 5-11. Sawing an internal cut with a jig saw.
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Blades for the jig saw are usually 5 or 6 in. long but vary in
size and teeth.per inch. They ar.e available to cut wood, metal,
plastic and other materidls. Manufacturer's catalogs supply in-
formation on blade selection. Most work can be 'done with a blade
0.110 in. wide, 0.020 in. thick and with 15 teeth per inch.

Safety and Care

1. Unplug the saw before.making adjustments.
2. Keep your fingers from in front of the saw blade at all times.
3. Turn the saw by hand before turning on the power.
4. Push the stock forward rather than toward the sides.
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Portable Jig Saw - This machine, also called a SABER SAW, is de-
signed to be moved around over the work. The blade is heavier
than in the table model jig saw and makes a rougher cut. It

cuts through 3/4 in. stock with ease. The saber saw is especially 411
useful where curves need to be cut in long stock, figure 5-12.

MIL11

%4,;-:- ITO!!

-

r

PATTERN

Fig. 5-12. Sawing curved cuts with a portable
jig saw (saber saw). (Skil Corp.)

Bandsaw -'The bandsaw serves a wide iety of uses. You can make.

(:14!
straight and curved cuts, freehand o .th a guide. You can cut
wood, plastic and metal. The, blade o this saw is a continuous
band which revolves on two whdrels. The size of a bandsaw is de-

o
ned by the diameter of the.,band wheels. The upper wheel is

adjustffb1eup and down to tighten or loosen the blade. If can
be tilted fq-rward and back to adjust tracking of the blade to
the middle of the 'Wheel. A 14 in. bandsaw is a popular size,
figure 5-13.

Blades are available in widths of 1/8 - 1/2 in. and in a variety
of tooth sizes styles. The total length is specified by the
manufacturer. A FOOK or SKIP tooth blade is recommended when
cutting resinous w.óods or plastics. A 3/8 in. wide blade may be
used to cut a curve with a minimum radius of 1 1/2 in. ,..

Upper and lower guide assemblies need to be checked frequently.
For correct adjustment, the blade guides should clear the balde ,

about .003 in. (approx. thickness of note paper) and the-roller
supports (backing bearings) should clear the back of the blade
about lin in.

12i
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Fig. 5!13. Parts of a 14 in. handsaw. (Brodhead,Garrett Co.) .

o.

Cutting with the Bandsaw - Lay out on the stock the cuts youplan to make and consider the sequence of the cuts to be made.
SHORT cuts should be made first so that it is unnecessary to
back out, figure 5-14. Straight cuts should be.made befare
curved Cuts for the same reason. Bypass sharp curves with
longer curves and ftnish these cuts later. Sharp outside
cu'rves can be'made by making several saw cuts perpendicular
to the curve as RELIEF cuts, ftgure 5-15. Place stock of' sawtable and adjust guide post so that upper guide .assembly is'"about 1/4 in. above work. As you mt, keep your hands to ;II,
sides, out of the direct line of thag saw blade. Use only enough
forward pressure to keep the blade <cutting:

To rip narrow, straight stock (less than three inches wide) usea fence and a push stick, figure 5-16.
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.Safety and Care

1. Keep your hands to the side of the blade, away from its path.
2. Should the blade break, step aside and disconnect the machine.
3. Keep your fingers 2 in. or more from the blade at all timeS'.

Ifse a fixture to hold small pieces.
4. Always keep the upper guide assembly 1/4 7 1/2 in. from the

stock.
5. To save the blade, push stock forward rather than toward the

side.
6, Work within the capacity of the saw. A thick piece must be

fed slower than a thin piece.

Circular Saw - The circular saw, often referred to as a TABLE
saw, is one of the most p-nqductive machines you can use. By
practicing a few precautions you can learn to use the circular
saw safely and efficiently. The size of a circular saw is de-
termined by the maximum diameter of the circular blade used.
The blade revolves at htgh speed and a guard is kept over the
blade for your protection. A movable fume is mounted on the
table as a guide for ripping stock'to width. A miter gauge is
used as a guide for crosscutting and mitering, figure 5-17.

,

Commonly used circular saw blades are the CROSSCUT, RIP and
COMBINATION. The crosscut blade has teeth sharpened an'd set'
similar to a hand crosscut saw mhich cuts like a series of
KNIVES. The rip blade has teeth shaepened and set similar to
a hand ripsaw which cuts like a series of CHISELS.

The plain combination blade has both crosscut and rip teeth and
is used for ALL-PURPOSE work. Some combination blades are hollow
ground (planer combination) making the blade thicker near the
teeth. This provides fot clearance of the blade in the saw

A* kerf, eliminating the necessity of setting the teeth. A planer
combination blade makes a smooth, accurate cut in crosscutting
and mitering, however, blade clearance is usually knsufficient
for ripping.

SAFETY NOTE

, Warp must be removed from ,the surfaces and at least one edge
of boards to be cut with the circular saw.

1 3
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Fig. 5-14. Make the short cur first with a handsaw.
Fig. 5-15. Mak. relief (clearance) cuts before cutting around

sharp curves with a handsaw.

Fig. 5-16. Ripping narrow stock,with a handsaw and a push stick.
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UNIGUARD W1TH
"DisAPPEARING" spLITIER

\

PUSH BUTTON
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SAW 'TILT
SCALE
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Fig. 5-17. Parts of a 10 in. tilting arbor circular saw.
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Crosscutting - Make' i mark on the board where you plan to make a
cut. Raise the blade so i t projects 1/8 in. above the stock. Lay
the board on the table wi th the true edge against the mi ter gauge.
Al ign the mark wi th the saw blade and place the guard over i t.

Move the fence out of the way (if the board is already square
you can clamp a cl earance block on the fence and use this block
as a gauge for cutting several pieces to the same length). Stand
sl ightly to one side of the blade and turn on the maehine. Hold
the stock firmly against the mi ter gauge as you push-t-ne-i9auge
slowly along the groove, feeding the stock into the saw. Push
the board past the saw blade and turn off the saw. See figure
5-18.

SAFETY NOTE

Wai t .unt/(-1 the saw stops before you pick up the piece sawed off.

1?5
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Mitering - To saw a miter, set the miter gauge to theangle you
desire to cut and proceed as with crosscutting, figure 5-19.

SAFETY NOTE

4°e

Fig. 5-19. Making a miter cut with a circular saw and a fixture.

For greater safety and accuracy in cutting miters, it is best to
use a clamping device with the miter gauge. You can do this by
setting the points of two flat head screws through a true-board
and then .attaching the board to the miter gauge as° an auxiliary
fence. The screw points act as anchor points to prevent the
board from slipping as you'make the cut. Another method is to
use a miter gauge with a hold-down attachment as a fixture,
figure 5-19.
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Changing_ the Blade Disconnect the power to the saw and remove
the insert plate (the plate around thesaw blade). Place a
wrench on the arbor nut with one hand and wedge a board under
the saw blade with the other hand. Turn the nut clockwise for
removal (most saw arbors have left-hand threads). Remove the
nut, collar and saw blade. ReOlace the desired saw blada by
reversing this procedure. Be sure the saw teeth are mounted
to cut TOWARD the stock when in operation, figure 5-18.

Ri ing - Store the miter gauge so that it is protected from
amage. Raise the blade 1/8 in. above the stock as in cross-

cutting. Set the fence by using the scale on the front guide
bar. You may want to check this distance by measuring between
the fence and the nearest tooth point. Place the guard over
the blade. Lay the board flat_on the table with the straight-
edge next'to the fence. Turn on the saw and push the board
slowly into the blade. Keep forward pressure only on.the piece
between the blade and the fence. For pieces narrower than four
inches, use a push stick. Continue pushing the b'oard until its
entire length is cut and turn off the saw. WAIT UNTIL THE BLADE
STOPS BEFORE YOU REMOVE PIECES OF WOOD FROM THE BLADE. See
figures 5-17 and 5-20.

,,f76'9WOrr
r=ie,Y;',:... 4 ,
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Fig. 5-20.. Ripping a board to width with a circul.ar SOW.
(Guard is removed to view the operation.)

SAFETY NOTE

Be sure to use the SPLITTER (sometimes called SLITTER) for ripping
-operations. The splitter, indicated by an arrow in figure 5-20,
acts as a metal wedge in the saw kerf, separating the two pieces
cut with the rip saw blade to help prevent binding. The splitter
is also equipped with metal fingers whioh hold the board down as
it is cut, serving as an antikickback device.
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Beveling

A bevel is an angle cut along an edge of a board. To saw a bevel,
turn the saw tilt hand wheel to the correct angle and proceed as
in crosscutting or ripping. On many circular saws, each turn of
the tilt hand wheel moves the arbor 2 1/2 deg. You can set the
saw bladeto the angle yau wish to cut by using the indicator
on the saw tilt scale, figure 5-17.

SAFETY NOTE

Be sure the waste stock will fall free at the end of the cut to
help prevent kickback.

Radial Circular Saw

Although this saw is quite versatile, it is used mostly to cu.t

baards to length. It is sometimes called a CUT-OFF saw. Stock
y

,to be cut to length is laid flat with a straight or concave edge
'against the fen The saw is then pulled acrqss the stock along
/the arm traelt.

I/

! SAFETY AND CARE

Check the setup before fitou turn on the saw.
,

, 2. Stand slightly to one side and keep your hands out of the
path of the'blade at all times.

3. Watch for others. See that no one stands in fhe path of the
saw blade.

4. 'Cut only stock 1 foot or more in length. Use a hand saw for
small, pieces.

\5. Use the correct blade and fence for the cut being made.

\\

_

6. Always use a sharp saw blade and a saw guard.

METAL FASTENERS

Meta\1\ fasteners for woodwork include nail's, screws, staples,
bolts\, spline.s; and many special 'items. Fasteners are used in
nearly\.every type and kind of construction. Nails and -screw5..

are still the most common. However, in industrial production
where 'Ole work is done with power drivers, staples and patented
fasteners are used extensively

Nails

One of the easiest ways to fasten wood tog-ether is with nails.
Nailed joints are not as attractive or strong as those that are
glued, but they are practical for packing boxes, crates, house
faaming, or in finish work where they will provide sufficient
strength and the nail heads can be covered.
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1 -

SIZE 20d 16d 12d 10d 8d 7d 6d

mi
5d 4d 3d 2d

Fig. 8-4. Nail sizes. (United States Steel)
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NAIL FOR GENERAL USE

NAIL.FOR GENERAL USE

TRUSSED RAFTER NAIL

POLE.CONSTRUCTION NAIL

FLOORING NAIL

UNDERLAY FLOOR NAIL

DRYWALL NAIL

ROOFING NAIL WITH
NEOPRENE WASHER

ROOFING NAIL WITH
NEOPRENE WASHER

ASPHALT SHINGLE NAIL

ASPHALT SHINGLE NAIL

WOOD SHINGLE FACE NAIL

ENAMELED FACE NAIL FOR
INSULATED SIDING, SHAKES

NAIL FOR APPLYING
SIDING TO PLYWOOD

NAIL FOR.APPLYVIV
ROOFING TO PLYWOOD

aft.

DUPLEX-HEAD NAIL

Fig. 8-5. Annular or spiral threads on nails designed for
special purposes. (Independent Nail and Packing Co.)
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Driving Nails

Select an appropriate size hammer: a light one for light work
and a heavier one for heavy work. Choose the nail with the
smallest diameter that will provide the necessary holding power.
On precise work, you may need to lay out the nailing pattern or
mark the position of the bottom member so that you can easily
locate the proper position for each nail. Always nail through
the thin piece into the thicker piece. When possible; drive
the nails into cross grain rather than end grain so they will
have maximum holding power.

Grip the hammer well back on the handle and use a wrist'move-
ment to start the nail as shown in figure 8-6. Now moVse the
hand that helethe nail well out of the way and use a full
swing (arm and wrist) to get power in the stroke. KeeP your
eyes firmly fixed on the nail head, just like you do when
hitting a baseball or tennis ball. Ease up on the power of
your strokes when the head gets close to the surface of the
wood and stop when the head is flush. Try to avoid denting
the wood with marks from the hammer. If the nail begins to
bend it is best to remove it and start with a new one.

Nails are easy to drive in soft wood, but are difficult to
drive in hard wood. When driving nails in hard wood a little
wax or soap on the point will help. Be sure to keep the fate
of the hammer clean. For wood that is real hard, it is best
to drill a pilot hole for the nail. When nailing at the end
,of a board, space the nail in from the end as far as possible
while still retaining a good hold on the other member. Stagger
the nailing pattern, figure 8-7, and avoid placing two nails

, close together along the same grain line. When there is danger
of splitting the wood, blunt the sharp point of the nail with
a hammer or cut it off with nippers. When the nail is slightly
long for the work or you want to increase the holding power,
drive it at an angle. In toenailing, figure 8-8, select the
position and angle carefully, and stagger the nails so they
will.not intersect.

.411,en driving casing nails or finish nails, leave the head
Nffightly above the surface and then use a nail set slightly
smaller than the nail head to bring the-head flush with the
surface or about 1/16 in. below. See figure 8-9. The size of
the nail set is determined by the size of its tip. Sizes range
from 1/32 to 5/32 in, by thirty-seconds. Using a brad pusher.or
driver is shown in figure 8-10.

Figure 8-11 shows correct procedures in pulli-ng a nail. Force
the claw umder the 'nail head and start the removal. On some work
you should protect the surface with a putty knife (as shown) or
scraper blade._ After the'nail is withdrawn part way, use a block
of mood under the head to protect the surface of the work and
increase the leverage.

CAUTION

Use cve when driving nails so that the hammer does not strike the
surfare of the wood. Hammer marks indicate the job was done by an
amateur.

1 3()
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4,t't
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Fig. 8-6. Above. Starting nail with light strokes. Below.
Driving nail with wrist and arm movement.

isc

Fig. 8-9. Setting a nail..
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Fig. 8-7. Use a good nailing pattern.

Fig. 8-8. Toenailing.
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Fig. 8-11. Pulling a nail. Left. Using a putty knife to pro-

tect the surface. Right. Using a block of wood to protect
the surface and increase /overage.

Wood Screws
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Screws provide greater holding power than nails and offer the
further advantage of easy disassembly and reassembly of parts.
They require more time to install for which reason they are
used chiefly in high grade, cabinetwork and furniture construction.

Wood screw size is determined by the length and diameter (gauge
number). Screws are classified according to the shape of head,
surface finish, and the material fftm which they are made. See

figures 8-12 and 8-13. Wood screws are available in lengths
from 1/4 to 6 in, and in gauge numbers from 0 to 24. The gauge
number can vary for a given length of screw. For example a 3/4
in. screw is available in gauge numbers of 4 through 12. The

No. 4 would be a thin screw while the No. 12 would have a large

diameter. From one gauge number to the next the size of the
wood screw changes by 13 thousandths (.013) of an inch.

Most wood screws are made of mild steel with no special surface
finish. They are usually concealed in the cabinet or furniture
structure.. Such screws are labeled as F.H.B., which stands for
flat head bright. When, screws will be visible; in high quality
work, they should be nickel or chromium plated or made of brass.
The heads should be round or oval. Wood screws are priced and
sold by the, box which contains ome hundred (100). To completely
specify wood screws they would be listed liye this:

10 - 1-1/2 x No. 10 - Oval Head - 14ic01.

7 LENGTH

GAUGE

%.1114.11AAAAAAAA,V

ROUND OVAL FLAT

STANDARD SLOTTED SCREWS

11110111

SPECIAL DRIVER

PHILLIPS HEAD SCREW

Fig. 8-12. Kinds of Wood screws.

DIAMETER
DIMENSIONS
IN INCHES
AT SODS

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 11 9 10 I I 1,2 14 16 181 20,

11211.NO .173 .014 MS .112 .121 .131 .131 MA STE 311I ,213 .716 .242 410 394

TWIST III SIZES lot bur, flart eir Ovel Nmd Screws kr DdIllag Omsk ma P110 114m.

SHANK HOU
HARD &SOFT WOOD

'4. 1/414 94 SS 1/4
I 74, IK4

PILOT HOLE
SOFT WOOD

'S. K. 1/4. K. El. Sis 'A. ti. I W.

PILOT HOLE
HARD Woos)

Y3s 914 14. Yst K. K. V. vs %. 13/4

AUGER SIT
MIS ON

COUNTERSUNK
HEADS

3 4 1 I 5 3 6 6 6 7 7 I 1 0 1 1

132 Fig. 8-13. Wood screw sizes.
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Give careful consideration to the selection of the kind and size
of screw that will be best suited for your work. To secure the
maximum holding power the screw should enter the base piece of
wood the entire length of the threads. This is about two-thirds
of its length. This may not be possible in thin stock. Where
the screw Will be anchored in end grain you will need to use
extra length since end grain does nof hold screws well. It is
good practice to use the smallest screw diameterthat will pro-
vide the required holding power.

Drilling,Holes for Wood Screws

When fastening wood with screws, two different size holes should
be drilled. One should b-e, the size of the screw shank, and the
second a little smaller than the root diameter of the screw
thread, figure 8-14.

Use good judgment in selecting the size of the drill'bits. The
size of the shank hold should be just large enough that the screw
can be pushed in with the fingers. The size of the pilot hole
(also called an"anchor hole) for a given screw will vary depend-
ing on the hardness of the wood. For soft wood use a hole that
is about"equal to 70 percent of the root diameter and for hard
wood about 90 percent. When working with hard wood, the pilot
hole should be drilled almost as deep as the screw will go, while
for soft wood it is drilled to about one-half, of this depth. If

iyou are using a large number of screws of. equal size n an assem-
/ bly, it will be worthwhile to experiment with scrap wood to de-
' termine just the right pilot hole for the size of screw and kind

of wood,you are using.

4ItAAIWV\A

tROOT DIA.

SHANK DIA.

SHANK HOLE

PILOT
HOLE

Flg. 8-14. Holes for wood screws.

Use center lines to mark the position of the screws. Make this
layout carefully so the screws will be properly spaced, especially
if the screw heads will be visible. Figure 8715 shows a sequence
of operations for drilling the holes. After the center of the
screw hole is marked with a scratch awl, the shank hole is drilled.
A countersink bit mounted in the brace is then used to counter-
sink the hole to a size that will exactly match the screw head.
The second piece of stock is then clamped in position and the
pilot holes are -drilled.
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Fig. 8-15. Drilling holes for screws. Above. Shank hale.
Center. Countersinking. Below. Pilot hole. Note Masking

tape wrapped around drill to mark hole depth.
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Fig. 8-16. Drilling and countersinking for ailat head screw.

Both flat and oval head screws need to be countersunk. Use care
in doing the countersinking so the head will fit correctly as ;

shown in figure 8-16. Flat headed screws look especially bad if
not perfectly aligned with the surface. Your work may require
that the screw head be recessed and the hole plugged. For this
the shank hole will need to be counterbore4 Remember to bore
the large hole (size of the screw head) fir?t,and then drill
the shank hole.

Setting Screws

The parts of a standard screwdrtver are shown in figure 8-17. A
number of sips and styles are available. Me size is sp'ecified
by giving the length of the blade, measurimg from the ferrule
to the tip. The most common si"zes for woodwork range fi'-om 1 1/2
to 6 inches.
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Fig. 8-17. Parts of a standard screwdriver.
Fig. 8-18. Screwdriver tips. Left. Phillips. Center: Standard.

Right. Cabinet.

The size of a Phillips screwdOver is given-in a point'size that,
ranges from a No. 0, the smallest-, to a No'. 4. Size numbers 1,
2 and 3 will fit most of the screws useA in the school shop.

Tips of sCrewdrivers must be carefully shaped, and should look
somewhat like those shown in figure 8-18. For a slotted screw
they must be square, the correct width and fit snugly into the
screw. The width of the tip should be equal to the length of
the bottom of the screw slot. The sides of the screwdriver tip
should be carefully ground to an included angle of not more than
8 deg. and to a thickness that will fit the screw slot. Use the
side of the grinding wheel to form a flat'surfaCe. If the grind-
ing is done across the sides, the tivwill hold .in the screw-
slot better. See figure 8-19.

Fig. 8-19. The screwdriver must fit the screw.

4
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Fig. 8-20. Setting wood screws. Above. Screwdriver. Center.
Screwdriver bit inciiinted in brace. Below. Spiral ratchet screw-

driver.
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If you have properly drilled holes for the screw, it is an easy
matter to insert the screw in the shank hole and drive it "home"
with the screwdriver, see figure 8-20. Use Ca're that the screw-
driver does not slip out of the slot and dent the surface of your
work. Using Phillips type screws helps eliminate this probrlem
because the tiv.cannot,easily slip out of the screw slot. A

screwdriver bit mounted in a brace is a good way to set :large
screws. The brace provides lots of leverage so be ca'reful that
you do not twist off the screw or damage'the head. A spiral
ratchet (automatic) screwdriver, will save time when you have a
large number of screws to set.

A little wax or soap on the threads will make it easier to drive
screws in hard wood. *Do not apply too much force or the screw
will twist off in the wood. They usually break just where the
threads start, 'and the part embedded in the wood is veTy diffi-
cult to remove. If the screw turns too hard, it indicates that-
the holeswere not propeisly drilled so you should remove the screw
and make them larger.

CAUTION:
When setting screws, if you use too much force or a poorly- shaped
screwdriver tip, you will damage the slot in the screw iveads and
make your work appear shoddy.

Brass screws are much softer than steel screws and are easily
twisted off -or otherwise damaged. On very fine work it is- pften
worthwhile to first driye a'steel screw of the same size (this
will cut the threads fn the pilot hole), then remove it and,set
the brass screw.

When drilling holeO'f large nueber of screws a great amdunt
of tine can be saved by using a special multi-operation bit like
the one shown in figure -8-21. In a ingle stroke it will drill
the pilot hole, shank hole, and eithe score the surface for
countersinking or counterbore the work for recFssing the screw
head. Figure 8-22 shows a similar'type of bit designed for
drilling and countersinking being used in an electric drill.
Drill bits*-of this kind are designed to matchAiven sizes of
screws. Bits are available for the commonly used screw sizes.

,

COUNTERSIN*: COUNTERBORE,
7oce

Fig.8-21. Special bit for screw holes. 136
Fi'(Stanler Tools) g. 8-22, Left. Drillin4countersunk hides with special bit.

Right. Setting icrews with a ;Oral ratchet screwdriyer.
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Special Fasteners

Figure 8-23 shows a number of metal fasteners especially Aesigned
for woodwork. The hanger bolt has wood screw thrneads on one end
and machine threads on the other. Lag screws and carriage bolts
are often used for rough construction or for concealed work in
cabinetmaking. Stove bolts are used frequently in metal work
'and are sometimes useful in joining certain parts in woodwo'rk.

II h
Tz II

*\/
0 ..... 11.16;4: sr. . se.-

Fig. 8-23. SpeciSl fasteners. Top row. Hanger bolts, lag
screws, carriage bolts, stove bolts. Bottom row. Dowel Fig. 8,24. Usittg corrugated fiste4rs to hold miter joint.

screws, splines, corrugated fasteners, chevrons. 0

0

'.. *
-.,. ..,

0

Corrugateefas are used for roughork'and can be quickly
applied. They drive and hold best wfien set *at an angle wi,th the
wood grain. F r an installation like the one in figure 8-24, they
should Penetratè.the. wood about One=half of its :thickness. 'Hold

or clamp the parts in position and then drive the fastener into
one side and then the other. The'ones set in the opposite sl e

should be staggered so they are npt aligned with the ones on
the face side. Corrugated fasteners are Available in,sizes,of
1/4, to 3/4 in. They.are packed in units,of 100.

Steel splines can be driven into soft wood along the grain,'but
it is better to cut a saw kerf first. Clamp the stock toOther
so you can cut into the edges or ends of both, pieces at the same

%-.Lime. Use a backsaw or dovetail saw and cut to a depth equal to
one-half of,the spline width. Clamp or hold the pieces- together
and drive in the spline as shown in figure 8-25. The spltne
length should be about equal to the thtckness of the stock. They
are Available in several sizes and are sold in lots of 100. Chev
rens work in about the same waY as spjiyes'but are d9igned es-
pecially tor miter joints.

Dowel screws have wood screw threads on each end. If you set
them in two pieces of the same kind of wood they will penetrate
each piece an equal-distange if you drill the holes eicactly the.0
same. To set only one end,clamp the other end between two hard
wood blocks. Do not use pliers or you will damage the'threads:

13.c--
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Fig. 8-25. Fastening a butt joint with steel splines.
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Metal plates and angles, figure 8-26, can be msed in many ways
9 to assemble parts and reinforce wood joints. They are attached -

with screws and since they are unattractive they should be used
in cabinetwork only where they can be concealed.

Fig. 8-26. Left. Flat corner plat:. Center. Bent corner iron.
' Right. T-plate.

BORING AND DRILLING

Hand Tools

In woodworking, holes 1/4 in. and smaller are usually drilled with
a hand or power drill. Holes larger than 1/4 in. are bored using
an auger bit, expantion or forstner bit.
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Brace

A brace is used to hold the bit and to provide leverage needed to
turn the bit into the wood. A brace is also used with screwdirver
bits to drive screws and with countersinks to provide recesses for
screw heads. The brace is made to hold either round or square
bit shanks. Its si.ze is designated by the DIAMETER OF SWING (circle
made by the brace handle when turned). A 12 in. brace is.a common
size. The brace is available with a RATCHET (a deVice for making
part of a swing) for close work. See figure 6-1, above.

Auger Bits

Auger bits are used to bore holes in wood and other soft materials.
They may be purchased in sizes ranging from 3/16 to 2 in. in di-
ameter. The size of a bit is indicated by a number stamped on -

the tang which shows the diameter in sixteenths of an inch, figure
6-1, below.

HANDLE

SWEEP
(DIA. OF SWING)

CHUCK

HEAD

TANG SHANK

RATCHET

FEED SCREW

IP
TWIST SPUR

Fig. 6-1. Left. Above. Parts of a brace. Below. Parts.of an auger. Fig. 6-2, Right. Above. Laying out holes.
Below. Using awl to mark hole locations.

-Boring Straight Holes

Lay out holes to be bored and mark Ehe locations with an awl,
figure 6-2. In boring, hold the bit straight (perpendicular) to
the stock. Use only enough- pressure to keep the bit cutting.
Use a piece of scrap wood as a back-up,board to assure a smooth
hole when the bit cuts through the wood. See figure 6-3.

Another method is to bore a hole until the feed screw of the
bit comes through the board, then complete the boring of the
hole working from the other side.

13j
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Fig. 6-3. Left. Boring a hole in a horizontal posit* with a braceand auger bit.
Right. Boring a hole in a vertical position.

Boring Holes at an Angle

Lay out holes to be bored and mark the locations with an awl.
A bevel gauge set at the proper angle may be used as a guide,
figure 6-4.

u

Fig. 6-4. Boring a hale at on angle using a beve/ gauge
as a guide.
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Forstner Bit

A forstner bit which has no spurs, is designed to smooth bottoms
of holes bored with other bits. To use this bit, hold the brace
as with other auger bits, figure 6-5.

Fig. 6-5. Smoothing the bottom of a hale with ferstner bit.

Expansive Bit

Large holes may be bored with expansive bits This type-bit is
usually adjustable to bore holes from one to three' inches in
Aiameter. Set,the expansive bit to the desired size and bores
a trial-hole in a piece of scrap s ck. Make minor adjustments
if necessary, then bore the tole a with an auger bit, figure 6 6.

Fig. 6 4. Boring a bole with a brace and expans'ive bit.
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRLCATION PROCESSES

SHEET METAL

HAND TOOLS

The hand tools discussed below are the more common hand tools
used by the sheet metal worker and are the., tools that you would
use for most Of your sheet metal projects.

A scratch awl - is used to mark lines on a sheet of metal in lay-
out work. It is sometimes called a scriber.

The prick punch , is used to make small indentations in metal for
locating points for dividers and fold lines.

A center punch is used to make small indentations in doing layout
work on the thicker sheets of metaj such as 18 gage and thicker.

(A) Scratch Mal. (Courtesy Whitney
Metal Tool Company)

(B ) Prick punch. (Courtesy The L.S.
Starret Company)

(C) Center punch. (Courtesy The L.S.
Starret Company)

Dividers - are used for making arcs and circles or dividing a line
into equal parts and for spacing rivet holes.

KNURLED
SCREW

KNURLED
NUT

WING

SPRING WING

Fig. 2-2 Dividers. 143
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Steel Rules are an absolute necessity in laying out sheet metal
patterns. They can be purchased with 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64"
graduations and with 1/10, 1/50 and 1/100" graduations. A steel
rule with a 1/16 and 1/32" graduation is more convenient for most
shop metal sheet metal projects. Steel rufles with the 1/10 and
1/100 graduation are needed by precission sheet metal workers.
A steel rule is required. Almost an absolute necessity for sheet
metal work are the 6" steel rule, a 12" steel rule and the cir-
cumference rule. Sheet metal workers,usually use steel rules for
laying out a sheet metal pattern because the edges do not wear
down and they retain their accuracy. The 6" steel rule shown
below, is used for laying out the smaller sheet metal patterns
while the 12" rule, also shown below, is used for laying out
sheet metal patterns that require dimensions larger than 6".
The circumference rule is used for laying out the larger sheet
metal patterns and for finding the circumference of a circle.
Most circumference rules are either 36" or 48"- in length. The
top edge is marked in 16th of an inch and the bottom edge con-
verts the diameter of a circle to its ciretumference. The back
side contains details helpful for some sheet metal workers.

I

to Ss 1C4 P.
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(A) Six-inch steel rule. (Courtesy The
L.S. Starrett Company)

(C) Circumference rule. (Courtesy Ni-
agara Machine & Tool Works)

--z41-111-4,-;-+Mitu
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(B) Twelve-inch steel rule. (Courtesy
The L.S. Starrett Company)

A swinging blade protractor shown below is used to layout and
measure angles on sheet metal patterns and to check angles on
parts that nave been formed or are being forijied.
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The cOmmon carpenter's square is uTed.for squaring the corper of
a sheet of metal and also for calculating pitch angles of roofs,

191 I I I
2 1 1 1

1 I 1101 I I 191 I I lei i 17;

Steel square. (Courtesy of Stanley Tools)

The combination square shown below, is also ued in layout work.
It's sliding head makes it much easier to_use than a common'square.
It'is called the combination square because the head of the square
can be removed from the rule and a p-rotractor head can be tnserted.

' 7 9

Combination set.

The riveting hammer has a slightTy rounded face with beveled edges
to prevent it from marring the metal. 'This hammer is used for
riveting sheet metal and for pounding over Pittsburg seams. It is
used more often than any other hammer in the sheet metal shop.

(A) Riveting. hammer. (Courtesy Stak-
ley Tools Div. of the Stanley Works)
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A mallet is used for working witrcopper or aluminum. The head of
the mallet is made from rawhide, wQod, plastic or 'rubber to prevent
marring the metal.

( Mallet. (Courtesy O.P. Link
Handle Co.)

Combination snips are used to cut straight lines and to cut ir-
regular lines with a relatively large arc or radius. These are
the snips used most commonly by sheet metal workers because they
can be used for many jobs for which special snips are not avail-
able.

,(A) Combination snips.

Aviation snips are used to cut small curves and to cut straight
90° fnside corners. . They are also called airplane snips and are
made.in 3 styles; left hand, rig-ht hand and straight.

,

(B) Left-hand aviation snips.
.

(D) Right-hand aviation snips.

(C) Straight aviation snips.

The left hand aviation snips are used in cutting curves or angles
toward the worker's left,hand side. The right hand snips are used
in cutting curves and angles toward the worker's right hand side.
The straight aviation snips are used in cutting straight lines.
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A hand punCh is used to unch small holes in light.weight sheets '

of metal upward to 18 gage material. It can punch holes ranging
from 3/32' to 9/32' in diameter. Each punch'is 1/32' larger than
the next smaller punch. The hand punch can reach only as far from
the edge of the metal as is the depth of its.throat.

Fig. 4-6. Hand punch. (Courtesy Whit-
ney Metal Tool Company)

A grooving tool is used with a hammer to form a grooved seam. The
slot in the grooving tool fits over the lock of the seam.

(B) Grooving foot. (Courtesy Whitnes
Metal Tool Company)

Slip joint pliers are used for forming and gripping wire for com-
' pleting a wired edge and with a screw driver in assemblying sheet

metal parts with nuts and bolts.

(C ) Siip-joiftt pliers. (Courtesg VC400,

ProdfletS Co.)

A'screw driver is used more often for purposes other than for in-
serting screws. The sheet metal worker often uses a screw driver
to open a hole in the sheet of metal and then he Uses his hand
snips to cut the required opening.

gilitiligroorr;"'="as

(D) Sereweirguer. (Courtesy Mateo fro-
ducts Inc.)
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Various types of files are used to remove small bits of metal as
in removing burPs7--Tburr is a rough edge that remains on the metal
after it has been cut, punched or drilled with a tool that is not
sharpened properly.

111111111-

File for removing small bits of
metal. (Courtesy Nicholson File Co.)

§HEET METAL TYPES

The craftmansbip and appearance of- the finished job may be a fine
piece of workmanship, but virtually useless if the wrong material
ts used. It is therefore extremely important to know what'is the
correct material for the given job.

Sheet metal material may be grouped into two comMon groups, namely,`
ferrous and non-ferrous, with each group tncluding several types
of metal fOr different uses. The lirst foT discussion will be
'the ferrous types, commonly called steel.

Steel is the most commonly used material in the_sheet metal shop.
.This is because it is inexpensive and available in alloy§ and With
special coatings for a great variety of uses. The,most commoftly
Aised types of sheet steel are galvanized, stainless and tin plate-.

Sheet steel may be either coated or uncoated. The mostcomMonly
used coated sheets are galvanized and tin plate. Stainless steel
is the most widely used non-coated solid sheet. . Plain steel sheets.,
are seldom used because of their susceptability to rust,and cor-
rosion.

Galvanized Sheet Metal is soft steel sheets coated with zinc.
There are two methods of applying the zinc: In the.most common
one, the steel ts dipped in an acid bath forcleaning and then,is
dipped in molten zinc. In the other, the.coating ts done by an
eiectro-plating process. Electroplated sheets are distinguished
by their even.gray color and are used mainly for their ability to *-

hold a painted surfare.

Of all the sheet metals, galvaniZed is one of the least expensive.
Its cost is in the same' generarrange as plain steel sheets and
steel bar. It is probably the most commonly used of all- types of
sheets in the general sheet metal shopwork. All types of roof
flashing and gutters are made principally from galvaniZed sheet
metal. Godd quality galvanized sheet metal can be bent and
traightened out several Wines without the zinc peeling from the

sheet. Galvanizedsheets bend well, with no problems in breakinb
when they are bent severly. It solders well,'but welding is. com-
plicated by the fact that the zinc givet off toxic fmmes and a

residue which makes tile weld itself more.difficult. In addition,
welding destroys the coating on the sheet, and for this reason
galvanized sheet metal-is seldom useh tn7,41.1114-cattons requiring
welded joints.
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Galvanized sheets can be obtained in wtdths of 24, 30, 36, 48
inches wide, with 36 being the most c6mmon1y stocked sizes.
Sheet lengths generally are 96" or 120". However, other lengths
and widths can be specially ordered.

Stainless Steel is also a widely used material in the sheet metal
trade. As the name indicates, stainless steel lias a hig,h resis-
tance to foreign or corrosive'elements. It is-also very easily
cleaned and for these reasons, it is wide/y used in eesidential,
institutional and restaurant kitchens for hoods, sinks, spatter
guards, etc.

Stainless steel is a high grade steel to which.has been added
such elements as dangdnese, silicon, phosphorous,
chromium, nickel dnd molybdenum. Of these elements, chromium
and nickel are in the'largest quantity. According to the.par-'
ticular type of stainless, it will covtain from 10 to 3O peecent
chromium and 4rom 10 to 25 percent nickel.

Stainless steel is classified according\ to its heat testing
properties of the steel ah4 also\accord'tng to its alloy content.
The type number is of greafimportance because-handbooks list
by type number-the characteristics of woch, the recommended
uses, and the degrees of resistnace to various types of chemicals.

The common type of stainless steel used in the sheet metal shop
is type 302. This ts the type that is used for architectural
work, containers of all sorts\and, for sinks and counters in
restaurant work.

Stainless steel has a silver chrome appearance and generally can'
be easily recognized by its "grained" appearance. The grain irv,
stainless steel is caused by the minute polishing practices and,
scratches generally found on most finishes. These all run An
the same direction just as the grain in wood. And just ds in
wood, it is eaSIer to cut the metal with the grain than across
it. UnpolisKed stainless has no grain,and has a dull gray finish

.

very similar in appearance to unpolishki' aluminum.
1

Stainless steel comes in a solid sheet, not coated. This, along
with tts beauty and corrosion resistance, is its great 'advantage.
It can be welded and the welded joints ground off and polished -

until the weld is not visible, et its corrosionresistance is
not affected.

The.c-ost of Stainless steel is high, NI i..g about seven times
the cost of galvanized steel.' However, in applications where gal-
vanized daY only la54,five years, stainless.steel will last in-
definitely. Because of its almost complete resistance to cOrrosion,
the 'high cost of stainless does not necessarily mean it is the
most expensive metal to use, since its long life often makes it the
cheapest material to use in the long run.
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Tin Plate is sheet steel coated with pure tin. It was once widely
used in roofing, dairy equipment, food canning and other large
scale applications, but has been laygely replaced by stainless
steeloaluminum and other materials.

Copper is a solid sheet usually-ecognized by its typical re
color. -Until the mid 1800's, copper, aleng with tin plate was the
principal metal of the sheet metal worker. In fact, Paul, Revere,
immediately_after the American Revolution, pioneered one of the
first copper rolling mills in America.

The great a.vantageof copper is its high corrosion resistance.
AnotherApsirable feature of copper is its beauty. For many types
of architbcture, especially to supplement brickwork, copper adds
warmth,sand color that cannot be duplicated by any other type of
metal.VLCopper sheet Is comparatively high in cost, running about
three times the cost of,,ga1vanized steel. Copper is also used
almost extensively in the manufacture of absorber plates in the
solar industry. L ,

Copper sheets are available in either cold rolled or hot rolled
sheets. Cold rolled sheets are sheets that have been through,a
final process of running through finishing rolls. This gives
the metal a smooth finish and work-hardens it to a half-hard
condition.

,

Cold roTled copper is still soter than galvanized stee nd is
bent and formed easily. Though coAd rolled copper is much stiffer
than the hot rolled, it is nat---a-l'rigid as steel sheets and
usually a thicker sheet of copperis used than would be used for
steel under the same conditions. Cold rolled copper is the type
commonly used in the sheet metal shop.

In the sheet metal trade copper sheets are specified by ounces
per square foot. For eiimple, 18 ounce copper means copper sheet
that weighs 18 ounces per square foot. In other trades, copper
sheet is sometimes designated by decimals,of an inch thickness
or by the American Wire or Brown and Sharpe Gage.

Aluminum. The main propertierof aluminukare,its light weight,
corrosion resistance and appearAnce. Sheet aluminum weighs ap-
proXimately 1/3 as much as sheet steels and is just about as

, 'strong. For these reasons, aluminum is sometimes used instead
'. of galvanized steel for such items as exposed ductwork, gutters

and downspouts, etc., where appearance,- corrosion resistane and
ease of handlin5, are more imporetant factors than economy:

Pure aluminum is too soft to hold a permanent shape in sheet form
so the sheets are always manufactured as alloys. Alloying 'means
that one or more metals are added t6 the pure allumi.num to in-
crease its strength and hardness. Some of the more common
alloying metals are manganese, copper, chromium, silicon and
magnesium. Very small quantities of these metals are required
tb give the desired physical properties for the aluminum. In,
fact, most alloys for sheet metal work are almost 99etpercent pure

15u
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Oxides of Metal. As mentioned previously, one of the determining
characteristics of the selection of the appropriate sheetometal
for the job, was the oxides of the metal. "When considerin.g the
characteristics of the different sheet metals, one should also
consider the importance of the oxides of that meta1.1 Though we
speak ofAhe characteristics of the metal, what we are actually
referring to most of-the time, are the characteristics of the
oxide of the metal.

Whenever a metal is exposed to air, the oxygen in the air combines
with metal to form a chemical film over the metal. This chemical
is called the oxide of the metal. N 'familiar example-of an
oxide is the rust that forms on uncoated iron and steel. 'This
is called iron oxide. The green chemical that often forms on
copper is an oxide of copper.

Th4 importance of th4 oxide is that the characteristics of the
oxide determine many of the characteristics of the metal. Rust
(iron oxide) forms quickly and is porous and flaky. Since iron
oxide is porous, it also allows moisture to s.eep..through it and
form more oxide.underneath. Since it is flaky, as soon as a
large amount of oxide is formed, it flakes off to expose more
metal which'will form more oxide. This action eventually eats
through the metal which is the reason why plain steel is a poor
metal to be exposed to corrosive conditions.

Stainless steel, on the other.hand, forms an oxide that is trans-
parent, tough and impervious to air and almost every chemical.
This transparehcy is the reason stainless steal keeps its lasting
beauty. The toughness of the oxide is the reason for the long
life of stainless, since actually nothing ever contacts the
metal itself.

Copper and lead also have oxides which are impervious to air and
most chemicals and this is why they are also long lpsting.

Aluminum oxide is hard to dissolve and reforms immediately if
removed. For this reason, aluminum is,difficult to solder. In'
soldering, the oxide must be removed so that the solder contacts
the metal directly. Where appearance is a paint of major con-
sideration in aluminum sheet metal, a process called anodizing is
usually performed on the finished aluminum product to prevent
corrosion of the aluminum in its raw state.

Sheet Metal Gage. The thickness of the piece of sheet metal is
extremely important. It is referred to as the gage of the material.
Eackgage represents a specified metal thickness. the U. S. Standard
Gage indicates the thickness of each gage number.

The lower gage numbers are the thicker sheets and the higher gage
numbers are the thinner sheets. For example, a 26 gage sileet of
metal is thinner than an 18 gage sheet of metal. The thickness
of some sheet metal materials is not indicated by gage number.
Copper sheets are measured in ounces per square foot. The thick-
ness of aluminum sheets is usually referred to by decimal thickness.



A measuring tool can be used to find the gage of a sheet of metal
when the gage is not marked on the sheet. This' tool is called a
"metal gage". ,

Sheet metal and wire.gage.

f
The gage number is found adjacent to each slot. On the back side
of the gage, the slot number gives either the decimal thickness
or the fractional thickness. ,This gage is easy to use, merely
find tile smallest slot that the edge of the metal will fit into,
,tbe number adjacent to that slot indicates the gage of the piece
of metal'.

When measuring coated metals, extra care is required. These metals
are described in the previous information given in this unit. Due
to the coatin9, the metal measures thicker than it reallY is. In
measuring this metal, you should determine only the thickness of
the metal under the coating. The actual gage of the metal is one
gage thinner than indicated by the gage. For example, If the gage
indicates that-a sheet of coated metal is 22 gage, it is actually
23 gage metal.

The following tables give the gage number, approximate pounds per
square foot, the thickness equivalent or thb sheetAge number and
its thickRess range for various types of sheet metal.

1 52
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Galvanized Carbon Steel Sheets
Gail,.
Sheet

Ga.

No.

Approx.
lb Per

Sq

Ft

Thick.

Equiv.,
Gbh,. Silt. .

Ga. No,..

Thick.

Range

(inches)

8 7.03125 0.1681 .1756-.1607
9 6.40625 0.1532 .1606-.1458

10 5.78125 0.1832 .1457-1308
11 5.15625 0.1233 .1307-.1159
12 4.53125 0.1084 .1158-.1009

)

13 3.90625 0.0934 .1008..0860
14 3.28125 0.0785 .0859..0748
15 2.96875 0.0710 .0747..0673
16 2.65625 0.0635 " .0672..0606
17 2.40625 0.0575 .0605.0546

, 18 2.15625 0.0516 .0545..0486
19 1.90625 0.0456 .0485..0426
20 1.65625 0.0396 .0425.0382
21 1,53125 0.0366 .0381-0352
22 1.40625 0.0336 .0351..0322

23 1.28125 0.0306 .0321-.0292
1

24 1.15625 0.0276 .0291-.0262
25 1.03125 0.0247 .0261-.0232
26 0.90625 0.0217 .0231-.0210

.

27 0.84375 0.0202 .0209-.0195

28 0,78125 0.0187 .0194..0180
29 0.71875 0.0172 .0179-.0165
30 0.65625 0.0157 .0164-.0-150
31 0.59375 0.0142 .0149..0138
32 0.56250 0.0134 .0137..0131
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Stainless Steel Sheets
(Approximate Weights and Thicknesses)

Thickness

Ordering
Range

(inches)

Gauge

No.

Approximate
Decimal
Parts of
an Inch

Av. Wt. per
sq ft (in lb)
for ChroMe

Nickel-
Cold-Rolled

Alloys

161 to .176 8 .17187 7.2187

.146 to .160 9 .15625 6.5625

.131 to .145 10 .140625 5.9062

.115 to .130 11 .125 5.5200

.009 to .114 12 .109375 4.5937

.084 To .098 13 .09375 3.9374

.073 to .083 14 .078125 3.2812

.066 to .072 15 .0703125 2.9521

.059 to .065 16 .0625 2.6250

.053 to .058 17 .05625 2.3625

.047 to .052 16 .050 2.1000

.041 to .046 19 ' .04375 1.8375

.036 to .040 20 .0375 1.5750

.033 to .035 21 .034375 1.4437

.00 to .032 22 .03125 1.3125

.027 to .029 23 .028125 1.1813

.024 to .026 24 .025 1.0500

.0199 to .023 25 .021875 0.9187

.0178 to .0198 26 .01675 0.7875 .

.0161 to .0177 27 .0171875 0.7218

.0146 to .0 60 28- .015625 0.6562

.0131 to .0145 29 .0140625 0.5906

.0115 to .0130 30 , .0125 0.5250

.0105 to .0114 31 .0109375 0.4594

.0095 to .0104 32 .01015625 0.4265
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Sheet Gauges and *Weights
(Steel and Nonferrous Metals)

Carbon Steel Brass

USS

Ga.

No.

Revised

Mfrs.
Thickness

for Steal

Approx.
Wt. per

sq ft

(lb)

8 a 9 ;

Ga.

No.

Dec.

Thickness

Approx.
wt. per

sq ft
(lb)

1 .28125 11.250 1 .2893 12.75

2 .26562 10.620 2 .2576 11.35

3 .2391 10.000 3 ,2294 10.11

4 .2242 9.375 4 .2043 9.002

5 .2092 8.750 5 .1819 8.015

6 .1943 8.125 6 .1620 7.138

7 .1793 7.500 7 .1443 6.358

8 .1644 6.875 8 .1285 5.662

9 .1494 6.250 9 .1144 5.041

10 .1343 5.625 10 . .1019 4.490

11 .1196 5.000 11 .1907 3.997

12 .1046 4.375 12 .0808 3.560

13 .0897 3.750 13 .0720 3.173

14 ' .0747 3.125 14 .0641 2.825

15 .0673 2.812 15 .0571 2.516

16 .0598 2.500 16 .0508 2.238

17 0538 2.250 17 .0453 1.996

18 .0478 2.000 18 .0403 1.776

19 .0418 1.750 19 .0359 1.582

20 .0359 1.500 20 .0320 1.410

21 .0329 1.375 21 .0285 1.256

22 .0299 1.250 22 .0254 1.119

23 .0269 1.125 23 .0226 .9958
(

24 .0239 1.000 24 .0201 .8857

25 .0209 .875 25 .0179 .7887

26 .0179 .750 26 .0159 .7006

27 .0164 .687 27 .0142 .6257

28 .0149 .625 28 .0126 .5552

29 .0135 .562 29 .0113 .4979

30 .0120 .500 30 .0100 .4406
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Sheet Gauges and Weights
(Steel and Nonferrous Metals)

Copper
a

Zinc

Approx. Approx.

Stubs Wt. per Wt. per

Ga. Dec. sq ft Zinc Dec. sq ft

No. Thickness (lb) Ga. No. Thickness (lb)

1 .300 13.94 24 .125 4.70

2 .284 13.20 23 .100 3.75

3 .259 12.04 22 .090 3.37

4 .238 11.07 21 .080 3.00

5 .220 10.22 20 .070 2.62

..

6 .203 9.420 19 .060 2.25

7 .180 6.360 1 6 .055 2.06

a .165 7.660 1Z .050 1.87

9 .148 6.875 16 .045 1.68

I'l
10 .134 6.225 15 .040 .50

,

11 .120 5.575 14 .036 1.35

12 109 5.065 13 . .032 1.20

13 .095 4.410 12 .028 1.05

14 .083 3.860 11 .024 ,.90

15 .072 3.338 10 .020 .75

16 .065 3.020 9 - .018 .67

17 .058 2.695 8 .016 ,60

18 .049 2.280 7 .014 .52

19 .042 1.952 6 .012 .45

20 .035 1.627 5 .010 .37

21 .032 1.484 4 .008 .30

22 .028 1.302 3 .006 .22

23 .025 1.162 . .. . .... .

24 022 1.022 .

25 .020 .928
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Geometric Principles. In sheet metal work, the development of the
pattern is of utmost importance. Frequently the pattern may be
used as a template for guidance in making many pieces of the same
size. The scribe would be used to scribe around the template for
production of many other pieces as near an exact duplicate of
the template as possible. In other uses, the template is used
strictly as a pattern or guidlines for the manufacturing or
building of a particular sheet metal product.

The knowledge of geometry and geometric principles is of extreme
importance in development of the pattern layout. Knowledge of
parallel lines, straight lines, curved lines, radii, arcs tangeant
to two lines, arcs tangeant to a line in a circle, arcs tangeant
to two circles intersecting lines, angles and the terminology
associated with angles, 1800 angles, obtuse angles, acute angles,
rfght angles, right triangles are all essential to the successful,
layout of the pattern used in sheet metal work. The final pro-
duct of the pattern is a combination of circles, curves, tri\angles,
straight lines, rectangles, squares, etc. So it is absolutely
essential that the student attempting to make the pattern ha e a

very thorough knowledge of the geometric principles or princ ples
of geometry as they apply to the'sheet metal trade.

Frequently it is necessary to use geometry in dividing two o
more lines, to divide lines into equal parts with a rule or quare,
to establish a point of bisection of a line using a set of d viders
or trammel points. Division of lines into two or more equal parts
is also done by the process of use of the divider and/or tra mel
points. Angle bisection into two or more equal angles or an les
of unequal value also done through the use of dividers and/o
trammel points. Divisions of circles into equal parts with heir
associated equal angles is also done by the same tools. It s

without a doubt one of the most important paIrts in learning ow to
establish a attern for the part to be produbed that the stu ent
have a very thorough knowledge of the principles of geometry

1-5

Fig. 4-4a Line bisection.
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A

Fig. 4-5a Angle bisection.

Fig. 4-5b Angle bisection to form four equal angles.

0

Fig. 44b Division of a line into four equal parts. This

process may be continued to divide the line into any even

number of equal parts.

Fig. 4-6 Division of circle into 5 equal parts and angles. Fig. 4-7 Division of a circle into 8 equal parts and angles.

4.s.4

1 5
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Views and Projections. Sheet metal patterns and job layouts .are
developed from one or more views of the object. It is possible
to have front, side, top, bottom and auxiliary or profile views,
depending on the position of the eye in viewing the object.

Fig. 6-1 Position of eye in viewing sheet metal duct

The projection of each view is the profile of the object on a flat
plane as shown in the figure below.

Fig. 6-2 Revolving each view onto a vertical plane.

dr
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The projection of a top or bottom view to a horizontal plane is
termed a plan view.

LEFT
SIDE

BACK

TOP

FRONT

/11

BOTTOM

RIGHT
SIDE

Fig. 6-3 Top and bottom are plan views; side and back are

elevation views. Side view is also a profile view.

The.prijection of a friint or side view o a vertical plane is
termed/an elewation view. Plan views ani elevation views are
arranged to that,the,relationship of ev ry point of the object
exists in each view. Thus, the plan vi w is placed directly
-above and in line with the front Olevat'on view. The side ele-
vation vfew is pliced to the, righ1 or, eft of.the front elevation
view and aligned with it.

PLAN

FRONT ELEV.

Fig. 6-4 Alignment of views.

'SIDE
ALEV.
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All visible points are shown with solid lines and those hidden
below the visible surface, but known to exist, are shown with
dotted lines.

Fig. 6.51 Sheet metal duct with take-off holes cut in the
bottom and back.

1

PLAN

FRONT ELEV.
SIDE
ELEV.

Fig. 6-5b Views showing holes in hidden surfaces.

Lets illustrate the above principles by working with the following
drawing.

FRONT
ELEVATION d

e SIDE
ELEVATION

Fig. 6.6 Furnace casittg.

The objective is to construct a plan and elevation view from the
object shown above.
1. Select the front view as (C) and draw the front elevation to

' size (C prime).
2. Project vertical G-1-743--f('om C prime and draw the plan view B

prime aligned with C prime.
3. Project horizontal lines from C prime and draw the side ele-

vation v'ew A prime aligned with C prime.

In sheet met I work, it may be necessary to complete a partial
drawing to obtal07-a true layout. This frequently happens and is
necessary in order for the pattern to be developed properly.

16



As another practice exercise, lets construct the side elevation
from plan view and a front elevation view from the figure shown
below.

PLAN

SIDE
ELEV.

Fig. 6-7 90° square elbow.

- 1 From the given plan and elevation views, project all horizontaT
points to the right for a right side elevation view. .

2 Select a suitable distance from the front,elevatfon and scrite
a vertical line.

3 At the point of intdh4-1-kction of the vertical line and the
inside or lowest horizontal line projected from the plan view,
scribe a 45 degree line. %

. 4 Extend vertical lines downward from the intersection'points
of the 45 degree line and the horizontal lines fl\z the plan
view to intersect horizontal lines projected from the front
elevation.

5 The side elevation is fOrmed by the intersection of the pro-
jected horizontal and vertical lines.

In some cases where the plan,and elevation views are not sufficient
to make a pattern layout, an auxiliary view is neces-iary. An aux-
iliary view is the projection of a surface on any plane other than
the horizontal or vertical planes. Problems dealing with the
intersection of cones, cylinders and other geometric solids make
use of auxiliary views.

Fig. 68 Auxiliary view square duct.
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To construct an auxiliary view from a Olan view an elevation view,
such as the one shown above, use the following ptan;
1. , Project all ponts on inclined surface-ab-bd along lljnes

drawn perpendicular to the surface.
At'a suitable distance from the inclined surface, scribe*a
line parallel to it and intersecting the perpendicular pro-
jection lines.,

3. On the perpendicular projection lines, lay off distances #

a'c and b'd' from-the intersection of the perpendicular and /

parallel lines.
-

Complete the auxiliary view bw connecting c'-to d'. The/auxiliary I

view shows the-exact size and shape of the inclined surface which
is not shown in either the plan or elevation view.s.

previous exercises, we have been,working with .squaee or
rectangular plan and elevation views.

., tet us erlOW woek with an
auxiliary view of an oblique cylinder such as the one Olown beldw.

Fig. 6-9 Auxiliary view oblique cylinder.

, To construct the awiliary view of an oblique cyMnder from the
plan and elevation views use the following steps,'
1. Divide th.e plan view into 12 equal parts,
2. Project the points located in step 1 to the inclined surface

in the elevation view.
3. Project the points on the inclined- surface along lines de'awn.

peependicular to the inclined surface.
4. At a suitable distance from the inclined surface, scribe a

centerline A'B' paralleito the surfaceand intersecting the
perpendicular projection lines.
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5. Using the distance from the centerOne A13 to each division
,point.in the plan view, transfer tNe distances about center-
line A'B' op the corresPonding projection lines to establish
points 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,1001112.

6. Connect the prime points, using a French curve or by,drawing
a freehand curi'e, to complete the' auxiliary view.

All of the abov,e methods may be used in the development of a
pattern for making of a sheest metal layout Pattern. Many times
the projected view's may merely be put-together in order to forn
the complete pattern. However, some times further projection
'and additional geometric lines are required in order to produce
a pattern that may be used for the pro.duction of, the desi.red
sheet metal product.

.Notches. To make a layout for a compLete job, the sheet metal
woeker must be.able to Nisualize where the metal is to be cut
ease the'fitting of the pieces together.and to prevent the over
lapping of surv us material which causes bulges at the seams and
edges. The f es, of notches used are the square, straight, slant,
V, half ttsburg and wire. Some patterns will rectuire a com
bination of several types of notches.

Notching is the last,step in pattern layout. Seams, laps and
stiffening edges are all marked on the pattern before the notches

,are made. The sheet -0etal 'worker must determine the-type of
notch'to be used on the jobA. Too large a notch, will leave a hole
in the finished job, while too small a notch Will result in
buckling and overl,apping.

The square notch shown below, is either square or rectangular in
shape. It is used to eliminate the surplus material on the corner
of boxes and pans.

\
ct.

-1--
Fig. 9-1 Square notch. Fig. 9-2 Square-notched pattern.

The straight notct shOwn below is a straight cut in the edge of the
patteen. It is used when a dovetail is made or for a flange at 'an
outside caene

NOTCH

Fig. 9-3 Straight nOtch. Fig. 9-4 Straight-notched pattern.

1 6 ,4
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A,slant notch is a cut at a 45 degree angle to the corner of the
pattern to prevent the overlapping of the edges when single hems
lare to meet at right angles.

Fig. 9-5 Slant notch. Fig. 9-6 Slant-notched pattern.

The full V notch shown below,'hat'both of its sides cut at 45
degree angles to the edge of the pattern. The sides of the notch
meet at a 90 degree angle. The full V notch is used when the
ends of the boxes are to be double seamed or when the job has a
90 degree/bend and an inside flange.

45° '45°

Fig. 9-7 Full V-notch. Fig. 978 Notched pattern.

The half V notch, as -shown below, is a nótch that meets at a 151
to 30 degree sangle and is laid out at right angles to the edge,
of the'pattern. The half V notch is used on tile bent edges of
square fittings and.on double seams.

*0

4. 90°

Fig. 9-9 Half V notch. Fig. 9-10 Notched pattern.

165
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The Pittsburgh notch is used oin the fabrication of fittings con-
taining a slanted side, such as a change transition, The Pitts-
burgh notch is shown below.

NOTCH DEPTH

7 0 90/
<

1`

0
cl`

Fig. 9-11 Pittsburgh notch.

The fitting changes in size and angle according to the amount of
slant and the size of the Pittsburgh lock.. The purpose of the
notch,is to prevent overlapping and provide clearance for a drive
donnection.

The wire notch, as shown below, is a combination of a square notch
and a hai,f V notch: The angle of the lower part of-the notch is
usually 5 to 10 degrees to the edge of the pattern. This notch
is used to avoid overlapping of the material where the wired edge
crosses a seam..

Fig. 9-13 Wire noich.

BEIVD LINE

Fig. 9-14 Notched pattern.

When full patterns for an object are to be made, a combination of
several notches may be required. The sheet metal worker should
study the object to be formed, determine the seams to be use and
the edges, required and decide on the type and placement of the
notches necessary for easy forming. Segm allowances should Ile
calculated along with the notch depth in some cases. If the
pattern is in more than one piece, each piece should Ire visua-
lized, including its size and how it connects to the other pieces
of the pattern.
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Due to the complexity and the many different kinds of seams re-
quired by the professional sheet metal worker, we will not spver
these seams in this unit of instruction. We will however, ebver
the use of various edges, such as hems and wire edges. If the
instructor and/or the student desires to-know more about seams
used in sheet metal layout, it is recommended that reference
3, unit 7, pages 36 through 43 be studied very carefully. This
particular book, Zinngrabe and Schumacher, Practical Layout for
the Sheet Metal Shop, gives a very good treatment of the dif-
ferent kinds of seams used in sheet metal work.

Edges. When.iheet metal is cut to size for a job, the edges are
called raw edges. Raw edges are sharp, lack strength and have a
crude appearance. . Therefore, this type of edge must be eliminated

'''/

when a job is formed. The methods used to remove a raw edge are
hemMing,jnserting wire, or attaching nd or angle iron. These
methods add strength, improve-the appearance of the job and pro-
vide additional safety, ,The type of edge to be used depends on
the kind of metal used, the,thickness of the metal and the
strength required of the finished job.

A single hem, as shown below, is formed by folding the edge of
the metal 180 degrees. i

Fig. 8-1 Single hem.

The hem can be folded manually or by machine. The size of the
hem, varies with the thickness of the metal and the degree of
edge stiffness required. For thicker metal, the hem must be
larger. For practical purposes, a single hem less than 3/16 inch
wide should not be used. The allowance for a single hem jS equal
to the width of the hem. The allowance for the hem shown below
is equal to the width of W.

Fig. 8-2 Layout for single hem.

This allowance W is Measured with a marking gage, rule and
straight edge or by gage setting on the machine.



The double_hem, as shown below, is formed by folding the edge of
the metal twice.

mir0

WH

Fi . 8:3 Double hem.

Fig. 84 Layout for double item.

Two successive 180 degree bends are made. The brake or bar folder
can be used or the edge can be formed by hand.

The double hem is used where additional strength and edge stiff-
ness are required. The width of the hem depends on the size of
the job and the material used.

The allowance for a double hem is equal to twice the width of the
finished hem. The hem allowance is laid out using the Same tools
that were used for the single hem. When the metal to be formed
is thicker than 24 gage, an allowance must be'made for the thick-

of the metal. Subtract one metal thickness from the finished
width (W) for the first bend; subtract one metal thickness plus
1/32 inch for the second bend. For example: For a 1/4 inch double
hem, the width required for the double hem would be A = 2 x 1/4
which is equal to 1/2 inch of metal.

The wire edge, shown below, is formed by folding or wrapping the
edge of the metal around a wire or rod.

Fig.11-5 Wire edge.

The metal edge can be prepared manually for the wire or it can be
formed on a bar folder, brak,e or turning machine.

1

S.
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The purpose of the wire edge is to eliminate the raw edge and add
strength and rigidity to the metal. Wire edges are always placed
on the outside of a job, unless otherwise specified. The allow-
ance for a wire edge is e.gual to two and a half times the wire
diameter for 22 galoe and lighter metal.

For metal with a thickness greater than 22 gage, the-wir:e edge
allowance is two and a half times the wire diameter plus five times
the metal thianess. The wire edge allowance is laid out on the
edge of the sheet before forming. In most cases, the wire allow-
ance is added to the finished dimension of the pattern.

The band iron method of edging is very simple in that the sheet
metal is folded over the edge of the band iron or over th,e top of
the angle iron. Depending upon the thickness and width of the
banding iron and the angle iron as to the amount of material re-
quired.

W+2T

2
20
.2

Fig. 8-7 Band iron edge. Fig. 8-8 Layout for band iron edge.

The angle iron edge is used where great strength and stiffness
are required along an edge. The allowance for an angle iron
edge varies with the type of job. Some jobs require a complete
edge wrap while other jobs'require only a partial wrap. The
allowance for a complete wrap is equal to one and one half times
the*width of the angle leg, as shown below.

.
PARTIAL COMPLETE

Fig. 8-9 Angle iron edges.

16d
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When forming a box with hems Or with inside or outside flanges,
these must be formed before the overall shape of the box is
formed. Fot example, the first box that we shall look at is
one that is forme0 without hems. The box shown below is marked
in accordance with the proper forming procedure. Refer to this
sequence when you study the following steps:

Fig. 11-10. Forming sequence for a box.

1. When a box or a pan has corner laps, these corner laps should
always be formed over the entire pattern first. The corner
laps in the sketch above are marked as number 3.

2. Corner laps carl be formed to the inside or outside of the box
by slightly kinking the starting edge of the formed lap in-
side or outside.

3. Always form the hems and outside or inside flanges before
forming the overall shape of the box.

4. Form the line marked up 900 number 1. Since two lines are
marked identically, either line can be formed first.

5. Form the other line marked up 900 number 1.
6. Select and attach the correct size finger or fingers to the

top leaf on the next fold line.
7. Form one line marked up 90° number 2. Thisb.e will have

two of the flanges Marked number 3.
8. Form the other line marked up 90° number 2. T.his side also

has the corner flanges marked number 3.

Let us now look at the formation of a box containing both hems
and corner flanges.

Oerns

TYPICAL

CoY "CY

11.1

**/
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The procedure for forming ehe box shown above are as follows:

1 Form all hems, 4 sides, 1801*kdownward.
2 Form all corner flanges (4 each) to conform to either the

inside or outside of the sides marked number 1.
3 Form the sides marked number 1 up 900.
4 Select the apprope'iate finger for the pan brake and form the

sides marked number 2 up 900 while carefully guiding the
corner,flanges inside the hems ifgthe flanges are to be
placed on the outside of the sides marked number 1. If the
corner flanges are to go inside the side marked number 1,
then there is no need to guide them inside the hems, since
this direction will be irrevelent.

NOTE TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Careful guidance may be required during the procedures of forming
this particular box. If it is the student's first attempt at
working with sheet metal or sheet metal substitute, the student
may find this task somewhat difficult but with your assistance,
will soon discover that it is only a mattee of planning each step
properly after'the layout to come up with the finished product
that is both useful and neat in appearance.

A fittihg frequently used in Solar air systems is called a dove
tail seam.

BENDING EVERY
OTHER TAB OUT

COLLAR

TA SS

BENDING REMAINING
TAIS OVER FLANGE

Fig. 11-13. Making a dovetail seam.
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This type of connection is often made to the underside of air
collectors for provisions of attaching round flexible ducts to
the parallel bank of air collectors.

The pitch pan is used in sealing roof penetrations. The length,
width.And height of the pitch pan shall be determiiied y the
instructpr depending upon the amount of kinds of materials
available. Therefore, the only directfons given are the pattern
layout sketches and the folding procedures. This pitch pan is
of twa, piece construction with the corner flanges being attached
to the opposite side with the use of solder or rivets.

udA/ 99
0 Hein /80.

3 tip 10.

6D

,C)

powt/

Fiame-S

go°

I. Select the appropriate material for the manufacture of this
pitch pan and lay it out according to the dimensions provided
by the instructor in the Ottern as shown above. ,

2. Fold the hem upward and thtn all the way down to 1800 bend.
The hem is marked by tle number 1.

3. Fold the corner flange'g number 2, down 900.
4. Fold the roof flashing flanges marked number 3 up 900.
5. Fold the end pieces marked number 4 down 90°.

This should complete the forming of this pitch pan and the at-
tachment of the oppositg pde can be accomplished through the
use of rivets, solder or glue if cardboard was chosen as the
material for construction.

1 7 :2
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND, FABRICATION PROCESSES

ROOFING, FLASHING AND PITCH PANS

STUDENT MATERIAL
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MATERIALSf MATERIALS HANDLING AND FAIIRICATDION PROCESSES"

ROOFING, 44SHING AND PITCH PANS.

Introduction

Roof construction requires a skilled craftsman and knoi41-ed'ge of

stresses far beyond the,scope of this course;however, man'y so)ar ,
systems can be mounted on existing roofs if the Solar Technicians
has an awareness of roof structures and their load capacities.
If there isy-y\doubt, a professional should be consulted.

Roof Mounting Roof-mounted collectors for water heating are
mounted with standoff racks or brackets. Preparation of the roof
area and the procedure for anchoring,to the roof members are the
same in either case. In'new-home installations, much of the
mounting work can be performed after the roof has been framed and
sheathed, but before felting. This reduces solar installation
labor but increases the roofer's work; however, the finish.ed
roof's structural integrity is better if most of the penetrations
are made before it is finished.

The best position for a collector is over the common roof joists,
figure 4-10. Both the roof ridge and areas where roof slope
changes should be avoided because they increase the collector's
vulnerability to wind loading and heat loss.

The collector or its supports should belanchor-d directly to the

, 1, Choose optimum site for collector.'
roof joists, not to the sheathing. The as.follows:

2. Locate the specific rafters for mounting.
3. Measure and mark the roof penetration poin r anchoring.
4. Prepare roof surface.
5. Anchor brackets to rafter.
6. Seal the roof.

The rafters or roof joists may be loceted by different methods.
rf the attic or crawl space is large enough to pe mit free access
and working room, the anchoring points can be loca ed from the in-
side. Drill pilot holes beside the rafter at the d sired anchor-
ing points; this locates these points for the work s on the roof,
and roof preparation can begin. If adequate acce .to the attic
is not possible, rafters can be locatecli by looklag_for nails in
the fascia board, which will give the location4nd spacing,of the
trusses. Approximate location of the mounting points can be de-
termined by measuring across the roof ridge and popping a chalk
line between the ridge and fascia along the run of the truss,
figure 4-11. Keep in mind that the run of the truss is not per-
fectly straight, so the chalk line will be close to but not pre-
cisely on the truss run. Many installers use the variation in
tope associated with a hammer blow,to locate the run of the truss.

After the anchoring points have been selected (wlvich will depend
on the particular collegtor(s) and mounting hardware); pFrepare

° the roof for penetration.

1 7
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4. Pop a chalk line down roof
alons truss

5. Measure toActual prountin9 *
points and pr4pam roof surface

rof

3 . easureio approxjmate
truss position along roof'ridge

I. \
_....

1 Locate !tails in facia
etch isua y or witka stt d f,ind anhses
are u mounted On
2 foot centers)

Facia
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t(FkURE 411
A Method of Locating Mounting Points
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' Roof Preparation. ...,Asphalt shingles, are'stapled in an overlapping
pattern over the felted Nywobd that comprises the sheathing.
Brackets can be mounted directly over the shingles; nd special
preparati-on is necessary. "Holes for the mounting bolts ma.y be
drilled throuTh the shingles. Old,Thrittle.asphalt shingles may
break when walked on.

Tile roofs, on thelother Nhnd,-require extensive preparatiOn.
When walking on t,hese roofs, care must be taken not to br ak the
tiTes or.sTip on Nose tiles. On barrel tiles walk on the low
spot§ only. B oken tiles Must be replaced,-increasing -hist lla-
tion tion cost and time. Tiles in the are fthe ahchori g spot
may be broken 'th a hammer and, revd . licemove as few til 'as .

pos'sjble-, beca-u-se the area must be sealed waterIeght later
must be 'attractiv When the tiles are removed, the exposed '

Waterrpreof membrane can be softened'with int. thtnner; if it
is in good condition, remoVe as lit le s poSsible. Punth
small pilot holes with a nail to filid th 1exa.ct truss location.

A builtuo roof istcompos'ed of roof tar cdvered with.a liberal
'amount of loosely-bound gravel which reinforces the semi=viscous
roof-trr and protectS it from excessve heat alid ultraviolet rays.
The rafters, in this case, can be located by hammering.on the roof
surface--the roof pebbles will not jump when a rafter iS struck..
Remove as much qf the gravel as possible; then use paint thinnery,
to soften the roof tar down to the felt. Again, find the rafter--
position by making sball pilot hdles.

\

gracket Mounting and Sealing. If working room is available, in
the atticor crawl space, the use of spanners is the preferred
anchoring method. The spanner is a two-by-six clamped,to two or
more.rafters by means of a threaded rod. Using a spanner on two
rafters with one roof,penetratjon is not r commended, because it
allows th slleathing to flex ihd form a lowtspot on the roof,
which c d cause ponding af water. The be t mounting of a
spanner is across three or fou drafteTs,.wit the threaded rods
close to the two outer rafters This metkgd elies on the
strength of many rafters'ra er than one.

The threaded rod should-be secured with nuts and washers below
therspanner in the foTlowing order:

1. Large pattern, zinc-plated fender washer.
2. Helical spring lock washer.
3. Coat threads with VC-3 or equivalent.
4. Hex"nut (zinc-plated). ,

Remember that the threaded rod fs always zinc-or cadmium-plated,
so get plated hex nuts for proper fit. The purpose of VC-3 or
equivalent thread coating is to resist loosening of the nut caused
by vibration due to wind buffeting, figure 4-12.

If the attic or crawl sRace is too small for safe access, J-bolts
or lag screws must be uSd. Use only 3/8 inch or 1/2 inch diameter 411
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lag screws at least 4 inches long. When using J-Wts, they must

f

be long enough to grip under a rafter and still have full.threading
outside the-roo sheathing.

When lag screws are used for mounting, pitch,pockets may be re-
quired on.most types of roofs. Pitch pockets.can be made -From
603 sheet Copper or sheet stainless steel:

First drill pilot hole into centerline of truss to length of bolt
penetration. Apply silicone sealant liberally around pilot hole
opening. Place pitch pocket .and pre-drilled mounting b1oCk on
roof. Next apply.neoprene'pad, flat washer, lock, washer and bOlt
with silicone between pad and flat washer. Apply silicone around
pitch pocket border and bolt hole, and fill' pocket with viscous
hot pitch. Figure 4-13 illustrates proper pr'ocedure.

For J-bult mounting, drill hole directly beside rafter: hole size
must be slightly larger than bolt diameter. Fit bold through
mounting block and pitch pocket, then insert bole (J side ftrst) ,

through the hole in the noof, and attik the J ünderneath the rafter.
Pull up on rafter before tightening nut; use double nuts and lock-
washer to tie crown sbolt. Use the sealing technique described in
the previous' paragraph (figure 4-14).

CollectOr Attachment. If the c011ector is to be rack-mounted,
the racks should be mounted next.. Make sure that the rack (if
adjustable) is tilted to the desired angle and the collector
(when mounted) can be gravity-drained. The installer should
follow the collector manufacturer's guidelines regarding partic-
ulars of rack adjustment and attachment. Make sure the rack is
structurally sound and firmly secured. If collector and rack
are made of dissimilar metals, they must be electricallyisolated
to prevent corrosion.

If the collector is to be mounted with standoffs, allow at least
1 inch clearance bet een collector bottom and roof surface to
Prevent water or mate 1 buildup: The bracket to coglector
attachment must alsO be rong epough to wit4istand potential
wind loads. Again, follow manufacturer's instructions.'

After the collector has been mounted, check the entire assembly

Atql
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Roof Piping and Penetrations

0
Select the spots to penetrate the roof for the piping runs as they
approach the mounted collector. In some cmases it may be desirable
to pipe both the feed and the return lines through t.he same pene-
tration. In gravity drain systems, makeqsure that the-chosen
spot will allow for drainage, which means that the feed line
should pene.trate.the roof downslope from the collector.. All lines
should be pitched at least 1/4 inch per foot of pipe run to allow
drainage. Roof penetrations should be Mode between trusses to
allow for slight flexing of the,pipe frTm wind buffeting and
thermal expansion.

There are several methods of penetration that_em loy _good enzineer7_
ing practices. All roof penetratiPns'inUte'eglip rWitW'a'C'Oept-ed'
practices of the National Roofing Contractor's Association (NRCA).
If there are any conflicts between this manual's recommndations
and the local ilding codes, the installer must, of course,
follow the bipeng codes.

One method of providing a watertight penetration involves a
standard plumbing roof vent stack flashing. If this method is
used, the rubber boot must'be protected from.ultraviolet light
(figure 4-15).

Another common methoas/t& make a flat copper flashing which
is penetrated by the fluid line (copper pipe). A galvanized
washer is then soldered or brazed to the pipe and flashing at
their junction.(figure 4-15).

A less desirable.method is td bring both pipes up thro gh a pitch.
pocket. Although this is often done, an open-bottom pi h pocket
requires some maintenance and inspec.tions over the life of the
solar system.

For larger commercial installations on fla , builtup roots, the
installer should f&llow:specific recommenda ions of the NRCA
manual for eliminating pitch pockets.
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Roof Types

An understanding of'the variops types of roofs and their con-
struction will facilitate making choices as to where the col-
lectors can be mounted.

Although there is a wide variation in roof shapes, most of them
can be classified among the following types, figure 9-1.

Flat roof: In this type, the roof is supported.on joists that
also carry the cet+Ing material. It mai\have a slight slope
to provide drainage.

Shed roof: The simp st type of pitched (,sloped) roof. Sometimes
called a lean-to-ro since it is often a part of a larger
structure. Usein.cbntetuporary designs where the ceiling is
attached directly to t e roof framing.,

Butterfly roof: Sheds water toward the middle. Its use has be-
come practical with the advent of improved methods in flashing,
drainage, and waterproofing. Since this type tends to accUmu-
late ice and snow, its use is usually limited to warmer cli-
.mates.

Gable roof: Two surfaces slope from the center line of the
structure forming gables on each end. Because of the sim-
plicity of its design and relative low cost, the gable roof.
is used extensively for residehtial construction.

Hip roof: Consists of four sloping sides. The line where the
adjacent sides intersect is called t'lle hip. One advantage"
of this type results from the protective overhang formed on
end walls as well as side walls.

Gambrel r,00f: A variation of the gable roof where each slope
is broken, usually, near the center. This style is used on
two-story construction and permits more efficient use of the
second floor level. Dormers, figure 9-2, above, are usually
included. Typical of colonial America and the period im-
mediately following.

Mansard roof: Similar to the hip roof except that each of tte four
sides has a double stope. The lower slope approaChes the er- s

tical while the upper slope is more or less flat. Like the
gambrel roof, the main advantage is the additional space formed
in the rooms on the upper level. The name is derived from its
originator, architect Francois Ilansart (1598,-1666). Figure 9-2,
below.
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Parts of Roof Frame

The plan view of a roof, figure 9-3, is a composi.te of seVeral
roof types with the kinds of rafters identified.

The COMMON rafters are those that run at a right angle (plan view)
from the wall plate to the ridge. A plain gable roof consists en-
tirely of ra-f-ters of this kind. HIP rafters also'run from the
plate to the ridge, but at a 45 deg. angle. They form the inter-
sections of the adjacent slopes of a hip roof. VALLEY rafters
extend diagonally from the plate to the ridge in the hollow formed
by the intersection of two roof sections.

Three kinds of jack rafters are: the HIP JACK which is the same
as the lower part of a common rafter, but intersects a hlp rafter
instead of the ridge. The VALLEY JACK is the same as the upper
end of a common rafter, but intersects a valley rafter instead
of, the plate. The CRIPPLE JACK rafter, also called a cripple
rafter, intersects neither the plate or the ridge and is terminated
at each end by hip antvalley rafters. The cripple jack rafter
may be further defined as a hip-valley cripple jack or a valley '

cripple jack.

Parts of ö Rafter

Raftersoare formed by laying out and making various cuts. Figure
9-4 shows the* cuts for a common rafter and the sections formed.
The ridge cut allows the upper end to fit tightly against the
ridge. The bird's-mouth is formed by a seat cut and plumb (ver-
tical) cut when the rafter extends beyond the plate. This exten-
sion is called the overhang or tail. When there is no overhang,
the bottom of the rafter is terminated by a seat cut and a plumb
cut that extends upward.

Layout Terms and-Principles

Root framing is a practical-application of geometry; the area of
mathematics that deals with the relationships of points,.lines,
and surfaces. It is based largely on the properties of the right
triangle where the horizontal distance is the base; the vertical
distance is the altitude; and the length of the rafter is the
hypotenuse.

If any two sides of a right triangle, 'figure 9-5, are known, the
thirO side can be found matirmatically. The formula used is:
H4=84tA4, where H is the hypotenuse, B is the base and A is the
altitude. The solution involves extracting the square root which,
is a rather time consuming process. The answer could also be
found through the application of trigonometric functions.

In on-the-job use, the carpenter uses the tables on the framing
square or a direct layout method that is rapid and practical for
hisiwork.
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Fig. 9-3. Plan (top) view of a roof frame, showong ridges and various kinds of rafters. Inset shows how roof
will appear when finished.
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Fig. 9-4. Parts of a rafter.
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Fig. 9-5. Mathematical solqion of a right triangle.
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F ig. 9-6. flasic terms and dirnerisions used on rafter layout.
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4In rafter liyout, the base.of the right triangle is called the
run. It is measured from the outside of the plate to the center
of the ridge. The altitude or rise is the total distance the

/-Nrafter extends above the plate. Other layout terms and the re-
lafionship of the parts of the roof frame are illustrated in
figure 9-6.

Slope and Pitch

Slope indicates the incline of a roof as.a ratio of the vertical
rise to the horizontal run. It'is properly expressed as X dis-
tance in 12. For example: a roof that rfses at the rate of
4 in. for each foot of run, is designat6d as having a 4 in, 12
slope. A triangular symbol above the roof.line in the architec-
tural plans is used to convey this information. The slope of a
roof is sometimes called the "cut of the roof".

Pitch indicates-the incline of the r a ratio of the ver-
tical rise to the span (twice the- r.un). 's expressed a's a

fraction. example: if tIle total roof ri e was 4 ft. and the
total spajo was 24 ft., the .pitch would be 1/6..

el-
The run Of a hip-valley criPple rafter,olill be equal ,to the si,de
of aksguare, figure 9-38, the size of which is,determined by the
length.of the plate.between the hip and valley rafter. Use this
distamce kpd lay out the cripple, in the same nftnner used for a
common rafter. 'Shortep.eich end-by an ambunt ecival to half the
45 deg. thickness of fhe hip and.vall y rafter stock. Now,lay,

dut and mark'the side mts, following tbe.s4me procedure used for
hip and vall'ey jks..2. Side cuts, rectiiredon each end, form
pa allel plane.

HIP

CRIPPLE

VALLE'Y

SUILOING LINE --4 ..t

LENGTH OF PLATE
RTWVEN CENTERS
OP H4P ANO VALLEY
RAFTERS,

Fig. 9-38. The run al a hip.valley cripple jack is equal to
tile lengih of the wall plate.
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Roof Truss Construction

A truss is a framework that is designed to tarry a load between
two or more supports. The principle used in its design is based
on-th.e rigidity of-the triangle. Triangular shapes are built
into-the frame in such a way that the stresses of the varfous
parts are parallel to the members ma-king up the structure.

Roof trusses are frames that carry the roof and ceiling surfaces.
They rest on the exterior wa s arid span the entire width of the
structure: Since no load bearin partitions' &re required, more

,freedom in the planning and-division of interior space is pos-
sible. They permi larger roomy without 'eitra beads and sup-
p6"rts. An her advantage which may reduce'labor costs,-is the
opportuni y to apply surface materials to outside walls, ceilings,
and floors before partitions are constructed.

, There are ma y types and configurations of roof trusses. One
commonjy used in_residential construction is the W or Fink truss
Lllustrated in figure 9-47. Trusses should always be constructed
according, to designs developed from engineering data. There aile
several s'ources for such material which.usually includes not only
detailed construction drkwhings, but also specifications con-
terning materials and fasteners. Tables listing the exact dimen-
sions of the various dembers and suggested material lists, figure
9-48, will be helpful to the builder.

,Roof trusses must be made of structurally sound lumber and assem-
, bled with carefully fitted joints. Although the carpenter is

'seldom required to determine the sizes of truss members or the
type of joints,"he should have sufficient understanding of their
design to appreciate the necessity Of first-class workmanship
in their construction.

Trusses are pre-cut and assembled at ground level and then t:aised
into position as a unit. Spacing of 24 in. O.C. is commonly used.
However, 16 in. O.C. and other spacing may be required in some
designs. When the truss is in position and loaded, there will
be a slight sag. To compensate for this, the lower member
(called the bottom chord) is raised slightly during fabrication
of the unit. This adjustment isicalled camber and is measured
at the mId-point of the span. A(standard truss, 24 feet long,
will usually require about 1/2 in. of camber.

4
1 4 SPAN 1 ; SPAN

PLUMS CUT RAFTER IND

TOP, CHORD

GANG
_

BOTTOM

-- TAIL wITH RETURN OPTIINAL

CHORD

EACH JOINT
VA.I.L PLATE

WIII

TAIL QPTIONAL

1 3 SPAN

Fig. 9-4. Standard W or Fink truss commonly used in residential construction.
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SPAN
L----

DIMENSIONS DESIGN STRESSES

A I C U. U7 Li 1.11 V. D.

5' -3%" 2' -7%" 1756 1450 161 4 1471 430 430

12. -0" 5.-111/2" 5'-'10%... 2'-10' %." 1932 1595 1775 1619 473 473

24 -0- 6.-6" 6'-4%." 2108 1740 1916 1766 516 516

26.-0" 7' -0%" 6' -10%" 3' -5%" 2222 1885 2097 191 3 559 559

21141" 7'-7" 7' -51/4" 3.-11%." 2459 , 2030 2258 , 2060 602 602

30'-0" 1.-1,4" 7'-11'tie" 3^-113l" 2634 2175 2420 2207 645 645

5-6%." 4'-213j." 2810 2320 2581 2354 688 688

Spa.

LUMBER

2" e 6" 2" e 4"
Total

F.P.M.No. Longth No.

2

'ART&

21Y-0"

22'-0"

24'-0"

26' -0"

25-0"
51Y-0"

3r-0"

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

12'-0"

14'-0"

14'-0"

16'-0"

16'-0"

15-0"

INY-Ir'

1Y-0"

10.-0"
14.-0"1 r_o
1411 -4"1 r_0,,
142-0"

1 r -0"

.,"
6°
63

70
,..
''',.
' '
...

HARDWARE

No. . Rem She

11 S0111 Mein VA" Diem.
2 Trio.L.GrIp lype A
1 iott 1 " it 714"
2 Rolle
4 . Oohs

14 Walton

12

LUMBERLuMber shall be of a good grade of suffidient
quality to permit the following allowable unit stresses:
c 9002/a Compression parallel to grain.

9002/0 Extreme fiber in bending.
E 1,600,0002/D " Modulus of elasticity.

CONNECTORSTimber connectors shall be 2-1/2" .

diameter split rings and Trip-L-Grip framing anchors.

BOLTSBolts shall be 1/2" diameter machine bolts with
2' x 2" x 1/8" plate washers, 2-1/8" diameter cast or
malleable iron washers, or ordinary cut washers.

DIMENSIONSDimensions shown will provide approxi-
mately 1/2" camber at bottom chord panel points.
Utilize full uncut length of bottom chord pieces by in-
creasing the spacing of connectors in the splice.

RIVEN 0 MOE DE TAIL,

Fig. 9-48. Detail sheet of a truss designed for a r.00f slope of 5 in 12. (Timber Engineering Co.)
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Roofing Materials

Types of Material

Materials used for sloping roofs include asphalt, wood, and
mineral fiber shingles; slate and tile. Sheet materials such as
roll roofing, galvanized iron, aluminum,and copper are somtimes,
used.

For flat roofs and low-sloped roofs, a membrane system is used.
It consists of a continuous watertight surface, usually obtained
through buildup roofs or seamed metal sheets. Built-up roofs are
fabricated on the job by laminating roofing felts with asphalt
or coal tar pitch and then coating the surface with crushed stone
or gravel. Metal roofs of this type are assembled from flat
sheets with a special seam that is soldered or sealed with special
compounds to insure watertightness.

The selection of roofing materials is influenced by such factors
as; the initial cost, maintenance costs, durability, and appear-
ance. The slope of the roof limits the selection. Low-sloped
roofs require a more watertight system than steep roofs, figure
10-2. Materials such as tile amd slate require heavier roof
frames. Local building codes may prohibit the use of certain
materials because of the fire hazard or because they will not
resist the high winds or other elements prevalent in a certain
locality.

RISE IN INCHES
8 ,

ALL
srfas OF SMNGLES

ROLL ROOFING
EXPOSED NAILS
ROLL ROOFI NG

CONCEALED
NAILS 3' HEADLAP

ROLL ROOFING
CONCEALED

NAILS rNEADLAP
DOUBLE COVERAGE
I 9' SELVAGE ROLL

Fig. 10-2. SloPe of roof limits the range of materials that can be used. The portion of the indi-
vidual units (shingles) exposed to the weather must be reduced on /ow-s/oped roofs.
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Roofing Terms
(Oa

Slope and pitch have already been defined. Several other terms
commonly used include:

Square: Roofing materials are estimated and sold by the square.
This is the amount of a given type of material needed to provide
100 sq. ft. of finished roof surface.

Coverage: This indicates the amount of weather protection pro-
vided by the overlapping of the shingles. Depending on the
type of material and method of application, the shingles may
furnish one (single coverage), two (double coverage) or even
three (triple coverage) thicknesses of material on the roof.

Exposure: The shortest distance in inches between the edges of
adjacent courses measured at right angles to the ridge.

Head Lap: The shortest distance in inches from the lower edge
of an overlapping shingle or'sheet, to the roof deck, figure
10-3.

Side Lap: The shortest distance in inches which horizontally
adjacent elements of roofing overlap eech other.

Shingle Butt: The lower exposed edge of shingle.

\ filEADUe

...EXPSISURF-

Fig. 10-3. Terms used in the application of roofing materials.

Preparing the Roof Deck

The roof sheating should be smooth, securely attached to the
frame, and provide an adequate base to receive and hold the
roofing nails and fasteners. All types of shingles can be applied
over solid sheathing. Spaced sheathing is sometimes used for wood
shingles. When solid boards are used for sheathing, they should
not be over 6 in. wide.

It is also important that the attic space be properly ventilated
to minimize condensation of moisture after the building is com-
pleted and ready for use. Sometimes moisture vapor from the lower
stories, rising to the attic, will be chilled below its dew point
and will cindense on.the underside of the roof deck, causing
sheathing boards to waTp and buckle. To avoid this, louvered

1 95
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openings should be constructed high up under the eaves in the gable
ends or at such locations as will insure adequate ventilation.
Louvers should have a total effective area equivalent to 1/2 sq.
in, per square foot of attic space.

Inspect the roof deck to see that nailing patterns are complete and
that there are no protruding nails. Joints should be smooth and
free of sarp edges that might cut through the roofing materials.
Repair large knot holes (over 1" diameter) by covering with a piece
of sheet metal. Clean the roof surface of any chips or other scrap
,material.

Strip Shingles
N-Dk

On small roofs, strip shingles may be laid starting at either end.
When the roof surface is over 30 ft. in length,,it is usually best
to start at the center and work both ways from a line perpendicular
to the eaves and ridge. Asphalt shingles will vary slightly in
length (about plus or minus 1/4 in. in a 36 in, strip) and there
may be some variations in width. Thus to control the proper place-
ment so shingles will be accurately aligned horizontally and ver-
.tically, chalk lines should be used.

When making the application from the center of the roof-toward
the ends, snap a number of chalk lines between the eaves and ridge
to serve as reference marks for starting each course. .Space them
according to the type of shingle and laying patterp. These lines
are used in the same way that the rake edge of the roof is used
when the application is started at the roof efid as shown in the
illustrations. The shingles do not need to be cut. Jnstead,
full shingles are sligned with the chalk lines to form the desired
pattern.

Chalk lines, parallel tb the eaves and ridge, will be helpful in
maintaining strai9ht horizontal lines along the butt edge of the
shingle. UsuallA only about every fifth or sixth course should
be checked in this way when the shingles are skillfully applied.
Inexperienced workers may need to set up chalk lines for every
second or third course.
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Fig. 10-4. General specifications and installation data for common as J.Itroofing products..
(Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers Assoc.
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7511 7511 One 36' 36" 6" 2" ,, 34" C

.- to to 38' 36" 4" 32"
9011 9011

Mineral Surface Roll Available in some areas in 9/10 or 3/4 Square rolls. .

1

,

%e--.,.
55# 65# One 36' 36" 6" 19" 17" ,

'to -to Half .

Mineral Surface Roll
Double Coverage

50# 5011 One 36' 36' 6" 2" 34" None-
to to
6511 6511

.......

Coated Roll

6011 1511 4 144' 36". 4" '2" 34" None
6011 20# 3 108' 36" to
600 3011 2 72' 36" 6"

Saturated Felt
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Wood A ppea r Strip
Shingle Mor Than One
Thickness Per Strip Various Edge,

Surface Tex-
-tare &
Application
Treatments

28511

io
39011

67
to

913

4
or
6

11-1/2"
to
15".

- T,

36"
or

47"

\

1

.

l'4"
to
6"

A or C
- Many
Wind
Resi stant

. . .

1

t

Laminated or
Job Applied

Wood Appearance Strip
Shingle Single Thick-
ness Per Strip

Various Edge,
Surface Tex-
tUre If .

Application
Treatments

Various
25011

to
35011

78
to
90

3
or
A

12"
or
12-1/4"

'

36"
or
104
\

4"
to
5-1/8"

A or C
Many

Wind
Resistarrt'.......i.........wo................ .. . .. .. ,,.., ,...:"

Self-Sealing Strip
Shingle

Conventional
3 Tab

20511-
24011

78
or
80

3 12"
or
12-1/4"

u 5"
or
5, IA" A or C

- AU
Wi qCI

...

ResistantLILLIILLAL

.

4 Tab
Various
215#
to
325#

78
or
80

3
Or
4

12
or
124/4"

36,1 4

or
5-1/8"

Self-Sealing Strip
Shingle Various Edge

and Texture
Treatments

Various
215/1

to
29011
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to
81

3
or
4

12"
or
12-1/4"

36"
Or
36-1/4"

" A or C
- All
Wind .
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. .

. .
.

1:'.'': :

No CutOut

individual Look IDee'l n

Several
Design
VariatioAS

18011

to
260 il
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to
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3
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4

18"

to
22-1/4"

20"

to
22-02"

C
- Many
Wind
Res ittant

.. .

.

Dasic Cesign
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Nailing and Fastening

Nails used to apply asphalt roofing must have a large head (3/8
in. to 7/16 in. dia.) and a sharp point, figure 10-8. Most manu-
facturers recommend 11 or la ga. galvanized steel nail with barbed
shanks. Aluminum nails are also used. The lengih should be suf-
ficient to penetrate nearly the full thieckmess of the sheathing.

PLAIN BARBED

wmgmumiiimac
ANNULAR THREAD

klf:71----aa, 7C. 17-7,S03.>
SPIRAL THREAD

Fig. 10-8. Nails used for asphalt shingles. Use 1 1/4 in.
nails for new roofs, and 1 3 '4 in. nails for reroofing. Aver-
age shingles will require 480 nails per square or 2 1/4 lbs.

of 1 1/4 in. size 2 3/4 lbs. of 1 3/4 in. size.

The number of nails and correct placement are both vital'factors
in proper application of a roofing material. For three-tab square-
butt shingles, use a minimum of 4 nails per strip as shown in the
application diagrams. Align each shingle carefully and start the
nailing from the end next to the one previously laid and proceed
across the shingle. This will prevent buckling. Drive nails
straight so the edge of the head will not cut into the shingle.
The nail head should be driven flush, not sunk into the surface.
If for some reason the nail fails to hit solid sheathing--drive
another nail in a slightly different location.

Starter Strip

The purpose of a starter strip is to back up the first course of
shingles and fill in the space between the tabs. Use a strip of
mineral surfaced roofing (9 in. or wider) of a weight and color
to match the shingles: Apply the strip so it overhangs the drip
edge slightly and secure it with nails spaced 3 to 4 in. above
the edge. Space the nails so they will not be expos-ed at the
cutouts between the tabs of the first course of shingl s. Some-
times an inverted row of shingles is used instead of e starter
strip.

First and Succeeding Courses

The first course is started with a full shingle. Succeeding
courses are then started with either full or cut strips, depend-
ing upon the type of shingle and the laying pattern.

Three-tab square-butt shingle strips are commonly laid so the
cutouts are centered over the tab in the course directly below,
thus the cutouts in every other course will be exactly aligned
as shown in figures 10-10, 10-11 and 10-12.
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2 IN. TOP L AP

.

METAL. DRIP
'EDGE APPLIED
OVER FELT
ALONG RAKE

-rr

c. 5 5/8 IN.

---AUNDERLAYmENT

4 IN. END LAP
r

WOOD DECK

START THIRD COURSE
WITH FULL STRIP
MINUS FIRST TAB ,

O.? C

START SECOND COURSE L'..,1

WITH FULL STRIP MINUS
I/2 TAB

START FIRST COURSE
WITH FULL STRIP

Fig. 10-10. Three.tob squore butt shingles loid so the cutouts

NAILING TOP LAP

IN

ore

METAL DRIP
EDGE

9 IN, STARTER
STRIP - OR
COURSE OF

-1111NGLES
INVERTED

centered over the tobs in the course directly below,

START THIRD COURSE
WITH FULL SHINGLE
MINUS 8 IN.

%

START SECOND COURSE
WITH FULL SHINGLE
MINUS 4 IN,

UNDERLAYMENT

4 IN. END LAP

EAVES FLASHING
z/ 5 5/8 IN. FOURTH COURSE STRIP-)

START WITH FULL
SHINGLE -,..-

I START FIRST COURSE
, WITH FULL SHINGLE

SHINGLES OVEeANG EAVES
AND RAKE ED ES 1/4 TO 3 11 IN.

( DRIP EDGE

STARTER COURSE
BEGIN WITH INyERTED
FULL SHINGLE MINUS 3 IN.

Fig. 10-11. Threaptob squore butt shingles laid with cutouts breoking joints on thirds.
- _

_

Fig. 10-12. Approved noiling pattern for ,three-tob squore

butt shingles. (Asphalt Roofing Mandoctureis Assoc.)
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Stack Flashing

Pipes projecting through the roof must be carefully flashed.\
Various prefabricated flanges are available for this purpose.
Asphalt prodiucts can also be used successfully for t e flashing.

TV-S-201

The roofing is first applied up to where the stack pr
Shingles are cut and fitted around the stack, .figure 1

flange is then carefully cemented in place and the roo
laid over the top,as shown. Tohe flange must be 1 rge
extend at least 4 in. below, 8 in. above, and on

jects.
-17. A

shingles
e ough to

ach side.

WHEN'LAYING ASPHALT SHINGLES, IT'S A GOOD IDEA-TO WEAR SIFT SOLED
SHOES THAT WILL NOT DAMAGE THE SURFACE AND EDGE OF THE SH NGLES.
ASPHALT PRODUCTS ARE EASY TO DAMAGE WHEN WORKED AT HIGH T MPERA-
TURES SO TR1' TO AVOID LAYING THESE MATERIALS ON EXTREMELY HOT DAYS.

Hips and fridges

Special hip and ridge shingles are usually available from t.e .

manufacturer. The special shingles, can'be easily made, however,
by cutting pieces 9 in. by 12 in. from either square-butt shingle
strips or mineral surfaced roll roofing that matches the color of
the shingles.

After the shingles are cut, band them lengthwise in the center
line. In cold weather, the shingle should be warmed before bendfng
to prevent cracks and breaks. Begin at the bottom of the hips or
one end of the r:idge. Lap the units to provide a 5 ih. exposure
as illustrated in ligure 10-18. Secure with one nail on each side,
5 1/2 in. back from the exposed end and 1 in. from the edge.

\

.

Metal ridge roll, is not recommended for asphalt shingles since
corrosion may discolor the roof. '

\\Wild Protection

Shingles that are provided with factory applied adhesive under
each tab are available for use in localities where high winds are
frequent. After installation, only a few warm days are needed to
thoroughly seal the tabs to the course below and thus prevent them
from being blown up by strong winds. This precaution is especially
important on low sloping roofs where it is easier for the wind to
"get under" the shingles.

,
.

If regular 'shingles are used, the tabs can be cemented as shown
'n figure 10-19. Apply a spot of special tab cement about 1 in.

quare with a putty knife or caulking gun,and then press the tab

down. Avoid lifting the tab any-more than necessary while applying
-0 e cement.

A,variety of interlocking shingles are designed to provide resis-
twnce against strong winds. They*are used for both new construc-
ti n and reroofing. Details of the interlocking devices and methods
of application vary considerably. Always study and follow the man-
uf4cturer's directions when installing all types of shingles.

\
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NO. 15 ASPHALT SATURATED FELT

*SHINGLE STRIP CUT AND
FITTED AROUND SOIL STACK

NO. 15 ASPHALT SA ATED FELT

ASPHALT PLASTIC CEMEN1
NiOULDED AROUND BASE OF
STACK AND OVER FLANGE

/

,SHINLLE COURSES LAID Dvt R
UPPER PORTION OF FLANGE

Fig..10-17. Flashing vent stack. Top. Shingles laid up to
stack and last course fitted. Center. Flange in place. Bottom.

Shingles applied over flange.

Fig. 10-18. Application of hip ana rickie.shir.q

\ 101" H6- SI Fr lAl 1AP
Crmf I..H..)LR I/

Or Fr.( H sll

Fig. 1.P19. Asphalt shingle tabs mdy be cemented down flor
wind protection. Above. Square butt shingles. Below. I-fox.

agonal shingles.
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Individual Asphalt Shingles

la
Roof surfaces may be laid with an individual asphalt shingle.
There are several sizet and designs available. One commonly used
is 12 in. wide and 16 in. long. Several patterns can be used in..
its application, one of whtch is illustrated in figur4.10-20.
Follow the same procedurg that was described for strip shingles.
Horizontal and vertical chalk lines should,be used to insureac-
curate alignment.

2 IN TOP LAI*

00. 15 ASPHALT
SATURATED FELT

IN ENO LAP EAVES

STRIF
FLASHING

SHINGLES OVERHANG
DRIP EDGE 1/4 TO 3/13 IN.

START SECOND COURiE
WITH SHINGLE 6 IN. WIDE

METAL DRIP I

EDGE
I

ST APIER COURSE
mot40LO LAID
HORIZONTALLY

STAR r FIRST COURSE
WITH FULL. SPIINDIA

Fig. 10-20. Application of giant individual asphalt shingles by the American method.

Low-Slope Roofs

When applying asphalt shingles to slopes less than 4 n 12,
certain additional application procedures should be followed..
Slopes as loW as 2 in 12 can be made watertight and windtight if
the installation includes:

1. A double thickness felt underlayment. Lap each course oVer
(Th the preceeding one 19 in., starting with a 19 in. strip.

2. In argas where the January daily average temperature is 25
deg. F. or less, cement the two felt layers together from the
eave up the roof to a point 24 in. inside the interior wall
line of the building. See figure 10-21.

3. Shingles provided with factory applied adhesive and manu-
factured to conform to the Underwriters Laboratories Standard
for Class "C" Wind Resistant shingles, or, if "free" tab
square-butt strips are used, cement all the- tabs as pre-
viously described.

4. Follow application methods shown in figure 10-22.

DOUBLE UNDERLAY' CEMENTED -4\1

TO PROVIPE EAVE FLASHING

UNDfitt.AvmENT
TO a/004,Nc
METAL DRIP
1/4 T 0 ya N.

24 IN. MIN.

Fig. 10-21. Underlay plies cemented together to form eaves
flashing for low.sloped roofs.
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Fig. 10-23. Wecommended opplicotion pottern over existing
ospholt shingle roof. (Aspholt Roofing Monufoctuiers Assoc.)

IV-S7205

The joint'between a vertical wall and roof surface should be sealed
in a reroofing application. First apply a strip of smooth roll
roofing about 8 in. wide. Nail each edge firmly with a spacing of
about 4 in. O.C. As the shingles are applied, asphaltic plastic
cement is spread on the strip and the shingles are thoroughly
bedded. To insure a tight joint, use a caulking gun to apply a

final bead of cement between the ends of the shingles and the siding.

When old shingles are to be removed before applying a new roof, it
is common practice to use a flat-bladed shovel as shown in figure
10-24. Both asphalt and wood shingles can be removed in this
manner. A shovel can also be used to remove the old underlayment.

Fig. 10-24. Using a shovel to remove old osphoht shingles
(A sphalt Roofing Monti(octurars Assoc..)
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Built-Up ITooftng

A flat roof or a roof with very little slope must be covered with
a watertight membrane. Most flat roofs today are covered with
built-up roofing which, if properly installed, is quite durable.
The components are delivered to the job. The roofing itself is
constructed directly on the deck in.a series of layers or plies.

On a wood deck, a layer of roofing felt is first nailed in place
with galvanized nails, figure 10-25. Each succeeding layer is
then mopped in place with hot asphalt or hot coal tar pitch.
The top layer is coated and covered with a layer of gravel,
crushed stone or marble chips which provides a weathering sur-
face and may also improve the appearance. This mineral covering
is usually applied at the rate of 300 to 400.1b. per.100 sq.

NO. 40 1

COATIM
FELT

ILOOFING

r...-

1"-
SLAG OA GRAVEL.

rt:r .ltr::.1,...."
KA.'...174:..Z.1..111...il

1

f....

-)
H. 5

OF1NO
/HALT k

ASPHALT
FELT

III IN. -

-Ate 41N. Inc

1

H

-11-1

1

Fig. 10-25. Construction of built-up roofing.
(Ruberwd Co.)

Built-up roofs for residential structures are normally 3 or 4
plies (1-ayers) and are limited to a slope of not bver.2 in, 12.
Asphalt moppings are used on sloping roofs while coal-tar:pitch,
which has a "cold flow" must be limited.to flat surfaces. 'A

metal gravel stop, preferably made of copper, fastened to.the
edge of the roof deck to serve as a trim member and keep the,
gravel and pitch in i3lace, figure 10-26.

Me7AL GRAVEL STOP
BUIL T -UP
ROOFING

SLAN TED
FASCIA

SHEATHING

ROOF 10IS T

EXT. PLywooclorm

Fro. 10-26. Section through edge of flat roof overhang show-
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When a leak occurs in a builtup roof, fiashings at parapet
walls, chimneys, and vents should be inspected carefully, be-
cause the first roof failures usually occur at these locations.
Bituminous flashings are made of saturated felt and flashing
cement, figure 10-27. Flashing cement should be forced behind
the felt if it has separated from the wall at the upper edge, and
the edge sealed with a strip of bituminous-saturated cotton fabric
4 in. wide, embedded and coated with flashing cement.

Fig. 10-27. Flashing construction for built-up roofs.

Bare spots 6n a built-up roof where the mineral surfacing is
not not properly embedded should be repaired. First clean the
area, apply a heavy coating of hot asphalt and then spread more
gravel or slag. Felts which have disintegrated should be cut
away and replaced with new felt. The new felt should be mopped
in place, allowing at least one additoonal layer of felt to extend
not less than 6 in. beyond the other layers.

Wood Shingles

Wood shingles have been used for many years in residential con-
struction. 'A disadvantage is that wood shingles, unless treated,
have little resistance to fire. Building codes often prohibit
their use. Since wood weathers to a soft, mellow color after
exposure, wood shingles provide an appearance that is desired by
many home owners. When properly installed, they also provide a
very durable roof.

Wood shingles are made from western red cedar, redwood, and. cypress,
all of which are highly deeay resistant. They, are taper sawed and
graded No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3, plus a utility grade. The best
grade is cut in such a way that the annular rings are perpendic-
ular to the surface. Butt ends vary in thickness from 1/2 to 3/4
in. as shown in figure 10-28. Wood shingles are manufactured in
random widths and-in lengths of 16, 18, and 24 inches. They are
packaged in bundles; four bundles containing enough shingles to
cover one square (100 sq. ft.) when a standa-rd application is
made.
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Glade LertatIr
Thickness go eneurses
tat Butt- P-er Bundle

Br lls Cartntf0
Per Sustar4

Sh.poie.r.
_ Wenart, Description-

MA
BLUE LABEL

16' (five.)
10' (Perfections)
W (Royals)

10

15'
sir

20/20
111/111

13A1

1 6dIs '

4 Yoh
4 IA .

144.18s.
1511 RA

19j.lbs.

toe prereium grade of shirielesfor rocrrs and sift
walls. these top grade sli;niles ere wog heart
wood BM; clear and 100% Nee varn

NO.2

RED LABEL

16' (fives)
Ig (Perfections)
ag (Royals)

10'
II'
50*

20)20
18/18
13/11

1 bdIc ----
141s
1 bats

,

114 ItiS.
158 los.
192 lbs.

A good grade for all applkations Nol less than 10'
cleat on 16' shingles 11' glear on ir sh;nilps
add 15' clear on 14 shingles 11.1101110 and hooted
uottoorl are permitted in um grade

M3
BLACK LABEL

16' uNed
lt (Per(ections)
21' !Royals)

40'
15'
50'

20/20
18)18
13114

1 Itch
1 hrlbs
1 bdli,

144 lbs.
156 lbs.
192 lbs.

A utility grade Int economy appeicafons ano SO
ondary badings 14cd lasslhan 6' gear On 16.
and ir shingles 10' clear on 4- olnips

MAoi
110.2

REBUTTED s

REJOMTED

16' (Five.)
18 VetlectoonS)
24* (Royals)

40*
15'
50'

303
28/28
13/11

I Calton
1 carton
1 brills

60 lbs.
60 lbS.

19,0 lbs,

Same specllications es above be-machine lAmmed
for exactly pa r a llel tulip WM, butts stwn pt
precise righltartilt4 OsedAr tudesvall aoolioattoo
where Attelly blunt mots between shingles ore
desired Also available With smooth sanded fop

rsio.4

UNDER-

MUSING

16' (Fiver)

18' (Perfections)

' 1 -

10'

15'

', 11/11 or
20/20

. 11/11 or
18/18

..,
2 bdls
2 bdIs
1 hdls
4bils.

60 lbs.
72 lbs.
60 lbs.
19 lbs .

A olfrity grade -for undercoursat On double
coursed sidewall ayolicelons or ISit interior at
tent walls

Fig. 10-28. Wood shingles. Grades and specif"cations.
(Red Cedar Shi9gle and Hapcfsplit Shake Bureau)

The expoSare of wood shfngles is dependent on the,slope,of the
roof. ;When the slope is 5 in 12 or greater, standard exposures
of 5, 5 1/2, and 7 1/2 inchvs are used for 16, 18, and 24 inch
sizes respectivelY. OTI roofs with lower slopes, the exposure
shoOd be reduced to 3,3/4, 4 1/4, and 5 3/4 in. which will provide
a minimum of,four layers of shingles over the entire roof area.
In any type of construction there should be a minimum of three
layers at any given point to insure complete protection against
heavy wind-driven rain.

Sheathing

Solid sheathing for wood shingles may consist of matched or
unmatched 1 in. boards, shi-plap, or plywood. Open or spaced
sheathing, figure 10-29, is sometimes used because it costs less
and permits the shingles to dry out quickly. One reason for using
solid sheathing is to gain the added insulation and resistance to
infiltration that such a deck affers.

111" 'I4 h'iro;'; " T,Jmilir«to41,041k.. 4 d1C4i, ,
IOW

Os

'or

11122EIZEIMENNEWAIREMEMESIMMI
Fig.10-29. ORen or spaced sheathing may be used for wood

shingles or shakes. (Western Wood Products)

One method of applying spaced roof sheathing is to space 1 by 3 in:,
1 by 4 in. or 1 by 6 in. boards the same distance apart as the an-
ticipated shingle exposure and to nail each course of shingles to
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a separate board. Another is to use 1 by 6 in. lumber as sheathing
boards with two courses of shingles nailed to each one. Figure 10-
30 shows the recommended sheathing placement and spacing for various
shingle exposures when the latter method is used.

SHEAT N-
INO
EiZE

I x 6''

SHINGLE .
EXPO-
SURE

331"
4 4-
4 IA"
5

COLUMN 4 (A)
)101mm Wrenn

elasetaebteen
key sheathing A opal
lower ids* ~hog

Raathing attheeses

COLUMN

rh,ns.rt
y _snit Ito 111%t?

27W' TPI". Edge to Edge
30 IV 1i16" Edge to Edge
32 " 9 " Eelgeto Edge
304' 10 " Edgeto Edge

EX AM PL-41/2" shingle expo'sure, I x 6 sheathing, and IX" shingle over-
hang. Apply first sheathing hoard where desired at lower edge ot roirf.
filen attach upper edge of I x 6 sheathing board a distance of 32" (Column
I) f ro'rn lower edge of first sheathing board at eave-line. Next, nail sheath-
ing boards 9".apart (upper edge to upper edge as shown in Column 2 )
below this board until tight sheathing is encountered and above -this board
until peak or ridge ot roof is reached. Starting course of shingles should be
given an overhang of 14"; shinees should be nailed IA" above butt line
of neat course to beappliedand nails should strike sheathing ahouel" from.
wen edge.

Fig.1 0-30. Spacing o f 1 x6 in. sheothing hoards for various
shingle exposures.

Underlayment

Normally an underlayment is not used for wood shingles, when
applied on either spaced or solid sheathing. If it is desirable
to use roofing paper to prevent air infiltration, the roof may be
covered with rosin-sized building paper or "dry" unsaturated
felts. Saturated building paper is usually not recommended be-
cause of the condensation trouble it may cause..

Flashing

In areas where outside temperatures drop to 0 deg. F. or colder
and there is a possibility of ice forming along the eaves and
causing water to back up, an eaves flashing strip is recommended.
Follow the same procedure for making the installation as described
for asphalt shingles..
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ilThe importance of using good materials for valle s and flashings
cannot be overemphasized. Materials used for this purpose include
tin plate, lead-clad iron, galvanized iron, lead, copper and alum-
inum sheets.

If galvanized iron (mild steel coated with a layer of zinc) is
selected, 24 or 26 ga. metal should be used. Tin, or galvanized
sheets with less than 2 oz. of zinc per square foot, should be
painted on both sides with white lead and oil paint and allowed
to dry before being used. When Making bends, care should be
taken not to crack the zinc coating. On roofs of 1/2 pitch or
steeper, the valley sheets should extend up on both sides of the
center of the valley for a distance of at least 7 in. On roofs
of less pitch, wider valley sheets should be used, with.a minimum
extension of at least 10 in. on both sides, figure 10-31. The
open portion of the valley is usually about 4 in. wide and should -

gradually increase in width toward the lower end.

ON ROOFS FLAVTER ON HALF PITCH AND
MAN HAL/AR/CH. STEEPER. VALL Ey
VAI.LEY SHEETS SHEETS SHOULD
SHOULD ernoto A T.=4. EX TEND A T L.EART

-.-- LEAST 10 IN, FROM 71N. FROP4 VALL EN
VALLEY CENTER CENIER

-

Fig. 10-31. Volley construction for wood shtngles.
(Red Cedar Shingle and Handsplit Shake Bureau)

Mineral Fiber Shingles

Mineral fiber shingles (also called asbestos cement shingles) are
manufactured from asbestos fiber and Portland cement. Tfiey are
formed in molds under high pressure and provide a finished pro-
duct that is immune to rot and decay, unharmed by exposure to
salt air, unaffected by ice or snow, and fireproof because they
contain nothing that will burn.

Mineral fiber shingles are available in a variety of colors and
textures and may be obtained in rectangular, square, and hexagonal
shapes; in single or multiple units, figure 10-47. They are sold
by the square, and are equally well adapted for use on new buildings.
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FELT
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FELT
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FELT
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Fig. 10-47. Types of mineral fiber shingles. Minimum slope
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or over old roofs. On old roofs, the new shingles can usually
be applied right over the old roof, saving the cost of emoving
the old shingles and giving the roof the added insulation of the
old roofing.

Because the mineral fiber material is rigid and hard, nail holes
are prepunched during the manufacturing process. Eave starter
strips, hip and ridge shingles, and ridge rolls are prefabricated
to further simplify the application. Shingles should be installed
with galvanized needlepoint nails. For new roofs, use 1 1/4 in.
nails. When reroofing over old shingles, use 2 in. nails.

Special equipment is required to cut the material. Dealers
handling mineral fiber products will usually have several shingle
cutters on hand for the use of customer5, figure 10-48. They cut
the shingles Ruickly, accurately and neatly; and they also have
a punch for forming nail holes where extra holes are required.
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If a cutter is not available, .asbestos shingles can be cut by
hand. Use an old chisel, a drift punch, or the blade of the
hatchet. Score the shingle with the tool being drawn .along a
straightedge. After scoring, place the shingle over a solid
piece of wood and break along the scored line, figure 10-49.
,Irregular cuts or round holes are made by punching holes along
the line of the cut and breaking out the piece which is to be
discarded. There is a punch on the shingle cutter for punthing
additional holes, or they may be drilled or punched with a drift
punch or other suiteable pointed tool. A drift punch is recom-
mended because it will punch a clean hole without splitting the
material.

(ri

- PIN PUNCH

PUNCHED HOLES

;N>

PUNC NG .

KNOCKING our

Fig. 10-49. Forming mineral fiber products by hand. Above.
Scare and snap method. A carbide tipped blade works best.

Below. Making interior cutouts.
'(Mineral Fiber Products Bureau)

Storing Shingles

While still packed'in bundles, whether in the yard or on the
job, mineral fiber shingles should be kept dry. Moisture
trapped between bundled shingles may cause discoloration due
to efflorescence, or what ordinarily is known as "blooming".
If it is necessary to use outdoor storage, stack the shingles
on planks andeuse roofing felt, waterproof paper or a tarpaulin
for cover.
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Application of Mineral Fiber Shingles_

It is important that the roof deck be in proper comAtion to
receive the shingles. The lumber should be well seasoned, dry
and of uniform thickness. Tongue-and-groove 1 x 6 boards or
plywood of adeguate.thickness is recommended. Nailheads must
be driven down and any high spots or rough edges removed. A

wood cant strip should be applied along he eaves, flush with
the lower edge, to give proper pitch for the shingles.

Attach a furring strip along each side of hips and ridges to
provide a nailing base for the hip and ridge covering. The roof
shingles are butted against these furring strips; therefore they
must be the same thickness as the shingles. The furring strips
should not be over 2 in. wide, so they will be covered by the
ridge units, figure 10-50.

61M A.4.144ST
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Fig. 1.0-50. Hip.and ridge construction.
(Mineral Fiber Products Bureau)

On new work or on reroofing jobs where the old materials have
been removed, the roof boards should be covered with one course
of waterproof sheathing paper. Horizontal laps need not be
over 2 in.; end laps should be 6'in. ^Hips, ridges, and valleys
are covered with a 12 in. lap so double thickness will be assured
at these points.

Flashing for Mineral Fiber Shingles

Care should be exercised in applying valley flashings. First, a
corrosion resistant metal, such as copper or stainless steel,
should be used for valleys when a mineral fiber roof is being
put on. Do not use aluminum. Secondly, to insure a leakproof
roof, the metal valley should extend out on the roof deck well
beyond the edge of the overlapping shingles and well up under
the shingles on both sides. Finally, shingles should be bedded
down in a layer of asphalt cement for a distance of 6 in. back
from the edge where the shingles end at the valley.
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Galvanized Sheet Metal Roofing

Only galvanized sheets that are heavily coated with zinc (2.0 oz.
per sq. ft.) are recommended for permanent-type construction.
The sheets with lighter coatings of zinc are less durable and
are likely to require painting every few years. On temporary
buildings and in cases where the most economical construction is
required, lighter metal can be used and will give satisfactory
results if protected by paint.

Slope and- Laps

Galvanized sheets may be 10H on slopes as low as a 3 in. rise
,to the foot (1/8 pitch). If.more than one sheet is required to
reach the top of the roof, the ends should lap not less than 8 in.
When the roof has a pitch of 1/4 or more, 4 in. end laps are us,-
ually satisfactory.

To make a tight roof, sheets should be lapped 1 1/2 corrugations
at either side, figure 10-53. The wind is likely to drive'rain
water over single-corrugation lap joints. When using roofing
27 1/2 in. wide with 2 1/2 in. corrugations and 1 1/2 corrugation
lap, eachsheet covers a net width of 24 in. on the roof.

When 27 1/2 in. roofing is not available, sheets of 26 in. in

width may be used. In laying the nar-rower sheets, every other
one should be turned upside down. So laid, each alternate sheet
laps over the two intermediate sheets. The 26 in. roofing with
2 1/2 in. corrugations cover a net width of 22 1/4 in.00f roof.

'Fig. 10-53. Application of corrugated sheet metal roafins
Above. Sheets properly laid with 1 1 /2 catnip:Non

Below. Single-corrugation-lap not recommended.

Sheathing and Nails

If 26 ga. sheets are used, supports may be 24 in. apart. If

28 ga, sheets are used, supports should be not more than 12 in.
apart. The heavier gauge has no particular advantage advantage
except its added strength, because the zinc coating is what gives
this type roofing its durability.

For best results, galvanized sheets should be fastened with lead- Ill
headed nails or galvanized nails and lead washers. Nails pro-
perly located are driven only into tops of the corrugations. To

avoid unnecessary corrosion, use nails specified by the manufac-
turer. 213
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The most commonly used roofing tile are manufactured products
consisting of molded, hardburned shale or mixtures of shale and
clay. Metal tile is also available.

When well made, clay tile is hard, fairly dense and durable,
and may be obtained in a variety of shapeS and textures. Most
roofing tile of clay is unglazed, although glazed tile is some-
times used. Typical tile roof application details are shown in
figure 10-52.

Section ot rideN

--Pan

Mon
Felt

Pection,at cave
u

ir

-77-1> Closure

, . frrasnog.

Wood
Strip

Section
of golale

Section
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Ridge tile- Top

fixture
Spanish

Felt

tave.
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Section at riclg\.
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Section
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Fig. 10-52. Typical tile roofs. Above. Two piece pan and.
cover, commonly known as Mission tile. Be/ow. Spantsh tile,

eaveLI1 .

Flashing

f,

j
Section

at parapet

Clay tile may be u5ed over an old roof provided ihe old-covering
is in reasonably good condition, arid the roof framing is heavy
enough to stand the additional weight. Additional roof framing
or bracing, if required, should be.added before ktarting with the
application of the tile.
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Open type valleys are usually used. The edges of the metal
should be turned back 1/2 in. forming a hem or wafer seal. The
valley metal should be attached to the deck with cleats at the
hem. Shingle nails should not be driven through metal valley
linings.

Reroofing Over Old Shingles

Nail -down all old shingles which are badly curled or warped.
The use of under layment material generally is not required under
asbestos shingles when they are laid over old wood or asphalt
shingles. However, missing or badly decayed wood shingles should
be replaced and the surfact brought to an'even plane. If the top
edges or corners of the new shingTes do not rest on the butts of
the old shingles, tilting will result. Wood strips, beveled,
and equal in their greatest thickness to the butts of the old
ALpod shingles, are satisfactory to use for-leveling an old roof
deck, figure 10-51.

Cm SAM SSINGLIS AT MVO AND
RAW; FSPIXE Wrol NEW WOOD

Fig. 10-51. Prepai'ation of old roof for reroofing with mineral
fiber shingles.

Sometimes at the edge of the roof, the old wood shingles are
found to be in bad condi.tion and the she,athing is not in good
shape. A substantial and more attractive job can be obtained
by cutting away the old shingles and laying a neW beard 4 to
6 in. wide by 7/8 in. thick alonb the edges. This provides a
solid base to which the new shingles will be nailed.

Build up old valleys with wood strips of a width 'and thickness
adequate to bring them flush with the butts of the old wood
shingles. Lay waterproof felt over hips, ridges, and at valleys.
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Aluminum Roofing

Corrugated aluminum roofing; if properly applied, usually makeS
a long lasting roof. SeaCoast exposure tests reported by the
Bureau of Standards indicate tilis material is capable of resisT
ting corrosion in such localities unless subjected to direct

;

conta'ct with salt-laden spray. Where this is likely to happent
aluminum rooffng is not recommended.

Aluminum alloy sheets available for roofing usually have a cor4
rugation spacing of 1 1/4 or 2 1/2 in. Recommendations for the
installation of sheet metal regarding side lap and end lap are
applicable to the laying of aluminum sheets. An important pre-I
caution.to observe in laying aluminum roofing is to make sure
that.contact with 'other kinds of metal is avoided. Where thisf
is not possible, both metals should be given,a heavy coating off
asphalt paint wherever the surfaces are in contact.

As aluminum is soft and the sheets used for roofing are relatively
thin, they should be laid on tight sheathing or on decks with

,.openings no more than 6 in. wide. Aluminum roofing should be I

nailed with rope less than 90 nails to a square or about one nail /

for each square foot. It is recommended that aluminum alloy nails
be used and that non-metallic washers be used between nail headS
and the roofing.

If desired, the sheathing may be covered with water-resistant
building paper or asphalt impregnated felt. Paper that absorbs \
and holds water should never be used. To avoid corrosion, alumi\--
num sheets should be stored so that air will have free access to
all sides; .otherwise a white deposit will fo m causing them to
deteriorate.

Terne Metal Roofing

Terne metal roofing is made of copper-bearing steel, heat-treated,
to provide the best balance between malleability and toughness.
It is hot dipcoated with Terne metal, an.alloy of 80 percent
lead and 20 percent tin_ The high weather resistance factor
(notable in this type of roofing) is due primarily to the lead;
tin is included because the resulting alloy makes a better bond
with'steel.

Grades are expr ssed in terms of the total weight of the coating )
on a given area. This area, by old trade custom, is the totll
area contained in a box of 112 sheets that are 20 in. x 28 in. in
size, and amounts to 436 square feet. The best grade of Terne
coating is 40 lb. and provides a roof surface that will last for \

many years.
I

A wide variety of sheet sizes are available, plus 50 foot seam-
less rolls in various widths. This permits its use for many
different types of roofs and methods of application. It is
used extensively for flashing around both roof'and wall op

For best appearance and longest wear, Terne metal roofs must be
painted. A linseed oil-based iron oxide primer is recommended
for a base coat, over which nearly any exterior paint and color
Can be used. .
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HA.NDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

SOLOERING

STUDENT ,MATER1AL

it
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MATERIAL'S, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

SOLDERING

Many different types of metal are joined in manufacturing and
installation of Solar systems. Manufacturers, with sophisticated
and.expansive machines, have the capability of using a variety of
.processes as required; however, the installer should beconte very
proficient an'd skilled at using soldering techniques. These
processes allow installers to achieve their objectives with
reliability and professionalism

Brazing and Soldering Defined

Brazing - A doining proceAss using a filler 'metal with working
temperature above 4000F, but below :the melting point of the base
metal.

Soldering - A joining process using a filler metal with working
temperature below 800°F, and below the,melting point of the base
metal.

Heating Source
,.

13razing and soldering alloys can be applied with a portable,
-lightweight torch. Many repairs, in fact, can be performed with
a small propane hand torch. (On occasion an oxy-acetylene torcb
may be better suited for in-shop work, but such eqbipment is not
necessary for field repairs.)

Precleaning the Joint Area

Surface oxides must be removed for sound joining of metals.
Cleaning is divided into two categories:

Mechanical - Joint areas should be ibraded with materials such
as plumber's sandpaper, emery clothTr steel woolft.. CAUTION:
Always slant tubing downward when abrading so that shavings are
not introduced into the system.,

Chemical - In sRrvice trade applications, mechanical cleaning,is
usually adequate. If it is necessary to swab the interior sur-
faces of hard drawn tubing, a solvent such as "Freon-113" should

. be used. In refrigeration applications avoid using carbon tetra-
chloride or other chlorinated solvents.

Purpose of a Flux

. 1. To dissolve and sweep away surface films and oxides during
the brazing or soldering process.

2. To Orevent oxides from forming.

3. To "signal" moment when temperature is reabied to apply the
brazing alloy or solder.

,

4. To promote fluid flow and increase adhesi,on of the filler metal.
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Fluxes are formulated for specific applications. Each flux is
precisely calibrated with an activity range corresponding to the
flow point of the filler,metal.

In refrigeration applications, the service engineer needs a flux
with sufficient activity, yet one that will not be drawn into the
system.

Flux Residue Removal in Brazing and Soldering

In general, it is necessary to remove flux residues remaining after
brazing and soldering applications because they may be corrosive
and prevent finishing operations such as painting or chromium
plating from being successfully completed. Flux residues may be
removed by chemical or mechanical means, or by washing in hot
water. NOTE: In refrigeration repairs, remove flux residue as
soon as system is put under pressure, not before.

Washing in hot water: Flux residues remaining after applications,
with alloys of silver, zinc, zinc alloys and solders are usually
removed by washing the joint area with hot water (1040F), followed
by a careful rinse.

Mechanical cleaning: Mechanical cleaning by wire brushing,
grinding, polishing, chipping, or sanding can be used to remove
flux residues whenever it is impractical to remove them by washing.
Examples are when the part is too large, too heavy or for some
other reason the work cannot be cleaned by washing. However,
mechanical cleaning generally causes some surface damage and
should only be used where this,will not affect the finished
quality of the work.

Chemical cleaning: The following are some chemical solutions and
techniques which are effective for removing flux residues. As
chemical cleaning generally involves the upe of acid solutions,.
extreme care must be taken to protect the skin, eyes, clothing,
and equipment from damage when using these stlutiOns.

Copper and Copper Alloys

To remove flux residues from copper and copper alloys such as
brass, bronze, and other alloys,in which copper is a major com-
ponent, a solution of 10-15% sulphuric acid mixed with water,
applied with a non-metallic brush is effective. This treatment
will also restore the copper.color to the work by removing oxides
caused by brazing and soldering.

Ferrous Metal, Nickel All.oys-, and Stainless Steels

To remove flux residues from ferrous metals, nickel and nickel
alloys, a solution of 10-15% hydrochloric acid mixed with water,
applied with a non-metallic brush is effective.

*
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Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys

To remove flux residues from aluminum and aluminum alloys, im-
mersion for one or two minutes in a 10-20% solution of caustic
soda at between 122 and 176°F is effective. This treatment should
be immediately followed by a hot water (120°F) rinse and applica-
tion of a 20-30% solution of nitric acid mixed with water to
neutralize the caustic soda residue. Finally, the work should
be thoroughly rinsed again and immediately dried.

Filler Metals Most Commonly Employed

Silver Brazing Alloys (usually given.the misnomer "silver solders").

Copper-Silver-Phosphorus Brazing Alloys.

Copper-PKosphorus Brazing Alloys.

Aluminum Brazin:g Alloys.

Soft Solders

The following tables list the All-State products for use by ser-
vice engineers, including a description of each alloy, physical
properties, and area of application.

6
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ALL-STATE BRAZING & SOLDERING ALLOYS FOR THE SERVICE TRADES

CATEGORY OF
FILLER METAL

ALL-STATE
PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION
WORKING

TEMP.
TENSILE

STRENGTH
FLUX

,

SILVER BRAZING
ALLOYS

No. 101
\Contains 45% silverJoins wide variety of metals with great strength.
(Order in 1/16" x 18" rods; 8-oz., 1-lb. and 2-lb. coils; Silver Dispenser
Units; special packaging called Siltube.

1125'F
to

1145'F

To
52,000

No. 110
5-200 or
5-300

No. 101- FC
'TRUCOTE

Same alloy, but with extruded coating.
(Order in 4-oz. tubes, containing 1/18" x 18 rods.)

None

No. 155

,

Cadmium Free silver brazing alloy used to braze objects from stainless
steel food handling equipment to hot water systems.
(Order in 1/1r x 18 rods; 8-oz., 1-lb. and 2-lb. coils.)

1150'F
to

1200F

To
50,000

No. 110
Or

5-200

No. 155 FC '
*TRUCOTE

Same alloy, but with extruded coating.
(Order 1/18" x 18 in 4-oz. plastic tubes.)

None

No. 111 Coils
Right-'N-Ready
Pack

Contains 41% silver, plus toughening elements for ideal repair work
Lowest melting silver brazing allo y.

1110F
to

1150F

To
50000,

No. 110
Or

5-200

No. 155 Coils
Right-'N-Ready
Pack

Cadmium-free low temperature silver brazing alloy.
1150F

to
1200F

To50nn
"""

No. 110
or
5-200

COPPER-SILVER-
PHOSPHORUS
BRAZING ALLOYS

'SILFLO "5"
A 5% silver alloy for copper to copper joining where close fit-up
cannot be maintained.
(Order in .050" x 1/8" x18, or .050 x 1/16" x 18" rods).

1300F
to

1500F
None (t)

COPPER-SILVER-
PHOSPHORUS
BRAZING ALLOYS

'SILFLO "15.. A 15% sliver alloy for copper to copper where joint ductility Is vital.
(Order in .05r x 1/r x 18", or .05r x 1/1r x 18" rods):

1300'F
to

1500F
None (t)

COP.PER-
PHOSPHORUS
BRAZING ALLOYS

'SILFLO "0"
Self fluxing alloy for copper to copper non-moving joints.
(Order in 3/32 x 36", or 1/r x 36 rods; or in 'Phostubes, containing
4 oz. of rods in 18 lengths).

1350F
to

1550F
None (t)

ALUMINUM
BRAZING ALLOY

No. 31
For brazing light gauge aluminum sheet and tubing.
(Order in 3/32" x 18, or 1/8" x 18" rods). 5F To

30,000
No. 31

.
SOLDERS

No. 430

Unique, high strength solder for joining all metals except white
metals; color matches stainless, and adheres to chrome plate. Cadmium
Free.
(Order in 1-lb. spools, 1/18" dia. and up, or in Dynagrip Solder Kits,
containing No. 430 Solder and 'Ouzel! Flux).

430F
15,000

' Ouzel!

No. 430 Silver
Bearing Paste
Solder

Minutely pulverized silver-tin alloy suspended In an active flux to form
a paste for application on all ferrous and non-ferrous metals (except
white metals).

430F To
15,000

None

"STRONGSET
No. 509

For joining aluminum to aluminum or aluminum to dissimilar metals;
"takes" to anodized aluminum without removing the anodizing. Yields
unbelievable physical properties for a solder-range alloy,
(Order in 1-lb. spools, 1/16" or 1/8" dia., or in 'Strongset Solder Kits,
containing No. 509 Solder and No. 509 Flux).

509F To
29,100

No. 509

Paste Solder
Paint-on solderQuick and easy to useFor plumbing applications,
tubing, tinning, etc.Water soluble.
(Order in 1-lb. plastic jars).

375F
To

6,500
Pressure

None

'Rag. U.S. Pat. Off.
t Use All-State No. S-200 Flux on copper to brass or bronze alloys.
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SELECTION CHART FOR THE SERVICE TRADES

BASE METALS ALUMINUM COPPER BRASS . STEEL

0

STAINLESS
STEa

,
ALUMINUM

37
55 Rubbon
Stronoset No 509

509 509 509 509

COPPER Strongsot No. 509 101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC

*Silflo "0", "5", "15"
430 (Wire end Paste)
Pasts Solder

101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC

'SURD "0", "5", "15"
430 (Wire end Poste)
Prte Solder

101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC
430 (Wire and Paste)
Pasts Solder

101 or 101 FC
111,155 or 155 FC
430 (Wire and Paste)

.

BRAS Strongset No. 509 101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC

*Silflo "0", "5", "15"
430 (Wire and Paste)
Paste Solder

101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC

*Silflo "Q", "5", "15"
430 (Wire and Paste)
Pasta Solder

101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC
430 (Wire and Paste)
Pasts Solder

101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC
430 (Wire and Paste)

STEEL Strongset No. 509 101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC
430 (Wire and Paste)
Paste Solder

101 or 1d1 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC
430 (Wire and Pasts)
Paste Solder

101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC
430 (Wire and Paste)
Paste,Solder

101 or 101 FC
0

111, 155 or 155 FC
430 (Wire and Paste)

STAINLESS STEEL Strongset No, 509 101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC

430 (Wire and Paste)

101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC

430 (Wire and Paste)

101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC

430 (Wire and Pasts)

101 or 101 FC
111, 155 or 155 FC
430 (Wire and Paste)

Legend. Brazing alloys lwith working temperatures above 840°F (4150°C1) appear in black ink.

Solders (with working temperatures below 840°F (450°C)) appear in red ink.

Usa A-S No. 5-200 Flux
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The connections between the absorber plate and plumbing must
withstand the thermal conditions. Traditional plumbing solders
such as 50:50 tin: lead may have melting points that are too
low; high-temperature solders or brazing (Table 8-5) are neces-
sary in some systems to assure strength and durability. Rubber
and plastic connections and plumbing are suitable in some low
temperature systems.

tf
Table 8-5. Working pressure as kfunction of temperature

for soldered jointsa,°

SOLDER OR BRAZING
ALLOY

SERVICE
TEMPERATURE

(oF)

RATED INTERNAL
WORKING PRESSURE

(lb/in2)

100 200
50:50 150 150
Tin:lead 200 100

250 80.

95:5 100 500
Tin:antimony 150 400

200 300
250 200

Brazing 250 300
alloy
(melting at or

300 270

above 1000°F)

a
Adapted from Anaconda American Brass Company. 1967. Pipe tube and
fittings. Publication B-1, 26th edition. Anaconda American Brass
Company, Waterbury, CT.

b
For joints made of 1/4 to 1 inch copper tube and solder-type fittings.

Silver-Soldering

Silver-soldering, sometimes called "hard soldering", is a method
of brazing at a low temperature that uses a Wire or sheet of an
alloy of silver;and copper. Silver solder melts at about 11000F,
while brass sperter has a melting point of about 1700°F. It is
difficult to braze brass with brass spelter; the work tends to
melt almost as readily as the spelter rod, and can be completely
destroyed in the process. To join parts made of brass, it is
better to use silver solder, which is designed for brass, and
which melts at,a low enough temperature so that there is very
little danger of the work being damaged.
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A special flux in paste form is required for silver-soldering.
It is essential that the parts be cleaned until bright and then
covered with the flux before the oxides have a chance to form on
the metal. Good capillary action is set up when this sold.er is
applied and will cause the melted solder to be drawn into the
joint. Leave a space between the parts of from .001 inch to
.003 inch. Heat the work until a dark red color begins to be
visible and the solder is melting and running like water. Then
bring the heat up slowly. The solder will tend to melt before
the meal is hot enough to make it stick; unless it is heated to
the proper temperature, it will form balls, like drops of water
on a hot stove, and-run all over the work except into the joint.
Both brass spelter and silver solder can be used to make very
neat fillets after joints have been closed; melt a little over
the joint and form it with the torch flame.

Silver solder can join either ferrous or nonferrous,metals, but
a special txpe is put out for use with brass or copper only,
which is not suitable for iron or steel. This material is called
Sil-phos and rhos-copper registered as "Silflo 0, Silflo 5
and Silflo 15". The numbers refer to the percentage of silver
in the content. Aluminum cannot be brazed; aluminum parts can
be soldered with an aluminum solder: the process is about as
difficult as welding aluminum.

Flat sheets of silver solder are used to join two wide surfacs.
A piece of this sheet solder is cut to fit between the surfaces,
which have been cleaned and fluxed. The parts are then clamped
together and heated until the solder melts. This heating must
be done in a furnace so that the work will reach a uniform
temperature over-all; do not attempt to use an acetylene torch
for this type of work, as the heat from a torch will melt the
solder only in spots, and the surrounding areas will remain
too cold to receive the solder.

Silver solder in wire form is very useful: it can be fed into
the joint by hand while the parts are heated with the torch.
Soldering a joint like that between a nipple and a flange can be
done easily with this form of solder. Form the wire solder, into
a ring that fits tightly between the parts being joined, then
flux and heat them with the solder in place. Capillary action
causes the solder to flow into the joint, and the excess forms
a neat fillet. The residual flux can then be removed by washing
the parts with hot water.

Soft Soldering

Soft or common solder is an alloy of tin, lead, and antimony
with a melting point of from 300uF to 4000F. It is melted onto
the tip of a large copper bar, called a soldering iron; then it
flows from the tip of the iron onto the work.

Constant heating will oxidize this copper bdr, causing a hard
scale to form on its Surface. If the scale is not removed promptly,
it will eat into the copper and form deep pits to which solder wi-11
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not adhere. To remove this scale, file it off while the soldering
iron is hot, then rub the iron over a piece of ammonium chloride
(sal ammoniac) to clean it. To keep the copper bar free of scale,
it should be rubbed in melted solder, toating all four sides of
the bar-a process called tinning.

Soft solder is obtainable in several degrees of hardness. The
harder types require more heat for melting. For general-purpose
soldering, a 50-5G solder (50 percent tin and 50 percent lead) is
best. . For heavy work, use bar solder heated with a large soldering
iron. Wire solder, heated with.an electric soldering iron or sol-
dering gun, is better for smaller work. Wire solder is available
either in the.form of pTaih wire or as wire with a rosin core (for
electrical work) or an acid core (for general-purpose work).

A small gas stove placed on top of the bench is very handy for
heating heavy solid copper soldering irons. A portable blowtorch
can-te used to heat the iron for work done away from the bench.
An electric soldering gun is by far the best tool to use for any
work that is not so large that the heat will be cohducted away
faster than the gun can supply it: the metal to whiCh the solder
is to adhere must be kept hot enough so that the solder will not
cool and harden before the joining has been completed..

'The parts to be soldered must be perfectly clean and free of rust
or greate. A flux is required for all soft soldering. Diluted
hydrochloric acid makes a good cleaning agent for tin and galvan-
ized iron. A flux called cut acid, made by dissolving metallic
zinc in hydrochloric acid, is one of the best for these metals.
Cut acid should not be used near joints such as electrical con-
nections, which would be damaged by corrosion. For such jobs, a
flux with a grease-and-rosin base is'used. There are several
noncorrosive fluxes on the market, and you should have a supply
of one of these in your shop. Liquid fluxes for general-purpose
soldering are also available; keep some oh hand to save yourself.
the trouble of preparing your own cut acid. Since any flux con-
taining hydrochloric acid will cause steel or iron to rust, keep
it away from the tools on your bench. Store flux in bottles with
rubber corks. If any should spill onthe metal top,of the bench,
be sure to wash it off promptly or neutralize the acid with baking.
soda.

Sheet tin and galvanized iron are very easy to sold ; steel
cast iron are more difficult to work with. Stainles .steel can
be soft soldered when a special flux is used.

The edges to b'e joined should be held rigidly in position and .

clamped together. Since the heat will warp the sheet metal, the
two parts must be clamped tightly to maintain_the proper width
of the joint to be filled. Capillary action will cause the soft
solder to run into and fill a tight joint, provided the metal
is hot enough. You cannot make solder bridge across a wide gap.
Shen joining two edges, it helps to tin them, that is, to cover
the edges with a thin layer of solder before clamping them to-
gether. The molten solder will then combine with the tinned layer
on each edge to fill the joint.
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Joining two large surfaces is called sweating them. Clean the
two surfaces, then tin them; the tinned layers should be thick
enough to melt and form the joint when heat is applied. Clamp
the surfaces together so that the pressure is distributed evenly
over the eritire surface area. Then heat the joint until the tinned
layers unite. The clamps should not be removed until the work has
cooled and the solder has set.

Some copper pipe fittings are intended to be soldered to a pipe;
such a fitting is bored to fit properly on the pipe, and there is
a small hole on the top of the fitting. Clean the inside of the
fitting and the end of the pipe and cover them with flux, then
insert the pipe into the fitting. While the joint is heated with
a torch, feed wire solder into the small hole in the fitting;
this will melt and fill the joint. The parts can be tinned be-
fore they are assembled, provided there is enough space for the
pipe to be inserted after the tinning has cooled.

Soldering_ Techniques

Soldering Irons - Soldering is_an easy way to join metals and
wires if you know and use the correct procedures. The first
step in soldering is to "tin" the soldering iron or gun. First
clean the copper tip with steel wool until it is bright. Next,
plug in the iron and wait until it gets hot, then melt some solder
onto the tip. The tip will turn silver; this is called "tinning".
An iron that has not been properly cleaned and tinned will produce
a poorly soldered joint.

The work surfaces you are going to solder must also be cleaned.
For this, use coarse steel wool, being sure not to touch the
cleaned surface with your bare fingertips. The oil from your
fingers can keep the solder from sticking.

Next, apply flux to the metal surfaces to be joined. The flux
prevents oxidation on the metal surface, which would keep the
metals from fusing. You can apply flux with your fingers or a
brush.

A properly soldered joint can only be achieved when the iron is
at its hottest. Apply the tip of the iron to the surface of the
work to be soldered. It is important to understand that you ap-
ply the solder when the work surface, not the iron, is hot enough
to melt the solder. When this temperature has been reached, the
solder will flow around and over the cleaned and fluxed surfaces.
If the solder does not adhere to the surfaces, the.work has not
been properly cleaned and fluxed:

If you are soldering small joints, such as two wires together, or
wires to electrical terminals, ybu can save time and effort by
using rosin-core (flux-core) solder. This soldering wire has a
core of 'rosin which acts as a flux during soldering.

Solder comes in both wire ,and bar form. You would most likely use
the bar type when doing large soldering jobs such as sheet metal work,

ipt
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If the soldering iron is badly corroded
and pitted, clamp it in a vise and clean
the tip with it file. File all surfaces until
bright copper is exposed. Finish cleaning
with steel wool.

If the Iron tip Is dirty but not corroded,
clean all sides with coarse steel wool.
Avoid touching the cleaned tip with your
fingers; this leaves an oil film which keeps
solder from adhering.

Clean the surfaces of the pieces to be
soldered with steel wool and apply paste
flux to the cleaned areas. If you are using
rosin core (flux-core) solder, there is no
need to use flux.

METAL .

The iron must
finning. Pltig
least 5 minutes.
solder so that it
of the tip,

Apply the iron to the work until the 'Work
gets hot enough to- melt the solder. Feed
the solder along the work and slightly
behind the iron. Use a large iron for
heavy work.

RECOMMENDED FLUX

1.1

Mum Mum AILImillum solder and special flux or flux
combined with aluminum solder

Brass, bronze Clean to bare metal and use rosin as flux'

Cadmium plate Rosin or.ilux used for galvanIzed'iron

Copper Clean to bere metal and use rosin as.11ux

Galvanized 'iron, iron Chlorlde-type Hui, commonly known as arid
flux. Use liquid or paste toren to suit work.

Lead Water-soluble organic flux, such as Kester
415. Wash off flux alter sofdering.

Monel, nickel Same as for galvanized Iron

Pewter Same as for lead, May vary with some alloys;
check with manufacturer.

SiiVOF Use rosin-core solder

Stainless steel Special stainless-steel flux

Steel Same as for galvanized iron

Tin Same as for galvanized Iron

White metal Same as lot' galvanized iron

Zinc Same as for galvanized iron

er4s

be at maximum heat for
in and let it twat for at
Then apply the flux-core

flows evenly over all sides

Wipe off excess flux from the soldered
joint with a clean rag. Do this while the
soldered joint is still warm. Aux stains
can be removed from a cold 'joint With
paint thinner,

Making a soldering pot
A Soldering pot is
handy whim making
many similar
connections, such
as joining wires.
You can Make one of
a brass block,
hacksawed as shown.
Drill series of
Y4 in. overiappin0
holes for welt.
Recess should fit
snugly over tip of
iron. Solder melts
in about 4 minutes.
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Hard soldering (used on steel, silver, gold, and bronze) makes a
neater, stronger, and. more permanent joint than soft soldering.
A torch is needed to supply the high heat required for hard sol-
dering. A propane torch is most convneient, but a Runsen burner
with a blowpipe can also be used.

The first step in hard soldering is to clean the area where the
pieces are to be joined. For this use a file, emery cloth, orr
wire brush. Clamp the pieces in position, apply flux to the
joint, and then the recommended solder. Heat the metal until
flux and solder. melt. Insert thin sheets of solder into the
joint. Keep the joint hot and continue to apply solddr until
all crevices are filled.

Use solder that is colored to match the metals being joined. For
example, when joining sliver, use silver solder, an allov of 8
parts silver, 3 parts copper and 1 part zinc; for gold, the proper
solder is an alloy of silver, copper and gold.

If you are doing a large jbb and do not have sufficient flux, a
substit4te can be made of powdered borax mixed with water to the
consistancy of cream.

Melted flux leaves a brownish residue that can be removed from the
soldered joint by submersion in a solution of 1 part sulphuric
acid to 2 parts water. Let the work soak in this for about 30
minutes. Always add acid to water, never water to acid, when
diluting sulphuric acid, and wear rubber gloves as well as pro-
tective goggles when you do it. Flux residue can sometimes be
removed with boiling water alone if the joint is soaked before it-
cools.

Sections to be Joined by hard soldering
must be cleaned with a file or emery
cloth and placed on a fireproof :surface
such ad. firebrick or asbestes board.

4v* ''-!".

The metal Is heated to melt the hard
solder as it is fed into the Joint. Use the,
tip of the inner cOre of the flOrnth Which
is the hottest part,

fit 4

A lips, such as borax and water paste,
is hen liberally applied to the Cleaned
surfbce witn a small brusb. Too much
flux is better than too little.

41

4+0" 1 t 42'

A bridge should be niride Vont a piece of
scrap metal bent In the middle to keep
it away from The jOint. A pair of Clamps
will also be needed.

The finished hard-soldered joint. Note that After the solder has cooled, rentove the
the damps have been placed as far as flUx by submerging thejoint in a solution
possible from the-joint in order to avoid .of 1 part Sulphuric acid to 2 parts water,
heat loes at joint area.

2 P.
then file it smeolh
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Soft soldering sheet metal

.Lap joint Grooved seam Seam tack-jointed

II a butt Joint Is unavoidable, it should be strengthened with metal sweat-soldered to both surfaCes. A lap jpint is better,
alocked grooved seam stronger still. Large sheets should be tack-soldered before the joint is .soldered.

Sweating

Sweating is a form of soldering in which the solder alone holds
the pieces of metal together. The areas to,be joined are cleaned
and the'surfaces*made as smooth as possible so they can be brought
into close contact. They are fluxed, coated with solder (tinned),
assembled, clamped if possible, and heated until the solder re-
melts and unites. The joints must be held in position until the
solder cools. Additional solder in the form of a fillet may be
run along the joint edges for greater strength, waterproofing,
and improved appearance.

Ze.r.

4*

A solder fillet adds
- to the strength of

a right-angle joint.

A fillet on an unlocked
(folded) grooved seam.

Solder united on
a sweated joint.

Tin both surfades to be joined before sweating.



. A wire U. is made from 18 gauge
soft-Iron binding wire. The.loops
are formed with a nail.

Permanent rivets or temporary
screws may be used to hold the
joint in place before soldering.

A pipe clamp or clamps are more
easily adjusted and applied
than soft-iron wire.

A initHolnted Cylinder is rigidly
secured with wire. Strength is
provided by hard soldering.

A fitted piece of hardbOard will
spring the joint in place and Is
easily removed later.

The laws of two C-ciamps are
protected with scrap metal while
being used to secure a joirC

r
Wow may bi Used to hold the joint tegether during the soldering p
poor Conductor of heat.

I-
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Soft Soldering With A Torch

The purpose of the flux when soft soldering is to prevent oxi-
dation of the material and flows out any impurities that may be
present in the joint.

After the flux has been applied to the copper tubing, thetorch
flame should be moved up and down-and around the tubing to give
an even heat distrfbution.

The numbers 95-5, when speaking of soft solder, mean,that there
is 95% tin and 5% antimony in this solder. The melting.range of
95-5 is 4520 - 4640F. This it the temperature that the copper
tubing wilA/have to reach before the soft solder will begin 'tdi
flow and adheto the copper tubing.

/

As a general rule, the amount of soft solder (measured in length
of wire solder) required. to make a complete, well-tinned solder
joint is 1/4 to 1/2 of the tubing diameter. An example of this
is for a 1/2 inch diaMeter /ubing, it would take from..1/8" to
1/4" of wire solder to make a complete soft solder ioint.

Remember, you should always wear goggles or safety glasses when
performing any soldering or silver brazing process. Also'; keep
in mind that if you use poo much solder, that is, more than'the
1/4 - 1/2 in the tubing diameter in length froM the,solder roll,
thesolder will flow down into the joint causing an obstruction
within the.piping. This obstruction may even be/so severe as
to create'a stoppage or disturbance in the flow/of the refri-
gerant gas whish would increase the velocity at that point, and
could cause serious problems in the refrigeration system.

One method of preventing solder from flowing' into the joint and
causing an obstruction is to use your fingers to rub lightly the
last 1/8" of the piece of tubing to be jofned. The ofl from your
fingers will prevent-the solder from flowing beyond that point,

TO solder: 1. The surfaces should be very clean.

2. The proper flux must be used.

3. The flux should be/applied only to the male part
of the joint, thereby preventing flux from enter-
ing the system. *

4. The proper size tip should be selected insuring
that it will/provide enough heat to heat the joint

' to the appropriate temperature,

. After the 4oint has reached the appropriate tem-
perature'-apply the solder evenly to the joint.
Always apply the heat to theljoint, never to the
solder/.

After the joint has cooled, be sure to clean the
excess flux from"the joint.
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Silver Brazing

Silver brazing makes a much stronger joint than does the soft
soldering. In silver brazing, a rod called "Sil-fos" is used.
Sil-fos has a melting point of 1140 - 11500F, but does not begin'
to flow until a temperature.of 1300 - 15509F is reached, depending
upon the silver content of the rod being used.

When joining copper to copper, no flux is necqssary when using
Sil-fos.

"When performing silver brazing on copper tubing, nitrogen should
be flown through the tubing 'to prevent oxidatiO on the instde
of the'tubing. Try to avoid overheating the joint during the
sil-ver brazing process, as this would result in severe oxidation
inside the tubing. 7.

The procedyres for silver brazing are essentially the" same as
for soft soldering except lux is not required when joining'copper
to cop-per. Development of skill uscrigthis material will come
.with practice.

Silver Soldering

the silver'soldering process is somewriat different than silver,.
.brazing, in that the silver solder rod "contains°''a greater amiunt
of silVer, providing a much stronger joint.

The flow point of the silver solder, qowever, is very nearly the
same as the Sil-fos compound.

Silver splderingsdoes require a flux. The flux Usedfor the s41-'
ver solder process is a white boraz flux. Here again the flux
should be applied only to the male part of the joint.
Remember: You do not want to ayply the,torch flame directly to :

the soldering matertal. Always apply the torch flame to the joint.

The step-by-step procedure for silver sOldering is as folloWs:

1. Clean the joints using sandcloth a.nd brushes.

2. Fit the joints closely and s,uprort all parts.

3. Apply the appropriate flux for silver brazing allpy.

4. Heat evenly to the recommended temperature. Keep.the torch
tip moving cOpstantly -Ph a figure eight motion.

5. Apply the silver brazing alloy to the heated parts. Do not
heat the silver solder mith the torch.

6. Let the joint'cool.

7. Clean the'joint thoroughly, asIthis'will remove 'the flux and.
keep. any oxidation to the outside of he tubing from occurring.

232
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Remember: Nitrogen shoula bE blown through thetubing during te
silver soldering process as this will prevent oxidation on the
side of the tubing.

A WORD OF CAUTION: Silver brazing materials sometimes contain
cadmium. Fumes from heated cadmium are very, poisonous. Be sure
that the work space is well-ventilated. If at all 'possible, use

. silver brazing alloys which do not contain ca.,dmium.

239
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATrON PROCESSES

PIPING PRACTICES

COPPER TUBING comes in what is known as hard drawn (rigid) and
soft drawn (rolls). The hard'drawn usually is available only
in 20 foot lengths, and in type K, L, and M. The soft drawn
copper comes in 50 ft. rolls of type L and M.

Type M soft drawn tubing is usually used for water piping be-
cause of the thin wall thickness which will not withstand the
pressures found in nigh pressure refrigeratipn systems or water
or steam systems. Types L or K are used for these applications.
Type L copper tubing can be purchased in 50 ft. rolls or 20 ft.
lengths.

Copper tubing is usually designated by its outside diameter,
however, some plumbers still call for it by its nominal inside
aiameter.

1"0.(21
2

TYPE L
COPPER TUBING

NOMINAL
STEEL

PIPE

I

I I
I I 1 I 1 I

I I- 0 43 - 0 ii0 4-1
I

II II ii il

I4 -0.50 -+I 1-4- 0 75-1-I .

Method asking tubing and pipe.

Copper tubing may also be purchased in type L of 3/16", 1/4"
and 3/8" outside diameters of 10 and 20 ft.. lengths. Type K
may be purchased in 20 ft. lengths of 1/4" and 3/8" outside
diameters. These sizes are available in addition to those
shown in the table on the next page.

Note: The material presented herein will be limited to types
K and L. However, keep in mind that type M is accepta-
ble for use where pressure is not a factor, i.e. con-
densate drain lines, overflow lines, etc.

2 3 5-
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DIAmtruts
Wall

Thickness
inches

Welsh
Per &at

Lbs.Type
Chris lde

Inches

Inside
Inches

0.402 0.049

0.049

0.049

0.2691

0.34370.527

0.652 04183

i 0,749 0.065 0441 1

I i 0.995 0.065 0.9390

K 11 1 245 0.065 1.037

I i r.481 0.072 1.362

21 11 959 0 083 2.00

21 2435 0.09t 2.927

3 2.907 0.109 4.003

3 3.385 0.120 5.122

0.430 0.035 0.1382

0.545 0.040 0.2849

0.666 0.042 . 0.3621
cra5A

0 785 0.045 0.4519

1.025 0.050 0.6545

111 1.265 0.055 0.1840
A

11 1.505 0.060 1. 143

2i 1 .985 0.070 1.752

2i 2.465 0.080 2.479

3i 2345 0.090 3.326

3i 3.425 0.100 4.292

Specifications of common copper tubing sizes.

236
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Copper tubing may be cut to the correct length by using either
a tubing cutter or a hacksaw, The tubing cutter is the pre-
ferred method in sizes of 2 1/8" O.D. or smaller.

TIGHTENING 4".777-7

KNOB

REAMER
BLADE

ii

CUTTING
WHEEL

ROLLERS

Before the cutting process begins, it is desirable that the
-copper tubing be cleaned using a piece of sandcloth on the
area in which the cut is to be made. This prevents having to
clean the area for soft soldering, silver soldering or silver
brazing after the cutting process is accomplished and, there-
fore, prevents the sandcloth grit and small copper filings
frbm getting inside-the copper tubing, which may happen if the
cleaning process is done after the cut has been completed.
Therefore, it is advisable to clean the area in which the
cut is to be made before the cutting process is started.

For a right4anded person, the tubing cutter should be rotated
in a clockwise manner around the tubing. This will prevent
the lead screw knob from working loose. For a lefthanded
person, you would rotate the tubing cutter in a counter-
clockwise direction around the tubing. This also would pre-
vent the lead screw from working loose. Too much pressure
should not be applied to the lead.screw, for this will col-
lapse the tubing or cause large burrs inside the tubing. The
normal amount of pressure put on the lead screw is usually 1/2

turn of the lead screw knob after rotating the tubing cutter
around the tubing 2 to 5 turns. This will cause the cut to be
square and leave very small burrs in the tubing.

The built-in reamer blade on back of the tubing cutter should
always be put up so that the reamer blade 'does not endanger

° the hands as it is rotated around the copper tubing.

23 ?
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The cutting wheel and rollers on the tubing cutter should be
kept in good condition. If the cutting whe-el becomes nicked or
chipped, it should be replaced with a new one.

Copper tOping may also be cut with a hacksaw. The h'acksaw blade
should have no less than 14 teeth per inch. Cutting tubing with
a hacksaw leaves small chips in the tubing which will contaminate
the system. Be sure to remove them after the cut is complete.

The hacksaw cut must be kept squar"e, so it is recommended that a
sawing fixture be used.

PWE OR
TUMNG

Have the student prepare by sanding, cut and deburr 1/2" O.D.
copper tubing in lengths of 2 inches and 3 inches, plus or minus
1/16". (Save these pieces for use in the next lab exercise).

Copper tubing is frequently joined by a process called swaging,
(swedging) which expands one end of a piece of tubing to the cor,
rect size to receive the end of another piece of copper tubing.
This process is very useful in making repairs of leaking areas
in existing copper piping systems.

Pilot

SwaStInS

tool

SET UP for SWAGING
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The swaging process is accomplished through the use of a hammer,
a swaging tool, and a- swaging or flaring block. The copper tubing
should be placed in the flaring block with the correct amount of
copper tubing sticking up above the flaring block.

While holding the swaging block in one hand, with the tubing
clamped securely in the block, place the swaging tool pilot inside
the copper tubing and begin the.swaging process by taping the end
of the swaging tool with a hammer. Tap the end of the swaging
tool a couple of times with the hammer and then dislodge the
swaging tool from the copper tubing. If you continue to tap the
swaging tool until it is completely seated, it may become lodged
in the tubing, and break the end of the swaging tool.

Remember: The swaged socket depth.should equal the diameter of
the tubing being swaged. For example, a 1/2: copper tubing being
swaged should have a socket depth of 1/2".

Remember: Always wear your safety glasses when using a hammer
to strike any object.

Have the student swage one end of the 3" long, 1/2" O.D. copper
tubing cut in the preceding lab exercise and swageto fit. Fitting
of the two pieces should appear as shown below.

1/2 IN. TUBING

1 /2 OVERLAP

Oftentimes it is necessary to provide a means of disconnecting
piping joints for access, maintenance procedures, additions of
other piping or accessories. The best provision that allow.s.
this flexibility is the flare joint.

Caution: Be sure and install the fIare nut before making the
flare. Once the tubing is flared it is too late to
put the flare nut on.
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To make a flare of correct size using a flaring block, do the
following:

1. Carefully prepare the end of the tubing for flaring. The
end must be straight and square with the tube, and the burrs
from the cutting operation must be removed by reaming.

2 Place the flare nut on the tubing with the open end towards
the open end of the tubing. Insert the tube in the flaring
tool so that it extends the correct amount above the flaring
block. If the tube extends above the block too much, the
flare will be too large and the flare nut will not fit over
it. If'too little tubing is above the flare block, the
flare will be too small :and will probably leak. Bring the
anvil in contact with thk end of the tubing. Advance it
1/2 turn, and then back it off 1/4. Then advance it 3/4
turn and back it off 114 turn. Repeat the forward movement
and the backing off until the flare is formed. If the
backing off motion is not accomplished, the tubing,may become

and split the flare.

Making good flares only comes through practice.

3. Double flaring is usually done only on steel tubing or large
copper tubing. Therefore, we will not demonstrate this pro-
cedure. 4f you feel you need to know this process, ask your
instructor for a demonstration.

COPPER
TUBE

F LARE

F LARE
NUT

FITTMG

CusIrsedion of 45 angle flared filling.

Lab Exercise
1. Obtain a set of flaring tools, a 1/4" flare nut, a 3/8" flare

nut, a 1/2" flare nut,:a piece of 1/4" copper 3" long, a piece
if 3/8" copper 3" lomg, a piece of 1/2" copper 3" long and a.
deburring tool.

2. Select the 1/4" copper and deburr at this* time.

3. After deburring, place the copper tubing in the flaring block, III

making sure that the tubing protrudes the correct height above
the flaring block. Now begin the flaring process, rememberin9
to back off the handle after you have turned 3/4 of a turn.

2 4
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4. Complete the flaring process. Once you have completed the
flaring process, try the flare nut on the tubing for size and
make sure that the flare fits the nut.

5. Have your instructor check your flare on the 1/4" tubing.

6. Once your instructor -I's satisfied with the flare you have
made, proceed to make flares on fhe 3/8" and 1/2" copper
tubing.

7. Have your instructor check your flares on the 3/8" and 1/4"
tubing.

Copper fittings are used to join copper tubing lengths (couplings),
-make bends (turns) in the piping run (elbows), provide access
parts, allow two or more pieces of tubing to join at common
points (tees), join different diameters of tubing (reducers),
and provide means of joining copper tubing to pipe threads,
(male and female adapters) and many other special fittings.

The following two pages of copper fittings and their functions
along with the chart showing available'sizes, will assist the
student in learning to identify these fittings by name and size.

Instructor: Select a rather comprehenssive group of copper
fittings and ask the student ,to identify them by name and
size. Example: 7/8" O.D. slip fit to 3/4" male pipe thread.

*ea
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WROT COPPER FITTINGS
style Ne. WC-400

V0.

coupflngs
rolled stop
@elder x solder

tyle . vit-400s

co lings
staked stop
@ elder x solder

tyle Ne. WC-400M5

couplings-a.
without stop
seldr x 'elder

style M. WC-400IE

EZ
couplings.
reducing

@elder x sadder

style No. We.40011

eccentric
couplings

seldr x soldr "

styl N.. WC-407

unions
seldlor seldr

No. WC-403

ftg reducers
(Ming a solder

style Ne. WC-106

flush bushings
fitting a solder

style Ne. WC-417

uI

flush bushings
fitting a 1.p.t.

styli, He. WC-401

711.1
1111/0

adapters
molder a p.p.,.

style Ns. WC-402

adapters
sadder a 1.p.t.

style No. WC-404

ftg,adapters
fitting x mtp.t:

styi Ns. WC-405

ftg adapters
fitting a 1.p.t.

style No. voc-41,.7

adapters
solder. a Morn

style Ne. WC-414

414:
adapters ,

oudile. n Wiese

style Ns. WE-500
shrt manes

90° ells
solder a sadder

style Ns. WE-5001.
1.ns radius

90° ells
solder x solder

style Ne. WE-503
short radius

90' ftg ells
fitting 'ac soldr

style No. WE-5031,-.
long ratifier.

90° ftg ells
(Mine) a: sadder

styln No. WE-506
short rat1les

I

90" ftg*Ils
ftfin/j w oider I

shill Mot. WE.54istyle No. WE-SO4-1.
long radius

(1-1- 90' ftg ells
filling a fitting

style No. WE-SO4

45' ells
111111111/ a solder

style No. WE-SOS

450 ftg ells
sluing 'a solder

style No. WE-307

450 itg ells
fitting X iittin,

90 ells
solder k *up*

styl No. WE-502

90° ells CD
a 1.p.t.

style Ns. WE-S13

90° ells
solder a flare

style No. WT-600

sit
tees

sodar a seldom x
soldr

style Nis. WT-602

tees
cIder a selio. a

1.p.t.

1111* No.
WT-603

crosses
stades s soids-
sodality a sold..

1;1

.4

1

style Ns. WI-512

return ben s
sIder a solder

style Ns. WE-554P
"MI

suction line
p-traps

soldr a solder

style No. WC-412

crossovers

style No. WC-415z
caps

style No. WC-416

ftg plugs

242

4.
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MUELLER WROT COPPEA FITTINGS
WrinT PRESSUR4 flITINGS Rtflue.o.tioons C Comsat NI Male Plea Tnocul F Female P.O. Tnteag FTG Fining .

STYLE
Actua100 Size
Nominal (I ) Shze

L/4 3/8 1/2 5/8 3/4 7/8 1.1/8 1.3/8 1.5/8 2.1/8 15/8 11/8 3 5/8

1/8 1/4_ 3/8 1/2 5/8 3/4 1 1.1/4 1.1/2 2 21/2 3 3-1/7 4

WC .401 C x M .91 .11 MI .42 ,A 1.21 2.02 2.61 3,80 10,40 14.20 28.40

WC.40JR M . Reducing .11 .11 68 1.26 .94 2.32 3.12 4,54 7.04 22.00
,....c...x

WC.402 C x F 1.00 1 00 Ai 64 1.04 2:01 3.10 3.24 6.40 15.70 22.50

40PTER5 WC.402R C x F . Reducing Ai .16 .40 I.64 1,04 2.31 244 1.10 1.00

WC110 C x SJ 1.02

WC.404 FIG x M 1,70 2.04 /2.50 5.16 0.50 1.40 13.20 1.20

WC.404R FTG . M - ReduClng, 1.70 1.10 2.40 4,70

WC.405 2 ID 4 F 1,34 1 50 2.22 3.60 3,96 5.40 8,90 35.00

WC.405R FTG x F . Reducing 1.34 1.10 2,44 4.44
tt

WC 403 F IG x C . Extended 36 30 .34 32 .10 .60 1.00 1.34 1.66 3.44 9.20 11,00 29,10 22.50

BUSHINGS WC.106 FTG ii.0 - FlOsh .46 .36 36 1.00 .54 1.24 1.90 2.36 6.30 19,00 50,00

WC .417 F IG x F Flush .40 1.30 2.42 3 40 4.30 9,20

CAPS PLUGS
WC.415 C - CapS .16 .16 .14 .16 1.72 .31 .10 I.S0 2,20 130 7:70 11.60 21.60 25.60

WC .4 16 TG Plugs .50 56 .56 31 L 1.06 1.50 2.80 3.10 4.20

CROSSES 1W7401 Ie CCACCC 4.201 5,201 7.001 9.00 1 . 1 1 ) 1 1 _1'. 1

ahre.ramans. C Cologne 44 tem Pio. Tnonag F Female Foos Tneeag F.TG Fitting Red . negating S.M.. Snell Ragout Lk. Leng Ragout

STYLE
Actual 0.0. Sue 1/4 3/8 1/2 5/8 3/4

rAr! F,

1.3/8 1.3/8 / 5/1 11/8 2118 11/11 35/8 4-1/1

Nominal (1 j Size 1/8 1/4 3/8 1/2 5/8 3/4 1 1.1/4 1.1/2 2 _2.1/2 3.1/2

COUPLINGS

WC.40V C x C". Roiled 5top .14 .14 .14 .16 .46 .34 .66
i-

.11 1.30 2.32 4.30 C30 11.40 12.10

WC-400O C x C Reducing .21 .21 .28 .21 .90 .58 1.06 2.00 2.21 3,24 9 20 15.00. 32.00 30.00

WC.4005' C x C Malted Stop .14 .14 14 .I6 .46 .34 .11-6 .911 1.30 2.32 1.30 6.30 1.1.60 12.10

WC-400N5 C x C No Stop .16 .16 .16 .20
I

.52 .42 .72 1.02% .130 3.34 5.40 2.50 16.00

WC.4(10E C x C Eccentruc Ili 2.66 4.70 I.50 12150

WC.412 C x C . Crossover ... 2.70_ 11,20

ELBOWS

WE.5005RH C x C 90. S.11, Heating .60 .24` .41 .94

WE.500. C x C 90. S.R. .60 .60 .60 .24 1.30 .48 . 94 .1 61 2.31 .394 .7 50 .11 20 68 00.

.

25.00

WE-500R C x.0 90 S.R. Reducing .00 .40 .10 I. 8 .96 2.16 1.96 5.50 7.20

WE.503 FTGox C 90. S.R. 1.00 1.00 .80 .410 I. 2 .74 1.42 3.42 4.14 11.60 19.40 21.50 74.00 43.00

WF506 FTG x FTG 90* S.R. 1.20 1.20 .90
J

1.70 4.22 5,50 7.60 15.50 39.20 49.00 16.00 100.00

WE-500L C x C 90. L.R. .84 II .84 .112 1.16 1.44 2.60 4.70
,

7.30 15.00 27.40 44.50 80.00 70.00

WE-500LR C x C 90. L.R. Reducing
....

5.60 7.20 14.20 24.50
.

WE.503L FTG x C 90. L.R. 1.04 1.0$ 2 1.52 1.76 5.50 5.80 8.20 16.30 32.33 44.50 80.00 70.00

WE-506L FTG 4 FTG 90. L.R. ' 540 1,00 14.20

WE.501 C x M 90. 1.22 1.46 1.46 2.00 3.30 6.60 7.60 10.40 14.40

WE.5 01 R C x M 90 Reducing 1.46 1.46 2.00 3.80 3.80 8.20 1.10 11.30 19.50

WE-.502 C x F 90. - 1.22 1.46 1.46 1.88 3.30 6.70 7.70131110 21.00

WE.502R C x F 90' Reducing 1 46 10' .46 A
-ee

1,90 3.80 3.80 9 20- 111.10 13.90 21.10

r-
NIE-504 C x C 454 1.11M 1.4 i ./11 .410 1.11 .22 1.14 1.98 2 42 314 10.10 14.20 MOO 211,10

WE.505 FTG si C 45 1.22 .82 .56 1.44 .40 2.31 3.64 3,12 1.21 MO 22.00
1

WE.507 FTG 14 FIG. 456 1.20 .90 1.46 3.90 -

TEES

'

WT 600° C4CNC 76 76 78 311

11

1 84

2 02

/4,2
R4

10

1 $4

3.fe

II If
4 42

8 14

170

Sili
1E 40

13 lb

?No
1600

Iqa 00 47 00

MIDWT.600R C x C a C Red Outlet It 10 118

WT-600RR C x C a C Red on Run & OH 84 .1114 .91 2,16 1.72 3 32 3.34 4 20
,
i4 60

1

1640 31 10

WT.602 C4CxF 2.70 2.70 3 10 4.60
...- --..

WT.602R C x C x F Reducing 2.10', "3 10 .

UNIONS WC.402 IC a C 00 I 3 00 1.1.10 2.111 3 22

P.711APS - SUCTION LINE WE.5 5 4R ic a c L 1 5.50 1 7.20 7.40 110.401 14.50120.10 45.50 f

STRAPS
I

WS.1100 two.holr tube strap%

perforkied copper

.14 .14. .14 32
12.10

.11 .14 It .20 .24

24.10

.30

W5 1101s

1R CHAMBERS WA.51.5 F TG 1/2 I. x 1" D D a 6" Length 1.52 1/2 lie x 1" D.D. 12" Len h 2.24 314 ft 1 0 CI 2 Le th 2.64

5117.5 OVER 4 INCH AND
EC1et. 0.15, SIZES

-..-.. --

1" 0.0. 11/4" 0 D. 1.1/2" 0.0. S

WC.400 C x C Coupling
,C 4 C Couping
C x C 90. S.R. Elbows

11

3.14

4.20 .4.50
34,00

I

544 11

110.00
WC.400S
ME500
WE.5001. C 4 C 90. L.R. ElbowS 4 10 7.00

W7.500 irc CxC TeeS 110 00 230,00

IlelinCing4:itingvtalts not puke aflingirsi openT4 Rood in noreinadi {tee. 114 OP. 3/11 00. 5/11 00 icall sena as 1/1 Inch notninial.
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Brass fittings are dsed tp join copper, steel and PVC piping of
many sizes and configurations. They are particulzarly useful
where permanent connections are not desired or where ease of

construction is a factor. However, they usually result,in a
greater friction loss end turbulence than does copper fittings.

The following three pages contain pictures of the most common
brass tubing and pipe fittings. Notice the name of the item
and the various available sizes.

Instriictor: Present the students with many different brass
fittings of various sizes and ask them to identify them as to
name and Size.

Example: 1/4" flare x 1/4" flare x 1/8" M.P.T. Tee
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. MUELLER REFRIGERATI9N FLARED TUBE FITTINGS
FLARE TEE -

FLA RE X FLARE X FLARE

"'1
D.D. Tribe

Inch
Each

1-99 100.499-.-
12.4 1/4 11.12 $1.06
71-5 5/16 1.21 1.11

72-6 3/1 1.44 1.36

72-1 I/1 1.02 1.91
,

52.10 5/8 3.16 3.00
72.11 3/4 6.04 5.74

FLARE TEE-REDUCING
eLkRE X FLARE X FLARE

N.
S1s
In.

r
Each

1.99 100.499
7 12-46 1/4 a 1.'4 ..3/1 $2.02 61.92
119144 . 3/1* 3/8 1/4 1.01 1.91
711241 3/1* 3/8 a 1/1 1.60 2.48
7R2-84 ,1/2 41/1 1/4 1.60 2.48
7117-16 1/1,4 1/1 n 3/8 7.60 7.48
7112-110 1/1 s 1/1 a 5/8 3.71 3.54
7 12-106 5/0 a 5/1 3/8 3.71 3.54
7 R1-101 5/1 s 5/8 a 1/2 3.72 3.54
7112-1012 5/1 s 5/8 3/4 6.16 6.51
7111-1210 3/4 3/4 a 5/1 6 86 6.51

TEE-M.P.T. ON SIDE
FLARE X F,LARE X 14.P.7.

0.()__Lare_ P. F ek
Intl, TlItead Inc h 1.79 100.499

T l-4A 1/4 1/8 -1).22 $1.16
T 1.40 1/4 1/4 1.78 ;r1.70

71.4C 1/4 3/8 , 1.38 1.16
71.5Z 5/16 1/4 1.70 1.61
71.68 3/8 1/4 . 1.71 1.70
111-6Ccr 3/1 3/1 . 1.38 1.16
7 1.515 1/1 1/4, 1.74 1.60
7111C 1/1 3/8 .1.38 1.16
71.8 0 1/2 1/1 3.18 3.10
7 1.10C 5/6-\\ 3/8 3.18 3.10
71.10 0 5/1 1/2 3.08 1.11
7 1.170 33 4, . 1/2 4.-- 6.88 6.54
7 1.11E_ 3/4 1/2 _6.81 6,54

*
TEE-M.P.T. ON END
FLARE X M.P.T. X FLARE

14.
D.D. Tube

Inch
Pipe

Thread Inch
Eoch

NEM 1 oo. "
7 3-4A 1/4 1 /1 $1.22 $1.16
1 3-48 1/4 1/4 1.78 1.70
7 144 3/I 1/4 1.71 1.70
73-IC 3/8 3/1 2.31 1.16
7 3-1C 1/1 3/6 1.38 1.16
13.1 0 1/2 1/2 3.28 3.12
734' 5/1 -140.. 3.18 3.11
1 3-12E 3/4 3/4 6.88 6.54

FEMALE ELBOW
FLARE X F. FLARE

No.
Mole I.

Femolo, In. 1-99

E4.44
E4-66
E4-81
E4-1010
E4-1111

1/4 to 1/4
3/1 to 3/1
1/1 to 1/1
5/I to 5/8
3/4 to 3/4

$1.50
1.31
2.78
5.80
7.54

Ech
100-499

61.41
2.21
7.66
5.54
7.10

HALF UNION ELBOW
FLARE X A; P.7.

Ina
No.

Tube
0.0., In.

Pipe
Thread, In.

Eoch
1-991 100-499

E1.3A 3/16 ' 1/8 $0.70 $0.66
E 1-4A 1/4 I/1 .62 .58
E1.5A 5/16 I/1 .76 .71
E1-5B 5/16 1/4 1.34 1.18
EI-SC 5/16 3/8 .76 .71
E 1-6A 3/5 1/1 1.01 1.01
E1-615 3/5 1/4 1.34 1.21
E 1-6C 3/8 3/8 1.08 1.01
E1,41E 3/1 3/4 1.34 1.18
E1.60. 316 1/1 .16 .11
E1.161 1/1 1/4 zn 1.10
EI-IC 1/1 3/1 2.66 1.51
E 1.15D 1/1 1/1 1.56 1.41
ElIE 1/1 3/4 1.34' 1.28
EI.10C S/I 3/6 2.22 1.10
E1.100 5/1 1,/2 4.12 3.17
E 1-10E 5/8 3/4 4.12. ' 1.91
E1.120 3/4 t/1 4.31 4.10
E1-12E 3/4 3/4 4.31 4.10

FEMALE ELBOW
FLARE X F.P.I. tto.

No.
Tube

D.D., In.
Pip

Thread. In.
Eoch

1.99 100499
ic .,

E3-44 1/4 1/8 60.92 $0.88
E3-413 1/4 1/4 1.72 1.161
E3-4C 1/4 3/8 2.16 1.14
E3.5A 'WA 5/16 1/6 1.08 1.01
E3-58 5/16 1/4 1.40. 1.34
E3.6A 3/8 1/8 1.40 1.34
E3.661 3/8 1/4 1.11 .1.16
E3.6C 3/8 3/3 1.94 1.84
E3.8C 1/1 3/8 1.94 1.531.
E3.80 1/1 1/1 4.34 4.11
E3.100 5/8 1/2 4.84 4.60
E3.110 3/4 1/1 4.84 4.60

UNION ELBOW
FLARE X FLARE

No
Tube

D.D., In.
Each

1-99 100-499

E2.3 3/16 50.98 $0.94
E2-4 1/4 .86 .81
81.5 5/16 .91 .94
92-6 3/8 1.11 1.16
E2-1 1/1 1.70 1.61
E7-10 5/8 1.42 1.30
E2-12 3/4 4.34 4,11

245

REDUCING UNION
ELBOW .

FLARE X FLARE'

Flare to Eacit '
No. F lore, In. 1-99 100-499

ER1-64 3/8 1/4 61.60 61.52
ER2-84 1/2 1/4 2.08 , 1,98
ER2-86 1/2 1/6 2.08 1.98
ER2-108 5/8 . 'I /2 1.80 1.66

#:1J111

=log
No.

SWIVEL ELBOW
FLARE re F. FLARE

Sipe, kelt., Each
Flory F. Flare 1-99 -100.492

E54-44
E54.66
E54.68
E54.81 .

E54.1010

1/4 .

3/6
3/8
1/1
5/1

$2.90
3.51
4.10
4.10
6.10

$2.76
3.34
3.90
3.90
5.80

EXTRA HEAVY UNION
FLARE X FLARE

...ti11101.110)1111111iss

No.
UX./.4

F hilf. to
Fire. In.

E ach
1,97

1 /4 $1.20

EXTRA HEAVY HALF LIMON

FLARE X M.P."(

QM,
No.

UX1.4A
UX 1.48

Tube
D.D., In.

Mpg E 414
Thread, In. 141 100_11,

1/4
1/4

1/8 51.04
1/4 1.04

$1.00
1.00

FUSIBLE METAL FILLED
HALF UNIONS

Tabe Pipe E ch
No., D.D,, In. Thread, In. 1-99 100-199
FU-4B 1/4 1/4. 31.76 $1.68
F1.1.4C III 1/5 2.56 2.44
FU-6C 3/8 3/8 -- 2.66 2.51
Note: Speed"), II lo R.11 or R-22.
M1'T275".190. on y.

FUSIBLE METAL FILLED
PIPE PLUGS

Na.
Pip,

Thread, k. 1-91
FP-A 1/8
FP-15 1/4 1.54
F P-C .20 1.98

Note: Santa, if far 1512-or R12.
/APT - 2756.- 190' DNLY

..,..
-,

$e
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MUELLER REFRIGERATION FLARED TUBE FITTINGS
FLARE NUTS
LONG NUT

He.
Tube

0.0.. in.
Eocb

1_09 . too 442
N4.4 1/4 $0.50 $0,40
N45 5/16 .58 .56
N4-6 31 .62 .58
N4.8 1 /2 .74 .70
N4.10 5/8 1.10 1.04
11112 3/4 1.90 1.80

,S14ORT NUT '

vb.
D D , In. 1-99

fi_osh
.100499

N54-3
N54.4
1154-5

NS4 6
N54-8
N54.10
1454. 12

60.40
.35
.44
.40
.52
78

1.35

SHDRT REDUCING NUT

$0.38
.36
.42
.38
.50
.74

1.32

Tdb
D.D.. In.

och
1-99 100-499

NR54-43
1/1154.54
NR54-64
NRS4-65
NR54-86
NRS4.108.

/ I o 3/16
5/16 I/4
3/5 I/4
3/8 5/18
I/2 3/11

5/1 1/2

$0.53
.56
.52
.64
.64
90

$0.50
.54
.50
.60
60

.66

No.

FLARE SEAL BONNETS

Tube
D.D., In. 100 191

$0.10
10
16

16

.22

.30
23

50 09
.09
.15
.15
.20
.28
II

. FLARE GASKET

Each
No. 0.0., In. I 4/9 100.11.9

52-3
52.4
52-5
52.6
52-1
5240
,U-12

.14
.20 cr

24

.34

$0.09
09

.11

.13

.19

.22
32

LARE FITTING PLUGS

rube
0.0., In.

ch
1.99 100-1-99

P2-3
P2.4
P2-5
P2-6
P2-1
P2-10
r2-12

50.36
.30
.46
.45
.74

1.22
2.78

$0.34
.28
.44
.46
70

1.16
2.64

No,

FLARE FITTING CAPS

tub
0.1)., In.

ch
1.99 100-499

N5-3
11.4
MS-S

1145-6.-

N5-11

N5-10
N5.12

$0.20
18

.30

.28

.42

.58
36

80.10
.17
.25
.26
.40
.64

1 46

FLARE CROSSES

REFRIGERANT DRUM ADAPT.ERS
FEMALE STRAIGHT PIPE X FLARE

ItilW
No.

T 06 e

D.D., In.
54O. F err.
P.T.. In.

E ch
1.99 100.499

1(1.1 1/4 3/4 52.58 $2.46
1(1.3 3/6. 3/4 3.56 3.66
1(I-5 1/2 3/4 3.56 3.66
K I-5 1/4 I/2 2.58 2.46

DOUBLE END FLARE UNION

No.
Tube

D.D., In.
Eo oh

1.99 100.497

U2-3
U2.4
U2.5
U2.6
U2-11

U2-10
U2.12

3/16
I/4
5/16
3/8
1/2
5/8
3/4

$0.45
.45
.64
.82

' 1..2
1.55
2.84

$046
.46
.60
.78

1.06
1.50
2.70

merit4411

11011.

No.

REDUCING COUPLINGS
FLARE X FLARE

T obe

0.0., In.
c h

1-99 100.499

UR2.43
UR2-54
UR2.64
UR215
UR2-54
UR2-86
UR2-106
UR2-105
UR2.125
UR2.1210

I/4 tst 3/16
5/16 to 1/4
3/8 to 1/4
3/8 to 5/16
1/2 to I/4
1/2 to 3/8
5/8 to 3/8
5/8 to 1/2
3/4 tst 1/2
3/4 to 5/8

$1.00
1.00
1.22
1.22
1.50
1.50
2.22
2.22
3.52
3.52

$0.96
.96

1.16
1.16
1.42
1.42
2.10
2.10
3.34
3.34

VALVE CONNECTOR
-"FEMALE FLARE X

FEMALE FLARE
Tube

No. 1.99
ch

440.499

U4-4
U4-6
U4-8
U4.10
U4-I2

1/4
3/8
1/2

3/4

$1.00
1.50
2.00
3.00
6.12

60.9i
142
1.92
2.86
5.84

SWIVEL NUT VALVE
CONNECTOR
FEMALE FLARE X
FEMALE FLARE

No,
T ube

D.D. In.
E or h

100-4771.99

US4.4
US4-5
US4.6
US4.11
US4-10

1/4
5/16
3/8
1/2
5/6

$2.05
2.20
2.35
2.64
3,51.

$1.98
2.10
2.26
2.52
3.66

Q FITTING REDUCERS

No. ,

,
Ferooh MIe
Flom Fiore

Eoch
1004071 99

UR3-34 3/14 to I/4 $1.26 41;zo
UR3-43. ,1/1. 1. 3/16 1.26 1.20
UR3-45 1/4 to 5/16 1.26 1.20
UR3-46 I/4 to 3/4

"1/4
1.2'6 1.20

UR3-415 to 1/2 1.48 1.40
UR3-54 5/16 to 1/4 1.48 ' 11.40

UR3-56 5/Ia to Vs 1.48 1.40
UR3-64 3/8 to 1/4 1.72 1.64
UR3-68 3/8 to 1/2 1.72 1.64
UR3-14 1/2 to 1/4 1.72 1.64
UR3-156 I/2 to 3/14 2.18 2.01
UR3-1510 1/2 '0 5/4 2.18 ' 2.08
UR3-812 1/2 t 14 3.00 2.86
UR3-1015 5/1 4. I/2 3 oo. 2.86

UR3-1012 a S. is VI 3.00 , 2.86

UR3-1210 3/4 to S4 s 32 5.4

v,

HALF UNION COUPLING
-4'11.'101 ,... FLARE X M.P.T.

or

T.ob Pipe Each .

,No. 0.0.. In. Thread. In, 1-99 too 490
U1.3A 3/16 1,9 $0.38 $0.36
UI-4A 1 /4 1/8 .35 ..36
UI.4B 1/4 I/4 .56 .54
UI.4C 1/4 3/1 1 00 .96
U1-40 1/4 1/2 1.12 -.06
UI-5A 5/16 1/6 N .69 .61
U1-55 5/16 1 /4 .76 .74
U1-5C 5/16 3/8 .86 .17
UI-6A 3/9 1/11 .96 .9:'
111115 3/8 1/4 .64 .56
UI-6C 3/5 3/8 so., .86 .62
U1-60 3/8 1/2 1.25 ..2-i
UI.6E 3/8 3/4 2.92 $2.78
U1.15A I/d I/1 1.24 ',IS
u1.150 1/2 I /4 1.24 1.18
ul-sc 1/2 3/8 .86 .62
U1-6D 1/2 1/2 1.11 t 06
UI-SE 1/2 3/4 2.92 2 79
UI-10B 5/8 1/4 1 96 1 16
U1-10C 5/6 3/8 1.96 ., 1.86
uldoci 5/8 1/2 1 72 1.64
UI-10E 5/8 3/4 2.92 2.78
UI-12C 3/4 3/8 2.42 2 32
UI-120 3/4 1/2 2 92 2.78
UI-12E 3/4 3/4 2.92 2.78

FEMALE COUPLING
tr FLARE X F.P.T.
\ ?

* Tnble. Pipe Each
No. 0.0., In. Thread, In. 199 '00.499

I13-3A 3/16 1/8 60.56 50.54
U3-4A 1/4 1/8 .56 .54
U3-4B , 1/4 I/4 .80 .76
U3-4C I/4 3/6 1.30 1.42
U3.5A 5/16 1/1 .72 .68
U3-513 5/16 1/4 -
U3.6A 3/8 r/5 1.16 1.12
U3-615 3/8 IR .96 .90
U3-6C 3/8 3/8 1.50 :.42
U3-60 3/8 1/2 2.42 2.31
U3-1115 1/1 1/4 1.56 1.43

03-15C 1/2 3/5 1.30 :.1i.
113-110 -I /1 1/2 2.42 2.32

U3-10C 5/1, 3/11 2.42 2.32

U3-100 5/8 , .1 /2 2.42 2 32

U3-10E 5/8 3/4 5.56 5.32

U3-120 3/4 1/2 5.56 5.32

118.11E 3'4 34 5.56 5.32
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IMPERIAL BRASS PIPE FITTINGS

4:44."
91'

Sore. In

NO. 100-B ELBOW
Female mT. to F ernale P.T.

Sod Pkg
Ole,

price E.101
1.99 100.199

1'8
I/4

1/2 -

25
25
75

5

$0.46
.78

1.86
2.18

$0.38
.64

1.54
2.62

NO. 101-B TEE
Female P. T to Female re
Female P.T

Sod. Phg,
Oiy.

P. I C e Each
1.99 100-199

4 '8 25 $0.68 $0.56
1/4 25 1.08 .88

3/8 25 2.44 2.02
1/2 5 3.82 3,16

,Sizor, In.

NO. 102-B CROSS
Female P. .

Std. Pl/g.
Ole.

Proce-foch
1.99 100.199

Sir*, In.

5

5

$1.24 $1.02
1.78 1.48

' 5 3.78 3.14

5 7.48 6.18

NO. 103-B COUPLING
F ernale P.T. ro F emote P.T.

Std. Pkg.
Oty.

Price ac h
1.99 100.199

25

25

25

5

$0.36
.52

1.08
1.90

$0.30
.42
.88

1.56

NO. 104-B UNION
EcmaleP.T. to F ernale P.T.

Stze, In.
Std. Pkg.

Qty.
Price Eac.h

1.99 100.199

I/8
1/4
3/8
1/2

$2.84
4.08
5.08
5.32

52.34
3.38
4.20
4.40

NO. 108-B CAP
Female Q.T.

Std. Plog.
Slae, In. Qty.

1/8
1/4
3/8
1/2

Sore, In.

100.199

10 $0.26 50.22
10 .60 .48

5 1.06 .88
1.56 1.30

NO. 109-B PLUG
Male P.T.

Std. Phg.
Or y.

PrIc e och
1.99 100.199

1/8
1/4
3/8
1/2

25

25
25

5

$0.18
.26
.44
.64

NO. 110-B BUSHING
Male P.T. to Female P.T.

$0.14
.22
.36
.54

Sot e, In.

1/4 oo 1/8
3/8 w 1/8
3/8 1/4
I/2 w 1/8
1/2 or 1/4

3/8
3/4 3/8
3/4 1/2

Sod. Pkg.
Qty.

Price Foch
100.199I.

25

25

25

10

TO

5

$0.30
.46

.78
.72
.74

1.80
1.72

$0.24
.38
.34
.64
.60
.60

1.50
1.42

Site, In.
1/
1/4
3/8
1/2

NO. 112-B CLOSE NIPPLE
I Pr ce Each

Size In. 199
1,8 25 $ .18 $0.16
1/4 25 .26 .22

3,8 25 .-76 .62
1/2 5 1.22 1.02

111-8 LOCK NUT
Std. Phg.

Oty.
10

10

5

5

Price Each
1.99 106.-W9-

$0.24 f
.24
.48
.98

$0.20
.20

.010
.82

NO. 113-B LONG -

Itt(o NmoIlPePPLTE

Size, Lgth., Std. Pkg.
In. Oty.
1.1/2
1.1/2 25

1.1/2 25

1-1/2 5

2 25

2 25

2 25

25.
25

In.
1/8
1/4
3/8
1/2
I /8
I '4
3/8
1/2
1/8
1/4
3,8
1/2
1/8
1/4
.1:8
1 '2
1/8
1'4
3'8
1/2

2

2.1/2
2.1/2
2.1/2
2.1/2
3

3

3

3

3.1/2
3.1/2
3.1/2

25
2

5

2

5

5

2

Pric Each
1.99 100-199

$0.54 $0.44
.80 .66
.96

1.34
.66
.94

1.20
1.66

.84-
).08
1.26
1.98
.94

1.16
1.58
2.36
.96

1.48
1.88

.80
1.10
.56
.78
.98

1.36
.76
.90

1.04
1.62
.78
.96

1.30
1.94

.110

1.72
1.56

3.1/2 2 LAO 2.08

I.

Size, In,
1/8
1/4
3/8
1/2

NO. 116-B STREET ELBOW
Fernale P.T to Male P.T.

Std. Pkg.
Ore.

PrIce Each
1.99 100.199

25
25
25

50.46
.74

1.11
3.32

$0.38
.62

1.18
2.76

Sere, In,

NO. 117 B PLUG
Male P.T.
Sid. P1.9.

Oty
Price Each

-TO 0.199

$0.12
.20
.48

1.99

1/8
1 /4
3/t

20
10

5

$0.14
.24
.58

NO. 118-B WING PLUG
Mal. P.T.

Std. Pkg.
Size, In. Oly. 1 99 100-199

1/8 1.13 . $0.50 $0.42

1/4 5 .58 .48

3/8 5 1.30 1.08

1/2. 5 1.74 1.44

NO. 120-B ADAPTER
Ferrule P.T. ta Male P.T.

Size
Fem. 112-c717-
Thrd.

Inches
1/8 1/8
1/4 o 1/8
1/4 o 1/4
3/8 1/4
1/2 or 3/8

Std. Pkg.
Ory.

Pric
1.99

Each

25 $0.38 $0.30
75 .50 .40

25 .92 .76

25 .96 .80
5. 1.58 1.32

NO. 121 B PLUG
Male P.T.

Sore, In,
Std. Pl.g.

Ory.
Proc

1.99
E ach

100.199

50.16
.26
.48
.80

1.98

NO. 122.B HEX NIPPLE
Male P.T. to Male P.T.

1/8
1/4
3/8
1/2
3/4

25
25
25

5

5

$0.1E
.32
.60
.96

2.40

Sore, In.
Std. Pkg.

Qty.
Price Each

1.99 110-199

1/8 . 1/8 25 $0.26 $0.22
1/4 x 1/4 25 .46 .38
3/8 to 3/8 25 .78 .64
1/2 or 1/2 5 1.42 1.16

NO. 123-B REDUCING

())))
1

)) I

N I P P L E Male P. T. to Mole P.T.
Std. P1.5. Price Each

Sere, In Oty. 1.99 100099
o

1/4 x 1/8 10 $0.52 $13.42

3/8 or 1/4 5 I .78 .64

NO.124-B 45 DEGREE
STREET ELBOW
Female P.T to Male P.T

Std. Pl.g. Prlce Eagh
Size, In qty. 1.99 100-199

1/8 25 $0.64 $0.54

1/4 25 .86 .72

318 5 2.16 ,,gc
1/2 5 3.16 2.62

NO. 126.8 OILFIL,TER ELBOW
Female P.T ta Male P.T.

Std. Plwg:'
Oty.

Price Each
1.99 1100.199

1/8 .16.1 5 $1.94 $0.94

127 B TE
Ig. P.e..11; t,, r .....le P.T.

Std. Pkg. Price Each
Size, to. 'Ole. 1.99 100-199

,1/8 1/8 x 1/8 10 $0.86 00.72

1/4 o 1'4 I 'j 5 1.72 1.42

NO. 124-B RE-6UCING
STREET ELBOW

Stir, In,

et)
site, lo. Std. Plwg.

F ern. MnIZ Oty.

1/4 . I/8 5,

Female P.T. to Mnle P.T.

NO. 119-3
REDUCING BUSHING
Fernale P.T. to Female P.T.

Price Each
1-99 100-199

SW. Pkg.
Ory,

1/4 to I/8
3/8 or 1/4
if 2 ._718

25

25

$0.68
1.10
1.56

$0.56
.90

1.28

NO. 130-B BULKHEAD
ADAPTER
Mole P.T. to Mae P.T. c

Female P.T.

Slit In

1/4
1/4
3/8
1/2

Price Each

51.10 $0.92

1.9I

NO. 129.13 BULKVAD
ADAPTER
Female P.T. to Female P.T.

L nth.,
In,

Noce Jack
100-1991.99

1.1/2
15/16

14/2
1.5/16
1.1/2

$2.86
2.74
2.86
6.08
6.26

$2.00
1.97
2.00

a. 4.26
4.38

Price Each

Melia

$i
F 01 L50.

2s4,

g9

56.38
6.72 Li-

100-199

84.46
4.70
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Where possible, copper tubing should be bent for making turns,
raps or crossovers. Bends reduce turbulence and friction loss
considerably, resulting in less head requirements and s metimes
allows the use of smaller tubing for the required piping task.

There are three methods of bending copper tubing. They a\re:
1. bending by hand, 2. spring benders, and 3. mechanical\
benders.

Bends made by hand should have a radius no less than 5 times the
tubing diameter. Hand bending works quife well with tubing\no
larger than 3/8" diameter. Larger diameters should be bent )Ry
the spring bender or mechanical bender. U6e the hand bending\
method on soft copper only.

RADIUS
Of BEND

APPROXIMATFLY
S TIMES

DIAMETER

Recommended technique in bendins tubing by hand.

Spring benders are preferred over hand bending specifically for,
1/2" 5/8" O.D. and 3/4" O.D. tubing. The spring bender
may be used on the outside or inside of the tubing. Inside use
is not recommended, but with practice it can be done. Spring
benders come in assorted sizes through 7/8" 0.D., but bending
7/8" O.D. tubing with the spring bender is very difficult. Use
the spring bender for bending soft copper only.

,

Tube bonding sprine may be fitted elei, au** or inskii
copper tube while bencl;ns tube. Sending spring rtrlecesdenger +Feat'.

ttning trobe while It is being belt. A-Tyr/Mtn regnevespring.
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The mechanical bender makes a very precise, short raditis bend
and is the preferred method for bending copper tubing.

The bender comes in several forms, but the most popular ones are
the lever type bender and,the gear type bender. These benders
can make bends accurage to ± 1/32 of an inch.

Gear type bender

SLIDING
BLOCK

TUWNG

CLAM!?

Tube bender widch Will produce accurate bends and will
reduce danger offlattening or bucklin, tube while it h being bent

Lever type bender

DEGREES
OF BEND

OPERATING
LEVER

Lever type tube bending tool. As shown, tool is rnakIng ISO
deg, bend Tubing is Oretched slightly in length during bend. Arnourt'

of the stretch (OM is indicated on the bending tool.
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Occasionally copper tubing must be bent before it is attached to
the components and many times this requires several bends in
different directions. There is a method whereby the re'quired
length including bend allowance can be calculated, the length
cut, the bends made and then the bent component placed in po-
sition for assembly.

The proce&ures for accomplishing this task are as follows:

The bending tool is useful in making bends that require close
tolerances and is a must in bending steel or brass tubing.

In order that quality bends may be made, follow these procedures:

1. Oil the tubing in the bend area.

2. Place the tubing in the bending tool making sure the clamp
is in position over the tubing.

3. While holding the bending tool stationary, proceed to move
the operating lever around the bending tool die which forms
the bend of the tubing.

4. When the "0" on the operating lever'is'in alignment with
the desired degree of bend on the bending tool, stop the
bend and remove the tubing from the bender.

5. Bends of less than the desired degree of bend may be cor-
rected by placing the tubing in the tool again and "bending
it a little more". Bends of more.than the desired degree of
bend should be "straightened" the required amount using the
hands where possible.

Making bends of close tolerance with the bendiag tool may be
accomplished by following these procedures.

6. Study the diagrams below to be familiar with the terminologY.

fkill45 Tina Oie

Inside %AN. Coarytte;

Tanlent

114 Tvlarl right
owl bencl I ine

-7C

1,1117111

'le Tangent Point the point where a straight line would inter-
sect (touch) the arc of a circle.
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,7 Making bends where the tubing must be cut to length before

the bendl is made requires the following steps.

A. Add the straight line lengths from the ends of the tubing
to the tangent points of the bend. (Include straight
lengths between the tangent points if more than one bend
is required.)

B. Calculate the amount of material required for the bend
allowance(s) using this formula:

** Bend allowance = angle of bend Inside Radius + Dia 27
360 of Bend 2

C. Sum of A + Sum of B = required tubing length.

8. Example problem with procedures:

1/2" O.D. soft copper tubing. All bends 90°I.
A

36"

19"

Straight Lengths
'obtain demensions at the inside radius

A to
C to
E to
G to

B = 36 19
D = 20 - 1/2
F = 19 - 1/2
H = 15 - 1/2

- 3 = (14")
3 -172 = (12110

- 4 -1/2 (10")
- 4 (10 1/2")

Total d 46 1/2"

** A better formula for calculating bend allowance is:

B.A. = Mean Radius x .01745 x angle of b.end

Bend Allowances
B to C = 90/.360 (3 + .25) 27
D to E = 90/360 (4 + .25) 27
F to G = 90/360 (4 + .25) 27

Total

= 5.105
=, 6.675
= 6.675

18.455" (18.7/16")
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Blank length need for the problem;

46 1/2" + 18 7/16" = 64 15/16"

* Procedure for bending example problem.

1. Mark the tangent point at B on the tubing, place the tubing
in the 1/2" bending tool with a 3" radius, matching the "0"
on the bending tool with the tangent point marked on the °

tubing.

2. Clamp the tubing in the tool holding the tubing in place
and bend the tubing 900 .

3. Mark the tubing at tangent point at E, place tubing in the
bending tool matching the "0" with the tangent point.

4. Clamp the tubing in the tool holding'the tubing in place and
the previous bend parallel to the tool. Bend the tubing 900.

5. Mark the tubing at tangent point G, place the tubing in the
bending tool matching the "0" with the tangent point.

6. Clamp the tubing in the tool, holding it in place and the
previous bends parallel to the bending tool. Bend the tubing
90°.

* The bend radii for the above procedures are for example only.
Check the radius of the tool used to make the bend and use this
radius for calculations in an actual bending task.

Lab Exercise Ak

1. Cut a piece of 3/8" diameter copper tubing 16" long and make
a 1800 bemd by hand method.

1/4"2. Cut a piece of 1/2" diameter copper tubing 1411 ,long and make
a 90° bend with a spring bender_

3. Using the precision bending method and a mechanical
bender, calculate the required length of 1/4" diameter

--1tubing and bend to the sketch below. All dimensions
have a tolerance of ± 1/16.

I 314'
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Plastic ptpe is very useful in plumbing where pressures and tem-
peratures are in an acceptable range. Being more flexible than
either steel or copper, it can fit quite well in irregular ditches
or troughs. It is also much less expensive and therefore, highly
desirable when used for an appropriate application. Its appli-
cation in the Solar industry, however, is very_ limited.

There are three types of plastic pipes produced for home plumbing.
They are PVC (Polyvinyl chloride , ABS (acrylo-mitrile butadiene-
styrene), and CPVC (chlorinated po y yl chloride). All three'
can be used for cold water systems but y CPVC, rated at 100
psi at 180°F can be used for hot water sy te , providing local
codes permit.

If CPVC is used with hot water syistems, be sure the pressure-
temperature relief vale is one rated at a pressurelhand tempera-
ture lower than 100 psi at 180°F.

Plastic pipe is joined using a solvent cement between the pipe
and the fittings. It is beneficial and productive if the pipe
and fittings are lightly sanded with emery cloth or cleaned with
a PVC cleaner before the cement is applied. Once the cement is
applied (to both pipe and fitting) thee joint must be made immed-
iately with a slight twisting motion. Do not attempt to use
PVC cement at a temperature lower than 400F.

Do not attempt to pressure Lest PVC solvent welded piping within
16 hours of the completed piping task.

PVC fittings come in about the same sizes and confiurations as.
does copper fittings. The fittings are attached to the pipe
with the PVC solvent. When adapting PVC to brass, copper or
steel, remember the PVC threads will not stand the same torque
as the metal fittings, so don't overtighten them. One way of
making almost leak proof joints is to use teflon tape between
the threaded fittings.' Other types of sealants, such as lock-
tite, make removal almost impossible.

Jointing - The fittings for uPVC are solvent welded, i.e., they
are simply glued to the pipe. For copper, stainless steel and
polythene pipe, compression fittings can be used. These are
expensive, but allow one to carry out all the plumbing work
without any soldering or use of a blowtorch. Copper and stain-
less steel can also be joined by means of capilliary ("Yorkshire")
fittings and end feed fittings. These joints are made watertight
by melting solder and allowtng this to form a bond between the
pipe and fitting. This operation requires the use of a blowtorch.

uPVC tee fitting.
253

Solvent welding uPVC pipe.
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Expansion of Plastic Pipe - 'Plastic pipe can expand as much as
0.4 percent when the water flowing through it is extremely hot.
When installing the pipe, then, use hange'rs made especially for
plastic which wilT let it change its length without putting un-
due stress on it.

Types of Plastic Pipe - There are v rilbus kinds of plastic pipe
that are comparable to*rigid copper, and there is also one type
that could be referred to as tubing. The most commonly used
plastic pipes arepolyvinyl chloride, better known as PVC pipe;
acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene, or ABS pipe; and chlorinated
polyvinyl chloride, which you can ask for as CPVC. Of these
three, only CPVC will handle both hot aad cold water. Use PVC
and ABS for cold water piping only. CPVC pipe is quite a bit
more expensive than the other two types.

Plastic pipes generally are available in 10 foot lengths and you
can get fittings for them just as you can for other types of pipe.

PVC, ABS, and CPVC are rigid types, but you can get polyethylene',
pipe. This flexible, black plastic pipe is equivalent to, tubing.t
It is sold in 100 foot rolls and is intended for cold water use
only. Its flexibility has definite advantages. You can snake
it through walls, going around obstructions.

Not all poly pipe is the same; some brands cost more than others.
The more expensive types are stronger and can tolerate greater
amounts of water pressure. Your local water company can supply
you with information about water pressure in yoUr area and so
you can be guided accordingly. It is always best, however, to
give yourself the benefit of a generous safety margin. Poly
is excellent for use in underground installations, such as a

buried watering system for a lawn.

Fittings - The purpose of a fitting is to join two or more pipes.
Fittings are used o extend the total length of pipe or to let
the pipe change its direction. Fittings are used when you want
to change from one type of pipe to another, such as joining rigid
copper pipe to copper tubing. Fittings can be threaded or un-
threaded. There are fittings for joining ,copper to steel or for
connecting threaded pipe to tubing. Fittings are identified by
the work they do or by their shape. A vent inCreaser is a fitting
that increases the giameter of a vent pipe. All traps are fittings
that trap sewer gases. A cleanout is a fitting that lets you get
at the interior of a pipe to clean it. A tee is a fitting that
presumably resembles the letter T. We also' have wye fittings (Y).

Finally, there are special fittings for every type of pipe and
tubing, for every kind of metal or plastic. Many of these fit-
tings resemple each other. You can have a tee fitting for iron,
and still another tee fitting for copper. So you must specify
the kind of fitting you need not only by name, but also by the
kiad of pipe or tubing for which it is designed,

20i
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Metal Fittings - Metal.fittings are usually, but not always,
threaded. The threading can be internal or external, or both.
In some instan s the pipe comes equipped with its fitting as
part of the pi e s ucture. Soil pipe, for example, is actually
constructed so that one section,can fit in and be joined to an-
other section. The joined end of the pipe, then, can be regarded
as a fitting.

Nipples A nipple is a short length of pipe that is either com-
pletely threaded or is threaded at both ends. The threading is
external. Nipples are available in iron, brass or chrome-plated
brass, and galvanized iron.

Nipples are available in three general types: close, short, and
long. Close nipples are completely threaded. You.can use a clos(e
nipple to join a pair of fixtures when you want the fixtures to
be immediately adjacent. On a short nipple the threads do not
meet. There is a space of about 1/2 to 3/4 :inch near the center
of the nipple that is unthreaded. Use such nipples when you want
fixtures relatively close, but not butting, or touching, each
other. A long nipple, such as the one shown belougs,is a pipe
about 3 inches to 6 inches long, with external threads on the ends.

Long nipple. (Hancock-Gross)

A tapered nipple has a combination 'of straight and tapered
threads. The tapered end is useful for fitting into almost any
_kind of fixture and is helpful when you want to connect'pipe and
fixtures when these Atems -have different diameters.

Tapered nipple

Couplings - couplings are internally threaded fittings used to
,join two lengths of pipe having threaded ends. There are two
types of couplings: sight and reducing. A-straight coupling
connects a pair of identical pipes. A reducing coupling, also
known as a reducer, joins_ a. pair of pipes having different diam-
eters. .The two basic types of couplings are illustrated below.

COUPLINGS

Lai
STRAIGHT REDUCING

Straight and reducing couplings.

90 43 REDUCING

1
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Elbows - the couplings shown bdlow are intended for several runs
of pipe. You can use elbows when the pipe is to change its di-
rection. FlboWs are internally threaded or internally/externally
threaded, at both ends. Internal threads are sometimes called
females; external threads., male. The angle indicates/ beneath
the elbows in the'drawings refers to the angle that will exist
between the lengths of pipe when joined by the elbow. Thus a
900 elbow means ,the two pipes will form a right angle.

The reducing elbow in the drawing' lets you join two pipes having
different diameters. The reducing coupling below is a 900 type,
but such elbows are also available" to supply Offerent angles.

The two pieces of plumbing hardware shown at the right below are
street elbows. They have external threading at one end and in-
tern,al tihreading at the'other. You can use them for connecting
pipe to fixtures. First, rotate the externally threaded end
into the fixture. You can then connect a pipe to the other end
of the street elbow. The externally threaded end of the pipe ,

will mesh with the internally threaded end of the strew elbow.

Various types of elbows. The two shown at the
right are street elbows.

Drainage Elbows - when an elbow is used in a fresh water system,
the pitch of theelbow is of 'no consequence, for the water is
under pressure. An elbow that joins a pair of horizontal pipes,
for example, is so designed that both sections of pipe joined
by the elbow will be reasonably horizontal.

However, for drainage, as explained earlie'r, we depend on graNity
to carry the waste to the soil stack and so drainage\piping must
have a downward pitch.

The illustrations on the next page are some of the more widely
used drainage fittings. The dashed line represents the pitch
bf the threaded opening. The pitch is such that it will not.
interfere with Ole pitch of the drain pipes. Elbows are made
so you ca.n have/an extra long turn, a long turn or a short turn.
The purpose of the extra long turn is to avoid the possibility

2 256
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of a clog. The shorter turns are used where the waste is liquid.
The 5 5/8° elbow is us.ed where the connecting pipes are practi-
cally in line with each other.. It can also be used to supply a
pitch or slope of about 1 1/8 inches per foot of pipe.

90 ELBOWS

EXTRA LONG
TURN

te), Lcl]
LONG

V341 63;0.
3- WAY

URN E LEWD!

22 I/2 ,13/4. 554'

Elbows for drainage pipes and fixtures.

Tees - a tee is a coupling that has three openings. The openings
may all be internally threaded or have a combination of internal
and external threads.

Three types are shown below. The one at the left,is a straight
tee".....Lam/Can use it when you want to join three lengths of pipe,
two in a straight,line and a third at right angles to them.

The tee shown in the center is a reducidg tee. Use it to join
one length of horizontal pipe with another length of horizontal
pipe,.which has a smaller diameter. As with the straight tee,
it accommodates a third Ripe which makes a right angle with the
original tee.

The tee at the right is a street, Or service-tee. It works in
the same way as the street elbowe'previously described, but has
provision for a third pipe.

Elbows, tees, and nipples,can be mounted in any position. If
the pipes to be joined arevertical, then the coupling hardware
can be mounted so as to accommodate the pipe. If we assume that
the pipe is horizontal, then the pipe enIering from the left is
known as the first.run and the opening in the tee iS callea the
first run opening. The first run is usually :the pipe that is
closest to the sewer drain. The second run Opening in the tee-
is directly opposite the first run opening. The outlet opening
is the'one that permits connectin,g the pipe at right angles to
the other two sections of pipe.

[Hi
STRMGHT

z
TEES

REDUCING STREET OR
SERVICE

. Various types of tees.
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You can buy tees itTwhich the openings are all of the same size,
or with size variations among the different openings. All the;
openings, of course must mesh with the pipes and fixtures with
which they will connect. The following table supplies some
dication of the varIogs opening sizes that can be used in com-
'bimation with a first run opening of 1 inch. This is not intended
as a complete table, for you can find a much 67eater variation
than the opening sizes listed here.

r4,

(I
. As with elbows, you can buy tees that have a pitch to ccommodate

the downward slope of pipes, or that fit pipes which re-completely
horizontal or vertical. The figure below shows a pa r of tees to
be used in a drainage system, with the dashed lines representing
'the slope of the threads. The tee connections here have the,
side outlet pitched upward so that the tees can be attached to
pipes 'having an upward slope toward a fi,Xture. For example,
you could have the 5 5/8° elbow attached' to the drain pipe of
a sink. The pipe in the elbow would lead downward and connect
to the right side of the basin tee. The two other openings o
the Igasin tee would connect to a pair of vertical drain pipes,
one coming down into the uppé'r opening of theIoasin !tee, and the
other leading down from the lower opening.

First Run
Opening

Second Run
Opening

Outlt
Open Ingt

1 1 1,/,

1 1 1%

1 1

1 1

1 1 %

1
v. 1

1 v. v.

1
14 %

1 % 1

1 % %

TEE

simaTEE

Tees for use in a drainage system:

The Y-Branch - the Y-branchiShowp belqy is 4 co pling for joining
'three pipes, two of whiCh &re in the same straA lit:line and the
third entering at an angle df 450 Cduplings of -ibis kind are
often used for connecting waSte pilms. to thle smil ;,stack.

,

5.
Y samrcH

Y-branch accommodates pipe entiOng tt4
Ing at a 45 * angle.
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Crosses..- Still another type of coupling is the cross; two ex-..
amples of which are shown below. Crosses come.in two types:
straight or reducing. The straight cross is used for connectin
four pipeS having identical diameters The reduciftg cross is
used wheli one pair of pipes has a sna4kkr Oiameter than the

other. For examples, the openings for-the first and second runs
can be the same; whlle the-two outlets openings can also.'have
.mitched diameters; but somewhat differeAt froni those for the
first and second runs..

Crosses are mainly used in driinage and'venting,systems. Thus,
three of the opentngs can be used fo'rjoining drain pipes; and
the fourth as the opening for a vent.

CROSSES '

ST R AIGHT REDUCING

BASIN CR 0 SS,

Crosses are couplings for four pipes. The basin
cross is Vched for use in drainage systems.

a s a cap is hardware used for closing the end of a pipe. Air
ithambers are sections of pipe about 1 1/2 feet long, closed at one
/end with a cap. You can also use 'a cap if yot have a section of
(pipe which you wish to close off when the pipe openings is not
to be used. The advantage of a cap under these circumstances
is that it keeps unwanted debris from falling into the pipe.
It also keeps the open section of pipe from being used as a nest
by insects.

CAP

Cap is used to close open-ended pipe or in con-
nection with an air chamber.

259
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Bushings - busings are threaded inside and out. Assume you have
two pipes, both with threaded ends but with different diameters.
You can insert the smaller-diameter pipe into the inside threaded
portion of the busing and the larger diameter Pipe to the out-
side threaded portion. .You can also use this technique to connect
fittings, faucets, or values. Thus, by using a suitable bushing,
you can connect 1 inch pipe to pipe of a smaller or larger diam-
eter. Bushings have heads which are hexagonal or octagonal so
you can tighten them with a wrench. These are known as outside
head bushings, but you can also get straight face bushings which
do nothave the outside head feature. The straight face bushing
may be flared at one end; or it may resemble a short nippe which,
unlike a. nipple, is threaded both inside and out.

7n1.
OU,S.DE

FACE

NEAO

A

Return Bends a return bend is used when a pipe must double back
on itself. Various types of return bends are available, giving
you some control over the positioning of the pipes relative to
each other. With a close return bend the pipes will be almost
touching; with the medium they will be further awu; while with
an open'return' bend you will get maximum separatiOn. Return
bends are used for very special applications in plumbing and it
would be unusual to find them in a home plumbing system.

Return bends

Use of Fittings in Piping Assembl/ - the purpose of fittings is to
let you connect piping so that water can be delivered to various
fixtures; or to connect piping so as to remove waste. There are
some precautions, however. Tor the water supply system the fit-
tfngs must*not leak, something tWey can do rather easily, since
the water is,under, pressure. For the drain system; the fittings
must not interfere with the downward flow of waste; and so they
must have the correct pitch,for horizontal piping. And since
water also flows through draiwpipes, the fittings must be water-
tight.

26u
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The figure below shows the'order in which we would assemble piping
so as to connect a fixture to a waste pipe. The waste pipe could,
in turn, be connected to the soil stack or, more probably, to
more fixtures.

Use of fittings In connecting piping- from a waste
fine to a fixture. Y branch (A); horizontal drain pipe
(B); 90 elbow (C); afbrtical drain pipe (D); tee (E);
horizontal drain pipe (F); trap (G).

The letters used in the drawing are arranged in the order of
assembly. We wctuld start with Y-branch A, screw threaded pipe B
into the Y-branch, and then attach elbow C to the threaded end of
pipe B. Next, we would screw in pipe D and thread tee E onto
pipe D. With the addition of pipe F, trap G, and vent H, the
job would be done.

This doesn't mean you must alwayS follow this procedure. You
may find it convenient or necessary to alter the assembly routine.
However, if you are using' threaded rigid piping, this is a good
pictorial of the completed work.

There is one serious drawback to the plumbing setup shown in this,
drawing; although it will work well. As an example, suppose pipe
B has developed such a serious leak that replacement is the only
solution. Consider the difficulty of removing that pipe. If

yols, try to turn it with a pipe wrench, You will only succeed in
for'cing it more tightly into fittings A or C, depending on which
.way you turn. Th.e only way to get at pipe B is to remove the
trap G, then pipe F, then fitting Ethen pipe D, and finally
fitting C.

And not only do you have all the work of disassembTing this
section of the plumbing system, but when the replacement for
pipe B is in position,.you must first start putting the system
back into working order again. All of this means quite a bit
of work if you do it yourself, and a rather steep bill if you
decide to have your plumber do it.

"Unioris - the piping situation just described indicates that
plumbing is more than just a matter of connecting pipes. You
must cons-ider that you may need to replace some part, whether
a pipe, a fitting, or a fixture.
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A union is a fitting that will let you disconnect pipes with the
least amount of trouble. The piping leading from your hot water
system, for example, is,a potential troublemaker. Essentially,
a union is a three-parit device. One part of the union threads
onto the run-in pipe while another part threads onto the run-out
pipe. .The third part, a specially designed nut, holds the first
two parts together and can be made to pull them together.

LII TYPE eRASS-TO-IRON
SET

Commonly used unions Some parts of the union
may be brass to prevent rusting.

The most,commonly used union is the lip type, shown in a cutaway
view in the above figure, along with another type that work§ the
same way and is almost identical in construction. The upper half
and the lower half of each is threaded internally. sOne pipe fits ,

into the upper half, another pipe :into the lower half. All you
need do now is to tighten the nut to make a secure, tfght joint.
However, you can get water leakage at a union, so use piping
compound, or Teflon all-purpose pipe dope to .get a watertight
connection.

The two pipes that would be used in connection with the above
unions are externally, or male, threaded at their ends. Rowever,
you can use the union shown below if one of the pipes is,inter-
nally threaded at its end and the other pipe is externally
threaded. Other than that, the union below is used in exactly
the same way as the previous two unions. Connect the pipes and
then use a wrench to tighten the nut. If, at some'time in the
figure, you want to remove the connecting pipes, just turn the
nut in a counterclockwise direction.

Some unions are equipped with a nut made of brass or may have a
brass seat. This makes it easier to loosen the union Since
brass will not rust.

The figure below shows still another type of union, one which is
rarely used in home plumbing systems. The union is internally
threaded and consists of two halves which can come apart. Each
half is threaded onto the pipes to be connected. The union is
held together and tightened by means of nuts and bolts.

262
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Nut union.
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Symbolic Drawings for Fittings - Drawings using plumbing symbols
wee described earlier. Such drawings are quite sinl,e, and when
you\get accustomed to them, it will be easier for yo'u to plan
your, plumbing system on paper. And if your plumber shows you
such a drawing, You will at least know what he is talking about.

The figure below shows how to use plumbing symbols for fittings.
Draing is that of a tee. For tees and Y-bran hes, the larger
run, size fs given first, then the smaller run, hd finally the
outlet. In drawing A we have a 2 inch pipe th t is joined/ to
another 2 inch pipe with both connected to a 1 1/2 inch pipe
through a tee fitting. Drawing B shows a 2 1/ inch pipe con-
nected to a T inch pipe, joined to a 1 inch pipe through a tee.
Note that except for labeled dim nsions, drawings A and B are
identical.

Drawing C is a Y-branch. Here we.have a 3 inch pipe connected
to a 4 inch pipe while the branch pipe is 2 inth. Dr wings D
and E use cross, fitting, while drawing F has'a Ode outlet tee.
A side outlet tee is one having an opening for an addi iona
pipe coming in at an angle.

2T-2 2

2 x 2 x 9'2 TEEe
142 2 xIY2CROSS

222 4 E272 2 1

2 I2a I

x x TEE

1 4 x 4:2V iii

4 2 3 F

C / x 3x 2 3 3x3x2x1Y2
Y BRANCH SIOE OUTLET+

ly2 TEE

Symbolic d wings for 'some fittings

Fitting symbols are used in conjunction with other plumbing
symbols, as in tHe figur below. Dimensions 'can be used on such
drawings or may be omitted. In the center drawing: for example,
the only dimension information supplied is that the Y-branch
has a 450 angle.

VENT ,VENi

ormN.
eluuN

45.msTE WASTE.

WAS 7 E

Symbolic drawings showing use of fixture, pipe,
end fitting symbols
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Cast Iron Drainage Fittings - the purpose of a drainage fitting
is to join two sections of drainage pipe, while'permitting entry
by one or more pipes. The entering pipes may make a 900 angle
with the drainage pipes and so the entering Ripes look horizontal
However, they are not, for they must have a pitch to permit the
flow of waste into the drainage pipe.

VO

The figure below illustrates some cast iron drainage Y-branches.
The single horizontal dashed line indicates the pitch of the
entering Pipe. The dashed outlines show the possibility of
having two entering pipes instead of just one. Y-branches may
be long turn or short. A long turn simply means that the ex-
tension of the Y-branch arm is longer than that of a short turn.

Although the Y-branches shown.in the drawings ,are 450 or
they are also available as long sweep quarter bends, or sixth,
eighth, or sixteenth bends.

fiN
I i

UN,

5. HORT TURN
90 Y- BRANCHES

DUCIN REDUCING

4S. Y. BRANCHES

_REDUCING

Cast iron Y-branches for drainage.

. Soil Pipe Fittings Jpst as in the case of iron_Ripe described
earlier, soil pipe fixtures cap al,so have a,hub d6.d spigot end.
In effect, then, you can regard the sqil pipe fixture as a very
short length of soil pipe, but with a bend iP it ranging up to 90°.

The figure below shows various types of fittings that can be used
with soil pipe. The 1/4 bend is just another way of describing a
fitting to join pipes that are at right (900) angles to each other.
The 1/8 bend fitting is for pipes that are at an angle of 45°, and
the 1/16 bend for pipes at anangle of 22 1/2°. Note that the 1/4
bend fitting also has provision for the entry of another pipe, an
arrangement that is sometimes called a heel inlet.

SPGOR

NU

YI4

4 GEND MTH HELL
iNLET
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

GLAZING MATERIALS

Glass and plastic glazings trap heat within specific volumes of
solar systems. This may be within the solar collectors in active
systems or within greenhouses in passive systems. To determine
the heat-trapping ability of a particul.ar glazing, the fate of
the solar, radiation which impinges on its surface must be known.
This radiation may be absorbed, transmitted, or reflected. All
three processes occur simultaneously; the relative importance
of each is critical in determing the effectiveness of the glazing.
Consideration must also be given to the relative amount of absorp-
tion, transmission, and reflection of longwave (heat) radiation.
The desirable characteristics of a glazing-are illustrated in
figure 4-1 and, briefly stated, are the following:

High transmittance of solar radiatton, so that solar energy
will bass through the glazing to an absorber maierial.

High reflectance of lomgwave radiaiion emitted by the ab-
sorber so that energy will be reflected back to the absorber.

Low absorptance of all radiation so the glazing will not
rise in temperature to a point of physical and chemical
degradation and will not lose heat by conduction, convection,
or reradiation.

Solar transmittance data for glazings are readily available.
Longwave reflectance data are not, but reflectance.may be-esti-
mated because of its relationship with transmittance and absorp-
tance. Since absorptance by glazings is usually relatively low,
high longwave reflectance is usually ind,icated by low longwave
transmittance.

To perform well for an-extended period of time, `1° glaziN, must
have the following characteristics: A) nesistance to surface
erosion or marring from wind, dust, and hail; B) resistance to
change from UV radiation; C) resistance to degradation by high
temperatures and thermal cycling.

Glazings also have a protective role in that they shield the
underlying surfaces from exposure to the outdoor atmosphere.
Impact resistance is the major factor in considering this role
of glazings. The environmental response properties given above-----
will also affect the effectiveness of protection over the life-
time of glazing. k

Glass

Glass has adequate solar transmittance and good resiStance to
weathering. The lower the iron content of glass, the higher is
the solar transmittance. Disadvantages of glass are its low im-
pact resistance, which-makes it susceptible to breakage by hail-
stones or vandals, .and high Weight, which adds to the difficulty

/""
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LOW ABSORBED
LONGWAVE ENERGY

0to 0A. et

LOW ABSORBED
SOLAR ENERGY GLAZING

ABSORBER
MATERIAL

Figure 4-1. Desired effect of glazing on
radiation distribution

k
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of handling and.installation. Also, while glass transmits very
little longwave radiation, it absorbs longwave radiation, leading
to heat loss.

Plastics

Plastics are light weight and have better shatter resistance than
glass. Optical and weathering characteristics are quite variable
among the plastics, depending on composition of the base polymer,
plasticizers, stabilizers, and other additives. Properties also
vary with thickness of plastics, which range from thin, flexible
films to thick, rigid sheets. Plastics have low maximum operat-
ing temperatures in comparison wih glass. A more detailed dis-
cussion of the properties of plastics and'considerations for
their use as glazings are given in the next section. This is

, followed by a list and discussion of numerous specific plastics
which might be considered for solar applications.

Advantages and disadvantages of general classes of glazings most
suitable for use in solar systems are presented in Table 4-1.
However, differences in physical, optical, and weathering pro-
perties exist within each class as well as among the classes.
This is evident from the properties of specific glazings pre-
sented in Tables 4-2/*hrough 4-8.

Plastics are synthetically produced Polymers, which by varying
the formulations and conditions of production, can have a wide
variety 'of properres. onsequently, they have manybapplications.
In solar heating sy s, plastics have several miscellaneous
functions in addition to glazing (Table 4-9).

Plastics may be formulted to have specific characteristics im-
portant in solar systems, such as mechanical properties (strength,
rigidity, impact resistance) and degradation properties (resis-
tance to fire, rad-ratiori, and heat). However, assigning meaning-,
ful va.lues to the properties of interest is very difficult because,
a) the properties depend on temperature and b) the propetieies
change Oth time as the material -is used. As a result, \here is
no simprf maximum use temperature for a plastic that is likely
to apply to all or even most of piTsproperties that are im-
portant in. elevated temperature applications (AgranofT 1979).
Ideally, the effect of time and temperature on all properties
for designing components and estimating performance would be
known.' Unfortunately, such comprehensive information is not
available. However,'Underwriters' Laboratories have compiled
;temperature indices for mechanical and electrical properties
(Table 4-16). These indices are temperatures' at which plastics
xould be 4ned for at least one year before failure would
be expe
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Table 4-1. Advantages and disadvantages of general classes of glazing

GLAZING

Glass

Acryiic

ADVANTAGE DISADVARTAGE

Fluorinated
Ethylene-Propylene

Glass Fiber-
Reinforced Polyester

Polycarbonate

Polyester

Polyethylene

Excellent Weathering
Resistance

Good insulator
High impact Strength
Good Weathering

Resistance

High Chemical Stability
Excellent Weathering
Resistance

Lightweight
High Strength
High impact Resistance
High Heat Resistance
Near Opacity to
Longwave Radiation

High Durability

Good Insulator
Highest initial Impact

Strength of All Plastics

Surface Hardness

Low Cost

Light Weight
Flexible
Low Cost

Polyvinylfluoride 'High Chemical Stability
High Resistance to Abrasion
Excellent Weathering Resistance
Low Cost

Low impact Strength
High Density .
Poor Thermal Stress

Resistance.

Low Safrening Point
Distortion when
Heated

Surface Abrasion

High Longwave
Transmittance

Poor Weathering
(Surfacing with
PVF improves '

Resistance to
Surface Erosion)

4

Low Mar-Resistance
Mar Resistant

Types Do Not
Weather Well

Surface Deterioration
By Radiation/moistme
Results in Gradual
impairment of
Strength

High Cost

High Longwave
Transmittance

UV Degradation Unless'

Coated .

Short lifetime
High Longwave

Transmittance
Wind and Temperature

Sagging

Higt? Longwave

Transmittance
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Table 4-2. Properties of glass glazing

,GLAZING

Generic

pROPERTY

Thickness

Solar-

Transmittance

Lohgwave
Transmittance

Maximum

Operating
Temperature

Linear
Expansion'

Coefkicient

Weathering
Characteristics

Reference

Nellolite
Low-Iron .

Tempered
Translucent

Sunadex
Rolled
0.01% Iron

Oxide
"Tr sp

ASG Lo-lron
Tempered
0.05%. Iron
mOxiAe
Traniparent

-10.129 'to

/0.188 in

84 to 91% 89 to 94%'

2%

Excellent

(1978)

Continubus

500°F

9x10-6/
o
F

"No UV
Degradation;
Surface

Weathering:
Nil

Solar Age
Magazine

(1979)

9-1%'

,

,Conanuous
400°F

9x10-6fr

Excellent

Solar Age
'Magazine

(1978)

88 to 89%

400°F

5x10-6/°F

-Excellent

Solar Age
Magazine

(1978)

2 7
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Table 4-3. Properties of acrylic glazing

GLAZING

Generic

PROPERTY

Plexiglas-0 Acrylite
Double .0

Glazing

Flexigard
POpiester
Ac ylic
Composite'

Thickness
. .

Two.0.04-in 0.008 in
sheets.

s6parated by
..0.6 in

Solar' 80 to 90% *92% .83% 88 to 90%
Trantmittance

Longwave
TransmiItance

Maximum a

180 to 160°F 275°F .

Operating 200°F
Temperaturepi)

finear 41x10-1°F
Expansion

Coefficient

.Weathering

Characteristics

Reference

Average

-to Good

Monfgomery
(1978)

0

Good Exceptional

stability to
Weathering
over a 15-year

a peeiod

Knudtson Cyro 3M Company
(1978) Industries 4940t.,

(19781)_

2 71_
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Table 4-4 Properties of-fluorinated ethylene-propylene glazing

GLAZING

PROPERTY

Thickness

Solar --->4

Transmittance

Longweve

TransMittance

Maximum
Operating
Temperature

Linear
Expansion

Coefficient
./

Weathering 'fair to
Characteristics ,, gOod

Teflon

FEP

Teflon

FEP

Teflon

Film

0.20 in 0.001 in

90 to 92% ' 98% 96%

0

g5 to 26%

4000F 4000F

6x10-6/°F

Reference Montgomery
(1978)

Excellent After 15-year exposure
in Florida, light
transmission was
unchanged at 93% and
tensile strength was
unchanged

Knudtson
(1978)

Plastic Products and
Resins Department
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Table 4-5. Properties Of glassifiber reinforced polyester glazing

GLAZING

PROPERTY

Fiberglass Sunlite Filon
with
Tedlar
Surface

Thickness.- 0.04 in A.03 to
0.08 in'

Solar 77 to 87% 85 to 90% 89.
Transmittance

Longwave 0.1 to 10%
Transmittance 0.3%

Maximum
Operating

Continuous,

2000 F

Continuous
200°F

Temperature

Linear 14x10
-6

/
o
r 18x10- /°F

Expansion
Coefficient

Weathering Faie to Good; 12-mo Resists UV
Characteristics Good exposure in degradation

Florida

resulted in

Reference

'1% transmission
loss

Lascolite

0.04 in,

(86%

1.4. to 18
x10-6/°F

Good

,

Montgomery Solar Components . Solar Age Knudtson
(1978) Division, Magazine (1978)

Solar Age Magazine (1979)
(1979), Knudtson
(1978)
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Table 4-6. Properties of polycarbonate glazing

GLAZING

Generic

PROPERTY

Lexan
Double

Glazing

Poly-Glaz Lexan FiJm

Thickness , 0.03 to 0.005 to
0.5 in 0.007 in

Solar 73 to 84% 79% 85% 93 to 94;
Transmittance

Longwave 2%

,Transmittance

Maximum
Operating
Temperature

Linear
Expansion
Coefficient

Continuous 250°F 270°F
220°F

37x10 /°F 37x1D-6/°F

. Weathering Poor to No surface Slight
Characteristics fair weathering yellowing

e after 4 years, after 5

2% los'i in years
light transmissiow
after 4 years

Montgomery Solar Age
(1978) (1979)

Aeference Solar Age 'Ctrpper,

(1979) Development
Association
(1978)

klap

9
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Table 4-7. Properties of polyester and polyethylene glazing

So,

GLAZING.'

PROPERTY

Polyester

Film

Mylar

Polyester

Polyethylene
F i 1m

Thlckness 0.003 to 0.020 in
0.014 in

Solar 80 to 87% 85% 92%

Transmittande.

Longwave 20 to 21% 80%

Transmittance

Maximum 30.0
Operating
Temperature

Linear 15x10-6/3F

Expansion

Coeffic)ent

Weathering .. Fair to Excellent Poor

Characteristics good (coated).:

Reference Montgomery Knudtson Knudtson

_ (1978) (1978) (1978)

275
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Table 4-8. Properties of polyvinyl fluoride and polyvinylidene fluoride glazing

PROPERTY

'GLAZING

Tedlar
Polyvinyl
Fluoride

Tedlar°

Polyvinyl
Fluoride

Kynar
Polyvinylidene
Fluoride

Thickness 0.004 in 0.030 in 0.003 to
0.02 in

Solar 92 to 911% 93% 93%
Transmittance

Longwave 43%
Transmittance

Maximum Continuous
S 325°F Continuous

Operating 225°F 275°F
Temperature

Linear
Ixpansion
Coefficient

Weathering

Characteristics

15x10
-6

/
o
F

After 5 year
exposure,41/
Florida, film
retained 95%
of original
transmissivity
and half of
original
strength and
toughness

210(10
6
/ F

Excbllent

75x10 6/°F

Exceptionally

stable to UV
radiation,

moisture,
temperature
fluctuation
did heat
sagging

'References DuPont (1975) Knudtson Westlake Plastics
(1975) Company,

4 Pennwalt

Cor'poratidn (1977)
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Table 4-9. °Uses of plastics in solar heating systems

PLASTIC _USE

Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene

Acrylic

(includingyolymethylmethacrylate)

Cellulose Acetate Butyrate

Fluorinated Ethylene-Propylene

Nylon

Polybutylene

Polycarbonate

Polyester

(including Glass-Reinforced)

Polyethylene

Polyethylene Terephthaiate

Polyimide

Polypropylene

PolysUlfone

Polytetrafluoroeth 1-iwe
Polyvinyl Chioride

(includin Chlorigated Polyvinyl
Chloride)

Polyvinyl Fluo ide

Polyvinylidine Fluoride

Collector Hardwalf

Glazing
Lenses in Concentrat ng Collectors
substrate-in Mirrors

Substrate in Mirrors

Glazing
Honeycomb Structure
Substrate in Mirrors

Collector Hardware

PluMbing

Glazing
Honeycomb Structures

Glazing
Honeycomb Structures
Storage and Hot Water Tanks

Storage and Hot ilater Tanks
dllector Housing

K neycomb Structure
SUbsyate in Mirrors

Honeycomb Structure

A sorber Plate, Plumbing

Plu bing Component

Plumbing

Glazing

Honeycomb Structure,
Substrate in Mirrors

Glazing

Pf..,
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Table 4-10. Underwriters' Laboralories temperature
indices fdr plastics -
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PLASTIC TEMPERATURE INDEXb
(°F)

Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene ' 120 to 200

Acrylic
(including Polymethylmethacrylate)

Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene

Nylon

,

\ Polycarbonate
1

\

Polyester Thermoplastic

\\

Polyester Thermoset
(Including Glass-Reinforced)

\\ . olyethylene 120

\ Polyethylene Terephthalate 220

\Polyimide 390 to 410
\

POlypropylene 120 t 240

Polyulfone 280 to 40

120 to 160

300

150 to 260

150 to 260

130 to 280

210 to 320

Polyvinyl Chloride

, \
120 to 220

a
Data frOi Agranoff, J. (ed.) 1979. liodern Plastics Encyclopedia,
56(10A). AlcGraw-Hill Inc., New York, NY.

-The temperature index is the temperature at which plastics could be
maintained fOr at least a year before failure would be expected:
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Pigid plastics, which can support loads and stresses much as
metals do, have mechanical properties that dijfer from those
of metals. When put under a load at ambient temperatures, both
metals and plastics deform. When the joad is allowed to remain,
plastics continue to deform at a slow rate indefinitely, wheneas
metals do not deform further. The continuing deformation is
talleb creep; the higher the creep resistance, the less the plastic

a wfll desform Over time.
Thermal expsion of plastics is much greater than for metals,
with linear expansion coefficients (Table 4-11) being 2 to 10
times as large as those of metals. Chapter 2 Basic Concepts
dlscusses the use of these'data in selecting a glazing compati-
bl'e with the other materials in the system.

Plae,.tics 'are classified into two general categories based on
changes in mechanical peoperties with increasing temperature.
Thermoplastics soften when temperature is increased. Thermosets,
which have cross1,inking among polymer chains, do not melt. When
temperafbre is increased they undergo surface deterioration,
cracking, and/or warping due to &xidation and thermal degradation

In contrast to the reversible thermal expansion at moderate tem-
peratures, plastics may shrink irreversibly when exposed to high
temperatureS. Plastics are stable with respect to shrinkage at
temperatures below which they are annealed, i.e., heated after
production.

Chemical degradation of plastics may occur through several
mechanisms, including dissolving, chemically reacting swelling,
softening, and cracking. Resistances of.plastics to chemical
degradation are presented in Tables 4-12 and 4-13.

Characteristics of the ambient atmosphere which may degrade
plastic are humidity, UV radiation, and air pollutants. Resis-
tances to degradation by sunlight .and high humidity are pre-
sented on Table 4-14.

Specific solid plastics that have been used in solar heating
systems are described below (compiled from Agranoff'1979).

Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS, thermoplastic) plastics
are copolymers of three compounds which may be blended, in various
proportions to emphasize different properties. Chemical and
heat resistance.and strength are provided by acrylonitrile..
Impact strength and toughness are provided by butadiene. Ri-
gidity, gloss, and easy processibility are provided by styrene.
ABS has low UV resistance if it is not protected Or stabilized.
Protection may be provicred by using an acrylic film or layer,
painting, or incorporating resin stabi,lizers.

//

2
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Table 4-11. Thermal expansion of plastic resins
and molding comi)oundsa

PLASTIC LINEAR EXPANSION
COEFFICIENT

(10-6/°F)

AcrylOnitrile-Butadiene-Styrene 36 to 72

Acrylic 22 to 50
Polymethylmethacrylate 28 to 50

Cellulose Kcetate Butyrate 61 to 94

Nylon 6 17 to 50

Nylon 66 44

Polybutylene 71 to 84

Polycarbonate 35 to 38

Polyethylene 56 to 72

Polyethylene Terephthalate 36

Glass Reinforced 16

Polyimide 25 to 31

29 to 31Polysulfone

Polytetrafluoroethylene,
'Glass Reinforced 43 to 56

Polyvinyl Chloride to 56
Chlorinated 38 43

Polyvinylidene Fluoride 48

Copper (for comparison) 9

aData from Agranoff, J. (ed.) 1979. Modern Plastics Encyclopedia,
56(10A). McGraw-Hill Inc., New York, NY.

2ij
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Table 4-12. Resislance of plastic films to
degradation by fluidta

FLUID

PLASTIC STRONG STRONG GREASE ORGANIC. WATER
ACID ALKALIES OILS SOLVENTS

Acrylonitrile-
Buladtene-Styrene G to F G F to P G

Acrylic I

Polymethylmethacrylate G G P - G

Cellulose AceZte
Butyrate P P G P G

Alr
...

Fluorinated
Ethylene-Propylene G G G G G

Nylon 6 Extruded P F G

,

G G -to ,12

Polycarbonate G P G G to P G

Polyethylene G G G to P G tO F G

Polyethyle

Terephth late

a
Polyimide

olypropylene G G G ,

Polysulfone G

Polytetrafluoroethylene G G G

Polyvinyl Chloride G G G

Polyvinyl Fluoride G G" '

Polyvinylidene Fluoride G

G to P

a
Data from Agranoff, J. (ed) 1979.

56(10A). McGraw-Hill Inc., New York, NY.

G = Good , Fair

Modern Plastics Encyclopedia,
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Table 4-13. Resistance of plastics to degradation by heat
transfer fluids-and other cheihicalsa

CHEMICALS
L L
O W

'4 44 4-1

M M
Vs. 1
N

C CV-\ 4- 0
elm, U IIMIN,

p.m. ... c14,0 .
U

d.f.

\ U V < C CC - U T. 13 0 -0 0L .- U .- -.
X X .-. 4./ .0 4.0

'''' W C., .0 0 M 0 L M < MM C r.1 -7 iJ , V 0 L. L.
.... 0 v .- (.4 .- CN - - 0 y- .-- C V Li. 0 ... 4. U +.0U .- C .- r- CV CI ." .- / 0 0 V C .0 C CI. > V .. L. C .-- 0 L- 1., U V L VV .C.-...CCCCCCCVM>.UV3 OU mu

PLASTIC
.

(..3 ca so u. u. w r a. tri In V)
......., L L. --41 L.-07 T C.) 7 C..)

-ra--\
4..V V V V > 4. 0 .-- .- ... -0 0t- M 4- C.- 0

Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-
Styrene

Acrylic

Cellulose Acetate
Butyrate

Fluorinated Ethylene
Propylene

Ny!on 3 9 9 9 9 9

9

5 9 7 1 9 9

Polybutylene

Polycarbonate

Polyester

Polyetliy

,Polyethylen Terephthalate

Polylmide

Polypropylene

Polysulfone

PolyvInylidene Fluoride

9

9

9 9

9

9,
9

9

9

9 9
,

9(10.)

2 2(138)

9 96 (lo)

.8(20)

, 2(14)

9 9 9(38)

9 9(10) ,

9 9 9(10)

9 9 9(10)

404),
8 9(30)

9(10)

9(20)

"9(30)

2(30)

2(98)

9(10)

9(10)

9(30)

. ,

aData from Agranoff,
55(10A). McGraw-HI kl New York, N .

\

ed.) p7.8. Modern Plastics Encyclopedia,

9 No effect
8 Discolored
7 Swelled

6 Warped 3 Crazed

5 Softened 2 Attacked
4 Surface Attacked 1 Dissolved
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4

Table 4-14. Resistance of plastic films to degradation
by sunlight 'and high relative humiditya

PLASTIC RESISTANCE TO
DEGRADATION BY

SUNLIGHT

RESISTANCE TO
DEGRADATION BY
HIGH RELATIVE
HiJMIDITY

Acrylonitrile-Bbtadiene-Styrene

Acrylic
Polymethyrmethacrylate

Cellulose Acetate Butyrate

Fluorinated Ethylene-Propylene

Nylon

,Pdlycárbonate

Polyethylene

Polyethylene Terephthalate
-

Polyimide -

Polypropylene

Polyfone

Polytetrafluoroethylene

G

G to P

G_

Polyvinyl Chloride G to F

Polyvinyl Fluoride

Po1-yvinylidene ,luor i de

A

a Dat from Agranoff, J. (ed.) 1979. Modern Plas'tics Encyclopedia,
,

56(10A). McGraw-Hill Inc., New York, NY.

G = Good F = Fair P = Poor

2s:)
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Acrylic plastics are polymers and copolymers of acrSilate and
rnethacryli c esters. Polymethyl methacrytfte (PMMA, thermo-
plastic) is the most important acrylic plastic. Acrylics'haVe
properties of outstanding optical rquality and high resitance
to sunliipt and environmental agents.

Cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB, thermoplastic) is one of-a .class
of plastics mandfactured by chemical modification of cellul'ose.
It is tough, strong..stiff, and hard, apd has mod we'atherability.
CAB sheet can be laminated with aluminlb foil or can be vacuum
metallized.

Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP, thermoplastic) has good
weatherability and is chemically inert. It has lower wear
resistanc creep resistance, and tensile strength than most
other en in er.ng plastics.

Nylons (thermop stic a e polyamide resins. They are tough,
durable, have good abrasion resistance, have good chemical re-
sistance except to strong acids and to oxidizing agents,- -and
have good heat resistance.

Polybutylene (thermoplastic) plastics are synthesized from
butene-1 monomer and may exist in a variety of crystalline forms.
They are tough, have high crep resistance, and are resistant to
stress cracking, abrasion, and heat. They are resistant to most
acids and bases below 200°F, but are partially soluble in chlor-
inated and aromattc hydrocarbons above 140°F. They are very
versatile for'plumbing applications when compatible fluids are
dsed

Pollcarbonate (thermd5lastic) plastics are derived from bisphenol
A and may contain other phenols for prop.erty modification. Pro-
perties include high impact strength, high dimensional stability,
high rig.idity, low water absorption, good crep resistance, and
wide operatidnal temperature range. Coatings ,are used to increase
chemical'resistance and weatherability.

0

Polyester (thermoset) is a condensation product of an Unsatu-
rated dibasic acid, such aS,maleic anhydride or fumaric acid, ,

and a glycol, such as propylene glycol or ethylene glycol. Vost
polyesters are reinforced with glass..., graphite, or other.fiber.
They have highly variable properties depending on their formu-
lation, and can be mede chemical, fire, or weather resistant
by selection of appropriate ingredients. Shrinkage is a major
disadvantage of polyesters, but may be lessened by the addition
of thermoplastics.

Polyethylene (thermoplastic) plastics are a class whic contains
hundreds of compounds, which have different structuresl, different
densities, and highly variable properties. Low density films
have properties of chemical iner-tness, strength;-fclaiity, flex-
ibility and low cost.
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Polyethylene Têraphthalate (thermoplastic) has high strength,
toughness, and clarfty. It is resistant to weak acids and bases .

and most solvents.

Polyimide (thermoplastic and thermoset) is very .resistant to heat
degradatidn, creep, and combustion. The coefficient of thermal
expansion is low in comparison with other plastics. Polyimide
is unaffected by many solvents and chemicals, but is attacked
by concentrated inorganic acids and diTute alkalies.

PolyprCpylene (thermoplastic) plastics are resistant to heat and
moisture. They are resistant to man9 chemicals at elevated tem-
per-atures, including mineral acids and bases up to 1400F and
organic solvents up to l75F.

Polysulfone (thermoplastic) has high transparency, excellent heat
lresistance, excellent oxidation resistance, and gobsd chemical
resistance. Polysulfane has good resistance to acids, bases',
and salt solutions; good resistance,t.o deterents, oils, and
alcoKols; but is attacked by polar organic solvents. It is
dimensionally stable with respect to heat and moisture. Traris-
parent and fiber-filled types are used fpr corrosion-resistant
piping in chemical processing and pollution control equipment.

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, thermoplastic) has high impact
stren,gth, good weatherability, and outstanding resistance to
chemical attack. It is insoluble in all organics except a 'few
fluorinated solvents. In comparison with other engineering
plastics, polytetrafluoroethylene has low wear rsistance,
creep resistance, and tensile stren*gth.

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC, thermoplastic) is a versatile, economic
plastic with resistance to water, --acids, alkalies, oxidation and
weathering. It is stable over long periods of time. Chlorinated
PVC is more stable at 'tigher temper tures thin PVC and, therefore,
can be used in piping for resident'al hot water systems. Only
certain formulations can be used with 'organic heat transfer fluids.

Polyvinyl fluoridejthermoplastic), available as a film, has
good resistance to abrasion, staining, and weathering.

Polyvinylidene fluoride (thermoplastic) is resistant to attack
by most solvents and chemicals. It has good weathering resis-
tance. It has greater wear resistance, strength, and'creep re-
sistance-than other fluoroplastics such as polytetrafluproethylene
and fluorinated ethylene propylene.
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Compatibility and Degradation

The results of the trapping of heat by glazing are an increase in
the temperatiire of the system and exposure of glazing and assaci-
ated Taterials to high temperatures. Glazing may also Ile exposed'
to the outdoor,atmosphere, to high humidity., and to oUtgassing
products from seals, sealants, and 'insulation.- During normal
operation, it *y)be'in contact with seals, sealants, wood, metal
and plastic. During abnormal conditions in attive systems, the'
glazing may came in contact wi,th'the abSorber plate and the heat
transferfluid. i,.,

Incompatibility of polymers has been observed in solar heating
systems. Local foggIng of cover plates has been noted when there
was contact between\EPDM rubber.and polycarbonate glazing (Skoda
and Masters 1977). 6ne possible cause is the incompatibility
among plasticizers and polymers. Any given plas"ticizer is'usually
compatible with only a limited number of polymeric resins (Plastics)
Engineering 1 8).. Contact of different polymers may permit re-

ractiDn Of inc m
lj

at,ible substances resulting in softeni:ng, harn-
Ening, Cracki g, marring, and-fogging. Outgassing substances
also may be a source of physical or chemical ihcompatibrility.
Fogging of glazing has occurred from outgassing.of improperly
cured silicone sealant (Skoda and Masters 1977) and absorber'
coating (U.S. Department of Housing and Ur. an' Development 1978).

Highest collector temperatures can and ofterdo.occur during
system installation (Brooks et al 1978) becauSe collector plates
are,exposed to the sun prior tO mOvement of heat transfer fluid
through them. This high teMperature can cause thermal damage to
glazing, outgassinv-from other materials, and-buckling of the°
absorber plate. Keeping the collectors covered prior to system
operation will reduce the probability of damage to the glazing
and other components.

\
Contact between absorber plate and glazing has resulted from
warping of the materials (Skoda and Masters 1977). Contact with
the hot absorber plate may cause thermal degradation of the gla-
zing, which results in loss of solar energy transmitsion. Con-
tact may also cause the absorber coating to discolor or crack,
resulting in lower solar energy absorption.

Glass Breakage

The principal problem of using glass as a glazing material is
breakage, which can occur from both mechanical and thermal stress
To reduce chance of breakage from thermal stress, the following
procedures are suggested; use of tempered rather than nontqmpered
glass; use of glass with smooth edge/s rather than with ediles
'that are not treated after cutting, since the latter have rough
spots from which cracKs,may propagate; and allowing adequate
means for the'rmal expansion at stagnation temperatures (Cash
1978).

256
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With an evacuated tube collector, the violent fracture of glass
collector tubes under stagnation conditions is the orimary pro-
blem (Nichols 1978). Protective glasses and gloves should be
worn when installing collector tubes.

Disposal of Plastics'

Environmental degradation from plastics dispcit'al may occur as a
conquence of human.management or mismanagement, rafher than
from inherent properties of plaStics (Flintoff 1974). Plastics
constitute 1 to 3% of municipal waste collected, in the U.S.
(Engdahl 1973). As a component of solid.waste, plastics are
disposed.of in open dumps, in sanitary landfills, by incineration,
or by recycling.

About half of the hydrogen c1ride produced from incinerations
i5 due to combustion of plastic . Other decomposition products
may result from halogen and phosphorus fire retardants. However,
no appreciable amounts of these or other highly toxic gases have
been detected in the effluents from municipal incinerators even'
when large amounts of plastics were disposed of (Engdahl 1973).

In the early 1970's, polytetrafluoroethylene was the on4 plastic
which was recycled in quantities significant Compared to pro-
duction (Arkles 1973). Other thermoplastics are suitable for
recycling (Flintoff 1974), but there is little potential for
recyclingof thermosets.

Toxicity

Toxic effects may oCcur through ingestion of materials, exposure
to outgassing products,, and exposure to gases during fires.

Probability oi. ingestion of glazing is extremely. low. Therefore,
glazing itself is not considered a t'oxic hazard.

Considerable outgassing from plastics may occur below reported
decompos-ition temperatures as-_shown by experiments in which weight
loss of the plastic is determined at varioUs temperatures jTable
4-15). 1-1-1e rate of outgassing may,be highly dependent on exact
chemical composition, as has ileen shown for chlorinated poly7inx1
chloride (Table 4-16). Outgassing products of plastics include
many of the compounds given off-under pyrolysis conditions, some
of which are highly toxic (see Fire Properties Section which
follows).

Most glazing materials are exposed to the outside atmosphere, and
human exposure to outgassing products is not likely :to be signif- '

icant. However, outgassing may occur at low temperatures over
long periods of time. Certain designs such as some-passive
systems and active systems with air as a heat trqnsfer fluid may
allow gases from th'e glazing material to pass,directly into living
areas. Such designs should not use plastic glazing materi4ls
without adequate ventilation to -assure :that outgassing products
do not lead to health problems.
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Table 4-1 . Outgassing weight loss and decomposition temperature
of plasticsa

-0 PLASTIC TEMPERATURE ATts POLYMER DECOMPOSITION
3% WEIGHT LOSS" TEMPERATURE

(oF) (oF)

Inert Atmpsphere

Fluorinated Ethylene
Propylene

860. . 870

Nylon 66 680 750

I3olymethylmethacrylate 450 470

Polytetrafluoroethylene 950, 980

Poly/iny1 Chloride 450 460

Polyvinyl Fluoride 480 480

Oxygen Atmosphere

Fluorinated Ethylene 880 910

Propylene

Nylon 66 680 790

Polymethylmethacrylate 500 520

Polytetrafluoroethylene 986' 990

Polyvinyl Chloride 510 540

Polyvinyl Fluoride 520 530

aData from-Arnold, C., Jr. and R. Trujillo. 1978. Composition stability
and degradation products of selected materials for solar heating and
cooling. SAND 78-0681. Sandia Laborateries, Albuquerque, NM.

b
Determined by thermogravimetric analysis.

2 8 6
Pr
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Table 4-16. Outgassing weight loss of chlorinated polyvinyl
chloridea

TEMPERATURE AT
5% WEIGHT LOSSb

(cif)

CHLORINE
CONTENT OF Nitrogen Air

POLYVINYL CHLORIDE Atmosphere Atmosphere

64% 585 566

67% 545 558

70% 612 610

72% 630
.

620

e 75% 625 617

a
Data from Liebman, S. A., J. F. Reuwer, Jr., K. A. Gollatz, and C. D.

Nauman. 1971. Thermal decomposition of poly(vinylchloride) and

chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride). I. ESR and TGA studies. Journal of

Polymer Science: Part A-1, 9: 1823-1833.

b
Determined by thermogravimetric analysis.
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- Fire Propert es

The fire prop rties of,a plastic are dependent on its formula-
tion, additives, dimensions, and shape. The specific properties
of importance or plastics are discussed below.

Flash fire prop nsity data are presented:in Table 4-17. Time to
flash fire is an excellent indication of the Speed with which
flash-fire condi Jons develop in a real-life situation. Height
of the flash fire is an -Indication of the strength of the fire.
However, the data do not give a completely predictable indication
of performance. I a full-scale fire, thickness of material,
area of exposed su face, and tendency to form a surface char will
be important.

Smoke emission data are presented in Table 4-18. There may be
considerable differe ce in smoke.evolution depending on whether
material is smolderi g or flaming.

Data concerning letha! toxicity of gases emitted from plastics
under pyrolysis condilions are presented in Table 4-19. There
are considerable differences in toxicity of gases from different
samples of the same ma erial as indicated by the standard devia-
tions that are given.

Products of combustion nd pyrolysis of plastics are presented in
Table 4-20. Some of th se products are highly toxic, as suggested
by OSHA maximum allowable exposure (Table 4-21). Since plastics
can produce toxic combus ion and pyrolysis products, they may
pose hazards during fire when they are used for glazing in or
adjacent to living areas; when used oulOside away from living
areas they present fewer hazards. Also, many of the pyrolysis

is

prod cts may also be outg ssing products at lower temperatures,
empha 's_a. zing the need for dequate ventilation during normal
operation.

The following paragraphs d scuss the general fire behavior of
thermoplastics and thermos ts and give detailed information on
the fire properties of a nu ber of plastics,(compiled from Com
mittee on Fire Aspects of P lymeric Materials 1979).

The chemical structure's of plastics greatly affect their fire
propertiesk.. Thermosets, whi h have crosslinking between polymer
chains, differ greatly from hermoplastics, which do not have
cross linking. The degree and strength of the crosslinking in-
fluence the fire properties. \

Upon heating, thermoplastics soften. They may soften so much
when exposed to the high heat of the fire environment that they
will melt and flow under their own weight. The chemical struc-
ture, presence of contaminants or additives, length of polymer '7.

chains, and temperature'of the environment will determine the
' extent to which a specific thermoplastic will melt, drip, run,

and eventually burn.
/
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Table 4-17. Flash fire propensity of plasticsa

PLASTIC TIME TO
FLASH FIRE
(seconds)

HEIGHT
OF FLAME
(inches)

Acrylonitrile-
Butadiene-Styrene
Type 1 127 7

Type 2 189 7

Nylon 6 55 26

Nylon 66 95 26

Nylon 610 77 22

Polycarbonate
Type 1 97 6

Type 2 >300

Polyethylene
Type 1
Type 2
Chlorinated

Polymethylmethacrylate

115 26

118 26

110 6

61 26

Polysulfone
Type 1 (Aryl) >300

Type 2 (Aryl) >300

Type 3 (Ether) >300

Polyvinyl Chloride
Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Chlorinated

Hardwoods

Softwoods

>300
>300
>300
>300

28-34

25-33

15-26

22-26

a
Data from Hilado, C. J. and H. J. Cumming. 1977. Screen materials for

Vash-fire propensity. Modern Plastics, 54(t1): 56-59.

29



Table 4 1 . Relative smoke emission from plasticsa

IV-S-297

PLASTIC MAXIMUM SMOKE DENSITY
(specific optical density, unitless)

Smoldering Flaming

Acrylic
FR UV-ABS 380 to 480 480

HR UV-ABS 195 90

HR UV-Trans 190 to 200 140

Polyethylene 470 150

Polytetrafluoroethylene 0 55

Polyvinyl Chloride
Filled 490 530

Unfilled 0.0125 in. 272 525
Unfilled 0.025 in. 470 535

Hardwood (RecrOak) 395 75

Softwood (Douglas Fir) 380 155

a
Data from Gaskill, J. R. and C. R. Veith. 1968. Smoke opacity from
certain wood and plastrE. Fire Technology.
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Table 4-19. Toxicity of pyrolysis gaseasticsa

PLASTIC TIME TOLDEATH
OF MICE°
(minutes)

NUMBER OF
SAMPLES

Acrylonitrile-

Butadiene-Styrene 17.13 + 2.45 3

Nylon 14.36 + 1.71 3

Polycarbonate 20.40,+ 377 3

Polyethylene 17.31 + 3.73 5
Chlorinated 26.08 -4: 1.80_ 2

Polymethylmethacrylate 15.58

Polyvinyl Chloride 16.60 + 0.33 2

Chlorinated 22.25 7- 0.69 2

Polyvinyl Fluoride 20.50

k.

1

Polyvinylidene Fluoride 15.86 1

Wood 14.03 + 1.48 12

a Data from Hilado, C. J., H. J. Cumming, and C. J. Casey. 1978. Relative

toxicity of materials in fire situations. Modern Plastics, April 1978:

92-96.

b Values given are mean + standard deviation among samples.
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Table 4-20. Combustion and pyrolysis products from
plasticsa

PLASTIC COMBUSTION
PRODUCTS

PYROLYSIS
PRODUCTS

Fluorinated Ethylene
Propylene

Ny 1 on 66

Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Silicone Tetrafluoride

Carbonyl Fluoride

Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Methane
Hydrogen Cyanide

Ammonia
Ethylene
Acetylene

Polymethylmethacrylate Methylmethacrylate
Carbon Monoxide

Carbon Dioxide
Ethylene
Hydrogen

Polytetrafluoroethylene

Polyvinyl Chloride

Carbon Monoxide

Carbon Dioxide
Difluoroformaldehyde
Tetrafluoroethylene
Silicon Tetrafluoride
Formed via Reaction With
Glass

Hydrogen Chloride
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Vinyl Chloride
Benzene
Toluene
Methane
Ethane
Methyl Chloride
Carbonyl Sulfide
Sulfur Dioxide
Butane
Pentane
Butene

294

Tetrafluotoethylene
Hexafluoropropylene

Carbon Dioxide
Water
Ammonia
Hydrogen Cyanide
Organic Nitriles
Cyclic Ketones
Esters
HYdrocarbons

Methylmethacrylate
Benzene
Water

Tetrafluoroethylene.
Carbon Tetrafluoride

Hydrogen Chloride
Vinyl Chloride
Benzene
Toluene
Saturated.and
Unsaturated
Aliphatic and
Aromatic
Compounds

(continued)
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Table 4-20. continued

PLASTIC COMBUSTION
PRODUCTS

PYROLYSIS
PRODUCTS

Polyvinyl Fluoride Carbon Dioxide

Benzene
Hydrogen Fluoride
Fluorobenzene
Xylene
Vinyl Fluoride

Hydrogen Fluoride
Butadiene
Ally] Fluoride
Benzene
Toluene
Naphthalene
Vinyl Fluoride

aData from Arnold, C., Jr. and R. Trujillo. 1978. Composition'stability

and degradation products of selected materials for solar heating and

cooling. SAND 78-0681. Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM; and Adams,

S. I. 1977. Analysis of combustion gases during testing with the NBS

smoke chamber. Journal of Combustion Toxicology, 4: 360-366.

/7^
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Table 4-21. OSHA exposure limits for selected gaseous
combustion and pyrolysis products
from plasticsa

PRODUCT MAXIMUM 41LOWABLE
EXPOSURE (ppm)

Ammonia

Benzene

Butadiene

Carbon Dioxidt

Carbon Monoxide

Hydrogen Chloride

Hydrogen Cyanide.

Hydrogen Fluoride

Methyl Chloride

P5ntane

Sulfur,Dioxide

Toluene

Vinyl Chloride

Xylene

50

10

1000

5000

50

5

10

3

100

1000

5

200

1

100

st.

aData from Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 1977. Code of

Federal Regulations, Title 29, Chapter XVII. U.S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, DC.

bOSHA has established maximum tolerable exposure limits (8-hour weighted

average) for more than 400 gases.. The least toxic of these gases is

carbon dioxide with a limit of 5000 ppm. The Most toxic is nickel

carbonyl with a limit of 0.001 ppm.
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Thermosets do not 9often upon heating. The crosslinking between
Polymer chains remains intact even at relatively high temperatures.
The extent to which thermosets are flammable depends on the emission
of combustible gases which serve to fuel a continuous fire. Little
flammable fuel is generated by many thermosets exposed to flame. A
surface char is produced which insulates and protects the subsur-
face portion of the plastic from heat and flame. This char is de-
stroyed only at extremely high temperature. Because of the pro-
perties of this surface char, the plastics are inherently fire
resistant, even without the addition of fillers or additives.

Precautions provided by manufacturers about their products contain
valuable information and should be iedeci, as illustrated by the
following recommendation (Cyro fries 1978):

(Acrylic) fiee-TCNt ced fro'm an acrylic molding compound
which is a combustible thermoplastic. Precautions used tO
protect vood and other combustibles from flames and high heat
sources should also be observed with this material. Acrylic
materials usually burn rapidly to completion if not extinguished.
The products of combustion, if sufficient air is present, are
carbon dioxide and water. However, in many fires sufficient
'air will not be available and toxic carbon monoxide will be
formed, as it will from other common combustible materials.
We urge good judgment in the use of this versatile material
and recommend that building codes be followed carefully to
assure it has been used properly.

Acrylic Polymethyl methacrylate (PMNiA) readily ignites. Combus-
tible volatiles are generated by pyrolysis when heat is applied to
the plastic by flame or other source. The volatiles contain methyl
methacrylate monomers plus some molecules of higher molecular
weight. They burn in the gas phase. The heat generated by their,
combustion stimulates further pyrolysis and ,subsequent combustion.
PMMA produces less smoke than polymers composed only of hydrogen4
and'carbon.

fire retardants for PMMA include halogen- and antimony- containing
compounds. They reduce both the ease of ignition and burning ratea.
However, the use of retardants can reduce the good aging and trans-
parency qualities of PMMA.

FluorinatO Ethylene Propylene and Polytetrafluoroethylene - These
fluorine-containing compounds do not support combustion. However,
they will burn under suitable conditions. At high temperatures
existing during intense fires, polytetrafluoroethylene can break
down to its monomer which can then oxidize-to carbonyl fluoride,
a hazardous gas, under certain conditions.

Nylon Nylon tends to drip as it burns, exhibiting a "self ex-
tinguishing" characteristic by allowing the burning portion to
separate from the nonburning portion. Glass fiber and mineral
fillers used in nylon composites to enhance engineering properties
prevent or reduce this dripping. Thus, such composites may burn
more readily than unfilled nylon. 297
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Halogen-and phosphorus-containing compounds, iron oxides, and hy-
drated alumina are used as fire retardants in nylon.

Porybuty_lene and Polyethylene - These hydrocarbons are easily ig-
nited, burn with a smoky flame, and melt as they burn, much like
paraffin wax.

Halogen-containing compou,nds and antimony oxide are used as fire
retardants. Increased chlorine content.of compositions results
in decreased flammability. Compositions with chlorine content
of 25 to 40 percent by weight may extinguish under szme fire
conditions. However, in a fully developed fire, all fire retardant
compositions are likery to burn.

Polyca-rbonate Polycarbonates char to a liMited extent during
pyrolysis and combustion. They may extinguish under some fire
conditions. Incorporation of halogens into the polymer structure
during synthesis or addition of halogen-containing compounds with
or without antimony oxide after synthesis can further increase the
fire resistence of polycarbonates.

Poryester Polyester burns with a smoky flame. The smoke arises
from the combustion of styrene, a pyrolysis product of polyester.
Smoke is only moderately,reduced by the use of fire retardantst

Alumina hydrate is an inorganic filler which reduces fire pro-
pensity. It has the advantages of providing structural reinforce-
ment to the plastic, being low in cost, and lowering generation of
smoke. It does not produce corrosive gases during fires as halogen-
containing fire retardants may produce. However, alumina tydrate
cannot fire retard polyester to the same degree that the halogen
fire retardants can.,

Organic fire retardants include phosphorous compounds, chlorinated
waxes, organic antimony compounds, and chlorinated biphenyls. The
latter, however, are carcinogens and should not be used. The good
thermal stability, re'sistance to leaching, and fire retardant
characteristics of chlorocarbons has indicated their potential for
use as fine retardants in polyester.

Halogens can be incorporated into the polymer chain by the use of-,/,
proper compounds in the synthesis of polyester. Commonly used
compounds include chlorendic acid, tetrachlorophthalic acid, and
tetrabromophthalic acid. The latter allows excellent fire retardant
characteristics with,a bromine content of 15 percent by weight.

Crosslinking agents provide another means -Of introducing fire re-
tardants into polyester. Specific phosphorus-and halogen-containing
compoynds can be used, but their high cost necessitates that they be
used in combinationwith other fire retardants and only when special
properties are required.

Polyethylene Terephthalate - Melting and dripping are common with
this thermoplastic. Little char is formed. Halogen-containing
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compounds with or without metal oxide synergist are used as fire
retardants. The fire retarded plastic resists ignitiOn in a low
heat environment, but readily burns in a fully developed fire.

Polyimides - Aromatic polyimides yield htgh char,during .pyrolysis,
with up to 60 percent of the initial weight being converted to
char. They have low flammability and low smoke production.

Polysulfones - Aromatic polysulfones char when exposed to flame..
They are quite fire resistant even without the addition of fire
-retardants.

Polyvinyl Chloride The high chlorine contentof polyvinyl chloride
makes this plastic by itself very fire resistant. Hydrogen chloride,
a corrosive, gas, is emitted when the plastic is h.eated or exposed
to flame and acts to quench combustion. . , b.

Combinations of polyvinyl chloride with phthalate, sebacate, and,/
adipate-esters'and other plasticizers have fire properties.dif-
ferent from polyvinyl chloride itself. They may-require the ad-
dition of fire retardants. Some compounds containing chlorine or
phosphorus serve as plasticizers as well as fire retardants. These
include tricresyl phosphate, cresyl diphenyl phosphate, 2-ehtyl-
hexyl diphenyl hosphate, and chlorinated paraffins. Antimony
o'xide can be added as a synergist to these fire retardants.

Polyvinyl Fluoride - Polyvinyl fluoride is more.flammable than
polyvinyl chloride,,despite their similar chemical structures.
Hydrogen fluoride, a corrosive gas, is generated at' temperatures
exceding. 480°F, but is does not quench combustion as effectively
as hydrogen chloride. Combustible volatiles are generated 'at .

higher temperatures and serve as fuel for a fire.

Polyvinylidene Fluoride This fluorine-Fontaining plastic has less
thermal stability than polytetrafluoroethylene but has greater
thermal 'stability than polyvinyl,fluoride. Hydrogen fluoride is
generated at 800°F. Char of up to 40 percent of the initial
weight is formed during pyrolysis at that temperature.

293
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GLAZING WORKSHEET

Materials in contact with glazing duringnormal operation:
Materials in contact with glazing during abnormal operation:
Linear expansion coefficients of associated materials:
Temperature of glazing at stagnation:
Exposure to UV radiation:
Exposure to humidity:
Exposure to outdoor atmosphere:
Exposure to outgassing from other materials:

SOLAR
TRANSMITTANCE

LONGWAVE
TRANSMITTANCE'

The higher the %, the more desirable. 100% is optimal. See

Tables 4-2 through 4-8. Benchmark: glasS has solar
transmittance of 84 to

\

/91%.

AN
The lower the %, the)mbre desilrable. 0% is optimal. See

Tables 472_through"14.48. Benclimark: glasshas longwave
transmirtance of 27

,

UPPER A limit above the temperature reached at stagnation is
TEMPERATURE desirable. See Tables 4-2 through 4-8.
LIMIT

WtATHERING
CHARACTER-
IsTIcs

Theo higher the resistance to degradation by UV radiation,
temperature, humidity, and other weathering agents, the more
desirable. See Tables 4-2 through 4-8, and 4-14.

Benchmark: glass has excepent weathering resistance.

LINEAR The closer the coefficient is to the coefficients of other
EXPANSION system materials, the more desirable. See Tables 4-2

COEFFICIENT through 4-8, and 4-11. Benchmark: copper has a coefficient

of 9.3 x 10-6/°f.

ti COMPATIBILITY The lader the chemical interaction with materials contacted

tn during normal and abaormal operation, the more desirable.

o o See Tables 4-12 and 4-13.
z

1-

e OUTGASSING The lower the amount and ratt of outgassing, the more
CZ LLI

ClZw p

desirable. See Table 4-15.

(Tv FIRE

PROPENSITY

>
4.1

FIRE
TOXICITY

.SMOKE
EMISSION

The lower the capability to catch on fire and burn, the more
desirable. See Table 4-17. Benchmark: with the Hilado-
Cumming screening test, woods ignite in 25 to 34 seconds and
flame reaches a height of 15 to 26 inches. These benchmarks

will be different for other fire tests.

The lower 'the toxicity (the higher LC50s or allowable
exposure limits) of combustion and pyrolysis gases, the more

desirable. See Tables 4-20 and 4-21.

The.lower the smoke emission, the more desirable. See

Table 4-18. Beachmark: with the Gaskill-Veith test,
smoldering hardWood has a maximum smoke density of 395 and
flaming hardwOod has a maximum smoke density of 76. These
benchmarks will'be different for other fire tests.

0303
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GLAZING WORKSHEET

PRODUCT PRODUCT

.

PRODUCT

,

,

PRODUCT

GENERIC TYPE GENERIC TYPE GENERIC TYPE GENERIC TYPE

SOLAR
TRANSMITTANCE

.

LONGWAVE
TRANSMITTANCE

UPPER
TEMPERATURE
LIMIT

WEATHERING
CHARACTER-
ISTICS

LINEAR
EXPANSION
COEFFICIENT

COMPATIBILITY

)

'

OUTGASSING
,

FIRE
PROPENSITY

.

FIRE

TOXICITY

SMOKE

EMISSION

304
.
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.
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A

Solar Products
Specifications

Guide

SOLATEXR SOLAR GLASS

AFG Industries, Inc.
1400 Lincoln St.
Kingsport, TN 37662

Ronald Tiller(800) 251-0441, (15) 245-0211

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: Rolled, tempered glass

with 0.04% iron-oxide content

Transmittance: 89.5 to 89.8%

Index of refraction: = 1.52

Weight: 1/8 in, 1.6 lb/ft2
.5/32 in, 2.0 lb/ft2
3/16 in, 2.4 lb/ft2

Tensile strength: 6400 psi

Impact strength: 5 ft-lb/in

Coefficient of thermal expansion: 47 x

10-' to, 51 x 10-'/°F between 32 and 572°F

Fltmmability: Noncombustible

Surface weathering: Excellent

Maximum continuous service temperature:
400°F

Thermal degradation: None.

Ultraviolet degradation: None

Optical clarity: Translucent

Standard sizes availtble:
1/8 in: 34 x 76,in
5/32 in: 34 x 76, 96 in
3/16 in: 34 x ,76, 96 in

46 x 76, 96 in

3

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A low iron solar energy glass in the medium

price range. The iron content is about

0.04% Iron Oxide. May be used in active or

passive systems. Material ,contains a light

surface pattern making it translucent
rather than transparent.

Features: Solar transmittance 89.5%

Options: Should be use fully tempered.

Installation Requirements: Low coefficient

of expansion promotes easy and permanent
sealing.

Maintenance Requirements: None.

Guarantee/Warranty: Limiterwarranties
available.

Suggested List Price: Less expensive than

more efficient Sunadex solar glass.

5

(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
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Solar Products
Specifications

Guide

HELIOLITER

C-E Glass, Div. of Combustion Engineering Inc.
825 Hylton Rd.
Pennsauken,'M 08110

R. H. McCurdy (609) 662-0400

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: Low iron glass, 0.03%

iron oxide content, patterned, tempered

Transmittance: 1/8 in = 90.1%; 5/32 in =
89.6%; 3/16 in = 89.0%

Index of refraction: 1.5

Weioht: 1/8 in = 1.6 lb/ft2; 5/32 in = 2.0
lb/ft", 3/16 in = 2.5 lb/ft'

Tensile strength: 20,000 psi

Impact strength: 4 times stronger than an-
nealed glass

Coefficient of thermal expansion: 90 x 10-7

per °C (@ 0 to 300°C)

Flammability: None

Surface weathering characteristics: Ex-

cellent

Maximum continuous service temperature:
500°F

Thermal degradation: None

Ultraviolet degradation: None

Optical clarity: Translucent

Standard sizes available: 34 x 76/84/92/96
and 46 x 76/84/92/96 in

Limitations: Cannot be used for vision
areas in passive applications

TRANSMI1TANCE CURVES FOR 1 /8" HELJOUTE
950%

925%

900%

875% I I I II I

400 500 800

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A low iron pattern glass, fully tempered,
available in 3 thicknesses and 8 standard
sizes, as well as non-standard custom sizes.

Features: High transmissivity, high obscur-

ity, low specular reflectance,

Options: Also available as an insulated

unit under trade name Heliopane. Construct-

ed with Heliolitek and dual ,,seal sealants,

including silicone.

Installation-Requirements: None.

Maintenance Requirements: None.

Guarantee/Warranty: Conforms to Federal

Specification DDG-451D.

Suggested List Price: Prices vary widely,

consult manufacturer.

1200 1400 1600

(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.

1800
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Solar Products
Specifications

Guide

SOLAKLEERTM CLEAR SOLAR GLASS

General Glass International Corp.
270 North Ave.
New Rochelle, NY 10801

David Balik (914) 235-5900

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: Clear solar glass,
0.057% iron content

Transmittance: 91.3% for 1 mm thickness,

see graph and table

Index of refraction: 1.52

Weight: See table

Tensile strength: Approx 13700 psi

Impact strength: Hardness factor, 3.5 to

4.0 kg

Coefficient of thermal expansion: Linear

expansion, 86.6 x 101 (0 to 3006C)

Flammability: Nonflammable

Surface weathering characteristics: Excel-

lent

Maximum continuous service temperature:
Approx 600bF

Thermal degradation: None

Ultraviolet degradation: None

Optical clarity: Transparent, optically

flat

Standard sizes available: 34 x 76 in, 46 x

76 in, 34 x 96 in, custom sizes available

Limitations: Maximum size, 84 x 96 in

SpectralTransmittance(1 OmmSOLAKLEER)
95%

92 5%

90%

87 5%

85%

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A clear low iron flat glass with 91.3% TSET
(1 mm) and optical flatness. Nearly color

free. Available cut to size for specific
high technology sunlight focusing applica-
tions and standard collector sizes. Highly

suitable for active, and especially passive
systems.

Features: Clear, and very thin. For cur-

rent and future applications.

Options: Six thicknesses ranging fromrO.040

in. (1 mm) up to 0.203 in. (5.5 mm). Temp-

ering available on request.

Installation Requirements: Consult ANSIA

134-1-1970 or AAMA Spec. 302-7-1971.

Maintenance Requirements: None.

Guarantee/Warranty: Limited warranty.

Suggested List Price: Prices vary widely,

consult manufacturer.

390 500 700 900 1100 1300 1500 1700 2100

The TSET specifications shown were measured in the range of 390-1722
lanometers (miHimicrons) by Beckman Spectrophotometer equipment
in accordance with testing procedure ASTM E 424-71.

Physical Properties

Nominal Maximum Weight
Thickness Size per Sq. Ft. TSET.

1mm Cut to
( 038- 042") your specs 507 91 3%

2 5mm
090') 60...84" 1 183 90 5%

118" 84"(c661" 1 625 90 1%

5/32" 84" x 96" 1 976 89 5%

3/16" 84" x 96" 2 509 88 8%

13/64" 84" x 96" 2 762 .88 5%

'Data provided by Sandie Pacific Northwest.
Laboratories. Richland. Washington

(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)

3u?
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Solar Products
Specifications

-}Guide

FILONR SOLAR PANELS 546 & 556

Filon Div. of Vistron Corp.
12333 Van Ness Ave.
Hawthorne, CA 90250

Don Graves (213) 757-5141

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: Fiberglass-reinforced
polyester, acrylated and weather-surfaced
with proprietary gelcoat

Transmittance: 94% light (ASTM D-1494);
85.3 to 86.6% solar energy (ASTM E-424
Metod A)

Index of refraction: 1.540

Weight: 4 oz/ft2 and 5 oz/ft2

Tensile strength: 14,500 (ASTM D-638)

Impact strength: 2.4 -.5.3 ft-lb/in width
(IZOD, ASTM D-256)

Coefficient of thermal expansion: 2.3 x

10-5 in/in/°F (ASTM D-696)

Flammability: Less than 2 in/min (ASTM D-
635)

Surface weathering characteristics: Resists
1JV degradation and most erosive and corros-
ive atmospheres. Resists most acids, alka-
lies, hydrocarbons, alcohols, peroxides,
etc

Maximum continuous service temperature:
150°F

Thermal degration: Not specified

Ultraviolet degradation: Not specified

Optical clarity: Translucent

Standard sizes available: Maximum span
width for each thickness available: Maxi-
mum span: 36 in for 4 oz corrugated; 48 in
for 5 oz corrugated; 24 in for flat panels

Limitations: Do not use to glaze open water
collectors. Use dessicant if collector
develops excessive interior moisture

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

These acrylic-enriched polyester panels are
reinforced with 25 to 27% random strand
fiberglass and parallel nylon strands.
Exposed side is surfaced with proprietary
gelcoat.

Features: High transmissivity, low reflect-
ance, s atter-resitant; special gelcoat
surface resists degradation, erosion, and
corrosive atmospheres.

Options: Stocked: two weights, 4 oz. and
5 oz. per ft3 in flat or 2-1/2 in. corru-
gated panels. Lengths: 8 ft., 10 ft., 12
ft. Flat also available in rolls; 4 oz. -
100 ft. long; 5 oz. - 50 ft. long.

Installation Requirements: None specified.

Maintenance Requirements: Periodic water
rinse to remove accumulated dirt.

Guarantee/Warranty: Not available at this
time.

Suggested List Price: 68¢/ft2 to $1.38/ft2.

3os
(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
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Solar Products
Specifications

Guide

UVEXTM PLASTIC SHEET

Eastman Chemical Products, Inc., subsidiary
of Eastman Kodak Co.

Bldg. 280
Kingsport, TN 37662

Wm. J. Seaman (615) 246-2111 Ext. 2924

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: A cellulosic; cellulose

acetate butyrate

Transmittance:: 90%

Index of refraction: 1.47

Wei ht: 0.060 in, 0.374 lb/ft2; 0.250 in, /

. /ft2

Tensile strength: 5700 psi

Impact strength: 0.125 in: 26 ft-lb at 73°F,

23 ft-lb at O'F

Coefficient of thermal expansion: 1/16 in

per ft per 100°F change in temp

Flammability: 1.4 in per min, ASTM D 635-
74

larface weathering characteristics: Some

,Nazing after 3-yrs

Maximum continuous service temperature:
180°F

Thermal degradation: U.S. Testing Report
No. A51274 (1/12/77), same toxicity as
burning wood. Smoke-density, ASTM D 2843-

70: 0.060 in, 3.6; 0.150 in, 16.5; 0.250 in,

26.7

Ultraviolet degradation: Loss of gloss,

reduction of impact strength

Optical clarity: Transparent

Standard sizes available: 8 x 12 ft stand-

ard; 0.060, 0.080, 0.100, 0.125, 0.150,
0.187, 0.220 or 0.250 in thick

Limitations: Do not use flat

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A clear, transparent cellulose acetate
butyrate sheeting that has excellent forming
characteristics, good greenhouse properties

'and 90% light transmittance.

Features: Good weathering, high impact

res stance.

Options: Many standard size sheets, 8

thicknesses. Transparent colors are avail-

able.

Installation Requirements: Allow material

to move 1/16 in per ft. when put in a

retainer.

Maintenance Requirements: Can be washed

with mild detergent and warm water.

Guarantee/Warranty: None.

Suggsted List Price: 0.060 in., $ .685 to
$ .885.

0.125 in., $1.36 to
$1.76.

Prices are approxi-
inate, and depend on
quantity and distrib-

utor location. .

3(6

(This information is provided by the manmfecturer,
who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
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Solar Products
Specifications

Guide

"TEDLAR" PVF FILM 400SE

Du Pont Company
Polymer Products Department
Talley Blidg., Concord Plaza
Wilmington, DE 19898

. R. P. deBussy (302) 772-5880

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: Polyvinyl flouride fiTm

4 mil thick

Transmittance: 90% of the solar spectrum

Index of refraction: 1.46 nD (ASTM D 542)

Weight: 0.029 lb/ft2

Tensitt strength: 12,000 psi (ASTM D 882

Method Al

Impact strength: Not specified

Coefficient of thermal expansion: 2.8 x

10-5/°F

Flammability: 0.7 in/min (ASTM D 635)

Self ignition temp 730°F

Surface weathering characteristics: Excel-

lent

Maximum cOntinuous service temperature:
225dF continuous, up to 350°F for short

periods

Thermal degradation: No thermal degradation

at'use temperature

Ultraviolet degradation: UV resistant

Optical clarity: Transparent

Standard sizes available: In rolls up to

100 inches in width

Shrinkage: At 266°F, approximately 2 to
3% total, length and width combined

100

50

r 60

Z 40

47 20

0

(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
0

5 30 4 0 5 0

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

An improved form of "Tedlar" PVF film
developed specifically for single or outer

glazing on solar collectors.

Features: High solar transmission, excellent
weatherability and toughness, lightweight.

Options: Film widths slit to customer's re-

quirements. Available in various standard

roll put-ups.

Installation Requirements: Heat shrink to

obtain a taut surface,

Maintenance Requirements: None known.

Guarantee/Warranty: Not available.

Suggested Liit Price: 29.7t/ft2
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HELIO THERMICS COLLECTOR COVER

Helio Thermics, Inc.
1070 Orion St.
Donaldson Industrial Park
Greenville, SC 29605

Bill Haas (803) 299-1300

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION$

Material and type: Cross-corrugated
fiberglass (FRP) top layer Tedlar coated to
filter UV

Transmittance: 76% fbr both layers

Index of refraction: Not specified

Weight: 10 oz/sq ft (fOr both layers)

Tensile strength: 10,600 psi (ASTM D-638)

Impact strength: Not specified

Coefficient of thermal expansion: 2.3 x 10-5
in/in/°F (ASTM D-696)

Flammability: b.98 in/min (ASTM D-635)

Surface weathering characteristics:
Virtually impervious to erosive and corrosive
atmospheres

Maximum continuous service temperature:
220°F

Thermal degradation: Heat distortion,- 220°F
at 264 lbs/tn2 and 319°F at 66 lbs/in'
(ASTM D-648)

Ultraviolet degradation: Not specified

Optical clarity: Translucent

Standard sizes available: 4 ft (51-3/8 in)

and lengths 8 ft, 10 ft, 12 ft, (up to 32
ft by special order) 5 oz/ft2

r

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

As the collector,As built into the structure
in most instances, the collector cover
material replaces conventional roofing
material, and consists of a cross-corrugated
fiberglass (patented) attached to the rafters.
It is site-built. Top layer is Tedlar coated.

Features: Re ces conventional roofing
materia .

Options: Top layer lengths available in 8 ft,

10 ft., 12 ftil, other lengths up to 32 ft.

by special oraer.

Installation Requirements: Complete
information and diagram accompanies order.

Maintenance Requirements: None.

Guarantee/Warranty: 5-yr.

Suggested List Price: $2.50/collector ft.2
includes both layers of fiberglass and all
cbmponents (screws, washers, redwood strips,
flashing, sealant) needed to apply. Price

subject to change.

(This informatioh is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
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SUN-LITER

Kalwall Corp.
Solar Components Div.
P.O. Box 237
Manchester, NH 03105

William Sullivan (603) 668-8186

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: Fiberglass-reinforced

polymer

Transmittance: 85 to 90% solar transmittance
by ASTM E 424 Method 43

Index of refraction: 1.58

Weight: Rangesfrom 4 to 8 oz/ft2
depending on thickness

Tensile 5trength: 10,000 psi (by ASTM 0638)

Impact stren th: 28 ft-lb (by SPI Falling

Ball Test, Met od B)

Coefficient of thermal exlansion: 1.36 in/

in/°F x 10-5 (by ASTM D 696)

Flammability: Less than 2-1/2 in/min by

ASTM 0635

Surface weathering characteristics: Good

resistance/field refinishable

o
Maximum continuous service temperature: 200°F

Thermal degradation: 3000 hr at 200°F =

3% transmission loss; 3000 hr at 250°F =

3%; 300 hr at 300°F = 9%

Ultraviolet degradation: 12-mo actual

exposure in southern Florida = 1% trans-

mission loss

Optical clarity: Partiallyri*sparent

Standard sizes available: Thickness - 0.025

in, 0.040 in, 0.060 in; widths 24 in, 36 in,

48 in, 49-1/2 in, 60 in, lengths 10 ft, 25

ft, 50 ft, 1500 ft

Limitations: Material should not be

continuously exposed to temperatures above

200°F although short-term (1 to 2 days) ex-

posure up to 300°F is permissable

41/4,

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Sun-LiteR is a fiberglass-reinforced polymer
glazing material specifically developed for

solar collector cover applications. This

partially translucent material offers 85 to

90 percent solar transmittance and high-.

impact strength and durability:

Features: Kalwall Weatherable Surface applied

at factory for additional surface erosion

protection.

Options: None

Installation Requirements: Typical un,

supported span of 24 in.; minimum distance to

mechanical fastener of 3/4 in.

Maintenance Requirements: Cleaning and field-

applied weatherable surface coating at 10 yr.

intervals suggested.

Guarantee/Warttanty: 30 days Materials,and

workmanship.'

Suggested List Price: $ .64 to $1.29/ft2.

-N

PY

ofic
tourr-

(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsib)e for technical accuracy.)
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SUNLLITER
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SUNWALLR

Kalwall Corp., Solar Components Div.
P.O. Box 237
Manchester, NH 03105

Tom Child (603) 668-6186

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: Sandwich of aluminum
and fiberglass-reinforced polymer with
pre-engineered installation system

Transmittance: 75 to 80% iolar transmit-
tance by ASTM 424 Method B

Index of refraction: 1.58

Weight: Ranges from .75 to 1.5 lb/ft2

Tensile strength: 10,000 psi '

Impact strength: 28 ft-lb (standaraT; 60
ft-lb (optional)

Coefficient of thermal expansion: 1.4 in/
in/°F x 10-' by ASTM D-696

Flammability: Flamespread < 200, smoke < 450
by ASTM E-84-77

Surface_weathering characteristics: Good

resistance/field refinishable

00 Maximum continuous service temperature:
200°F

Thermal degradation: 3000 hr at 200°F =-
3% transmission loss; 3000 hr at 250°F
3%, 300 hr at 300°F 9%

Ultraviolet degradation: 12-mo actual ex-
posurejn southern Florida = 1% transmission
loss

Optical clarity: Partially translucent
(standard)

Standard sizes available: Span capability
to a ft 6 in; consult manufacturer

Limitations: Maximum service temperature

200°F

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SunwallR is the KalwallR panel gystem com-
pose0 of fiberglass reinforced polymer Sun-,.
Lite face shee s permanently bonded to a '

supporting inum grid core. These sand-
wiched panels have a maximum operating temp-
erature of 200°F.

Features: ClamptiteR aluminum installation
system.

Options: Intermediate glazing layers;
partially translucent (standard4 or trans-
parent. S.E.T. of 77, 70, 65%; "U" valued
of .41, .35, .28 respectively.

Instal.lation Requirements: complete instruc-
tions available.

Maintenance Requirements: Cleaning and field
applied weatherable surface Coating at 10-yr.
intervals.

Guarantee/Warranty: 1-yr. materials and
workmanship.

Suggested List Price: $5.00 to $8.00/ft.2

\

(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technicallaccuracy.)
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FRESNEL LENS GLAZING

Lectric Lites Co.
2504 W. Vickery Blvd.
Fort Worth, TX 76102

Dr. Richard Claytor (817) 332-7961

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: Optical grade acrylic

plastic, .

T6nsmittance: 92%

Index of refraction: 1.49

Weight: ..74 lbs/ft2

Tensile strength: 8,000 - 11,000 psi

Im act stre 0.4 - 0.5 ft lb/in of
notc zo test; 1/2 in x 1/2 in notched bar

C9efficient of thermal expansion: 3-5 x

10-5 1°F

Flammability: Slow (0.9 - 1.2, ASTM 0635)

Surface weathering characteristics: Nil

Maximm continhous service temperature:
T7S7r

Thermal'degradation: Nil

Ultraviolet degradation: Nil

Optical clarity: Transparent

Standard sizes available: 11 in sq in 7 in
to 24 in focal lengths; 12 in, 15 in, 17 in,
19 in round in local lengths from 12 in to
24 in; 16 in x 20 in in 40 in focal length

Limitations: None

RODUCT DESCRIPTION

Flat optical grade acrylic plastic Fresnel
lenses in various focal lengths and sizes,
suitable for glazing concentrating solar
collectors.

Features: Standard catalog items, usualli
available from stock.

Options: Can be custom cut to desired size.

Installation Requirements: None.

Maintenance Requirements: None.

Guarantee/Warranty: Guaranteed against

defects in material and workmanship for
30 days from date of shipment.

Suggested List Price: Rariges between 0.1

and 0.3 dollars per square inch.

(This information, is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
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QUALEXR DOUBLE WALL POLYCARBONATE GLAZING

Structured Sheets, Inc.
196 E. Camp Ave.
Merrick, NY 11566

T. Silver (516) 546-4868

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: LexanR'polycarbonate,
UV resistant, flame retardant resin

Transmittance: See table

Index of refraction: Not available

Weight:., See table

Tensile strength: 4 mm thick: parallel to
ribs, 767 psi; perpendicular to ribs, 568
psi

Impact strength: Falling Dart (1/2-In rad-
ius tip), 200 ft-lb

Cgefficient of thermal expansion: 3.75 in/
in/°F x 1Q-'

Flammability: ASTM E-84-77: flute spread,
3; fuel- contribution, 0; smoke density, 40

Surface we6thering characteristics: Abra-
sion resistance: Taber 17/1000, ASTM 1044,
(10)

Maximum continuous service temperature:
-22 to 240°F

1E1111E.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

QUALEXR is an energy conserving solar
glazing. It is a "Polycarbonate Structured
Sheet" having a hollow profile and is manu-
factured from an extra high. UV resiAtant,
flame retardant grade of G.E. LexanK resin.
Suitable for collectors, greenhouses, solar
roofs, Trombe walls and site built installa-
tions.

Features: Strength to weight ration is 2:1
id poleycarbonate sheet.

Options: Thtcknesses are 4, 5, 6 mm and
extra strength 7, 8 and 10 mm. Widths up to
1700 mm (66.9 in.). Lengths up to 11.89 m
(39 ft.). Clear, opal, solar bronze and ,

special colors.

Installation Requirements: Allow coefficient
of thermal expansion allowance of 1/32 in/ft.

Maintenance Requirements: None.

Guarantee/Warranty: None.

Suggested List Price: $1.25 to $2./ft.2,
depending on gauge and quantity.

Aluminum extrusion mounting profiles are also
available.

VS. SO

QUALEX Nominal Standard Dimensions

B2 HH
WIDTH

" BPBigaC ' ''''''WenT04#4 .31' ' OtilKIN . WI'
in. mm. . In. mm. . In..tv 41a=371113/1Ft2: ' aim ; '. 1:14,71,VMMEtenrN!,

.157 4

0.014 0.35 0.209 5.3
0.22 1.08

66 15/is 1700
Up

39
To

11.9
.197 5 0.23 1.12
.236
.116

6 0.25 1.22
7 0.016 0.40 0.209

,
0.31 1.50

OUALEXII, Is product ol 0 Co. Ltd.
- LEXAN is tredemirk of General Electric Co.

LENGTH

(This inlormation -is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy. )
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CAST ACRYLIC FRE.SNEL LENSES

Swedlow, Inc.
12122 Western Ave.
Garden Grove, CA 92645

Bill Yamaguchi (714) 893-7531

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Lens geometry: Flat, plano surface up,
aspheric/acylindrical; f/0.85 min

Concentration ratio: Up to 2000 suns, de-

pending on application

Dimensions: Up to 4.x 8 ft arrays

Thickness: 3/16 to 1/2 in

Applications: Photovoltaic and phOto-

thermal

Material: Swedlow S360 cast acrylic

Service life: 20 yr data (from Sandia Labs
Report SAND 74-0241 and subsequent data)

Lens ,efficiency: Approx 85%

Operating temperature: 180°F max

Tracking_ requirements: Better than 1/4 de-

gree

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Fresnel lenses for photovoltaic and photo-

thermal systems. 20-yr. projected life.

Features: Cast acrylic weatherability,
aliiiiiiiesigned lens performance, large sizes.

Options: System performance predictions,
trackfiTg and mounting recommendations, lens
performance testing.

Installation Requirements: Accurate solar
tracking and mounting frames are required.

Maintenance Requirements: Periodic cleaning.

Guarantee/Warranty: Negotiated on I per-

order basis.

Suggested List Price: Approximately $3,50 to

$4./ftz in quantity production.

Availability: ApproxiWately 6 mos. to first

article.

(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
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POLY-GLAZ POLYCARBONATE SHEET

Sheffield Plastics Inc.
Salisbury Rd.
Sheffield, MA 01257

Tom Kradel (413) 229-8711

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material and type: Light stabilized poly-
carbonate

Transmittance.: 0.85

_Index of refractioe 1.59

Wei9ht: 0.125 in, 0.78 lb/ft2; 0.060 in,
0.38 lb/ft2

Tensile strength: 9000 psi

Impact strength: Unnotched,..no failure;
notched 1/8 in thick, 16 ft-lb per inch of
notch

Coefficient of thermal expansion: 3.75 x
10-' in/in/°F

Flammability: Self extinguishing ASTM D-635

Surface weathering characteristics: Slight
yellowing and hazing after 5-yr (not abra-
sion resistant)

Maximum continuous service temperature:
250°F

Thermal degradation: Not available

Ultraviolet degradation: Not available

Optical clarity: Transparent

Standard sizes available: 6 x 8 ft, 0.030
to 0.5 in thick

Limitations: Soluble in chlorinated hydro-
carbons, partly soluble in aromatic hydro-
carbons. Should not be used in environments
where combination of heat and moisture ex-
ceed 212°F and 50% relative humidity

Other important characteristics: See
reverse side

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Poly-Glaz is a thermoplastic glazing materi-
al with primary properties of high impact
strength, heat resistance and clarity.

Features: Impact resistance.

Options: None.

Installation Requirements: Use non-harden-
ing sealants such as silicone rubber and
allow for thermal expansion and contraction.

Maintenance Requirements: Use mild deter-
gents and non-abrasive cleaning materials
to avoid scratching. Hose with clear water,
allow to air dry.

Guarantee/Warranty: None.

Suggested List Price: Contact distributors

for quantity prices.

9

(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
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POLY-GLAZ POLYCARBONATE SHEET

, .

DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR GLAZING
(Based on 40 psf, wind loading Is shown in the following.table)

.

.

SASH
DIMENSION

RECOMMENDED
POLY-GLAZ
THICKNESS

MIN. EDGE
ENGAGEMENT

MIN. RABBET
DEPTH

MIN. RABBET
WIDTH

MIN. SEALER
TAPE

THICKNESS

12 x 12 0.091 14 V16 % Vs

12 x 18 .093 14 3.16 % 14

16 x 16 . .093 14 Vi 6 % %

18 x 24 .125 5'16 Vs % %

18 x 36 .125 Y16 % % 14

24 x 24 .125 % 1/2 IA

24 x 36 .125 7A5 ' 3'16 ½ IA

24 x 48 .125 7/16 %e % 14

36 x 36 .125 34 1 % 14

36 x 48 .187 -...-.13, e 1 "As 14

36 x 72 .187 "As 1 "As 14

48 x 48 .187 'Ms 1 "As 14

48 x 72 .250 1 114 "As 14

48 x 96 250 1146 1% 314

.

TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF POLY-GLAZ SHEET

,
, PROPERTY

ASTM
METHOD UNITS

ALL
GRADES

Specific Gravity D-792 . 1.2

Specific Volume 0-792 cu in/lb 23'

Tensile Strength, yield D638 psi 8000-9500

Tensile Strength, ultimate 0-638 psi 9000-11500

Elongation, ultimate 0.638 % 100-130

Ten. Mod. of Elasticity D-747 psi x 105 3.4

Flexural Strength 0-790 psi x.103 12.2-12.7

Flexural Modules 0.790 psi x 105 3.2-3.5

Compression Strength 0-695 psi x 103 12.5

lzod Impact Strength (on STD Molded ihs° Specimen) 0-256 ft lbs/in notch 14.0-17.5

Hardness, Rockwell 0-785 R115

Thermal Conductivity C-177 10-4cal/(secXcm2X°c)/C 4.6

Specific Heat 0.28

Thermal Expansion 0-696 10-5in/inrc 7.0

Heat Distortion Temp. 264 psi 0-648 °F 265-285

Water Absorption, 24 hrs D570 0.14

Refractive Index,' D-542 rid 1.586

Transniittance 0-1003 % 82-89

Burnirog Rate 0-635 in/min Self-Extinguishing

3 I



QUALEXR DOUBLE WALL POLYCARBONATE GLAZING

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (cont.)

Thermal degradation: Heat distortion temp,
284°F

Ultraviolet degradation: Extrapolation of
3-yr outdoor and xenotest 1200 indicates a
max ef less than 1% loss of light transmis-
sion per yr or 10% for 10 yr due to yellow-
ing

Optical clarity: Transparent (clear and
solar bronze) or translucent - (opal)

Standard sizes available: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 &
10 mm thick, widths to 1700 mm, lengths to
max 39 ft

Limitations: Min radius of curvature is
1,000 x thickness (perpendicular to ribs)

80

70

60

50

30

6mm

QUALE X R

4mm

400 700 1000 1500

WAVELENGTH (nm)

2000

Fastener Installation

STUD

-

RUBBERWASHER.

mETALWASHER

DRIVE SCREW

SLEEVE or GROMMET.

Installation in Wood Sash

SEALANT WypC

Installation in Metal Sash
SEALANf

(This information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
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RUBBER, SILICONE GLAZING GASKETS & SEALS

Pawling Rubber Corp.
157 Maple Blvd.
Pawling, NY 12564

Stephen J. Smith (914) 855-1000

GLAZING DETAIL with
PAWLING SEALING
GASKET INSTALLED

ONE PIECE
GASKETS HAVE

4 FULLY MOLDED CORNERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Rubber & silicone seals as well as manifold
(header) grommets for use in solar collectors.
Product used to isolate absorber plates,
seal glazing, etc.

Features: Hi-temperature materials.

Options: Ctoice,of material..

Installation Requirements: Not applicable.

Maintenance Requirements: None.

Guarantee/Warranty: Inasmuch as/Pawling
Rubber Corp. has no control over'the use to
which others may put the material, it does
not guarantee that the same results as those
described herein will be obtained. Each

user should make his own tests to,determine
the material's suitability for his own
particular application.

Suggested List Price: Dependent on material
selection and other customer specifications.

(TOs information is provided by the manufacturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy.)
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RUBBER,: SILICONE GLAZING GASKETS & SEALS

IV-S-327

ResistanOe To

Water Absorption
Oxidation
Ozone
Sunlight 4ging

(Ultra Vi let)
Heat Aging
Low Tempe ture

Temperature Renge
Rebound Hot

Cold

COMPARATIVE DATA

Pawling 80623 Silicone
Pawling 96-B-24 Silicone

Polysiloxane Polym

Pawling E633 EPDM

Ethylene Propylene
Polymer
Excellent
Excellent
Outstanding
Outstanding

Excellent
Excellent
60°F to +300°F
Excellent
Excellent

E xcellent
E xcellent
Outstanding
Excellent

Outstanding
Outstanding
60°F to +500°F
E xcellent
E xcellent

a These temperature ranges are re-
commended limits for normal service
life. Occasional or intermittent temper-
ature exposure above these limits may
cause slight accelerated heat aging
which results in some hardening and
loss of flexibility of that portion of
the part exposed to the high temper-
ature. However, the seal will not cease
functioning.

Volitalization (outgassing) Used as recommendecLputgassing of E633 EPDM, 96-B24_and 80623 silicone is infinitesimal.
No measurable light transmission degradation has been noted in the field or laboratory.

96-B-24 and 80623 SILICONE

Specification ASTM 02000 5GE608

A19B37C12EA14E016E036F110"1Z2Z3Z4

Original Properties:
Durometer (Shore A)
Tensile Strength
Elongation

As Specified
60 ±.5
Min. 700 ;pi
Min. 200%

As Obtained
60
900 psi
225%

Oven Aged 70 Hrs@ 437°F (A19)

Durometer Change Max. +10 +4
Tensile Change Max. 25% +3%
Elongation Change Max. 30% 7%
Compression Sot 22 Hrs @ 347°F (1337)

% Deflection Max. 25% 20%
Water Immersion 70 Hrs;@ 212°F (EA14)

Volume Change 4. 5% +0.5%
Ozone Resistance lotrfirs@ 50 PPHM +104°F @ 20% Strain (C12)

No Cracking or Checking Passed

Cold Test, Flexibility Brittle Point @ 85°F (F110)
No cracking before or after impact Passed

Staining Test: Non-staining as per ASTM D 925:method B Non-
staining.(P)
Special Tests: Samples baked 14 days @ 350°F in a tightly covered
500 ml Berzelius Beaker on a hot plate

Z1 Maximum weight loss 0.04%

Z2 No appreciable fogging of glass cover plate or beaker sides.

Z3 Maximum +5 durometer change (Shore A)
Z4 No cracking when flexed.180° several times.

E633 EPDM

Specification ASTM 02000 38A 620 A 8 F ZZZZ14 13 12. 17 1 2 3 4Z
5

Original Properties: As Specified As Obtained
Durometer (Shore A) 60 t 5 so
Tensile Strength Min. 2000 psi 2200 psi
Elongation Min. 400% 425%
Tear Resistance (O21) 200

Oven Aged.70 Hrs@ 212°F (A14)

Durometer Change Max. +10 +6
Tensile Change Max. 25% 4%
Elongation Change Max. 25% 10%
Compression SO 22 Ha. @ 158° (813)

% Deflection Max. 25% 20%

Water Immersion 70 Hrs. @ 212°F(6A14)

Volume Change +10% +0.5%
Ozone Resistance 168 Hrs. @ 50 PPHM +104°F @- 20% Strain (O12)

No Cracking or Checking Passed

Cold Test, Flexibility Brittle Point @ 40°F (F17)

No cracking before or after impact PasSed

Special Tests: Samples baked 7 days @ 250°F in a tightly covered
500 ml. Berzelius Beaker on a hot plate (Z1 Z4)

Zi No oily emissions, fogging or crystalline formations within the
beaker or on the glass cover plate.

Z2 Maximum weight loss 1.0%

73 Maximum +5 durometer change (SI:Kire A)

Z4 No cracking when flexed 180° several times

Special Test: Tear resistance. (Z5)

Z5 Tear resistance (ASTM D 624, Die C) minimum 200 p.i.

1,1

-
(This information i s provided by tik manracturer, who is responsible for technical accuracy. )
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

MATERIAL COATINGS, MKTERIALS COMPATIBILITY

Metal Coatings

Galvanizing is a corrosion resistant coating usually applied to
sheet metal and steel. The coating is a layer of zinc applied
to the metal by either of two methods. The most common method is
done by dipping the metal in an acid bath for cleaning and then
dipped in the molten zinc. In the other method, the coating is
applied by.an electroplating proceSs, distinguished by its gray

color. The electroplated zinc toating is the better choice if
the surface is to be painted. Reference the module on Sheet Metal
for applications of galvanized steel.

Electroplating is done for corrosion prevention as well a5 en-
hancing the appearance of the material. Chrbmium plated steel
and plastics are common in manufacturing processes today. Ano-
dized aluminum can be done in several colors providing protection
from oxidation and esthetic appeal.

One electrd-plating process common to the Solar indust;ris the
black chome surface of absorber plates which is applied over a
nickel surface on copp,e0;,}which was also accomplished by electro-

,

plating.

Vapor deposition is a plating process for very exotic materials
where extremely thin coating are applied. This process is usual-
ly done in a controlled atmosphere and deep vacuum. Optical
lenses, glass surfaces, camera lens, telgscop lens and mirrors

are coated_using this process.

Absorber Coating Properties

Absorber materials serve to absorb and simulatneously transform
solar radiation into usable heat and to direct that heat to'a

heat sink. These two distinct functions may be carried out'by
one material (the absorber plate) orby different materials (the
absorber plate with an absorber coating). Although an absorber
coating is not necessary for a solar heating system to operate,
most systems do use coatings to enhance energy collection and
thereby increase system efficiency. These coatings include dark
paints and thin layers of metallic compounds put down by electro-
plating or other chemical methods.

Typical uses of absorber materials for both passive and active
solar systems are illustrated in figure 8-1. In a passive system
the thermal storage media itself may serve also as the absbrber
plate, with dark paint applied to the surface to serve as the
coating.' In an active system, a gIass,'plastic, or meta-Lab-
sorber tube or plate, usually with an absorber coating, collects
the solar energy and channels the heat to the heat transfer fluid.

Or
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How well an absorber coating functions is determined by the amount
of solar energy that is absorbed 4nd the amount of the longwave
(heat) energy that is emitted. For maximum system efficiency,
all-the solar energy would be absorbed and there would be no
loss due to emission of longwave energy. In reality, however,
Only a fraction of the solar energy is absopibed, and longwave

emission does occur. The fraction of solar 'energy that'is ab-
sorbed is designated by the absorptance, denoted by A; the higher
the absorptance, the more energy is absorbed. The relative amount
of longwave energy that is emitted is indicated by the emittance,
denoted by E; the higher the emittance, the more energy is qmittea.
Absorptance and emittance for coatings are listed in Tables 8-1

and 8-2.

Selective coafings, which have high absorptance and low emittance,
result in higher operating and.stagnation temperatures thdan do

nonselective coatings, which haN4ie high emittance as well as
high absorptance. 'For an active system without glazing on a
normal sunny day, thdPtheoretical stagAtion temperature is 4650F
for a selective coating (A 0.85, E = 0.20) and 1950F for a non-
selective c oating (A = 0.95, E = 0.90), In actual use, glazing
would increase these temperatures while convection due to air
movement would lower them. During normal operation with heat
trans'fer fluid flowing, the temperature also depends 041 the rate
of heat transfer fluid flow, heat transfer fluid temperature,
and absorber plate material and configuration. In principle,
the higher the operating temperature of a solar collector, the
more energy can be transferred to storage. However, high op-
erational temperatures my lead to problems such as thermal de-

gradation of system components and difficulties associateCI with
the different thermal expansion of the various system materials.



PASSIVE
SYSTEM

SOLAR ENERGY
STRIKING COATING

SOLAR ENERGY ABSORBED
AND CQNVERTED TO H ABSORBER COATING

HEAT
ABSORZED

TV-S 3';5 3

THERMAL STORAGE MEDIUM

ACTIVE
SYSTEM

SOLAR ENERGY
STRIKING COATING

,
\-- SOLAR ENERGY ABSORBED ABSORBER COATINGAND CONVE TED TO HEAT

14EAT
CONDUCTED

ABSORBER PLATE

tlEAT TRANSFER FLUID
HEAT
ABSORBED

Figure 8-1. Typical functions of absorber materials
in passive and active systems
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Table 8-1. Absorptance and emittance of
nonselective absorber coatings

COATING A REFERENCE

Anodized 0.25 0.80 ) KrupAick et .al (1978)

aluminum '//

Black paint 0.95 to 0.98 0.88 to 0.89 Decorative Products
Division (1972)
PPG industaes (1970

Black paint 0.9Q 0.60 Chamberlain
Mnufacturing

, Corporation (1976)

Urethane 6.57 0.92 DeSoto inc.(1977)

resin over
epoxy primer

37 I



Table 8-2. Absorptance and emittance of
selective absorber coatings

COATING SUBSTRATE

IV-S-335 .

'E REFERENC1

Aluminum oxide eh

and molybdenum dioxide

Black chrome Nickel-plated
(Chromium metals, copper,

,metal and steel

chromium oxide)

Black copper Copper nickel,
(Cuptbic aluminum
oxide and
cuprous oxfde)

-Black nfrkel Nickel, iron,
(Nickel yteel
oxide)

Cuprous sulfide

Iron oxide Iron, steel

Lead oxide

Lead sulfide in
silicone binder

Stainless steel
oxide

Stainless

steel

Selective paint Any
(Honeywell)

Sulfamate nickel Stainless
oxide steel

0.9 0.1 to ilelamed and Kaplan
0.4 (1977)

0.91 to
0.96

0.81

0.07 to, M4r (1978),

.0.16 Chamberlain
'Manufacturing

Corporation (1976),
Krupnick et al (1978)

0.11 to' Mer (J978),

93 .0. r7 Gore and
Querstii (1977)

0.89 to
0.96

0.0/ to
17

Mar (1978),
Gore and Quershi
(1977),

0.79 Mat tox- and

Sowell (1974)

0.85
,

0.98 tO. 0.22 to
0.99, 0.40

0.94'

0.89

0.90

0.07

Mar (1978) -

Ametek, Inc. (1978)

attox aild Sowell

74)

Kru nick et al

(1978)

- 0.30 Mar (1978)

Krupnick e
(1978)
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Paints

Types of paint. So many new paintS have been introduced in recent
years that it is difftcult for nonprofessionals to be sure when
and where particular types should be used. The most s'ignificant
innovation iS water\thinned latex paints.

The common belief that latex means rubber-based is wrong, for
latex paint contains no rubber. Latex means here what the dic-
tionary calls it - a whitish, milky emulsion. All latex paints
(l) thin with water; (2) dry quickly, usually in about an hour;
(3) spread easily; and (4) have little or.no "paint" odor. Also
the brushes used with them can be cleaned with' warm water and
soap.

Most manufacturers state on their labels the uses to which their
products should be put,-and what preparations each requires.

.Remember, multipurpose paints represent a coppromise.- A flat
finish, even if labeled "washable", cannot be scrubbed the way
a high-gloss or semi-gloss enamel can be. Though many paints .

are labeled flat enamels, this is really a misnomer. They'may
be washable compared to Old-style flats, but you still cannot
scrub them repeatedly as you can a seml-gloss or'glossy enamel.

Paints are divided into interior and exterior types. Interior
types and their uses, are described here.

For interior work there are three types of paiflt - flat, semi-
,

gloss and high-gloSs enamel.

Flat paints cOme in alkyd and lateR types. The once popular
'oil-base flats are seldom seen any more. Both latex and alkyd
*pes are quick-drying and free of odor; the latter has more
hiding power than you would get frOm a latex flat. Alkyd paints
are thinned ith a paint thinner or turpentine.

\
, .

\\\'In

addition to high-gloss types, enamels are also available in
a semi-gloss or satin finish, and a duller luster. Enamels will
take mare scrubping and abuse than'flats: They are available in

\both alkyd and oil-base types14'but latex enamels are available
nly in semi-gloss.

De k paints are enamel-type finishes sometimes used on interior
su aces. The most widely used are varnish-based, which dry to
d hi h gloss.

. '

HOw t use color. Color is the least expensive way to insure
esthet c appeal and paint is by far the most economical mehtod.

The more you know about color, 'the more effective use yoU can
make of i Get to know colors, and the color wheel which is a

color spec rum arranged in a circle. Fill in the circles with
crayons or atercolors in the indicated colors, and you will
have a pract.cal working tool.

3-
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You will recognize the three primary colors,yellow, blue and red
and the secondary hues (formed by pairing the primaries), orange,
purple and green. The others are mixtures of primaries and second-
aries, called tertiaries. Using tints, tones, and shades of these
twelve basic hues, you can work color magic.

By combining the colors on the wheel as s'hown by the arrows,
you will get various harmonious effects. Whether,you wish to
stay with this conventional harmony or chang.e color "keys" de-
pends on your personal taste. The use of'the color wheel to
obtain a limited range of predictable harmonious effects assures
you of a non-clashing color scheme.

Paint styling is the technique of using color for emphasis on a
piece of furniture, and to minimize the unattractive ones. An
important facet of paint styling is.the creation of optical il-
lusions. 'Suppose two identical house are built side by side
on adjoining plots. If one is painted in light colors and the
other in dark, the light house will seem larger.

The same principle also works indoors. If you paint the walls
and ceiling in a light tint, the room will seem more expansive
than it would in a dark tone. The "largest" of th.e colors is
yellow, followed by red, then green, blue and finaqly black.

This "fool the eye" principle can be applied in other ways to
problems inside and outside a home, particularly in cpoice of
trim color for a collector array.

A light-colored roof that seems tao high for its width can be
lowered to scale by the use af dark-colored shingles.

Finally, color can give unity to a house. If too great a variety
of building materials has been used in its construction, for ex-
ample, the use of a single paint color can do much to unite all
the materials into a harmonious whole.

Choosing the right paint. Different surfaces require different
paints, so the type you choose deptnds on the surface to be
painted. For wood siding, use-a cnventional oil-base paint,
an alkyd-base Paint, or latex paint. Shingle stain is recom-
mended for shingles and sha.kes. Use an exterior latex paint fox
asphalt siding; asphalt will not bleed through latex. Paints for
masonrythouses must be resistant to the alkali present in con-
crete and mortar; exterior latex paints, solvent-thinned masonry
paints, -colorless silicone-base water repellents, and Portland
cement Raints (Over unpainted concrete only) are recommended.

Trim paints are glossy, enamel-like finishes for windows, doors,
and other exterior trim. They have a varnish or alkyd resin
base, and dry to a hard, dense finish. Deck paints are enamel-
type finishes used-on porch fToors; steps, patios, and terraces.
The most widely sold varieties are varnish-based, which dry to
a hard gloss. For concrete surfaces, latex and chlorinated
rubber-base paints are suitable.
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Latex paints are easy to apply, and the surface to which they are
to be applied need not be absolutely dry. Their quick-drying
qualities keep down dirt and bug.collection durfng drying and
make it possible to apply a second coat within an hour or two.
They give a good-looking, long-lasting finish and, since latex
paints are generally permeable to moisture, are less likely
than oil-base paints to blister.

Many of the new house paints are designed to be self-cleaning;
they chalk gradually and rain washes away the outer layer to
which dirt adheres, keeping the paint fresh and bright. If
there is masonry or a darker color below upper 'portions of your
home, chalking paints will stain the lower areas. In this case,
use non-chalking paint for the upper surfaces. .

Location is another factor you must consider in choosing the
proper paint. In an area where atmospheric conditions might
caute mildew, a paint with a mildew,-resistant additive should
be used; this will constitute an effective barrier against mil-
dew. Additives must, of course, be compatible with the ingre-
dients of a particular paint. Your paint dealer can ass you
in matching additives to particular brands.

3 3.1:
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The most suitable protective
coatings for the items listed in
the left-hand column are shown
in this chart. A solid block,,
means that the product listed
directly above it is recommended.
For example. for kitchen and
bathroom walls, follow the
lune to the solid blocks, look
above them. and you will
find the recommended
products.
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Complementary colors are any two apposite each
other on the colar wheel. These are familiar con-
trasts, generally considered harmonious.

Double complementarles combine two pairs of
opposite colors and are a sound bask for select-
ing harmonious four-way combinations.

Split complementarles are a foolproof way to
choose In-color schemes. Turn the Y pointer 180'
for opposite split complementary colors.

Triad harmony utilizes three equidistant colors
on the color wheel, achieves variety by using
different tints of principal colors.

333
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Use this chart to determine the
best protective coating for
any of the outdoor,
around-the-house items listed
in the left-hand column. For
example, for shutters and
other trim, follow the line to
the solid blocks, and look above
them, for recommended
products.
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Material Compatibility

Many of the components of a solar heating system come in contact
with one another. This may occur during normal operation of the
system or during abnormal conditions such as system failure (Table
2-2). Ideally, the components of a solar heating system would not
interact chemically when in contact. In practice, however, they
do. This can result in changes inproperties or formation of
new compounds. Degradation of systed performance and safety
can result. Two common sources of incompatibility are corrosion
and outgassing.

Corrosion is the wearing away of a material by chemical reaction,
dissolving, or physical process. Corrosion of metals can be
caused by chemicals in`heat transfer fluids and insulation.
Water enhances and is often required for corrosion of metals.
Corrosion may result in leakage, interference of fluid flow,
loss of strength 'of materials, and malfunction of temperature
sensors. Different types of c'orrosion of metals may occur in
solar heating systems:

Chemical oxidation occurs when oxygen (air) is persent
in the system.

Galvanic corrosion occurs between two dissimilar metals
\vhen the metals are in direct contact and/or are in
contact with a common fluid which supports and conducts
electric current, such'as water. The metal that is more
positive (anodic) will dissolve in the fluid and will be
deposited on the more negative metal (Table 2-3).

Pitting corrosion occurs when metallic contaminants in
the fluid deposit on a more anodic metal, establishing
localized galvanic cells.

Crevice corrosion occurs whew the depletion of oxygen in
a nonturbulent area results in that area becoming anodic,
relative to the remainder of the system.

Erosion corrosion develops when high velocity liquid flow
removes the protective surface film from the metals,
allowing the metals to corrode by physical and/or gal-
vanic action.

Over time, and particularly at high temperatures, some materials
give off volatile substances. These outgassing products/are from
several sources. Many polymeric materials are synthesized from
volatile compounds, and any residual volatiles outgas with time.
Some additives in materials are not chemically bonded to the
material and are gradually lost to the atmosphere. Foam in-
sulatibns have gases trapped in them which slowly essape. At
high temperatures, materials react and degrade chemically,
giving off volatile compounds. The outgassing products from
certain materials are quite reactive and corrosive.

3 `.3
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Table 2-2. Conditions for contact\between materials in an active solar
heating system

HEAT
TRANSFER
FLUIDS

GLAZING
i

INSULAT)ON SEALS AND
/ SEALANTS
i

THERMAL
STORAGE'

MEDIA

ABSORBER
MATERIALS

HEAT 'Abnormal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal

TRANSFER
FLUIDS

GLAZING Abnormal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Abnormal

I'NSULATION Abnormal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal

SEALS AND Normal Normal, Normal Normal Normal

SEALANTS

THERMAL
STORAGE

Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Normal No Contact

MEDIA

A6SORBER Normal Abnormal Normal Normal No Contact

MATERIALS

Table 2-3. Electromotive series for evaluating
compatibility of metals

Magnesium
Zinc

Aluminum
-Tin

Lead
Iron
Copper
Silver
Gold

Most anodic, most dissolving

6'-'Most athodic l east d i sso I v i ng
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-

Operational Compatibility Considerations

The manufacturers' suggested operating ranges and conditions for
use of heat transfer fluids in solar applicati ns take into ac-
count not anly the boiling and freezing (pour) points of the fluid
but other factors as well. Of particular conce n is,the chemical
stability. At elevated temperatures fluids may degrade to pro-
duce volatile products or nonvolatile polymeric or carbon com-
pounds. In the absence of air, most heat transfer fluids do not
degrade appreciably to volatile products, even at 4500F tempera-
tures (Arnold and Trujillo 197.9). However, in many systems the
heat transfer fluid will be in contact with air, either because
of the original design (open system) or because of leaks (closed
system originally containing an inert gas). In the presence of
air, oxidation of the fluid may occur at elevate'd temperatures,
particularly for the hydrocarbon oils. The chemidal stability
of the fluids is also influenced by the contact with system
materials or contaminants which ast as catalysts for chemical
reaction. For example, copper, which is often a piping material
in solar heating systems, acts as a catalyst for the chemical
degradation of some hydrocarbon fluids.

The other materials in a solar heating system not only affect
the heat transfer fluid but are also affected by the fluid.
Plastics and metals in-the various parts of the plumbing system
are the materials most likely,to come in contact with fluid under
normal operating conditions. Seals in pumps must not react with
ar be degraded by the heat transfer fluid. Plastic piping is
compatible with many heat transfer fluids, but silicone fluids
can cause stiffening and hardening of polyvinly chloride pipes.

,Metal piping is also compatible with many fluids, but particular
attention must be paid to,the problem of corrosion. Corrosion,
once started, usually cannot be stopped, and if it is not stopped,
it will ultimately lead to system failure. Unfortunately, it is
very'difficult to eliminate corrosion from a metal-containing
system, but there are a number of ways to slow the prOcess. The
following guidelines will aid in creating a system for which the
rate of corrosion of the interior portion is minimal:

\

Use a minimum number of metals in the system. If there
is only one metal., the problem of galvanic corrosion is
eliminated.

In multimetal systems, use a getter, that is, pieces of
the anodic metal strategically located in the system'so
that they will dissolve prfor to the dissolving of other
anodic components. This is known as cathoaic protection.

Use a heat transfer luid that is compatible with the
metals in the system The manufacturer of the fluid
should be able to p vide this information.

With aqueous solutions, use fluids which contain
anticorrosion additives for the specific metals in the
\system. 3 '3 7
\

\
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Purge air from the system when adding the heat transfer
fluid.

Design the fluid-containing system so that there are no
areas where gases can be trapped.

Use distilled or deioniled water for diluting glycol-
based heat transfer fluids.

Use fluid velocities of less than 2 feet/second.

Additional considerationsfor the use of specific metals in contact
with heat transfer fluids are presneted in Table 3-1.

0
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Table 3-1. Acceptable and unacceptable use condi,ti-cis fo
in direct contact with heat tran5fer/1luids8/

metals

METAL ACCEPTA8tEONDlTI ONS UNACCEPTABLE CON ITI INS

Aluminum Distilled or deionized water
which contains.appropriate
inhibitors; aluminum does
not contact copper or iron
piping.

Distilled or deionized water
which con
inhibitor
removing
obtained

tains appropTiate
s and a means of
eavy metal ions

.

rom contact with
copper and iton pipe.

Stable anhOrous organic.
fluids.

Untreated tap ter ith pH
.less than 5 9reater than 8.

Fluid cOntaii.ing coppr,
iron, or haVide

Fluid which is in cont ct
with corrosive solderilg fluxes.

Copper Lbw car onate, low chloride Stagnant corrosive water
tap, di

water.
tilled, or deionized

Chemicals tha can form
copper compl xes..

Stable dnhydrous organic'

Stee.1

fluids.1

Aqueous fluids which do not
form copper compleXes.

Distilled, deionlzed, or
low salt content water which
contains appropriate corrosion
jnhibitors.

Stable anhydrqus organic

Cathodic protection a the
steel is used.

klp

Aqueous fruids of pH greater
than ,5 or less than 12..

33E)

Fluid which js in contact
with corrosive fluxes.

Copper.surf
covered wA
or carbon

ce is locally
a copper oxid

ilm.

deionized water wi pH les

Untreateditap, distith lled or

than 5 ortgreatex than 12.

Fluid which is in contact
with corilosive fluxes.

(continued)
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METAL

7-

ACCEP ABLE/ONDITIONS 4 UNACCEPTABLE CONDITIONS

SiBinlest
Steel

Galvanized
Steel

Low c lorid and low
carb nate uhtreated tap,
distilled, or deiOnized
wate of high oxygen

contl t.

Stable'anhydrinis organic
fluid5.

Cathodic proti4tion of
galvahized pa4s.

Water with pH ireater
than 7 but les than 10.

Stagn-ant water, especially
containing chloride ions.

Water of low oxygen content

Fluid which is in contact
with corrosive fluxes.

AqueOus fluid containling
cOpPer ions.

_Stagnant water.

Water with pH less than 7
or greater than 12.

Water with temperature ereater
than 130°F and le65 than 200°F.

a
Data from Ontario Research roundation., 1977. The development of
methods of reducing corrotiOn in tolar collectors. Technical repOrt.
Final report 7-77. Mistissauga, Ontario, Canada.



Cdmpatibility.and Degradation

The results of the trapping of heat by
in the temperature of the system and e
associated materials to high temperatu
exposed to the outdoor atmosphere, to
gassing products from seals, sealants,
normal operation, it may be in contact
wood, metal, and plastic. During abn6
systems, the glazing max come in conta
and the heat transfer fluid,.

glazing are an increase
posure of gldzing and
es. Glazing may also be
igh humidity, and to out-
and insulation. Durtng
with seals, sealants,
mal condiions in active
t with-the absorber plate

Incompatibility of polymers has deeb o' served,in s'dlar heating
systems. Local fogging of cover plates has be poted-when there,
was contact between EPDM rubber and polycarbonaglazing (Skoda
and Masters 1977). One vossible cAusp is the incompatibility
among plasticizers and polymers. Any given Nasticizer is
usually compatible with only a limited number of polymer4c resins-.
(Plastics Engineering 1978). Contact of different polymers may -

permit reaction of incompatible substances resulting in softenihg,
hardening, cracking, marring, and fogging. Outgassihg substances
also may be a source of physical or chemical incompatibility.
Fogging of glazing.haS occurred from outgassing of iMproperly
cured silicone sealant (Skoda and Masters 1977) and absorber

Department of Housing and Urban Developent 1978).

Highest collector temperatures can and often do bccur during
system installation (Brooks et al 19781 because collector plates
are exposed to the sun prior to movement of heat transfer fluid
through them. This higb temperature can cause thermal damage to
glazing, outgassing from other materials, and buckling of the
absorber plate. Keeping the col/ectorS covered prior to system
operation will reduce the probability of damage to the glazing
and other components.

Contact between absorber plate and glazing has resUlted from
warping of the materials (Skoda and Masters 1977). Contact with
'the hot absorber plate may cause thermal pegradatiOn of the
glazing, which results in loss of solar energy transmission.
Contact may also cause tA absorber coating to disColor or crack,
resulting -IQ lower solar energy dbsorption

Glass Breakage

The principal problem of using glass as a glazing material is
breakage, which can occur from both mechanical and thermal stress.
To reduce chance of breakage from thermal stress, the folldwing
procedures ye suggested: use of tempered rather than nontempered
glass: use 0 glass with smooth edges rather than with edges that
are not ti-eated after cutting, since the latter have rough spots

Compatibility and Environmental Response Properties

Seals and sealants are exposed to a wide variety of onditions
depending on their locations within solar systems./ A material
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that has properties suitable for use can be selected only after
careful attention has been given to the enOironmeni in which it
is to function. To sustain proper functioning of a solar system,
a seal or sealant should have the following compatibility and
environmental response properties:

Withstand thermal cycling
Resiest weathering
Compatible ith materials
Undergo minimum outgassing

Thermal cycling - Solar systems undergo wide swings in teMperature,
-30 to 400°F for flatplate collectors and Up to 600°F for concen-
trating or evacuate.d tube collectors.: The elastomer must'have.a
useful temperature° range that is compatible.with the temperature.
fluctuations experienced by the.solar system. 'Table 6-3 summa-
riZes the temperature limits of elastomeric materials..

Weathering Exposure to the elements can lead to, bass of/phys-r-
cal properties. Relative humidity, Sunlight, rainfall, and air
pollutants, in.addition to temperature, can affect the lifetime
of a specific seal or sealant material. Exposure to'sunlight
can cause brittleness and loss of elasticity, resulting in
fluid leaks and loss of collector effitiency, Same elastomers
are inherenlly resistant to UV degradation while others contain
UV stabilizers that prevent or 'slow the degradation. process.
Ozone is an air pollutant that is prevalent tn many urban ar6as.
It quickly attacks and degrades untreated natUral rubiyer, and
4egrades other elastomers to various extents. Acrylic, nitrile,
and natural rubbers require special compounding for weather,
ozone, and/Gr sunlight resistance.

Cpmpatibility - Seals may corA in direct contact with metals and
heat transfer fluids. Table 6-4 simmarizes the resistaftt-e of
elastomers to degradation by heat transfer fluids. The fluoro
elastomers ax6 compatible with all the fluids, while the other
elastomers are compatible with only some of,the.fluids. Table
6-5 summarizes the effect of elastomers on Metal and water when
they are in contact. Specific formulations of the same generic
elastomer had different effects. Some seals and sealants are
incompatible with each other: butyl caulk should not be used in
contact with silicone Caulk (Shertz 1980).
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table 6-3. Temperatur limits of elastomers

ELASTOMER/ASTM SERVICE TEMPE TURE RANGEa HEAT RESISTANCE '
(oF)

crylic/ABR -20 to 350

Butadiene/BR -100 to 175

Buna-S/SBR -67 to 200

.Butyl/IIR -67 to 250 G-E

CarboXylic/COX -90 to 275

Ethylene rubber/EPM

EPDM -80 to 300 G-E

.

F.luoroelastomer/FPM -40 to 450

Hygrin/CO, Eco -40 to 325

Hypalon/CSM -67 to 275

Isoprene/IR -80 to 175

Natural rubber/NR -80 to 175

,Neoprene/CR -67 to 250

Nitrile rubber/NBR -67 to 275

Polyblend/PVC-NBR -30 to 250

Polysulfide/T -40 to 225 P-G

Silicone/SI, FSI, PSI -140 to 550

VSI, PVSI

G-E

Urethane/U -40 to 250

a Daia from Harper, C.A. (ed.) 1975. Handbook of Plastics arid

Elastomers 'McGrew-Hill, New York, NY.
4

P Poor F -.Fair G. Good E. Excellent
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Table 6-4. Com9atibility of elastomers with
heat tranofer fluidoa

CLASS OF HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS

ELASTOMER/ASTM MINERAL AROMATIC ETHYLE E SILICONE ALKYLATED

OILS HYDROCARBON GLYCO4 OILS AROMATIC

OILS HYDROCARBON

Acrylic/ABR G G P

Butyl/IIR P P G-E

Ethylene/EPM P. R-F E

EPOM P P-F E

Fiuoroelastomer/FPM E E E

Neoprene/CR G P-F G-E

Nitrile/NBR E F-G G-E

PolysUlfide/T E E P

Silicone/SI P-F P-F F-E

F-G

P-F

P-F

G-E P-F

F-G

P-F P-F

a
Data from Mernagh. L. R. (ed.) 1969. Rubbers Handbook.

Morgan-Grampion, London; and Harper, C. R. 1975. Handbook of Plastics

and Elastomers. McGraw-Hill, New Y.ork, NY.

P = Poor F = Fair G ,.. Good E Excellent

Poor - Use of the elastomer in the presence of the indicated agent is not
recommended. The effect varies from a catastrophic failure (such as

dissolution) to a.severe degradation (such as severe swelling) resuliing

in suff.icient loss of integrity to make use of the elastomer unacceptable
for even a short period of time.

Fair - Use ofthe elastomer is marginal. Use may be considered for short*

exposures at lower temperatures and in situations where appreciable loss
of mechanical properties i$ not critical.,

Good - Use of the elastomer is acceptable in room iemperature exposure to
the specific reagent. Long-term exposures.may result in minor loss of

properties, but exposures at elevated temperatures may result in

significaht.property loss.

xcellent - Ilse of the elastomer is unaffected by the reagent.

Performance of the 'elastother .compares well with unexposed material in
regard to time, temperature and stress..

3 4 4
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Table 6-5. Effect of elastomers on metals and watera,b

ELASTOMER ALUMINUM BRASS STEEL WATER QUALITY
(with water) (with steel (with brass (with brass'

and water) and water) and steel)

EPDM
4

3

EPDM 3 4 5

EPDM 2 3 3

EPDM 2 3 3

EPDM 3 3 4

EPDM 2 4 5

EPDM 2 4 1

EPDM
(high resilience)

4 3

Neoprene/CR 4 3 1

Silicone/VMQ 1 2 6

Silicone/VMQ 3 3 6

Silicone/VMQ 6 2 6

a
Data from Stiehler, R. D. and J. L. Michalak. 1979.

slight rust color

slightly cloudy

slight sediment

clear

clear

clear

- sediment

clear

rust and sediment

rust-and sediment

rust and sediment

Solar energy systems-

standards for rubber hose. NBSIR 79-1917. National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, DC.

b
Short lengths of elastomeric hose were stopped with metal plugs, filled
80% with water, and heated at 212°F for 166 hours.

= dark discoloration
= slight corrosion
= corrosion

1 = clean or nearly clean 4

2 = very slight discoloration 5

3 = slight discoloration 6

3,4 5
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Absorber Materials Performance

During normal operation, the absorber coating may be in contact
with the absorber plate, seals and sealants, collector housing,
and insulation. It may be exposed to high humidity, high tem-
perature and outgassing from other system materials. During ab-
normal conditions, the coating may come in contlect with the heat
transfer fluid or the glazing.

Absorber coating. performance may deteriorate due to loss of ad-
hesion, changTin composition, diffUsion between coating layers,
or changes in optical properties (Melamed and Kaplan 1977).
Discoforation, peeling, and cracking of absorber paint have re-
sulted from high stagnation temperatures (Cash 1978).

Resistances to degradation by moisture, UV radiation, elevated
temperatures, thermal cycling, thermal shock, outgassing products
from other system materials, and ambient air constituents are
important for long term stability of the absorber coating and
efficient collector operation. Upper temperature limits are
presented in Tables 8-6 and 8-7. Data for other properties are
limited. Degradation of selective coatings under conditions of
high humidity (Table 8-8) has indicated the impprtance of the
underlying substrate oh the coating stability. Nickel sulfamate
oxide did not degrade during 18 months exposure at 100% humidity
(Krupnick et al 1978). Optical properties of black copper and
suflamate nickel oxide were unchanged after short exposures to
UV radiation (Mattox and Sowell 1974, Krupnick et al 1978).
Little degradation occurred in the durability and thermal sta-
bility of black chrome during 5 years of natural weathering,
but optical peoperties did change in less than a year (Beatty and
Raghunathan 1978).

Outgassing from the coating should be minimal to avoid detri-
mental effects to other parts of the system. Outgassing from-
absorber coating has resulted in fogging of glazing (U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development 1978). Absorber
paints should be thoroughly dry before glazing is installed.

Degradation by humidity of iron oxide on iron and black chrome
on steel has been greatly reduced by application of organic
overcoats (Mar 1978). ,T

346
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Table 8-6. Upper temperature limits for
nonselective absorber coatings

COATING TEMPERATURE
LIMIT
(oF)

REFERENCE

Anodized 500 Krupnick (1978)
aluminum

Black.paint

Black paint

Black paint

350 Krupnick (1978)

Continuous
300

Decorative Products
Division (1973)

400 Chamberlain
Manufacturing
Corporation (1976)

Urethane resin 300 De Soto, Inc. (1977)
over epoxy primer
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Table 8-8. Humidity degradation,

selective absorber coatingsa

COATING SUBSTRATE MUMIDITY
DEGRADATION

b

Black nickel Steel, copper, Variable

on nickel aluminum

Black chrome Steel, copper, No effect
on nickel aluminum

Black chrome Steel Completely rusted

Black chrome Copper Little effect

Black chrome Galvanized steel -Complete removal

Black copper Copper Complete removal

Iron oxide Iron Rust pinholes

Organic overcoat Iron Little effect

on iron oxide

Organic overcoat Steel Little effect
on black chrome

aAdapted from Mar, H.Y.B. 1978. Selective black paints have potential

advantages. Solar Eçigineering, August 1978:31. .

b Samples were exposed to high humidity-for 10 days.

348
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Table 8-7. Upper tempgrature limits for
selective absorber coatings

COATING TEMPERATURE
LIMIT
(oF)

REFERENCE

Aluminum oxide and
molybdenum dioxide

Black Chrome

Black chrome

Black copper

Black nickel

Copper sulfide

Iron oxide

Lead oxide

1100 Melamed and Kaplan

(1977)

570 to 660 Mar (1978)

350 Krupnick et al (1978)

570 Mar (1978)

530 Mar (1978)

660 Mar (1978)

Lead sulfide In
silicone binder

Stainless steel oxide 800 Krupnick (1978)

Selective paint

Sulfamate nickel oxide 700 Krupnick (1978)
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\ MATERIA S MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION OCESSES

INSULATION

f day, a igh level of comfort is obtainable in our homes and
o her buildings, through\the use of modern insulating materials
T e succ ssful operation Of heating and air conditioning system
d pends o a considerable extent on carefully constructed floors
w lls, nd ceilings where adequate consideration has been given.
ti ther al insulation and vapor barriers. Insulation is essen-
t a in comfort-conditioned buildings--whether they are located

or hern climates, or in the warm southern regions.

E 0 om cal operation, another basic_9bjective, can be achieved
t rugh a well-insulated structure. In cold climates, fuel
w lfl e saved. When summer heat is the predominate factor, in-

at on will reduce the, size requirements of the air condition-
quipment and also reduce the cost of operation.

A wide range of insulation materials is available to fill\the
req ir ents of modern They are "engineered" for
ef ient installation and come in conveniently sized packages
that are e sy to handle and store.
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Fig. 13-1. Modern insulation materials are packaged to in-
sure convenient handling and storage.

11111111C4'N

Fig. 13-4. Interior view of a residential structure with elec-
trical, plumbing, rad heating rough-in complete and ready for

insulation materials.

During the installation of the heating and plumbing "rough=in",
the tradesman often needs to cut through structural framework.
The carpenter should check this work. Framing members should be
reinforced wherever necessary. The figure on the next page showS
an interior view of a house with the rough-in ofjheating, plumbing
and electrical work completed and the structuvle ready for insula- \

tion and interior wall finish.
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How Heat is Transmitted

Heat seeks a balance with surroundino areas. When the inside
temperature is controlled within a given comfOrt range there
WAjl be some flow of heat; from the Inside to the outside in
winter and from the outside to the ihside during hot summe't
weather.

HeaOis transferred through walls, doors, ceilings, window
and doors At a rate directly related to the difference in tem-
perature, and the resistance to heat flow provided by thte
vening materials. The transfer of heat takes place by one or
more of three methods -- conduction, convection and radiat on.

4

FLAME

METAL
/BAR\ WAX

CONDUCTION

HEATER

CONyECTION

Flg. 13-5. How heat is transferred.

RADIA

Conduction. Tramsmission of heat from one molecule to anbyther /I
within\a give inaterial.or from one material ta another when they
are held in d Wect contact. Dense materials, such as metal or /
stone, Condud heat more rapidly than porous materials such as/

. wood and fibek products. Any material will conduct some heat
when a.temperjatüre differ nce exists between its surfaces.

Convectian. This term app
agent, dsuall air, In la
carry heat f om Marin surfa
heated it becomes lighter
(called comvection curre
insulator when confined
tion fTow is
spaces are CO
reduce the fl

Radiation. H

same manner a
it representt
radiant 'heat.
move,' but whe
of the energy
resistance to
surfaces, suc
type of Insul

ies to the transfer of heat by,ano
spaces, the molecules of ait c
to cold surfaces. When air is

d r ses, thus causing a flow of
wit in the space. Air is a,goo

a smal space or cavity where corfvec-
existerit.. In walls and ceiithg,sj air
ictive tO convection currents nd wil

limited or/no
sidered rest
w of hefit.

at can/be transmitted by wave motion in abou
light. This process is Called radiation be

rad.r nt energ . Heat obtained from the sun
The waves donot heat the space through whi
they come in'contact with a colder surface,
is absorbed while some may be reflected. E
radiatian is attained through reflection. hiny
As aldminum"foil, ate often used to provide this
tion.

1

the,
ause

ch they
a part

fective
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Actually, heat transmission through wall/, ceilings, d floors
.will be a result of all three of the met Ods, opera in var-
ious degrees. In addition to this -- s e heat is through
cracks around doors, windows, and othe tther openi
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Thermal Insulation
\.

All building materials resist the flow of heat (main y conduCtion)
to some degree, depending"on their orosity or denOty. As pre-
viously stated, air is an excellen insulator wheniconfined to-
the tiny spaces or cells inside a orous material. Dense, material
such as masonry or glass contain ew if any air spaces and are poor
insulators. Fibrous materials ar generally good insulators not
only betause,of the porosity in t e fibers themselves, but also
becau§e f the,thin,film of air t at.surround each individual -

fiber.

tCommercial insulation materials are made of glass fibers, glass
foam, .mineral fibers, organic fibers, and foamed plastic. A

good insulation material should be fireproof, vermKn-proof,
moisture proof and resistant to any Thysical change that would
reduce its effectiveness against heat flow.

;

Selection must be based on initial cost, effectiveness, durability
and the.adaptation of its form to that of the cOnstruction and
installation methods.

Heat Loss Coeffitients

The thermal properties of common building_materials and insula-
tion materials are known or can beAccurately masured. The
'amount of heat flow (transmission-) through any combination of
these materials can be calculated. First it is necessary to
know and understand certain terms.

Btu The abbreviWon for British thermal unit and is the amount
of heat needed to raise the temperature, of 1 lb. of water
1 degr. F.

- The amount of heat (in Btu's) transferred tn one hour
through 1 square foot of a given material that is 1 in.
thick and has temperature difference between its sur-
faces of I deg! F. It is also called the coefficient of
thermal condu tivity.

C - Represent's the conductance of a material (regardless of
its thicknes ) and shows the amount of Weat (Btu's) that
will'flow th ough the material in one hour per square foot
of surface 1ith 1 deg. temperature difference. .Example:
the C value for an average ollow concrete block is- .53.

R - Represents the resistivity or resistance which.is the re=
conductivity orf conductance. A good insulation

material i 1 have a high F value.
R = 1 or 1

ciprocal."

r
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Represents the total heat transmission (B ) per square
foot, per hour with 1 deg. temperature di erce for a
structure (wall, ceiling, floor) which maycoicsist of
several aterials or spaces. A stdndard froe wall with
composition sheathing, gypsum lath and plas'4er, with\ a
1 in. blanket insulation will have a U valu6 ,of,about .11.
To calculate the U value where the R values 4re \known,
apply the following formula:

U = 1

R1 + R2Ti R3

The figure below shows how insulation reduces the U valUe for a
conventional frame wall. Note that th.e 3 1/2in thick blanket
reduces the U value from .29 to .07 (about a 75 percent reduction).*
Actually the U value for the total wall structure will be slightly
higher because the wood studs have a lower R value than the blanket
insulation.

GYPSUM
BOARD

CMLING

3 1/2 IN.
BLANK ET

WALL

GYPSUM
BOARD

INSUL. 1313.
SHEATHING

MMNG 1

7;/
U = 1.10 -

R = .91

SINGL E GLAZED
WINDOW

SEAL ED DouaL E
GLAZING OR
STORM PANEL

Fig. 13.-6.'How insulation reduces flow of beat. Air space
serves as insulation in double-glazing.
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The original source of most data on this subject is the American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers
Guide and Data Book (ASHRAE). jhe U values listed on the following
charts can be converted to R values by finding the reciprocal
(dividing the value-into,l).

"U" VALUES OF COMMON WALL CONSTRUCTION
Vii" GYPSUM LATH AND 1/2 PLASTER INTERIOR

WITH INSULATION BETWEEN FRAMING
(gypsum lath and plastur ntertot)

TYPE 0 F WA LI. Construc-
lion

I- Batt
or

2" Ban
Or

.1" Batt
Or

rti"
Wool

Reflective Insulation E = 0.0f
I 2 3_ Indicated Blanket Blanket Blanket Loose Air Air AirFill Spacc Spaces Spaces

Wood siding or wood shingle .

-
I. With \%ood Aheathing ' 0.24 0.13 ,. 0.087 0.065 0.065 0.17 0.12 0.079
2. Wit h '2" rejz. density insulation board sheathing 0.23 0.12 0.086 0.065 0.065 0.17 0.11 0.078
3. ,With 2::^n2" insulation board sheathing 0.1g 0.11 0.080 0.061 0.061 0.14 0.10 0.071

4. With shingle backer, wood shingles and
insulation board sheathing 0.18 0.11 0.078 0.060 0.060 0.14 0.10 0.060

VENEER Brick on Frame
1. With wood sheathing 0.27 0.14 0.090 0.067 0.067 0.19 0.12 0.083
2. With '2" reg. density insulation board sheathing 0.25 0.13- 0.088 0.066 0.066 0.18 0.12 0.081
3. With 25-32" insulation board sheathing 0.21 0.12 0.083 0.063 0.063 0.16 0.11 0.075

.,

li" CINDER BLOCK 0.25 0.13 0.088 0.066 0.066 0.18 0.12 .0.081

1

8" SOLID BRICK (Face and Common)
.

0.29 0.14 0.092 0.069 0.069 0.20 0.13 0.086

"U" VALUES OF COMMON FRAME CEILINGS
Heat Flow Up

TYPE OF CEILING

- -
No Ceiling
Gypsum Board ( 'V)
Gypsurn Lath ( li4") Plastered
Plywood (IR")
Insulation board ( 4" Regular Density)

INSULATION BETWEEN OR ON TOP OF JOISTS (No Flooring Above)

No e
Regular Density

Insulation
Board on top

of joists

Blanket or Batt
insulation between

Joists

Feriae or
.Vermiculite

be ween
Joists

0.65
0..61
0.59
0.38

0.38
0.26
0.26
0.25
0.20

0.24
DA9
0.19
0.18
0.16

0.19
0.19
0.18
0.16

2" 3" 2"

0.11
0.11
0.11
0.10

0.079
0.078
0.078
0.074

0.18
0.17
0.17
0.15

4

0.11
0.10
0.10
0.09

Reflective Imitation
E = 0 05

AIr 2 Air 3 Air
space Spaces Spaces

0.38
0.37
0.36
0.26

0.21
0.21
0.20
0.17

0.14
0.14
0.14
0.12

"U" VALUES OF COMMON FRAME FLOORS
Heat Flow Down

TYPE OF 'FLOOR*
/

INSULATION BETWEEN OR ON BOTTOM OF JOISTS

None
Regular Density
Insulation Board

on bottom of Joists

Blanket or Batt
insu atton between

Joists

Reflective Insulation E=0.05
I Air

Space
2 Alr

Spaces
3 Air

Spaces
Si" I" I" 2" 3" Heat Flow Down

Single Wood
Double Wood

0.35
0.28

0.18
0.16

0.14
0.13

0.13
0.12

0.087
0.082

0.066
0.063

0.096
0.089

0.052
0.050

0.040
0.039

Refer to ASHRAE Guide and Data Book for reference to these and other rcof and floor assemblies.

Fig. 13-7. "U" values for various constructions commonly used in residential building,
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- i
Bask wall constructlen

, interior finish's

Plain
wall no
piaster

Vs-in. plaster ant

wall
direct

fur Ins witht

34-in. plaster-
board

.1/2-in. rigid
insulation

Concrete
masonry

(
net

Mod)

II-In, sand and grovel or limestone 0.53 0.49 0.31 0.22

il-in. cinder 0.37 0.33 0.25 0.19

II-In. expended slog, clay or shale 0.33
...-

0.32 0.23 0.11

12-in. tend and gravel or limestone
--.,_.,---\ 0.49 0.43 0.30 0.22

12-in. cinder 0.35 0.33 0.24 0.11

12-in. expanded slag, clay or shale 0.32 0.31 0.23 0.111

Cencrota
masonry

filled
with

insulatian)

&in. send end gravel or limestone 0.31 0.37 0.26 0.19

Lin. cinder 0.20 M19 0.16 0.13

II-In. Xxpanded slag, cloy or shale
-

0.17 0.17 0.14 0.12

12-in, sand and grovel or Ilmostena 0.34 0.32 0.24 0.111

12-in. cinder 0.20 0.11 0.15 0.13

12-in. expended slag, clay or shale 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.11

4-In.
fate
Isr kit
Oust

4-In, sand and gravel or limestone unit 0.53 0.41 0.31 . 0.23

4-in. cinder, xpanded slog, clay or shale unit 0.44 0.42 0.21 0.21

4-in. common Wick 0.50 0.46 0.30 0.22

11-In, sand and gravel or limestone unit 0.44 0.41 0.21 0.21

,
g-in. cinder, xpended slog, clay or shale unit 0.31 0.30 0.22 0.17

11-in.'common Wick 0.36 0.34 0.24 .

_

0.11

1-in, wood sheathing, paper, 2x4 studs, woad lath and
plaster --- 0.27 0.27 0.20

'All concrete masonry shown in this table aro hollow units All concreta masonry wall surfaces xposed to the weather hove tw4s coots of portlond

cement base paint. Surfaces of oll walls xposisci to the weather sublect to o wind velocity of 15 miles per hour..
"Values based on dry insulation. The use of vapor barriers or other precautions must be considered to keep insulation dry.

Fig. 13.8. U values for various masonry walls used in residential and commercial building.s.
(Portland Cement Assoc.)

How Much Insulation

Comfort and health in a dwelling during cold weather depend not
only on the air temperature of the, heated space, but also on the
temperatures of the room surfaces. It.is quite possible to main-
tain a satisfactory level of air temperature with extra heat and
still have cold walls and floors. The human body will lose heat
by radiation (or conduction if in contact) to these colder sur-
faces. Minimizing the difference in temperature between in-
closed surfaces and room air can be achieved by adding insula-
ting materials that will reduce the loss of heat through these
surfaces.
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The figures below suggest amounts of insulation for three comfort
levels by listing U and R values. These amounts may be related
generally to climate zones throughout the country. In the lower
belts, minimum amounts of insulation are needed to provide com-
fort during the heating season. For some of these areas it will
be more important to base the amount of insulation on require-
ments for economical operation of cooling equipment.

Rising costs of energy, coupled with anticipated shortages, have
emphasized the importance of insulation. Today, the amount of
insulation for a given structure must be based not only on com-
fort standards, but also on such factors as insulation costs
(material and labor), projected fuel prices, and local climatic
conditions. These factors are covered in a booklet, "Thermal
Performance Guidelines", published by the National Association
of Home Builders, (NAHB). One paxt provides a listing of R
values based on climatic conditions. For example, an R-18
value is recommended for exterior walls in a locality such as
Minneapolis, Minnesota which has aoginter design temperature
of -14 deg. F. and 8400 degree days.

Fig. 13-10. U. S. Department of Agriculture climate zones.

ALL-WEATHER COMFORT STANDARD
INSULATION

UVALUE "R" NUMBER

Ceilings
Walls
Floors Over Unheated Spaces

0.05 R19
0.07 RH
0.07 R13

MODERATE COMFORT AND ECONOMY STANDARD
INSULATION

UVALUE "R" NUMBER

Ceilings
Walls
Floors Over Unheated Spaces

0.07 R13
0.09 R8
0.09 R9

MINIMUM COMFORT STANDARD -

INSULATION
UVALUE "R" NUMBER

Ceilings 0.10 R9
Walls 0.11 R7
Floors Over Unheated Spaces 0.11 R7

Fig. 13-9. U values and comfort standards.
(National Forest Products Assoc.)

A DEGREE DAY IS THE PRODUCT OF ONE DAY AND THE NUMBER OF DEGREES
F. THE MEAN TEMPERATURE,IS BELOW 65 F.. FIGURES ARE USUALLY QUOTED
FOR A FULL YEAR AND ARE USED BY THE HEATING ENGINEER TO DETERMINE
THE DESIGN AND SIZE OF THE,HEATING SYSTEM.
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R-18 plus values in residential wall cons ruction-can be ob-
tained by using 2 x 6 studs which provide thicker wall cavity
for insulation. Another system uses 2 x 4 studs sheathed with
thick, rigid insulation panels made from f amed plastic.

From a study of tablos listing U and R valu s it will be noted
that heat transmission decreases as the insulation thickness
increases, but not in a direct relationship. The first inch
reduces the U value more (proportionally) that the second inch.
For example in a frame wall with a U value of .24 the addition
of 1 in. of insulation will reduce the value b 46 percent to
.13; the second inch will reduce it by 16 percent s .09; and:
the third inch by 10 percent to .065. Additional th ness
will continue to lower the U value, but at a still low r per:-
centage. Thus, at some point, it becomes useless to a d more
insulation.

Types'of Insulation

Insulation is made in a variety of forms and types aicd may/be
grouped into four broad classifications; 1) Flexible,) 2")-- Loose
fill, 3) Rigid, 4) Reflective.

RIGID

)
...fillilor'ro

:;IIMIIILMIgitil

BLANK E

BATT

LOOSE FILL

REFLECTIVE

Fig. 13-11. Basic forms of insulation.

Flexible insulation is manufactured in two types; Blanket or
quilt, and batt. Blanket insulation is generally furnished in
rolls or strips of convenient length and in various widths
suited to standard stud and joist spacing. It comes in thick-
nesses of 1 to 3 1/2 inches. See figure on next page.
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Fig. 13-12. A roll of blanket insulation, 15 in. wide, to fit
between studs 16 in..O.C. The thermal resistance to heat
flow R varies for floor, wall, or ceiling installation. Note
the arrows indicating the direction of heat flow and R value.

The body of the blanket is made of loosely felted mats of mineral
or vegetable fibers, such as rock, slag, glass wool, wobd fiber,
and cotton. Organic fiber mats are usually treated chemically
to make them resistant to fire, decay, insects, and vermin.
Blanket insulation is usually enclosed in paper covers with tabs
on the side for attachment. The covering sheet on one side may
be treated to serve as a vapor barrier. In some cases/the cover-
ing sheet is surfaced with aluminum foil or other reflective in=
rlation.

Fig. 13-13. Standard blanket insulation. Note flange along
the lower edge used tp uttach blanket to joists and studs.

(Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.)
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Batt insulation is made of the same fibrous material as blank-ets.
Thickness can be greater in this form and may range from 2 in.
to 6 in. They are generally available in widths of 15 and 23 in.
and in 24 and 48 in. lengths. Batts are available with a single
flanged cover or with both sides covered as shown below.

4,.

Fig. 13.14. Batt with aluminum loll cover. Opposite side
has a porous foil breather paper.

Loose fill insulation is codposed of various materials used in
bulk form and supplied in bags or bales. It may be poured, bloWn,
or placed by hand and is commonly used to fill spaces betweenstuds
or to build up any desired thickness on a horizontal surface,

1.4° of.Ap j
4 e*"." "" te.

. p
.41 NOW;

r '447.4V.

.061..1,

f AtAer

ipo 4.41e 4 °OM

Fig. 13.15. Loose fill insulation. Each bag covers a nominal
25 square feet to a depth of 4 inches.

Loose fill insulation is made from such Materials as rock, glass,
lag wool, wood fibers, shredded redwood bark, granulated cork,
ground or macerated wood pulp products, vermiculite, perlite,
powdered gypsum, sawdust and wood shavings. One of the chief
advantages of this type is that when insulating an.older structure
only a few boards need to be removed in order to blow the mate-
rial into the walls.
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Rigid insulation as ordinarily used in residential construction,
is made by reducing wood, cane, or other fiber to a pulp and then
assembling the pulp into lightweight or low-density boards that
combine strength with heat and acoustical insulating properties.

It is available in a wide range of sizes, from tile 8 in. square,
to sheets 4 ft. wide and 10,ft. or more long. Insulating boards
are usually 1/2 in. to 1 in. in thickness. Boards of greater
thickness are made by laminating together boards of standard
thickness.

C or K values for individual materials are not directly applicable .

to heat loss calculations. Instead they must first be converted
into a resistance value R. Engineering handbooks will list R
values for a wide range of specific items. The chart below lists
an accepted genera.kvalue for some commonly used materials.

MATERIAL THICKNESS

V.--*
Brick Veneer 4 IN. .44
Concrete Block 8 IN. 1.11
Hardboard 1/4 IN. .18
Plywood 3/8 IN. .47
Insulation Boord 25/32 IN. 2.06
Gypsum Sheathing 1/2 IN. .45
Wood 25/32 IN. .98
Gypsum Lath and Plaster 7/8 IN. .41

Mineral Wool Blanket "1 IN. 3.70
Plastic (Foamed) , 1 IN. 5.00
Corkboard 1 IN 3.70
Vermiculite (Loose Fill) 1 IN. 2.08
Air Space (Vertical) 3/4 IN. OR MORE .97

Fig. 13-16. R values for common construction and
insulation materials.

1:%

Insulating boards..are used for many purposes including roof and
wall sMeathing; 'subflooring; interior surface of walls and eil-
ings; base for plaster; and insulation strips for_foundatio walls
and slab floors.

Although somewhat expensive, foamed glass or cork board makes .an
exCellent rigid form of insulation. A recent development that
is widely used today is foamed plastic (polystyrene). Because
of its water-resistant quality it is especially adaptable to
masonry work.

Insulating boards shoUld not be confused with ordinary wallboard,
which is\more tightly,compressed and has less insulating value.
Insulating sheathing board ordinarily comes in two thicknesses,
1/2 and 25/32 in. They are available in 2 x 8 ft. sheets for
horizontal application, and 4 x 8 sheeis or longer for vertical
application.
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Reflective Insulation

Reflective insulation, which is usually a metal foil, or foil-
surfaced materi'al, dtffers from other insulating materials in
that the number of reflecting surfaces, not the thickness of
the material., determines its insulating value. In order to be
effective, the metal foil must be exposed to an air space, pre-
ferably 3/4 in. or more in depth.

Aluminum foil is available in sheets or corrugations supported
on paper. It ts often mounted on the back of gypsum lath. One
of the most effective forms of reflective insulation is multiple
spacecd sheets as shown below.

Fig. 13-17. Installing reflective insulation.
(Bostitch, Inc.)

Other Types of Insulation

There are available on the market today many insulations whi,ch
do not fit the classifications covered previously in this section.
Some examples include the confetti like material mixed with as-
hesive and sprayed on the surfact to be insulated; multiple
layers of corrugated paper; and lightweight aggregates like
vermiculite and perlite used in plaster to reduce heat trans-
mission. Lightweight aggregates made from blast furnace slag,
burned clay products, and cinders are commonly used in concrete
and concrete blocks to improve trnsulation qualities of these
materials.

Functional Properties

Insulation is a solid that contains gas-filled spaces. These
spaces may be enclosed within the solid much like trapped bubbles
or may exist between small particles or fibers which make up the
insulation. Gases are inefficient at transferring heat when'they
are confined to such small spaces and provide a means-of restvidt-
ing heat flow. The ease of heat flow through a material is in-
dicated by the thermal conductivity. The lower the thermal con-
ductivity, the better the insulation. Thermal conductivity is
the quantity of energy transferred in, one hour across a specific
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area of insulation of a given thickness when a 1°F temperature
difference exists across the insulation. Thermal conductivity
changes with temperature; thus, a comparison of insulations
should be made at a given temperature, preferably the tempera'ture
at which the insulation will be operating. Thermal conductivities /

of insulatibns are presented in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1. Thermal conductivities and upper
temperature limits of insulationsa

INSULATION THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY

(Btu-in/ft2/h/°F)

UPPER TEMPERATURE
LIMIT (DF)

Calcium silicate

Mineral fiber block

1

Mineral fiber board

Perlite

Refractory fiber

board

Glass fiber board 0.22 at 75°F

Cellular elastomer 0.25 at 75°F

Polystyrene 0.20 to 0.27 at 75°F

Polyurethane 0.16 at 75°F

Isocyanurate 0.17 at 75°F

Phenolic 0.23 at 75°F

Urea formaldehyde 0.22 at 70°F

Cellulose 0.27 tb 0.35

0.38 at 200°F

0.25 at 75°F

0.38 at 75°F

0.48 at 200°F

0.30 at 20013F

1200

1900

1200

1500

1200

220

165

220

250

275

270

1.

a
Data from Anderson and Wilkes (1977); Dow Chemical U.S.A.;
Gilleland (1980) MICA (1979); National Foam Products, Inc.;

Schutz (1968); U.S. Mineral Products Co.; and Armstrong

(1979).
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Operational Considerations

During normal operation of active systems, insulation may be in
contact with common building materials such as metal, wood, and
plastic; specifical1 0 the plumbing, collector plate, collector
housing, a'nd wall of the thermal storage tank. Temperatures may
reach 4000F at the collector, plate and plumbing surface, land 200°F
at the storage tank wall. Humidity may be high in the 011ector.
If water/is used for thermal storage, tank insulation may be ex-
posed to high humidity and steam. Collector and plumbing insula-

, tion may be.om)osed to UV radiation. Under abnormal conditions,
the insulatio may also come in contact with thermal storage
media and heat transfer fluid. The following paragraphs discuss
mecharOcal and chemical properties that should be considered in
determifling whether a specific insulation is suitable for a spe-
cific purpose.

The Upper temperature lmit of insulation (Table 5-1) is critical
in solar heating systems. Possible methods of preventing insula-
tion from reaching the upper limit when used.in high temperature
areas are (s) separating insulation from the absorber plate by
an atr space and covering the insulation with reflective foil
and (b) using composite insulations, in which efficien
insulations that degrade at relatively low temperatures are
shielded from hot surfaces with high-temperature inorganic
insulations, such as glass fiber.

OUTGASSING OF VOLATILE COMPOUNDS FROM INSULATION IS A COMMON
PHENOMENON AT HIGH TEMPERATURES. OUTGASSING IS OFTEN QUANTIFIED
BY LOSS OF WEIGHT OF A SAMPLE WHEN EXPOSED TO HIGH TEMPERATURES.
WEIGHT LOSS AND, HENCE, OUTGASSING OCCUR AT TEMPERATURES BELOW
MANUFACTURERS' RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM USE TEMPERATURESc(Table 5-2).
THE CONDENSATION OF THE OUTGASSING PRODUCTS ON THE GLAZING CAN
REDUCE SOLAR TRANSMISSION AND, THEREBY, COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY.

Outgassing compounds from foam insulations inclmde the blowing
agents and products orthermal degradation (Table 5-3). Out-
gassing products are also derived -from organic binders used with
glass fiber. The loss of blowing agent from foam reduces the
insulation value. The loss of organic binder from glass fibbr
caUses reduction in resiliency.
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Table 5-2. Outgassing properties of insulation

INSULATION ONSET OF MANUFACTURER'S .WEIGHT vss

WEIGHT LOSSa RECOMMENDED AT 32500

(°F) UPPER LIMITa (% of orig)nal

(°F) weight)

Glass fiber
building insula ion

302

Glass fiber high
density board

212 450'

Glass fiber with 302 1000

low binder conten

Glass fiber with
nebinder

482 1000

Polystyrene
1

Polyurethane
4 to 6.5

Isocyanurate 122 250 7

Ure; formaldehyde
6.5

a
Data from Gillelan F. W. 1980. Insulation for solar

collectors important to heat loss control. Solar

Engineering, January 980: 20-21.

b Data 'from Stahl, J. A. 1978. Using foam plastic 'insulation

safely. Fire'Journal, September 1978: 43-47+.
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Table 5, . 0 t
/

i g products fr m insulation

INSULATION 0 TGASSING PRODUCTS

arw,

Polystyrenea tyrene
ethylstyrene

fr

(socyanuratea I /Carbon dioxide
NydrOgen chloride
Trichlorofluoromethane

Carbon dioxide)

1WVarogen chloride

Trichlorofluoromethane
Chloroethyl phosphate

Urea formaldehydeb Formaldehyde

. Class fibera Carbon dioxide
Saturated alkanes-

Polyurethanea

aOutgassing dp/roducts at 400°F in high vacuum

determined by mass .spectroscopy, Sandia

Laboratories, Albuque6que,_ NM.

Data from Allan, G.G., J. Dutkiewicz, and E.J.

Gilmartin. 1980. Long-term stability.of urea-

formaldehyde foam insulation. Environmental

Science and Technology, 14:1295-124ft.
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Fire Haz rd

Fire pro ert es of -insulatio4 are presented.in Ta\bles -6, 5-7,
5-8 and 5-9. The data for the plastic foams shoul4 be/Used with
caution inasmuch as the general-understanding of the burning of
plastics i3elimited. Fire protection research of p\l\a tic foams
has. ipdiceted that the specific formulation greatly a fects fire.
behavior_and that ihterpretation'of expected fire be avior based
on usual small-scale teSts is unreliable (Betz 1978, FactOry
Mutual Researcn C(*poration 1974, 1975). ,ASTM E-84 test results
are presented here for completeness. _However, beta se the test
doe's not adequately describe the actual flame spre d erfarMance
of foam pla'stics, 4he Federal,Trade Commission req ir Man-
ufacturers of foam plastic raw materials to make he following
statement when ASTM E-84 flame spread rating% are presented:
"Thi numerical flame spread rating is not intended/to reflect
haza ds presented by this or any other material nder actual fire
con tions" (Stahl 1978).

Calcium silicate, mineral fiber, perlite foam, d refra tory
fiber are noncombustible. Glass fiber itSelf i oncombus ible,
but t e organic binders used in the production if glass fiber
insulation can be hazardous by burning; smoldering. or outgassing
during fires.

The following paragraphs discuss the general fire behavior of
plasti. foams and give specific information of the fire properties
of pol styrene, polyurethane, isocyanurate,and urea-formaldehyde
rigid roams (compiled from Committee on Fire Safety Aspects of
Polyme TC Materials 1979 and other cited references).

Plasti foams react to fire in different ways depending an'.their.
chemic 1 structures. Some rigid foams such as polystyrene us-
ually nfielt or decompose into volatile compounds. Other foams
such a phenolics usually char in'place rather than melt or
decomp se.

Plasti fdams have relatively low decompoition temperatures,
questionable flame 'Spread Terformance, large surface'area, var-
iable toxic gas generation, and high smoke emission. To I-educe
the potential fire hazard due to these characteristics, building
codes have mandated that foam plastic insulation materials be
protected with fire resistant sprinklers and/or thermal barriers
(Stahl 1978), with the latter being a commonly recommended prac-
tice (Blaga 1978; Baldwin 1975). Flame spread can be reduced and
ignition delaYed by covering the insulation; but, generation of
heat, smoke and.toxic gases may occur rapidly if metal coverings,
which transmit heat 'of the fire directly to the foam, are used_
(Stahl 1978). Fire-resistant thermal barriers, such as 1/2 inch
gypsum board will protect/oam from decomposing for at least 15
minutes at fire temperatures greater than 10000.F (Stahl 1978).
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Table 5-6. Qualitative comparison of fire properties of

foam insulation'

INSULATION DESCRIPTION IGNITABILM FLAMMABILITY HEAT SMOKE
'RELEASE

Polystyrene Board

BOard
Attached to
Noncombustible
Substrate

Flame
Retardant
Grade
Attached to
Noncombustible
Substrate

f

Polyurethane Board

Flame
Retardant
Grade

Asocyanurate Board

Urea ' Board

Formaldehyde

NA

NA

NI

Ni

NI

NI

NA

R °

L/M

,,Adapted from Malhotra, N. L. 1977. T e behavior of polymers used Uri

building construction. British JFRO.

0

z

L Low
D Dinse
H High

NA. Not Applicable

0

M Medium
R Rapid
I Easily Ignitable

NI Not Easily ignitable_

3 7 o
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Table 5-7. Fire properties of insulation,
ASTM E84 tunnel teat 11,

IWSU,LA;ION OESCRIF/TION FLAME 9FUEL SMOKE
SPREAD CONTRIBUTED DtVELOPED

REFERENCE

Calcium

Silicate

Mineral

Fiber

Perlite

Foam , »

Refractory

Fiber

Glass

Fiber

Cellular
Elastomer

Polystyrene
Foam

Pipe Covering,
Block, Segments

Ellock,

Board

Pipe Covering,
Blocks

Blanket;
Pipe Covering,
Board

With
,Drganic
Binder

Sheet,
Pipe Covering

Sheet

folyure- 4 Types
thane Foam

Isocyanu-

rate Foam

6 Types

3 Types

Not Combustible

Not Combustible
P

Not Combustible

Not Combustible

25

5-25

25

MICA

MICA

(1979)

MICA

(1979)

MICA

(1979)

50 MallOy

S100 to 150

5 to 15 5 to 15 '5,to 15

25 to 600 ,

35 to 60 Not 145 tc: 405

Determined

3,0

20 to 25 15 75 to

oo

37 i (continued)

JOhns-
Manville
(1978)

Armstrong

(1979)

Stahl

(1978)

U.S.
Mi,neral

Products
Co.

Stahl

(190)

Factory
Mutual

(1978)

Stahl

(1978)

Factory
Mutual

(1978)
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Table 5-7. c ntinued

INSULATION DeSCRIPT ON FLAME FUEL SMOKE REFERENCE
SPREAD CONTRIBUTED DEVELOPED

Phenolic Pipe S25 S50 Armstrong
Foam Covering (1979)

Urea Modified 10 0 35 Rapperswill
Formal-
dehyde

Corp. (1976)

Urea 5 Factory
Formal--

dehyde.
Mutual
(1978)

Cellulose 10 Rhode Island
Energy

Corporation
(1978)

13 Types lo 4:0 15 0 to 5 0 to 110 Factory
Mutual

(1978)

19 Types 10 to 20 Anderson and
Wilkes (1978)

Asbestos For QF 0 0 Hilado
Board Comparison (1974)

Re0 Oak 'For 100 100 100 Hilado
Comparison . (1974)
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Table 5-8: Flame. spread 0 foam insula
ASTM 162 radiaric anel tie",

INSULATION

Polystyrene

: U:),

PolVurethane

Asbestos board

Red oak

DESW-P-

Rigid

Rigid
flame

FLAME SPREAD

dd

Flexib e polyes
fire r tar ed

er

114

13

1000

Flexible p yethe 149Q

Flexible p yether 10

fire lie rded

Rigid 'polyester 1440

fire etarded

Rigid Polyether

Rigid po ether
fire retard-gd,,.

1

2220

800

For compar son 0,

For com arison 99

4

aDara from H Ao, C. J. 1969. Flammability Handbook
for Plastics. echnomic Publishing Co., Wes.tport, CT.

IV-S- 381
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Table 5-5. Smoke production by foam insulation,
NBS chamber testa

INSULATION DESCRIPTION FLAMING NONFLAMING REFERENCE

Cellular
Elastomer

Polystyrene

Polyurethane

1

lsocyanurate

Sheet
Pipe Covering

Rigid

Rigid

'Rigid

Flame'Retarded

Flexible

270,to 400 (average of
flaming and nonflaming)

468

390

260

20

Flexible Polyester 110 to

Fire Retarded 770

Urea Formaldehyde
,

Red Oak

Red Oak

Flexible Polyester 10

Fire Retarded

Flexible Polyether 319

Flexible Polyether 159 to

Fire Retarded 202

Flexible Polyether 285
Fire Retarded

Rigid Polyester 525

Fire Retarded

Rrgid Polyether 196

Fire Retarded

Firp Retarded 225

For Comparison

FN. Comparison

460

25

10

Johns-Manville

(1978)

Gaskill (1970)

Lee (1973)

Hllado (1969)

156 Hil'ado (1969)

Sarkos (1976)

161 Gaskill (1970)

515

290

454

119

300

Gaskill (1970)

Sarkos (1976)

Gaskill (1970)

Gaskill (1970)

Gaskiil (1970) '

Gaskill (1970)

16 51 Rapperswill
Corp, (1976)

76 395 -Htlado (1969)

200 to Rapperswill

250 Corp. (1976)

0Values.indicate maxtmum densities of-smoke.
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Polystyrene Rigid Foam

Dense smoke and rapid burning are characteristic of the comb stion
of polystyrene. Carbon monoxide is a major combustion produ t,
as it is of all carbon-containing materials (see Toxicity of
Combustion and Pyrolysis Gases, which follows), but other hi hly
toxic compounds resulting from combustion have not been identified.

Several approaches to flame retarding polystyrene can be used.
Bromiaated carbon compounds and copper phthalocyanine are used
to fire retard some polystyrene foams. Additives which induce
breakdown of polymer chains, melting, and dripping when heat.is
applied to the foam allow retraction of the foam from the flame
source.

Other approaches include addition of other halogepated compounds
to the foam, incorporation of halbgenated compounds into the
polymer,chain by chemical bonding, and addition of siqall amounts
of free radical initiators such as peroxides to improve the efj-7
ficiency of the halogens. However, these or other approaches
maY not be entirely adequate. Fire retarding does make ignition
by small flame sources more difficult, but it does not prevent
rapid flame spread and high rates of combustion in mbre inteilse
fires.

Thie actual-fire hazard posed by pblystyrene foam depends-on itS-
physical and chemical properties and those of the surrounding-
environment,: A severe'fire hazard exists if pol9styrene is nto
protected by more fire resistant materials and thus i,s,readily
ignitable. Shape, surface area, protectiye coatings, additives,
and chemical modifications have not been adequately studied under
actual fire conditions to allow generalizations about their effects
on hazard potential to be made.

The followitng caution is supplied.',by a manufacturer:

WARNING! (POLYSTYRENE) PRODUCTS ARE'ORGANIC MATERIALS WHICH DE-
COMPOSE AT 1650 AND WILL IGNITE AND BURN AT/4500F, OR WHEN EX.
POSED TO OPEN FLAME. THESE PRODUCTS ARE FnMMABLE AND MP CON-
STITUTE A FIRE HAZARD IF IMPROPERLY USED OR INSTALLED. TH,EY
SHOULD NOT BE USED IN EXPOSED OR INADEQUATELY PROTECTED APP141,
CATIONS OR EXPOSED,TO FLAKE SOURCES DURING CONSTRUCTION.
(U. S. Mineral Products Company).

Polyurethane Rigid Foam

The low thermal conductiyity of polyurethane results in the
rapid build up of heat at the surface when the foam is exposed
to an ignition source. The tesulting 4ligh surface temperature
causes imMediate volitization of combustible gases. iThese burn
intensely and result in rapid surface flame spread.

Polyurethane foams are fire retarded by the use of halogen and
phosphorus compound which lead to high char. formation. Commercial
preparation of the f ams currently employs phosphorus or phosphorus
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plus chlorine to reduce the tendency of the foam to burn. The
wide use of these fire retardants arises not only from their fire
properties, but also from the low viscosity of most phosphorus
compounds which allows easy processing.

Nonreactive additives that serve as plasticizers and fillers also .

induce fire retardancy; tri -(2,3-dibromop opyl) phosphate is
'one such material. However, under long-te m use, they may be
expelled from the foam. Therefore, they h ve not been extensively
employed as fire retardants.

The following caution has been supplied by a manufacturer:

WARNING! RIGID FOAMED POrYURETHANES ARE ORGANIC MATERIALS WHICH
DECOMPOSE ABOVE 4500 F AND WILL IGNITE AND BURN AT 600 7000 F,
OR WHEN EXPOSED TO OPEN FLAME. THESE PRODUCTS SHOULD NOT BE USED
IN EXPOSED APPLICATIONS OR EXPOSED TO FLAME SOURCES DURING CON-
STRUCTION. (U. S. Mineral Products Company).

Isocyanurate.Rigid Foam

This foam can be formulated with fire resistant properties. It

has low smoke generation, low fuel contribution, and good flame

resistance.

Urea-formaldehyde Foam

Urea-formaldehyde foams have low tendehcy to ignite and burn.
Phosphorus and boron compounds and other fire retardant addi-
tives can decrease their.flammability even fur,ther.

TOXICITY OF COMBUSTION AND PYROLYSIS GASES

Many different gases are emitted during pyrolysis and co bus-
tion of foam insulation. Data for polyurethane foam,with and
without flameretardants under pyrolysis and combustion conditions
(Table 5-10) demonstrate the effects of formulation and oxygen
availability on the quantities of gas.es produced.

Carbon monoxide 4 thought to be responsible for more deaths
than other gases in real fire situations. The highly toxic
hydrogen cyanide is produced in various concentrations from
many nitrogen-containing compounds, such as foam insulations,
during pyrolysis and combustion (Einhorn 1975). With flexible
polyurethane foam, carbon monoxide is the dominant contributor
to gas toxicity at low temperatures, but hydrogen cyanide and
cdrbon monoxide are of comparable importance during pyrolysis
or combustion at 20000F (Bowes 1974).

Other chemicals may also contribute significantly to gas toxicity.
A highly tóxic bicyclophosphate has been identified in the com-
bustion products-of a flame-retarded rigid urethane foam (Vorhees
1975). Lethal concentrations of pyrolysis and combustion gases
are presented in Table 5-11.
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Table 5-10. Relative abundance of identified pyrolysis and combustion
,

Oroducts from a rigid polyurethane foae

PRODUCT PYROLYSIS COMBUSTION

Not Fire
Retarded

Fire
Retarded .

Not Fire
Retarded

Fire

Retarded

Carbon monoxide (+ Air) L L L L

Methane S L - Trace

Carbon dioxide L L L L

Nitrous Oxide - - S S

Ethylene L , L S L

Acetylene Trace Trace S L

Ethane L L Trace S
..

Propylene L L L L

Water L L L L

Propyne - - L L

Methanol S S -

Hydrogen cyanide or
triazine

-

- - ,Trace L

Acetaldehyde L S - -

1-Butene-3-yne - - S S

Ethanol Trace L - -
-...

Chloroethane - S L

Trichlorofluoromethane L L L

Propanal L S S -

Propene Nitrile - - S L

Benzene - - L L

Dihydropyran L S -

Toluene
A...N.

S - S S

aAdapted from Elnhorn, I. N. 1975. Physiological and toxicological
aspects of 'smoke produced during the combustion of polymeric
materials. Environmental Health Perspectives, 11: 163-189.

L Large
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Table 5-11. Lethal concentrations and OSHA limits of pyrolysis
and combustion gases froma polyurethane foam

PRODUCT LCLoa,b

(Ppm)

OSHA LIMITc,d
(ppm)

Acetaldehyde 4000 (rat/4 h) 200

Benzene 20000 (human/5 min) 10

Carbon dioxide 100000 (human/1 min) 5000

Carbon monoxide 4000 (human/30 min) 50

Ethanol 1000

Hydrogen cyanide 300 (human/10 min) 10

Methanol 100e(monkey) 200

Propanal 8000 (rat/4 h) .

Propene nitrile 258 (rabbit/4 h)

Toluene 4000 (rat/4 h) 200

Trichlorofluoromethane 100000 (rat/20 min) 1000 ,

a
Data from National Instifiste for Occupational Safety and
Health. 1979. Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical
ubstances, 1978 edition. DHEW Publication No. 79-100.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC.

Lg.() is the lowest published lethal concentration for a

specific animal. Because antmals react to toxic materials
differently, values for nonhumans do not necessarily reflect
the response of humans. Lethal concentrations do not
indicate the magnitude of other toxic effects, such as
irritation and carcinogenicity, which may occur at lower
concentrations.

c
Data-from Occupational Safety and Health' Administration.
1979. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 29, Chapter XVII,-
Part 1910.1000. U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC.

OSHA has established /Maximum tolerable exposure limits

(8,7hour weighted average) for more than 400 gases. The

least toxic of these gases is carbon dioxide with a limit of
5000 ppm. The most toxic I's nickel carbonyl with a limit of
0.001 ppm.

o
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Bioassay studies, in hich time-t,o-death of rats or mice is oom-
monly used to determi e toxicity, emphasize the influence of fire
conditions and formula ions on the fire toxicity ranking of poly-
meric materials. Gases from seoldering urethane foams Are more
toxic than those from b ing urethane foams (Wright and Adams
1976). In comparison with nfire-retarded urethane foams,
those with fire retardants ha e been shown to have lower toxicity
under pyrolysis conditions ,,ilado 1976), but greater toxicity
under combustion conditions ^right and Adams 1976, Petajan etal
1975). Based on the lowest temperatures at which materials pro-
duced toxic pyrolysis gases, fire toxicity of rigid urethane and
isocyanurate faams are lower than or lie within the range of
conventional materials, such,as spruce wood (Kimmerle 1976).

Where TO Insulate

Heated aras, especially in cold climates, should be surrounded
with insulation by placing it in the'walls, ceiling, and floors.
It is best to have it-as close to the heated space as possible. ,
For example: if an attic is unused, the insulation should be
placed in the attic floor rather than in the-roof structure.

CEILING JOISTS (Over heated mem)

elekedie I e.d Adjacent
nd lit insulation glom insUlatian re b
nd below hatching lined similarly.

VENTILATI AT
END WALLS

RAFTERS (Pitched roof)

(Anew air spay, lintwion ,
insuiation and sheathing kr

as shown on
Mrs air circulation

May seerten.

AM
CIRCULATION

ATTIC

Snd FLOOR

4Vapor batch,. Mown wino plaster

SIDEWALLS

VAPOR RAMER
DOWN

AM
CMCMMWN

RAFTERS (flee roof or cetlin)
Vapor herder must Iways

face heated ems.

to noon VENTILATI
COWMWM

INSECT SCREEN

FURRING

Fasten

Mods.
Onyx./

VAPOR BARRIER

TOWARD INTERIOR

CEILING JOISTS (over unheated areal)

VAPOR Akin DOWN

H .1... girn!ledn ratan& ht
tailors cannot be prouldth MORN
twins and Mout ccraan as shown.

FLOO (ever unrcova d areas)

tither verso pormeold Asphalt felt.
wood skips or kW,* Wk., ta hold
lnoulatlan against floaring.

WI ESN
10 SUPPORT RA

LATII PAS
TO 40 TS

ALTERNATES, La halliai who loldw
Weis and wet MI trepies, ra
I/ imp, ware cam heieta

Fig. 13-18. Where and how toNinsulcite in resIdenrial constrtlftion.
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If however, it is desirable to heat attic space or certain Oor-
tio s of the area, walls and ceilings shodld .13.1p, insulated. Wher
the insulation is placed in the i'oof frame, s&e figure below, be\
sure to allow space between the insulation and the sheathi,ng for
fre air circulation. The floors of rooms above unheated garages'
or pprches. r;equire insulation if maximum comfort is to be main-
tained. ,

\

_
.4%tst

Fig. 13-19. Installing blanket insulation between the ratters
in an attic area.

Where a basement space is to be remodered into a room, insulation
of the w lls is recommended. In addition to saving heat and at-
taining qreater comfort, better acoustical qualities will also.
be acqui ed.

When rooms are added to a house or porches are enclosed to pro-
vide addi ional space, insulation should be installed with the
same care as in new construction.

Insuffici nt insul_atio'n or ventilation directly under low pitched
roofs used in modern construction may cause a special problem.
During win er weather, excessive heat esCaping from rooms below
may cause now tn the roof melt and water to Tun down the roof.
In reachin . the overhang, the water may freeze again causing a
ledge or d m of ice to build up. Additional water reaching this
dam may back under the shingles and leak into the building.

- MELTOIG SNOW

TRAPPED
WATER

'Ns;-.4->/f

40",

/4.1ifr

Erm7"1"m"°1a

Ali
6 A °

6

ICE DAM

3b0
. 11-20. Lock of insulation in ceiling can result in on

a
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Basementless Structures

Floors over unheated uace directly above the ground require the
same degree of insujation as walls in the same climate zone. This
space (called a crawl space) if enclosed by foUndation walls, must
be ventilated and will therefore approach the outside temperature.

The fig e below shows the essential requirements for crawl space
insulatio and ventilation. A vapor barrier should be positioned
either on to of the insulation as shown of- between the rough and
finish floor. To preVent the in'sulation from sagging or tearing
loose, it should Be supported by wire mesh. or wooden strips.

WOOD FLOORING
BUILDING
PAPER

1.

SUBFLOOR'

VAPOR

BAR: 1j1

lefr 4%0*
STAPLE WIRE MESH
TO SUPPORT
INSULATION

.1*

SCREENED
VENT

ft "gti
VAPOR
BAR.RIER

Fig. 13-21. Essential construction to provide insulation and
ientilation for a crawl space. Use roll roofing or polyethyl-

ene film for the ground cover.

Moilture coming up through the ground can be controlled by covering
it with 4 mil (.004) polyethylene plastic film or roll roofing
weighing at least 55 bls. per square. The material should be laid
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over the surface of he soil with edges lapping at least 4 in:.
If the ground is rough, it is advisable to apply a layer of sand
or fine gravel before laying the vayor,barrier. Covers of this
kind greatly restrict the evaporation of water andsomewhat less

ventilation is needed than when no covers used. The soil
surface belovi the building should .be bov t e outside grad if

there is a chance that watej might get'inside the.foundation wall.
The soil cover is especij.1 y iraluable where th.la water table is
continually near the 5face, or the soil has high capillarity.
Be sure the covering is carried well up along.the foundation wall.

Crawl spaces are sometimes closed and used as a plenum (large
heating duct) to distribqite warm air thraUghout the structure.

roday many homes and other structures are built on conc-rete slab

floors. Such floors sAould cbntain insulation and'a vapor barrier.
The figure below show,s how the heat flows for a slab floor. Jhe

" loss is concentrated along the perimeter. Very Tittle heat is
lost -into the ground under the central part of tha floor.. -Al-

though,thevapor barrier must be continuous under,the entire
floc)* only the perimeter needs to be insulated. .The insOlation4
can be installed horizontally (about a ft.) under-the floor or
vertically along the foundation walls as shown in the figure below.

Fig.13-22. How heat is lost from a concrete slab floor.

\

3 "-2

RADIANT HEAT PIPES

, -
VAPOR
BARRIER

NEAT DUCT

ray

:;,)7/Z IZyjy= /4"%t

CONCRETE SLAB FLOOR

.
4 . a -

4-1112-014S.- \\\'01"13{7

RIGID INSULATION

Fig.13-23. Typical methods of installing perimeter insu-
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Condensation

Moisture in the form ofPwater vapor i always present ih the air.
It acts like a gas andi5enetrates wood, stone, concrete and most
other building materials. Warm moisture-laden air-within a heated

, building forms. a vapor pressure which constantly seeks to escape
and mix with the colder, drier a'ir outside.

Water vapor results from many saurces within a living space.
It is generated by cooking, bathing, clothes washing, and drying',
or by humidifiers which are often used to maineain a-comfortable
level.of.humidity.

When warm air is cooled, some of its'moisture will be released as
condensation. The temperatur at which this occurs for:a gfven
sample of air ts called the dew point. If you live in a colder
climate -'' any region where the January temperature- 25 deg. F

or less - the dew point can occur within the wall sltAUcture or
even within the insulation jtself. The resulting condensation
will reduce the efficiency of the insulation and may cause per-
manent,' damage to the structural members over a period of time.

Moisture that collects witnin a wall during the winter months
usually finds its way to the eXterior finish in the spring and
summer, causing deterioration of siding and/or paint peeling.'
The siding is usually a porous Material and will hold a consid-

, erable amount of.moisture. The paint is non-porous and as a

result the moisture gathers under the paint filM, causing
blisters and separation from the wood surface. Recent develop-
ments in paint manufacturing have provided products that are
somewhat porous, and permit moisture to pass through, thus mini-
mizing this problem in structures without adequate vapor barriers.

During warm weather, condensation may occur in basement areas
or on concrete.slab floors in contact with the ground. When
warm humid air comes in contact wieh cOol masonry walls and
floors, some of the moisture will condense causing wet surfaces.
Covering these surfacet with insulation,will minimize conden-
sation. Operating a dehumidifier in areas surrounded by eaol,'
surfaces will prove helpful during humid weather.

THE "DEW POINT" IS THE TEMPERATURE AT WHICH THE AIR IS COMPLETELY
SATURATED WITH MOISTURE. ANY LOWERING OF THE AIR TEMPERATURE $
WILL CAUSE CONDENSATION TO OCCUR.

Vapor Barriers

A properly installed vapor barrier (membranethrough which water
:vapor cannot readily pass) will protect ceilings, walls, and,
floors.from moisture originating .within a heated space. See
figure on next page. Within an insulated wall or constructian,
the temperature will be warm on the inside and cool on the out-
side. The vapor barrier must be located on the WARM.SIDE to
prevent moisture from moving through the insulatjan to the coal
side and condensing.
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COLD
ORY
AIR

WARM
MOIST
AIR

WALL WITH NO
VAPOR BARRIER

COLD
DRY
AIR

WARM
MOIST
AIR

VAPOR BARRIER

Fig. 13-24. How a vapor barrier protects a wall
from condensation.
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Many of the.insulation materials produced today have a vapor
barrier applied to the inside surface. Also, many interior wall
surface materials are backed with vapor barriers. When these-
materials are properly-applied they usually provide satisfactory
resistance to moisture penetration.

If the insulating materials do not,include a satisfactory vapor
barrier, then one should be installed as a separate element.
Vapor barriers in wide continuous rolls include: asphalt-coated
paper;.aluminum,foil, see below; polyethylene films, see below;
and various combinations of these materials. To prevent ac-
cidental puncturing, it should be installed after heat ducts,
plumbing, and electrical wiring are in place. Cut and carefully
fit the barrier around such openings as outlet boxes.

Some architects specify tne use of 4 or 6 mil polyethylene film,
,making a continuous cover over walls, ceilings, and windows just
before the plaster base or wallboard is applied. The covering
pr'otects the window unit during plastering operations; permits
light to enter; and can easily be trimmed out of the opening
just before the finished wood trim.is installed.

A

I.

V:4

Fig. 13-26. Installing swot:barrier (4 or 6 mil polyethylene

'
film). Staple securely at top and bottom plates and around.
door and, window openings. (Owens.Corning Fiberglas Corp.)

Fig. 13.21 Aluminum foil provides a good vapor barrier when
joints are carefully lapped.

.Veinti-Tattpn-

In addition to the proper placement of vap-or barriers,' adequat.
ventilation of the-constrUction will help to.Ansure agaitst. .

moisture probleMt. .The cold side (outtide) of.walIS
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weatherttght but still permit the wall to "breathe". Building
paper can be used over wood sheathing to reduce infiltration if

it is not waterproof and will permit moisture within the wall to '

escape.

It is especially important to provide ventilation for an unheated
attic or space directly under a low pitched or flat roof. The
figure below shows the most common systems for ventilation and
the recommended size of the vent area. For a standard gable
roof, vents like the one shown below,are located in each end;
providing a total ventilating area equal to'1/300 of the ceiling
area.

/1 micro
$

fr

cunt,. 1.
147 Fig. 1348. Louvor.typr ventilator for a gable or Dutch hip

roof. Vent opening should be designed to keep snow and rain
from entering and should also be ncroonod against insects.

AIRWAY
WOOD LOUVERS

WIRE.CLOTH.

Fig. 13-27. Voptilation requiremiMts for various types of
roofs. The figures indicate the fractional part of the total

ceiling area to he used in the vents.

Figure 29 shows a method of ventilating a cornice section. A
wide range of prefabricated ventilators for roofs, gable/ends,
and cornices are available. One type of roof ventilator is shown
in figure 30. Figure 31 describes one model that is manufactured
in nany sizes.

Ventilators that are located in the roof surface may result in
leaks if not properly installed. Whenever potsible these ven-
tilators should be installed on a section of the roof that slopes
to the rear. Under-roof ventilation is especially important in
low-sloped roofs to prevent excessive accumulation of, hot air
during summer months. 'Sometimes it may be posSible to utilize a
false flue or a section of a chimney for attic ventilation,
figure 32.



SCREENED VENT& OR
CONTINUOUS SCREENED
SLOT

Fig. 13-29. Vents located in the building cornice. Be sure
there is free access of the air to the attic orea.

SHOWN HERE VCE LOUVER
WITH 10,-IN-I2 PITCH

AVAILAOLE IN ANY WIDTH
AND ANY PITCH DEEMED

1

LOUVER. OPENINC, WIDTH
6"-Cr

Fig. 13-31. Prefabricated wood ventilator furnished complete-
ly assembled and ready to install:

(Ideal Co.)
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Fig. 13-30. Ridge

METAL VENT
WITH LOUVERS
AND SCREEN

ventilator provides
'Soffit to ridge.

unifoim airflow from .

0.

Fig. 13-32. .Vsing a section of a chirnney far
attic ventilation.
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Wall structuresof existing frame buildings that indicate inad-
equate "cold side" ventilation can be corrected by installing
patented ventilators as shown in figure 33. Most of these units
consist of a metal tube with a cover that includes tiny louvers.
They are installed by simply pressing them into a hole bored
through the sidtng and sheathing - in each stud space. For
maximum yer4.ilài1on, install one at the bottom of the wall and
one at the t

BORE HOLE THROUGH SIDING
AND SHEATHING AND PRESS
VENT INTO PLACE

Fig. 13-33. Miniature vents installed in existiag structures.
1 in. size is usually sufficient for most wall structures. Sizes

range from 1 to 4 in.

Installing Batts and Blankets

Insulation materials must be properly installed if theyare to
perform efficiedtly. Even the best insulation will not provide
its rated resistance to heat flovrif the manufacturer's instruc-
tions'are not followed or if it is"torn or otherwise damaged
during or after installation.

Blankets or batts can be cut with a fine-tooth, crosscut hand
saw; shears or a large knife. Measure the space and then cut
tfie insulation,2 to 3 in. longer. Remove a portion of the batt
from each end so that you will have a Iange of the bac.king or
vapor barrier to staple to the framing.

When working with blanket insulation, it is usually best to mark
the required length on the floor, and tten unroll the blanket.
align it with the marks and cut the respired number of pieces.
For wall installation, first staple the top end to the plate and
then staple down along the studsit aligning the blanket carefully.
Figure 34 on next page. Finally secure the bbttom edge to the
sole plate.



Fig. 13-34. Installing blanket insulation using an air driven
stapler. (Spotnails Inc.)
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ANNISSIMEN
STAPLE

FA,15119111111511111101
AIR SPACE

STAPLE

AIR SPACE

STAPLE

Fig. 13-35. Methods of installing, blankets 'and butts. A
Flush with inside surface of stud. BFlange stapled along

side of stud to form air space. CSpecial flange.

To install batts in a wall section, plac0->the unit at the bottom
of the stud space and press it into place. Start the second batt
at the top with it tight against the plate. Sections can b.e
joined at the midpoint by butting them together. The vapor

, barrier should be overlapped at least 1 in. unless a separate
one is installed. Some batts are designed without covers or
flanges and a,re held in place by friction.

Flanges, common to most blankets or batts, are stapled to the
face or side of the framing members, figure 35. Pull the flange
smooth,and space the staples no more.than 12 in. apart. The
interior finish, when applied, will serve to further seal the
flange in place when it is fastened to the stud face. Some .

blankets have special folded flanges which enable them to be
fa'stened to the face of the framing and also form an air space
as shown ln C, figure 35.

In dry wall construction,,specifications may require that the
faces of the framing be left uncovered. When so applied, the
flanges ofthe insulation should.fit smoothly to the sides of the

.framing and the staples should be spaced 6 in. or closer. Be

.sure that all gaps or "fish mouths" (wrinkles) are eliminated.
When it is necessary to secure maximum vapor protection, a sep-
arate vapor barrier should be applied over the entire wall or
ceiling area. Avoid any perforations and lap joints fully.

389
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Thread the insulation carefully behind any drain pipes that might
be located in the wall as shown in figure 36. If water service
pipes (in cold climates, they should never be located in outside
walls) are present, it is well to add a separate vapor barrier
between the pipe and interior surface ta, prevent moisture con-
densatiOn on the cold pipe.

Fig. 13:36. Insulation should be fitted carefully around plumb-
ing pipes ond electrical outlet boxes.

(Acoustical ond Boord Products Assoc.)

^

"
s.t

Fig.13-37. batts getween ceiling joists. Use ot
least an 8 In. thickness when heating cables are located in

the ceiling surface.

Ceiling insulation can be installed from below or from above if
attic space is accessible. When batts are used they are usually
installed from below as shown in figure 37, following about the
same general procedure as recommended for walls. They must be
butted snugly together at the ends and carried out over the out-
side wall plates, figure 38. In multi-story construction, es-
pecially in cold climates, the perimeter of floor frames should
be insulated as shoWn in figure 39. Insulation should also be
installed in the perimeter of the main floor even though the
basement area will be heated. Cut and fit pieces so they will
fit snugly between the joists ajd against the header, see figure 40.

CLEARANCE FOR
CORNICE
VENTILATION

RAFTER

IlbIlli1161111°E XITIIE!Dt INISIUILIAIITII 0 N
OVER PLATE AND
STAPLE VAPOR
BARRIER.HERE

7Alf.

INSULATION

HEADER

WALL FRAME

SUBFLOOR

F!9 13-38 Placement of ceiling insulation at outside wail 3 9

Fig. 13-39. Insulating perimeter of floor frame.
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Fig. 13-40. Install sections of insulation around perimeter of

a floor frame. (Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.)

WHEN INSTALLING CEILING INSULATION FROM BELOW, WEAR TIGHT FITTING,
CLOTHING AND A CAP OR HAT WITH A WIDE BRIM. GOGGLES MAY ALSO BE
HELPFUL. THIS IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT WHEN WORKING WITH INSULA-
TION MADE OF TINY GLASS FIBERS WHICH MAY IRRITATE YOUR SKIN OR EY9.

Follow the procedure of completing large wall and ceiling areas
first, and then insulate the odd sized spaces and areas above and
below windows. Thus, small cuttings remaining from the main areas
can be used. Take the time necessary to carefully apply the in-
sulation (and vapor barrier) around elpctrical outlets and other
wall openings. Be certain that you do not cover outlet boxes
or they may be missed when the wall surface is applied.

A thorough insulation job will require that all spaces be filled.
For example; the space between window and door frames, and the
rough framing as sh6wn in figure 41. Cuttings left over from
larger spaces can be utilized. Pack the insulation into the
small space with a stick or screwdriver and then cover the area.
with a vapor barrier.

A floor projection, figure 42, may be used to carry a chimney
chase, bay window unit, or siTply to extend the size of the room
above. This construction must be carefully insulated. Since
there is no inside wall surface to form a seaL against infil-
tration, the sheathing must be tight and the insulation flange
and/or vapor.barrier must be carefully stapled to the sides of
the joist as shown. If weather conditions permit, this segment
of insulation could be installed before the subfloor is laid.
Thisn would simplify installation since the work could be done
from above.
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COVER ALL INSULATED
CRACKS WITH VAPOR
BARRIER

STUFF ALL CRACKS
AROUND DOORS AND
WINDOWS
INSULATION

Fig. 13-41. Insulate ciround window and door frames.

Installing Fill Insulation

STAPLED FLANGE o

SUBFLOOR

SOFFIT DBL. PLATE t

SIMNG.

Fig.13-42. lnsulatin a floor projection. Attach flanges and
vapor ar ier to side of joist.

a

Fill insulation is poure4 or blown into place. It is especially
adaptable to existins structures where "blown-in" fill may be
used, without'resorting to extensive alteration in the wall sur-
faces.

Ceilings are easily insulatedwith fill materials. It is poured
directly from bags into the joist spaces and then leveled with a
straight-edge as shown in figure 43. A vapor barrier should be
installed on the underside of the joists before the ceiling
finish is applied. It will control the flow of moisture and
also prevent fine particles (present in some forms of fill in-
sulation) from sifting through cracks that might develop in the
ceiling.

Fill insulation is often poured into the core of block walls, see
figure 44, or in the space in masonry cavity walls. Thermal re-
sistance is greatly increased. For exampTe, the "U" factor of
a standard concrete block (.53) is reduced to .36 when the cores
are filled with insulation. A lightweight 8 in block will be
reduced from .33 to .17.
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Installing Rigid Insulation

The installation of slab or block insulation varies wi:thAlle type
of product, The ManufacturerS' specifications should.aNays be
studied and carefully followed. .

Insulating board is used extensively for exterior walls. Sometimes:
ittis used as tbe sheathihg.material for roofs, or simply as An
insulating material installed ovee the roof deck. A number of
products are especially designed to insulate concrete slab floorS.
See figure 45. Waterproof materials such as glass fibers or foamed;
plastic provide Aesirable characteristics..

Figure 46 shows a.plastic foam insulation board applied to a
masonry wal.. It js bonded to the basic Wall surface-with a spec-
ial. mastic and Provides a perManent.t6suFatibn and vapor barrier.
After the boards are installed, cobvehtional -plastee coats can be
applied to the sueface. Plastic foam '(StyeofoaM) insulation bas
gained wide acceptance aS a rigid insulating material and has-
been succassfullY aliplied to a wide:variety of construCtions:

V
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Fig. 13-45. Installing a rigid form of insulation in the perim-
eter of a slab floor. (Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp-)

Insulating Basement Walls
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MASONRY

PORTLAND CEMENT
OR SPECIAL
ADHESIVE

FOAMED
POLYSTYRENE

GYPSUM PLASTER
APPLIED DIRECT
OR PANELS
INSTALLED
WITH MASTIC

Fig. 13-46. Insulating a masonry wall with rigid insulation
board made from foamed polystyrene "Styrofoam."

When basements will be used as living space, exterior walls should
be tnsulated. The outside surface of masonry walls should be
waterproofed below grade and inclade a footing drain. The inside
surface could be finished as shown in figure 46', or furring strips
could be used to form a vity for the insulation and provide a
nailing base for surfa materials.
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In cold climates a framework of 2 )( 4.studs, spa.ced 24 in. 0.C.,
is often used. See figure 47. Use concrOe nails or mastic'to
secure,the sole plate and fasten the top,plate to the joists or
still. Unfaced insulation wfll require a separate vapor barrier.

Fig. 134,7, Insulation is placed in a 'fromeWork attached to a
masonry wall. (Owent-Corning Fiberglas Corp.)

Insulating Existing Structures

.7%

Special precautions must be taken when insulating an existing.,
structure where no vapor harrier can be installed. Inside liw=
midities should be controlled. "Cold side" ventilation is es-
sential. A fairly satisfactory vapor barrier can be secured by
applying: two coats of either lead and qjl paint; rubber eniCasion
paint, or aluminum paint; or a vapor barrier Wall paper. The
application should becarefully made ori all surfaces of outside
walls and ceiling.
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INSULATION WORKSHEET
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Materials in contact with insulation during normal operation:
Materials in contact with insulation during abnormal operation:
Linear expansion coefficients of associated materials:
Temperature of insulation at stagnation:
Exposure to UV radiation:
Exposure to humidity:
Exposure to outdoor atmosphere: .
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THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY

The lower the thermal conductivity, the more desirable.
See Table 5-1. Benchmark: mineral fiber (rock wool)

has thermal conductivity of 0.25 to 0.38 Btu-in/ft
2
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UPPER
TEMPERATURE
LIMIT

OUTGASSING

LINEAR
EXPANSION
COEFFICIENT

FIRE
PROPENSITY

SMOKE
EMISSION

.

FIRE
TOXICITY

-,

A limit above the temperature reached at stagnation is
desirable. See Table 5-1,

41,
V

4..

The lower the amount and rate of outgassing, and the higher
the temperature at which outgassing begins, the more
desirable. See Tables 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4

The closer the coefficient is to the coefficients-of other
system 'materials, the more desirable. See Table 5-5.

Benchmark: glass has a coefficient of 5 to 9 x 10"/°F.

The lower the ignitability, flame spread, and fuel
contributed, the more desirable. See Tables 5-6, 5-7, and

5-8. Benchmark: for the ASTM E84 tunnel test, red oak wood
has a flame spread rating of 100 and fuel contributed rating
of 100. For the ASTM 162 radiant panel test, red oak wood
has a flame spread rating of 99.

The lower the smoke emission, the more desirable. See

Tables 5-6, 5-7, and 5-9. Benchmark: for the ASTM E84
tunnel test, red oak wood has a smoke density of 100. For

the NBS smoke chamber test, red oak wood has a flaming
rating of less than 250, and a nonflaming rating of 395.

The lower the toxicity of combustion and pyrolysis gases
(indicated by higher LCLos, allowable exposure limits, and
times-to-death of animals), the more desirable. Se.e

Tables 5-10 through 5-13.
.
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I NSULAT ION WORKSHEET

PRODUCT
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PRODUCT PRODUCT PRODUCT

GENERIC TYPE GENERIC TYPE GENERI C TYPE GENERIC TYPE
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

ELECTRICAL PRACTICES

(

STUDENT MATERIAL
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MATERIALS, MATERIALS HANDLING AND FABRICATION PROCESSES

ELECTRICAL PRACTICES

ENTRANCE SERVICE

Electricity is distributed on high power lines by the power
companies and these tireak down into local residential lines run
on every street, A tranSformer on the pole will serve several
residences, breaking down the high voltage transmission lines
into normal house entrance voltage. Entrance service will be
240V single phase, and modern houses will have anywhere from
100-200 amp service to a circuit breaker or fuse board at the
central distribution point. Three wires are brought in by the
power company to the house, two of which are the hot wires and
one of which is grounded to the board. The serviceman has no
control over the entering hou.se voltage and therefore if this
is not correct, his only recchirse is to call the power company.

At the house service entrince, this power s broken down into
varqous branch circuits to be distributed through the house.
Thbse branch circuits will be 120V single phase two wire cir-
cuits for use in lighting, plugs, appliances and a separate
circuit for the furnace. The furnace should be the only ap-
pliance on that circuit and normal fusing is 15 amps.

Appliances drawing higher currents such as electric ranges,
clothes dryers and air conditioners will have 240V service,
which'is obftained by tapping off each hot side of the entrance
circuit. Fuse or circuit breaker size for these circuits will
be in accordance with the current draw of the given appliance,
in the case of an air conditioner this might be 30-40 amps
Der leg- The circuit breakers for each leg on a 240V circuit
are mechAnically interlocked so that if high current i exper-
ienced in one leg, the breaker will trip both legs of sup-

_

ply service. Figure G-1.

Figure G171.: . Main.Cir,c0it'Board
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WIRE SIZE
(/

Wire sizes and fusing for independent appltances will be deter-
mined by the manufacturer and called out on their wiring dia-
grams. Local codes should be examined to determine whether or
not conduit is required in bringing the wire from the main cir-.
cuit breaker to furnace or air conditioner. Some codes require .

conduit for parts of the circuit even on 120V. Specification
sheets will give the minimum w.ire size and fuse size to meet the
requirements of the National Electric Code, and this wire size
is based on 125% of the full load current rating. The length
of the wire run will also determine the wire size and Table 1

shows the maximum length of two wire runs for various wire
sizes. This table is based cn holding voltage drop to 3% at
240V. For other voltages the multipliers at the bottom shduld
be used. If the required run is nearly equal to or somewhat more
than the maximum run shown by the calculation of the table, then
the next larger wire-size should be used for a safety. factor.
It is always possible to use larger wire than called for on
the specifications, but a smaller wire size should never be
used as this will cause nuisance trips, affect the efficiency of
operation and create a safety hazard. All replacement wire should
be the'same size and type as the original Wire and be rated at
900 - 1050.

FUSES

Fuses should be time delay type fuse so that they will not blow
during the initial starting current surge of the motor. All
circuit breakers have a built-in time delay. Manufacturers
specifications usually call out a maximum and a minimum fuse
size for any given application, and the fuse selected shoUld
fall within this range. A fuse greater than the maximum will
not protect the circuit and one smaller will result in nuisance
trips when starting.

Waterproof strain relief and connectors should always be used.
at the entrance and exits tc make-up boxes.



TABLE 1
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF TWO-WIRE RUN*

WIRE
SIZE

.
AMPERES

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 70 80
I

14 274 137 91

12 218 145 109

10 230 173 138 115

220 182 156 138

6 219 193 175 159

4 309 278 253 199

3 350 319 250 219

402 316 276

1 399 349

502 439

00
i

560

*To limit voltage drop to 3% at 240V: For other voltages use the following multi-
pliers:

110V 0.458
115V 0.479
120V 0.50
125V 0.521
220V 0.917
230V 0.966
250V 1.042

EXAMPLE: Find maximum run for #10 wire carrying 30 amp at 120V
115 x 0.5 = 57 ft.

NOTE: If the required length of run is nearly equal to, or even somewhat more
than, the maximum run shown for a given wire size select the next larger wire.
This will provide a margin of safety. The recommended limit on voltage drop is
3 per cent. Somethingless than the maximum is preferable.
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SWITCHES

Disconnect Circuit
Interrupt

Circuit.
Breaker

Limit Maintained
PositionSpring Return

Normally Open Normally CloSed Neutral

All_cp
01

.1

01

.\
01

,\
01 T:\ Ox

.

0o
("7.4..

HELD CLOSED

crel=ro
HELD OPEN

Liquid Leval Vacuum & Pressure Tamp. Actuated Flow Air, Water,

Normally
Ossen

Normally
Closed

Normally
Open

Normally
Closed

Normally
Open

Normally
Closed

Normally
OPen

Norenally
ClOsed .,

.

..

>
Speed, Plugging Anti-plug Selector Foot

F F

Preferred Alternate Normally
Closed ,

Normally
OpenPush Sutton Drum Typo

1 2 3

--12t_cl0 I ol
IQS.--a-

13 I al
I0 1 ol

1 2 3

---..If
I I '
I I

.1.--r
I I
I I ,

, Push Buttons
Single Circuit Double Circuit Mushroorn Circuit Maintained Contact

Normally Open Normslly Closed

gip
0 0

iMI
0 0

...i. 0-1-0
I .,..0 ,, 0 I,..._ ,

----1-___ j
_L_
0 0

o
TIMER CONTACTS: contact action
is retarded when coil is

GENERAL COPTACTS
Starters, relays, etc.

Energized De-energized Overload
Thermal

Normally
Open

Normally
ClosedNormally Open Norma,/ Closed Normally Open Normally Closed

.

-

7 H H --+k
CONDUCTORS FUSES COILS

Not
Connected Connected

O'N...0

Or

Relays,
Timers, etc.

Overload
Thermal Solenoid

Control
Transformer

1 1

.

HI H3 H2 H4

1
xl X2

Fig. 18-1. Graphic electrical symbols. ,
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COI LS

Automatic Transformer Reactors Adjustable

' Iron Core Air Core,

Shown with iron core

R ECTIFIERS MOTORS. & COMPRESSORS

Half-wave Full-wave Three Phase Single Phase'

ac

ac

Two Leads Capacitor Start-Run

4:1)

Q

et

0

0

0 el
M TR

RESISTORS

. F ixed Tapped Potentiometer or Rheostat

-I RES }---1 RES 1-- RH

-

---I liTR 1--
Heating element

Denote Purpose

Magnetic-type Circuit Breaker
,.

Thermally Actuated Bi Metal Thermostat

Series Type Remote Type Without Heater With Heater

cfr-v.../...1.../°

c

V
MISCELLANEOUS .

Fuse Power
or Control Horn, Siren

Bell or
Buzzer

Plug and
Receptacle

Meter Shunt Meter

6.
.

--i-Eri--
s

0 *--
THERMOCOUPLE LAMPS BATTERY GROUND CAPACITOR

Push to Test

-±-111111-Z-

Fixed Adjustable

IID I Denote color
by letter X-elde neer ground

Fig. 18-1 (Cont.). Ele6trical diagrams.
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FUSES AND CIRCUIT BRE KERS'

The Job They Do

..0.

Fuses and circuit breake,rs might be called the watchmen of your
electrical system. Men a fuse blows or :a circuit breaker trips,
it is telling you that something i$ wrang. What is;wrong may be
two bare electric wires touching because of worn inTulation; too
many applicances on the same circuit; or 4n overloaded motor.
It makes no sense to replace a blown fuse or reset a circuit
breaker unless you have found and corrected the cause of the
"trouble. If the condition exists when you make the replacement,
you will blow another fuse or trip a circuit breaker again.

C.'.The most common cause of fuse-blowing is too many,appliances on
the same circuit. If a fuse blows whefl you push down the toaster
handle, there is a good chance that you may be operating, say,
a broiler or an electris iron on the same circuit. If yoU are,
unplug the iron or broiler,.and then replace the fuse or reset
the circuit breaker.

A fus,e....,that has been blown by a short circuit will usually have a
blackened or discolored mica window. A fuse that hasoblown be-_
cause of an overload will usually show a clear window, but there
will be a break in the flat metal strip. The circuit break 4

just flips to the "tripped" (oft) position when there is an
overload ar shart circuit.

It is practical to keep spare fuses handy near.the fuse box.
When yOu replace a fuse, be sure'that the new one is of the same
capacity. In other words, if you blow a 15 ampere fuse, re-
place it with a 15.ampere-fuse, never a 20 or 25.

Fuse box eith the main
dIsconAeot at top

Circuit.breaker panel
with main disconnect
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TYPES OF FUSES AND. CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Type Sfuse

Metal strip
Time
delay

Reset
button

Half
remains
infuse
box

Screw-in breaker

plug fuse has base similar
to light bulb. Metal strip
shows through mica window
If fuse Is pod. Blackened
window or break In 'able
means blown Nee.

Fusetron fuse is like plug
fuse except for a spring-
loaded metal .strip that al-
lows a temporary overload.
Used mainly on &milts for
washers, large power tools.

o

Type 8 fuse prevents use of
wrong size fusb. Each side
has a different thread.

briakar replaces
fuse.. When blown, button
pops out. Push to feset.

15 to 60 amp.

it.114

Half-size circuit breaker

Cartridge fuses: 'Round
type, top, is made up to 60-
amp. capacity; boAtom type,'
with knife-pdge tr contacts,
from 60 amp. up. Use fuse
puller to remove safely.

-Single circuit breaker:

CIrcuit breakers do 'same job as fuses, but are not
replaced when. they "blovi.'! Instead; toggle' switch
Is pushed to "redet" or "ori." Macteln same capaci-
ties as fuseS. Double CircUlt breaker with Connecting
bar is- used to protect 240-volt .circults;-71Wo-in-one
circuit breaker has two breakers in -the. tipfite of'One.
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How To Replace A Blown Fuse

Remove the fuse by turning it counterclockwise (first shut off
the main switch). If it is a 15 ampere fuse, make sure the
replacement is the same. Pull a cartridge-type fuse straight
out. Large ones are best handled with a fuse puller. To "re-
placena tripped circuit breaker, push the toggle handle to "re-
set" or "on". Always be sure your feet are on a dry surface and
keep one hand at your side or in'your pocket.

Remove blown fuse by turn-, It fuse box- has main d scon- expose cartridge-type fuses. Tripped circuit breaker: Easy
Ing counterclockwise. Be sure nod of type above, pull it out Pull straight out: put in new to "replace." Just push switch
new one has same capacity. to get at main fuses. This will fuse of same capacity, type. . to "reset" or "on.'

Electrical Terms and Their Meaning

In order for electricity to travel through wiring, it has to
be under pressure - much the same way water is under pressure .

in your plumbing system. This electrical pressure is measured
in volts or voltage. Modern homes receive 240 volts of electrical
power. This power enters the home through an electrical service
entrance and passes through a meter where the amount that the
household uses is measured and distributed throughout the house
Most appliances operate on 120 volt current; heavy-duty appliances
such as an electric range_or oven, clothes washer or dryer requiPe
240 volts.

Current, or rate at thich electricity is delivered to an ap-
pliance, is measured in amperes. It is limited by the diameter
of the wire it must flow through. Just as a larger diameter
pipe can deliver more gallons petminute, a larger diameter
wire can conduct more amperes. Since excess current causes a
wire to overheat, fuse size must be matched to wire size o
that if necessary the fuse will blow before the wire becomes a
fire hazard.

The wiring that travels through the walls and ceilings of a house
is divided into circuits. Each circuit connects with a series
of wall outlets and switches. Each heavy-duty appliance has its
own separate circuit. Every household circuit is protected by
a fuse or a circuit breaker. These devices break (or interrupt)
the circuit when it is overloaded.

The-number of electrical circuits in a house determiQes how many
elkctrical appliances ,you can use conveniently and safely. If

your home fs over 20 years old and has never been rewired, it
undoubtedly needs improvements in its wiring system.
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Hookup From Power Lines

Never attempt to work on the el
house. These wires carry high
they become damaged or worn, ca

The local utility, in many
communities, supplies
only thu wiring and the
actual hookup as far
as the electric meter.
Beyond that point,
it becomes the
responsibility of the
homeowner or electrical'
contractor. In most new
homes in the United States
and Canada, the meter is
located on an exterior
wall, generally quite
close to the service head.
Fuses and circuit
breakers are always
inside the house. Three-
wire 150-ampere service
Is best, though many
homes are still equipped
with 24ire
30-amper.e service.

How To Shut Off Main Power

Plastic boxes
contain
cartridge

.fuses

Pull handle

Fuses

Cartridge-type boxes: .
The main power Is
shut off by pulling
out the plastic

-cartridges. Removal
of both cartridges
shuts off all
household power,

IV-S-421

ectric power hookup entering the
voltage and are dafigerous. Should
11 your power company to make repairs.

r1: FliP

, to shut off
power

Hbw To Read A Meter

When the needle is between two numbers, always read
the lower number. The dials in this illustration, for example,
read 8187. The needle for each dial must have reached a
number before you read that number. Note that the needle
'for the second dial from the left has passed the I mark-
but has not reached the 2.

Circuit
switches

7,

Leti#Mipa iteitobes
am usually (Ouil514(e

'older wiring'

themain power liWitcth.
Lifting (or. pullIrtg).,4,,
the lever to the-"dft",
position will ctir:S
the main powak.eupplY.

Circuit breakei boils!
hive one or two large e
..`awitchts that contrdi:?,
household power. s:

These merely have
-.to be pushed to, I

the "OW' position:'
,?.

r.
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Is The Wirins Adequate?

Your home needs more wiring if it exhibits any of the following
symptoms: Fuses or circuit breakers blow or trip often; lights
flicker when appliances are turned on; appliances do not operate
at full power; TV image shrinks when a heavy appliance is on;

you use too many extension cords. Most people can manage with
their present wiring only because not all circuits are in use
at the same time.

List the watts used by all appliances that would normally be
operated simultaneously. Be sure to include light bulbs and
fluorescent tubes. Appliance wattage usually appears on the
nameplate. If any of your nameplates are missing or illegible,
check the appliance's needs in the chart below. Add up the
wattage of all lights and appliances on each 110 volt circuit
and check the fuses. If the result is more than 1,650 on a cir-
cuit with a 15 ampere fuse, or 2,200 for 20 ampere fuse, you may
blow the fuse when all appliances are on. To avoid trouble,
plug one or more of the items into another circuit. Circuits
carryihg 240 volts are almost always used for a single appliance;
check its amperage against fuses.

REPRESENTATIVE WATTAGE

Ilem Watts

Air conditioner (room) 1350
ir Air conditioning

(central)
Blender
Can opener
Coffeemaker
Dishwasher

5000
250

150

600

1800

Drill press 300

Dryer 6000

Fan 75

Food warmer 500

Freezer 350

Fryer 1320

Furnace 250

Garbage disposer 900

Grill 1300

Heater (hot water) 2500
Heater (room) 1600

Hot pfate (2-burner) 1650

irrin (hand) 1000

ironer 1650

RATINGS
Item

Lamp (floor)
Lamp (outdoor)
Lamps

Lathe

Mixer
Radio

Watts

300

100

60-150
300

150

60

Range (electric) 8000 to
16000

250
1380

1400

570

10

300

300

275

300

1100

400

100

350

Refrigerator
Roaster
Rotisserie
Saw
Shaver

Stereo hi-fl
Sump pump

Sun lamp
Television
Toaster
Vacuum cleaner
Ventilator
Washer

To obtain amperes, divide watts by von. Use 110 for the latter
It Is close enough for practical purposes. For 220-volt appli-
ances, divide by 220.
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Balanced circuits are important

Circuit 1 (15,amperes)
Master bedroom; hall
outlets; lights

IV-S-423

Circuit 2 (15 amperes):
Two bedrooms,outlets;
and lights

Circuit 4 (20 amperes):
Appliances; lavatory

Circuit 5 (240-voltsy:
Electric range ' Circuit 3 (15amperes):

Living and dining
room outlets; kitchen
lights

Lavatory

Kitchen

Dining room

Uving room

Circuit 6(240-volts):
Clothesdryer

Circuit 7(20-amperes):
Washer; laundry ap-
pliance service

Circuit 9 (20 amperes):
Basement lights and
outlets

Circuit 8 (15 amperes):
Furnace motor

Ideal circuit.distribution
insures that an outlets
and lights on a floor are
not in a single circuit.
This way, if a fuse blows,
not all of the floor is

' left in darkness.
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Power Requirements

The first step is to learn something about local codes from your
city or town building inspector. In some areas you are not per-
mitted to do .your own wiring. Many communities will permit you"
to install new circuits up to the service entrance panel, but
insist pat a licensed electrician complete the final hookup.

This is a wise practice, since the bigh cost of additoonal cir-
cuits is in the routing of the wire. Most electricians will be
happy to inspect your work before making final connections for
only a fraction of what they would charge for the entire job.

The code determines what type of wire you must use. Some areas
use "Romex" (wire with nonmetallic sheathing); others use "BX"
(armored cable). Wire size is important. Wires are rated by
numbers, the lowest numbers indicating larger diameter wire.
Number 12 wire is generally recommended throughout the home.
Number 14 wire can be used, however, for 15 ampere circuits.s

Part of your planning includes checking the existing electrical
service panel to see if there is room for new circuits. Be

sure to check also with the local utility company to be certain
that the lines leading into your home have the capacity to de-
liver the extra power the new circuits would requre.

Refer to the electrical service panel illustrated here for help

in determing what circutts should feed various appliances and
lighting needs in an efficient circuitry plan-. Try to plan
circuits so triat lighting is kept separate from heavy-duty cir-

cuits such as those in the kitchen and laundry areas.

Iristalling an "Add-on" Panel

These units do the job of a small electrical service panel.

The power from the main service entrance fla4s into the add-on
panel and is distributed to the supplementary circuits:

Most service entrance panels have two power takeoff screws
located between the two left and the two rigivt plug fuses.
Wires leading to the add-on panel are connected to these ter-

minals as shown. The two black wires go to the terminals and
the white wire goes to the neutral bar.

At the ada-on panel, both,black wires are 49ined to the fuses'
screw terminals and the white to the neutral bar. New circuits
are then connected.

HOWTO AVOID DANGER

Working with electricity is not hazardous as long as you obey

strict safety rules. Always shut off or disconnect power before
handling wires. If you are working on the electrical service
entrance, do not stand on a damp floor. Protect yourself by
wearing rubrber, gloves and rubbers, and stand on a rubber mat or
a piece of dry wood. If you doubt your skill, call in a licensed
electrician. Use only materials approved by a testing organiza-
tion such as Underwriters' Laboratories.
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15- or 20-
ampere
general-purpose
circuits

6} Two 20-ampere
7 kitchen circuits

Basement circuits
laundry, furnace,
and dishwasher
circuits, plus
120-240-volt
range circuit

15- and 20-
ampere circuits
for outbuildings

General-purpose circuits of 15 and
20 amperes take care of all
lamps (ceiling, wall, bed, desk,
drop lights, etc.), radio
and television sets, outlets for
vacuum cleaner and small appliances
drawing a simultaneous total of
under 1750 watts for a 15-amp. fuse,
or 2300 walls for a 20-amp. fuse..
If a room has no fixed ceiling fight,
at least one wall outlet must be
wired into the wall switch.

Two or more 20-ampere circuits for
fryer, broiler, grill, iron,
toaster, blender, food mixer, and
similar kitchen appliances.
Since more than two kitchen
appliances are seldom used at the
same lime, a separate circuit for
each appliance (except refrigerator)
is really not necessary.

Separate basement circuits of
20 amperes serve laundry appliances
and workshop power tools.
A furnace is alway5 on a separate
circuit with no other outlets or
lights on It. Room air conditioners
of more than 1500 watts, hot-water
heater, electric range, and
clothes dryer require individual
240-volt circuits.

Service to an outbuilding
such as a barn, guest house, or
workshop should be on a. separate
power take-off from the main
entrance panel. It should have its
own disconnect switch. Four .

15- or 20-ampere circuits
are generally sufficient.
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0 00 0,
0 0 0 0 C

00C 00

Fused circuit
takeoff terminals

Match wire size
to local code.

- Red wire

Appliance outlets

.White wire

,Black wire

Connector

Cable from meter
White wire

Red wire

Range
circuit
120-240-volt

MAIN RAN6E Black wire

00 Fuse panel

-- Power takeoff
terminals Add-on fuse

panel

Ground wire
to water pipe

New fuses
(could be circuit breakers)

New circuit wires

Neutral bar

Black No. 12 Wire

White No, 12 wire

Cable or conduit

Throo.wIre sIectrIcad mall. in older homes will have two black
wires end one white ona. tn more recent construction, this has
changed to one black, one red, and one white. Present electrical

codes call tor a fourth Wire, which is a ground. This.ground wire
is bare metal. TO avoid confusion, ground wires have been fen
out of these illustrationt.
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Grounded Wiring

Household wiring is color coded. In 120 volt circuits one wire,
called the neutral wire, ik white; the other, the hot wire, is
black or another color-, but never white. Both are live wires.
In circuits carrying 240 volts only, one wire is usually black
and the other another color, but neither should be white. In

3-wire circuits carrying both voltages one wire ts white, the
other two black or colored. You get 120 volts by connecting the
white wire and a colored wire to--an outlet, 240 volts by connec-
ting the two colored wires to an outlet.

The fuse or circuit breaker, panel of your home is groundedL, t ere-
fbre,there is a wire.connecting the service panel to a rod whi
is driven into the earth. In residential areas, this gou
wire is usually attached to the water-supply pipe whic leads
into the ground. The white neutral wires of the various branch
circuits throughout the house are also connected to groun
terminals in the service panel. This is necessary for a number
of reasons, such as reduction of the possible effects of 1ightnig.

Grounded wiring systems are those in which all metal .outlet and
switch boxes, cable armor, and exposed metal parts of the wiring
system are connected back to grounding terminals in the fuse or'
circuit breaker. Grounding terminal's of grounded receptacles
are connected to the-box by a jumper wire or other means. A'
3-prong appliance cord continues the grounding to an appliance or
power tool. If a loose wire touches the frame of such an appli-
ance or tool, the grounding wire will protect the user from shock
and may cause a fuse to blow or a circuit breaker to trip. Ap-
pliances or tools that do not have such protection can be dan-
gerous - you could get a shock of something should go wrong with
the internal wiring. Check your system for grounding by seeing
what type of wiring is installed in your home. If the wiring is
of nonmetallic cable, that cable s.hould have a third wire (which
has no plastic sheathing) that is connected directly to the
electrical outlet boxes. Metal conduit also serves as a grounding
conductor.

418
tkok service entrance is grounded to nielai wstat*-111131* Pine
or to s specie! motel red Onvon Into the tierth.
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Fit 3-wins adaptor plugs with pigtail at
tached to receptacle plate.

Three-hole receptacle has a green ter- Copper ground wiro of nonmetallic cable . Metallic sheathing of BX cable acts as
minal screw for the grounding wIte, connects directly to outlet box, ground conduCtor in older homes.



ELECTRICAL TOOLS

Important: Unplug appliances you are working on. If changing
switche$ or electrical wiring, remove the fuses or shut off the
circuit breakers that supp)y power to the circuits you are work-
ing on.

You probably already have most of the tools_that are required
for minor electrical repairs or wiring. These include screw-
drivers, knife, ruler, hammer, saw, chisel, brace and bit,
electrician's pliers, metal snips, and .locking pliers.

More complicated jobs can be simplifilitwith inexpensive spe-
cialize& tools, such as screwdrivers wT"th a device on the end
that holdi- small screws for insertion in inaccessible areas,
such as electrical boxes; Phillips-type screwdrivers:for the
crossslotted screws often used in appliances; nut drivers that
have a socket on their end to drive or remove nuts in areas in
which a wrench would not fit.

Another necessity is a neon lamp tester, a small light with two
wires that are inserted into an electrical outlet to s,ee whether
power is present.

Long-nose pliers are used to hold screws, nuts, and similar small
hardware so that you can insert or remove them in hard-to-reach
places inside walls or appliances. They are equipped with side
cutters which can be used for cutting wires.

Wire strippers slice neatly through the insulationi.,covering a
wire and remove it without disturbing the wire iteslf. This is
a necessary step prior to making connections with new wire. There
is also a multipurpose tool that cuts and strips wire and can
crimp terminals (fasteners) to the ends of a wire, joining them
without.the use of solder.

In electrical work, a soldering gun is a better choice than a
soldering iron because it heats faster and has an &asily held
pistol grip.

6201====,
Screwdriver Phillips-type screwdriVer Neon lamp tester

Wirestripper

Electrician's pliers-

PAIAVIAS FAV

Nut driver

IM

Soldering gun
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Side cutters of electrician's pliers cut Crimping of solderless 'terminals joins Stripper removes outer covering of wir,
through wire. Can be used as strippers, wires without the use of solder. leaving the wire.itself untouched.

,,

fil

Test limp inserted in outlet lights up, Soldering gun melta solder, to form per- Nut driver reaChes nuts in cramped areas
signaling presence of electricity. manent electrical connections, where wrencttes do not fit.
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ELECTRICAL POWER CABLES

Length is important. A longer cord wastes current. If it is
too long, the drop in current can reduce an appliance's ef-
ficiency. The table below recommends suitable extension cord
wire lengths and diameters for various electrical loads.

Selecting the primer length

Length. To 7 amp. 7-10 amp. 10-15 amp..

To 25 ft. No. 1.6 No. 16

To 5011 No. 16 No. 14

To 100 ff. No. 14 No. 12

No. 14

No. 12

No. 10

Wire diameter to use (p. 261)

Remove extension cords from an clutlet by grasping the plug body,
Otherwise, the wires mai/ tear' loose, resulting in,a shock or
short circuit.

g

Three-wire extension zords are used for electric power tools and
outdoor appliances. The third wire is a grounding wire; plug
this type of cord into a grounded outl'et oe ground it with a
suitable adapter plug. Use only 3-Wire eXtensions for tools and
appliances tint have 3-wire cords.'

Most cords are sheathed in Plastic that can take rugged use.
Rubber-sheather cords are more flexible and easier to store.

Splicing cord wires

1. Cut away damaged iosulation
with scissors. Cut both wires in
half with wire cutters. Strip 1 in.
of insulation from wires witti
wire stripper or sharp knife. 2.
.Twist ends of both .wires. 3.
Wrap each wire with tape, then
wrap wires together. Overlap
tape onto cord. Splicing is an
emergency repair not approved
by elec-Wcal code: Do not
splice Ms wiring.

Typs of plugs

.
1 2 3 4 $ ! . II 1 it

.

Plug replacement is easy with these readily available plugs of round-wire plugs--(Nos. 1-3) and flat-wire plugs (Nos 5-111) il.
In addition to the-new plug, you'll need wire cutters, a screw is illustrated below. For plug No. 4, loOsen screw, slip wire'

r
driver with a small tiP, and a sharp paring knife. Replacement into casing, and tighten screw.
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Flat-wire plugs

Round-wire plugs

Si

1. Lift top clamp. Slit cord V. Kitetween
Wires': rush cord into plug; close clarbp.'
2. Grasp.prongs and pull firmly to reinove
from casing. Spread prongs. insert wires
.through.plug and Into terminal. Close
prongs and place securely'in casing.
3. Remove casing. Insert wire and push
thaiugh plug. Replace casing. Flat-whio
plugs araeashist to replace because no
wbe shipping Is Involved.

^

-1. Loop both wires exactly as shown to tie
an "UnderWriters" knot. Pull the knot down
into the plug casing between the prongs.
This knOt is important because it protects
the wires from strain should the plug be
pulled from a socket by the cord4. Strip Y2
in. of sheathing from each wire. Twist wires
in clockWise direction. 3. Loop wires around
screws in clockwise direction. Tighten
screws and clip off any excess Wire. Be sure
that no.strars from the black wire are in
contact with thoie of the white wire.

4111111110 1. Loop all three wires together if plug space
permits. If space does not permit, tle brook
and white wires In "Underwriters" knot (els
above)Cand leaye third wire free. 2. Strip plastic
sheathing horn ell three wire*. Twist wire
strands clockwise, Loop wires clockwise
around screws. (Wires mUst not be allowed
to touch each other.) 3. Tighten both ournicie
screwt to secure cord to'plug. Slip
protective cover over prongs and push down
to cover exposed wires; this is an important
safety precaution.



Wall boxes Wall box accessories

1. Metal box is flush-
mounted.in lath wall.
Surface-mounted al-
so available

2. Several metal box-
es are joined togeth-
er by removing their
side plates.

3. Metal box with a
flange is nailed to the
front or rear of stud in
drywall;

4. The flange on this 6. Small side flang-
box can be screwed es of this box can be
to the side of stud In o. nailed to side of stud
drywall ip drywall;

Boxes tor dqmp locations

Weatherproof outlets, switches, and boxes Bakelite wallind cell-
for outdoor installation. Single or eultipte ing boxes used In
outletsthave snap covers. Both single and damp areas cannot
three-way switcheene available. be ganged together.

Thin-walled conduit and accessories

e

o Ceiling boxes and° dccessories

Mount Wall boxes between studs in drywall with box
clamps, left, which griOlear side of wall as side screws

, are tightened, Qr use metal supports, right, that slip in
hole; projecting tabs are bent into box.

Metal boxes for ceil-
ing mounting are
made square, octag-
onal, and round.

O.

Flange on this metal
tinx permits it to be
hailed or screwed to
joists in a ceiling.

Adjustable hangers, left, permit ceiling boxes to bi
fastened between ceiling bearns, Shallow box hangers,
right, rest on ceiling laths,

Bending Conduit with a hickey

Fiber ring Inside nut clamps conduit
pushed into i . Tightening coupling
joint secures both pieces.

14...;

I)

Adapter on end of unthreaded condutt

=

attaches conduit to threaded box.

Various types of metal clamps and
screws attach the conduit to a wall,

t
Fiber ring inside this nut clamps con- A 50.41. fish taps (p. 264) nattached
duit and coupling joint. Coupling feint to the wire is used to pull the wire
is secured to box with locknut. *0 through a conduit or through a wall..

Fiber ring inside nut attaches condult
to right-angle adapter. Adapter is held
to the box with a locknut.

Rigld threaded conduit inserted inio
neck 'or threaded box Is .securely at-
tached to the box with Metal ciamps.

Make bends in conduit with
an electrician's hickey. The
totat bend angles in.& length

. of condilit between two noAes
must not exceed 360*.

v,

Hook bender over Conduit with
the 'inside of the grip hook at
mark. Bend the conduit by
pulling the handle back h1 the
direction of the bend.

Placing a foot on a Straight
section of conduit makes
bending easier. Check the
bend Occasionally to be sure
that the angle ih Correct.

3:4

rn

rn



Buying cable: Cable is classified according
to the number of wires it conteins and their
size or gauge. Two-wira cable actually con-
tains three wires: The black (hot) wire, the
white (neutral) wire, and a third which is
the ground wire. Similarly, 3-wire cable con-

fourtains wires: Black, white, and red
(which Is also a hot wire) and 6 ground wire.

Service entrance cable: Used to transmit
-.1.,. power to main eritrance switch. Can be used,..441:4"...w.e.,..,..0.Amoomb,b,bw ...,,II3L---- indoors or outdoors. Also used to wire large

14W.Mee4.14., c__. appliances such as ranges and water heat-
---*m ers. Usually a 3-wire cable.

. IN Nonmetallic sheathed cable: For indoor
45',3515.0ri"..Z10011-_.' use. Has a moisture-resistant, flame-resist-_ ant covering. It is made with and without ,a`:,`, % ' -----", ground wire. The wires are copper or alu-\\ minum. No. 6 and larger are stranded.

Underground feeder , and branch circuit
cable: Can be used underground, indoors or
out. Does not require a conduit when burled.
Resists water and corrosion..

Extension and appliance cords: Come In
light- and heavy-duty types. Lamps usually
use plastic-covered types. Appliances and
motors take heavier forms with wire size to

load. Extensionsuit the cords are sold with
connectors at each end.

.

. Armored BX cable: Used only in dry, indoor

A It KA u°4 locations. Wires are coprfer; bare ground
may be aluminum. Must be used with steel\ Junction and switch boxes. Made in 2- and
3-wire types.

,

Ground wire: Used to ground an electricaliliSEM 0 system to a cold-water line or to a copper
rod buried In the ground. Generally single-

t o wire armored cable. Wire .size depends on
service wire size. Check local code.

Lead-oncased underground cable: Gener-
ally tried to transmit power to outbuildings, (4 c c from main power source. Must be substi-
tuted for plastic-covered wire if local elec-
trical code requires it.

Thln-wall steel conduit: Required by some
towns. Instailed.same way as piping; wires

, are pulled through afterward. Acts as its
own grounding conductor. Made In 10-ft.
lengths; Joined by.special connectors..

4' 6

Wire sizes

0 1 4 II I 10 12 14

Wire slue for residential wir-
Ing vary from No. 14...the small-
est permitted, to No: 0. (Sizes
to 0000 available for special
work,) The smaller the number,
the larger the size:The wires
shown are actual sizes. No. 6
and larger wires are stranded.

Installing nonmetalliC cable

Aagre
daMihieEir
1. Strip off about 6 in. of the
cable covering.- Be careful not
to cut insulation.

3. The next step is to strip oft
insulation to expose about 1 In.
of the solid copper wire.

,-_1-rgesz112A"'"
maw Ar

2...Reibbvit the outer wrapping
from each of the wires, Insula-
tion is inside wrapping..

4. Install the connector, Use the 5. Tighten the bolts so con-
kind made for nonmetallic cable nector is secured to cable. In-
with two locking bolts. sert into boX, install loClunit.

0

Installing BX cable

1. Use a hacks& to cut off about 6 in. of the 2. Remove 1 in! of Insulation from each of the
armor. Be careful not to cut into the wires.

3. Install special BX cable connector. Make sure
cable fits snugly in it; tighten screw.

two wires; Insert insulating fiber bushing,

4. Push cable into Junction or SWitch bOx and in .
stall locknut. Allow 6 In. for connection.

72
t-1
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SWITCHES AND OUTLETS

Installing. a Switch

Switches are always in the hot (black wire.) side of the circuit,
never in the neutral (white wire) side. So they connect to
black wires only, except in sWitch loops, below, or multiwim
switching.

To remove old switches, you must first isolate the circuit that
controls the switch. Then remove.the switch plate and the screws
holding the switch in the switch obx. Tug the switch out of the
box so that the wires rare accessible. Release the wires from
their respective terminals and replace them in the same position
on the new switch.. Tighten all connections and tuck the wires
and the switch back into the box. Fasten the screws and replace
the switch plate.

astening screws Electrical bo.k-

Switch P1111.11-
terminals

fack wire

Black
wires

Switch p ate

Switch in supply cable

Switch plate
Black wire

Switch loops to seParate fixtures

Instal.ling an Outlet

If an electrical outlet is faulty, it will-short circuit and
blow a fuse (or trip a circuit breaker)_whenever an appljance-
or la'mp is plugged into it. To.test whetter-or not an outlet
is defective', plug in a lamp you know is working. If the laMp
doesn't'go on, and the. circuit is all right, then the outlet
is faulty.

To remove a damaged outlet, turn off the power to the affected
circuit. Remove the outlet plate, remove the two screws holding
the receptacle, and pull the unit out of the box. Remove the
wires from their respective terminals and replace them in the
same arrangement on the new receptable. Many new receptacles
are the 3-wire grounded type, in which case you can either ig-
nore the ground terminal., or join a short length of wire from
the ground terminal directly to the outlet box; follow local
eode.

Multiple switches and outlets: Usually' you would only have to
replace one switch or outlet from a faulty multiple hookup.
These multiple units should be tested in tiie same way as the
single units.
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Position of terminals of multiple switches or outlets may vary
slightly on some brands. The important thing is to place all
the wires removed from the old switch or outlet on the same screw
terminals of the new unit.

0=7,-

Electrical box
itisoretat

White wire

Outlet plate.

Blackvire

Receptacle

Double electrical outlet Quadruple electrical outlet Note positioning of wires

Combination units: Combinations switch/receptacle units are
wired similarly to the single and double switches and outlets.
Each switch outlet or pilot light requires one common wire
obtained by using jumpers to connect all three terminals.

Stack
wires

-COope-d- .
connection

Combine ion switch and outlet units a e interckangeable

44.

White wire -1'...Electrical
box

Grounding wires are not shown in these pictureS.

WIRING NEWCIRCUITS

Wiring in new construction is seldom a problem since all studs
and ceiling jois,ts are exposed and accessible. Running wires
in an existing structure, however, poses the problem of working
inside walls. In the case.of plaster walls or ceilings channels
must be.gouged out for the wires and later replastered. In such
instances, surface wiring is easier.

For drywall construction, it is necessary to wire through the
spaces between walls and ceilings. The methdd of doing this is
known as "fishing". This is done with fish tape, a springy
length of wire that is hooked at one end. .It is fed through
Pre-drilled access holes in ceilings, floors, or walls. The
electrical cable is attached to the hook, then pulled through
the construction.

429
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Wherever possible, plan to run wires aEross an attic floor or
across the open ceiling of a basement. This will minimize the
amount of fishing.

Fishing a wire

If there Is a room or aftic above, re- Feed a 12-ft. fish tape down from Up- Withdraw both tapes through ceiling
move baseboard and drill diagonally per room and out the electrical box hOle, Bind wire cable around hook,
through supporting beams into wall hole in the wall, Feed a second tape making sure no part of the binding is
cavity. Use a brace and 18-in. bit. through coilInghble. Hook the tapes. larger than the bored hole.. ..-.---7MMMIIWMMMMOMMWMME.

If there Is no access above, cut large Insert second fish. tape through ceiling
hole in wall 5 in. from ceiling. Bore hale. Ash until tapes interlock. With-
diagonally up through support beams draw tapes through ceiling hole until
into ceiling cavity. Insert fish tape. hook of wall tape can be grasped.

Attach cable to tape hook, then with-
draw tape and cable By pulling down
through large hole in the wall. Feed
free end of tape out box holes.
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How to Run a Wire

Wiring around door frame: Remove baseboard and ,door trim.
Notch wall and spacers between frame and jamb. Use an 18-in.
bit in a brace to drill through headers and uprights.

Wiring around door-frame headers: Notch upright twice and
wire through both notches. Or make hole in wall, notch header.
pass wiring3hrough notch in header. Rep taster hole (p. 92).

Wiring Mins one outlet to another in piaster wall*: Notch plaste
so the iirlre can run In a channel inside the wall. Notch hole tor
box. Connect wires and reptaster.
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Ideal positioning for switch boxes is about
,e
4 feet from the

floor; for outlet boxes, roughly 12 to 18 inchea off:the floor.
Outlets for wall-mounted light fixtures should be §9! a 70 inches
above the floor. Be sure to mount switches on the-4n4ng side
of a door rather than on the hinged side. Always iise 2 1/2 inch'
deep electrical boxes rather than the shallow ones, unless ste
structural problem will not permit the deeper box. With lat
and plaster construction, you can locate an electrical box a most
anywhere along the wall, since the wooden lathwork is strong
enough to hold the box securely.

Locals stud. Cut an opening in the plaster
5 in. out from stud, large enough to ex-
pose laths. Use template at right to out-
line hole to be made in the wall.

Drywall Installations

In drywall or wood paneling, boxes can be mounted beiween studs
by means of special clamping devices that grip the inside of the
hollow wall. The strongest point in ihis type of construction,
however, is at the studs.. You can get boxes equipped with
brackets that can be-nailed or screwed directly to the face of
the studwork. To fit boxes directly onto the studs, you must
first locate the stud, then chip a notch out of the'drywall
large enough to accept the fastening bracket. Connect the wires
to the box before placing it in,the hole. When installation is
complete, patch the hole.

Remove plaster. Drill saw holes. Hold your Punch knockout disks from box. PUII wit- .

hand against wall to prevent cracks. Cut Ing through hole, Attach connect*, install
away center lath completely. Cut sections Ioøknut. Push box into. hole. Anchor boX
from laths above and belts. to lath with vood screws.

Locals stud. Notch drywall to expose stud.
Outline area next to stud with template.
Drill saw holes. Hold hand against wall to
prevent cracks. Saw out section.

Punch knockout disks from box. Pull wir-
ing through hole. Attach connectors. Install
locknut. Line up bracket with stud and
push box into hole.

Anchor box bracket to stud with sq*ws.
Fill area around box and 'bratkel with
'either plaster or spackle so that it 15 flush;

. with the wall surface,



INSTALLING ELECTRICAL BOXES

Locating Studs

There are several methods for locating studs. One of the fol-
lowing should work for you:

1. Tap the wall lightly at points above the nails, in the base-
board. A hollow sound mdans there is no stud. A solid
sound indicates the presence of a stud. To be sure that'
you have found the stud, use a small drill (1/8 inch) to
bore holes in the wall slightly above.the baseboard. Drill
several holes side by si.de until you bore into the stud.

2. Baseboard removal: With the baseboard off, check to see
where two panels of drywall meet. This point will indicate
the center of a stud. This method also works with 'paneled
walls

3. Measuring from the,corl'ner: Studs are generally located
either 16 to 24 imches apart. Which it is depends on local
building coggs. Try measuring out from the corner of a room
to find the approximate location of a stud, then use the
drilling technique described above t..Iind the exict stud
location.

4 c: ,

L: 4 '
How to outline the hole

'to be cut for the electrical box:
Make a template by tracing
thls pattern onto a piece of
cardboard. Lay the cardbooril'os

p against the wall and
; outline the cutting lines

and hole positions for cutting..

Electric& box templets

4 33
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WIRING SWITCHES, OUTLETS, AND FIXTURES

How a switch, outlet, or fixture is wired depends upon its lo-
cation in relation to the wires that lead from the main service
entrance. The diagrams on the following pages show a variety
of common switch, outlet, and fixture wiring installations.
To use these, find the diagram that most closely resembles your
wiring arrangement. Then follow the pattern of joining white
wires to white wires and black to black.

The white wires are always neutral, the black ones always hot;
however, in certain switch installations both black and white
wires are hot. In such cases,-you should dab black paint on the
white-wires at the switch and fixture to indicate a hot wtre.
DRAWINGS ARE DIAGRAMMATIC, WITHOUT GROUNDING WIRES.

Two-wire joining methods

1. -Remove 3 in. of insulation from each wire. Cross and
twist wires together 1 in. from the insulation.

Make six to eight turns in twisted wires with fingers and
pliera. Spider wires together. Tape after soldering.

2. Twist ends of wires together as shown. Screw wire nuts
on ends to form connections without use .of solder.
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Black to white Power source
(paint white wire black at switch)

Light-colored screw

Dark screw

Black to white
(paint white wire black at switch)

. VaNIVrie '0,11ti:777**.w,,

Power source

ovr
Ught-colored screW

Dark screw

,.

vti:tr.ys.
tazor

Wall switch to control caning lixture at the end of its run: Note Wall switch to control ceiling fixture In the middle of run: This
that black feed wire is connected to white wire from the switch. widng hookup is similar to wiring at left. Paint white wires t
paint white wires at fixture and switoh black. switch and fixture black to indicate they are hot.

Two lixtures on the same fin controlled by different switches
Fixture on left is .controlled by switch to the left. Fixture on right
is controlled by pull chain on fixture.

Dark-colored 3-wire cable
screw

Red ire

Light-
colored
screw

Is

/
Power
source

Adding i new twitch and outlet to an existing ceiling fixture
Fixtdre is controlled by wan switch. Operation of new outlet is un-
affected.by operation- of 911 switch.

Adding a supplementary outlet to an existing outlet; Connect
feed °wire to top terminals on existing outlet (left). New outlet is
connected to lower terminals.

Exiating junction box

. ';

Aciding a new outlet or fixture to an existing lunation WE
Same wiring arrangement as for outlet Could- be used to conned
a new ceiling fixture instead of an OUtlet,



Wiring 2-, 3-, and 4-way switches

Black to white
(paint white wire black at switch)

'''''''''''''''''''''''''''' cccw

Light-colored screWs

Adding switch and outlet In the same box to calling fixture:
-Existing ceiling fixture is controlled by new switch_Operation of
new outlet is unaffected by new switch.

Bled( to white
(paint white wire

-black at switch)'

Same calling fixture controlled by two different switchis:Three-
wire cable must be used between switches. Either switch, each
located at a different spot, can control fixture..

Ceiling fixture between two switchesic controlled by ither
hrge-wire cable connects each switch to the,fixture. yeed wire

to ffxture is a 2-wire-cable.

Light-colored
screws

Two separate fixtures controlled by two switches:, Left fixture 0 Fixture- controllekby separate cher:: outlet always hot: Ceiling fixture controlled from three separate locations: TWo'
controlled by left switch. Feed wire is 2-wire cable. Fixture and ...Feed wire and outiaconnections are 2-wire cable; connections 3-way switches and One 4-way switch are required. Each mitre
switch connections are 3-wire, between switches and outlet, 4-wire cable or two 2-wire cables. control point requires an additional 46way Mitch,
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WIRING CODE

New Grounding Requirements

-The National Electrical Code now requires that new residential
outlets-be grounded by a grounding wire, or "jumper", connected
between a grounded outlet box and"the grounding terminal-of the
receptacle. A grounding screw is piAovided for this purpose in
many new boxes; if it is lacking, buya special grounding con-
nectox. 'Thd reason for the jumper isato provide a s ure
grounding path. Grounding may be stablished by cc:Int ct be-
tween the outlet box and the receptacle's metal yoke h re this
type of contact is adequate, as on surface-type boxes. Flush-
type odiTet boxes, however, are frequently'installedtot deeply
in tht wall to permit sound metal-to-metal contact between yoke
and box. Grounding, in these cases, dependS upon the uncertain
electrical path provided by the mounting screws; so,the jumper
is used. If the yoke is specially designed to provide a reliable
grounding circuit between box and receptable,,it will suffice.
Check you local code. Not all switches hive grounding terminals,
which are often used with nonmetallic boxes.

Wiring hookup for it lIght controlled by a switch, using the new grounding system. Alt new wiring
mot have an extra wire as a ground; with Home; use the bare middle wire.

titiond rthve * *ow outlet Both 640. Ns** wifimunding absp and binding post iYmt is
moos wiltsJumper %vire in thi I rounding post in each boX.
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Grounding
wires

Switch wired through Junction box controls light at far end of cable. This type of wiring is called a
switch loop. White wire leads to switch; black wire leads from switch tcrfixture.

Grounding
wires

Two. switches independently controlling tWo ceiling fixtures and wired according to the revised'
code. Gtounding terminal is lacking on many switches but must be used if required by local code.

439
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Outdoor Installation Requirements

Outdoor receptacles must be the weatherproof type.. They usually
have a spring-loaded cover to seal them when they are not in u§e.
The juncture between the cover plate and the wall surface must
also be made water-tight with a caulking compound.

Surface-mounted receptacles also have a weather-proof outlet box
mounted on the outside face of the wall'rather than flush with
the wall. Wiring for either type is led to the box through a
length of threaded conduit. All wiring to outside outlets must
now be protected fly a ground fault interrupter (GFI). Grounding
and wiring connections are the same as for an indoor receptacle.'

Only fixtures and wire approved for outdoor use should be used.
If the appliance be will be exposed to the weather, it should be
a weatherproof type.

One way to make the wiring passage through the house wall is
with conduit (the rigid, threaded type) screwed to the back of
the box. If the conduit leads to a grounded junction box inside
the house, and is properly connected, it serves to ground the
outside fixture. If the conduit merely passes thlhoUgh the wall
and serves only as a channel for the cable, the cable must be
grounded.

Any tools or appliances that are plugged into an outdoor, outlet
should be of the grounding or double-insulated type; make certain 0
that their cords are not frayed. Extension cords should be. of
sufficient capacity that they will convey current to the tool
withoUt a drop in the voltage.

CAUTION: Before doing any wiring, always make certain that you
have turned off the.current and that you will'be compTying.with
your local electrical'code. .

Outdoor outlet

Wire an outdoor receptacle to the near-
st junction bOx in the house. Switch
can bp used to control outlet.

Cut hole In wa
of outlet box. 5
of wire for ct.

-of hOuse to exact size
ecure cable;.leave 4 in.
ections.

Install the receptacle with weatherproof
faceplate.. Caulk oPening around box
to prevent water getting into outlet.

4 4 0
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Eave light

Nicv 2virr 7 N7:-.

ConneA cable to power Inside house Secure the cable end to special out-
and pass it through a 1-in, hole drilled door box with locknut. Allow 4, In. o1 .
in the soffit. Work with current off. wire for connections.

Connect white wire to white wire and
black to black. Secure socket assem-
bly with the bolts provided.

Accessories

Switch for outdoor use
is especially designed
to be weatherproof.

Weatherproof outlets have Sdrew-on'caps or
spring-loaded lids to protect the openings
from the elements.

Special outdoor boxes
must be used with out-
door switches, outlets.

Portable outdoor outlet
is grounded by third
wire in the cord.

Example Outdoor Installations

,Cut or drill holes in the side of the house close to the fuse
or circuit breaker box. If your house is wood, make certain
that the holes are located between studs. ,Holes in concrete
or stone can be made with a star drill. Areas around the holes
and each end of conduit should be plugged with cauLking compound
after the wiring or cable is installed.

To prevent damage to the lawn when you dig a-trench between houle
and fixtures, cut sod into blocks with a long-handled spade and
lay them aside on burlap. Locate electrical boxes and fixtures
at least 18 inches above ground and anchor them in concrete.
Bury cable at least 18 inches below the ground to protect it
from gardening tools. You can bury cable as little as 6 inches
below the ground if it is covered to protect it against damage
or, safer still, routed through galvanized conduit.

Make sure all outdoor wiring ts complete and all terminals con-
nected before connecting the wiring to the fuse or circuit
breaker box.
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:Timer switch control

Electrical switch box
located in house

,Walt-mounted
exterior lamp

Post-mounted
exterior lamp

Wood framing
of house

1

Cable to electric&
service box

Conduit or cable
to timer switch

Concrete foundationirk

Post sunk in concrete

Galvanized conduit

Grounded cable
to lamppost

A timed switch controls these outdoor lights auto-
matically. The manual switch permits bypassing the
autorrfatio control. Both switches are located Inside
the house. Interior wiring Is the same as that of the
house. Use plastic-sheathed cable for the under-
ground installation.

Weatherproof box
and cover plate

Atm.,Jl
.4..

Condultat least 18 In.
above ground

Support box with
concrete block:
pour concrete
around conduit

,diht

Conduit leads below ground

Frslitindfini stictrIcal boxes should 'be at least 18 in. abo '

ground level. Set them atop a length of galvanized conduit that
is embedded in a concrete support block.

Buried grounded cable
could be routed
through conduit

Concrete foundation

BX cable to fuse box

Junction box

Mount junction box
on inside wall

Weatherproof
electrical box

Weatherproof .

cover plate

Conduit connects boxes

Rubber gasket

We this tilsctrical box arrangement when running wires torn
Inskie the house to a weatherproof box Mounted on the exterior .

wall: Run connecting .m1;0- through coriluit.
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SOLDERING TECHNIQUES
-

When wirimg electrical circuits, it iS impe'rative that all solder
joints be of good quality if long lasting, trouble-free joints
are to be expected. Always use a good quality rosin core elec-
trical solder of 60/40 or 50/50 tin to lead content.

The firsnt rule when soldering is "cleanliness". This means that
bothithe surfaces to be joined must be clean and the soldering
iron or gun tip must be clean. Whenever a new tip is installed
in a soldering iron or gun, it must be tinned. To do this, clean
the tip with either a fine tooth file or abrasive cloth until a
bright clean surface is showing. Then with the tip hot enough
to melt the solder, flow a small quantity of solder onto the
tip. The solder should be applied around the entire tip until
it has a clean, wet, silver look. Wipe the excess off with a
wet sponge or cloth. Whenever solder tends to ball up or not
stick to the tip, it is time for cleaning and re-tinning.

Cleanliness also is required of the joints to be soldered. If

a wire is being soldered to a lug, both must have clean bright
surfaces. If either is dull, it can be cleaned with a few wipes
from a piece of abrasive cloth.

Pre-tinning of the wire prior to making a solder joint will
result in a clean looking joint with good solder adhesion. This
is especially true of joints made with strandd wire. To pre-tin
a wire, heat it with the soldering tip and apply a small amount
of solder to the side opposite the tip. The. solder will melt and
completely cover the wire with a thin film. Don't over tin; only
a thin film of solder is necessary.

When forming the wire joint prior to soldering, either of two
approaches may be used. As shown in figure 1-66, the wire may
be bent 1800 around the lug or joining wire, or bent completely
around. The advantage of a bend only 1800 around is its ease
of disassembly. It is, however, somewhat harder to make because
of its likelihopd of moving ,around and away from the joining sur-
face as it is being soldered. The 360° wraparound joint is me-
chanically a better joint, but Much harder to disassemble.

When making the solder joint, first apply heat at the connection
point. Bring the solder in contact with the heated surfaces
opposite to those heated by the soldering tip. This method as-
sures that the surfaces to be joined are hot enough to flow the
solder. If the surfaces, have been properly cleaned, ,you will
get a smooth flow*of solder over the joint with the edges of the
solder blending smoothly to both joined materials. Don't apply
any more solder than is necessary to make 0 good smooth looking
joint. .The surface should .have e bright appearance. A dull
chalky appearance or crystalline and,grainy look indicates a
cold solder joint. Such a joint may not make good electrical
contact and is a joint for potential electrical cjrcuit failure.
Such joints are often caused by slight movement of the joint
while the solder is hardening. If this is the case, reheat the
joint and let it cool, being careful not to"let any part of the
joint move.
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Occasionally the solder will ball up on the joint. This can be
caused either by the Urfaces not being properly cleaned or by
application of too much or not enough heat to the joint. If
this occurs, disassemble the joint, reclean the surface, and
again flow solder onto the joint, being careful to Apply only
enough heat to freely flow the solder into the joint.

apply heat here

360°

apply solder here

FIGURE 1-66
WIRE TERMINATIONS PRIOR TO SOLDERING

360°

1800

When soldering coMponents to PRINTED CIRCUIT (PC) BOARDS the
soldenUig tip should be brought 4n contact with both the PC
trace and the wire to be soldered. A small amount of solder is
then applied to the wire side opposite the soldering tip. Ap-
ply only enough solder to make a joint.
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GLOSSARY

alternating current (AC) a current whose flow
changes from one direction to another and back.

ammeter an instrument used for measuring the
amount of current (in amperes) flowing in a
circuit.

ampere the movement of one .coulomb per
second past a point.

anode the terminal of a diode from which
electrons leave to enter an external circuit.

apparent power the value of power in ac circuits
obtained by multiplying the magnitude of voltage
and current.

base the region between the emitter and collector
of a transistor into which minority carriers are
injected. Usually serving as the input or control-
ling element of the transistor's operation.

battery a dc voltage source made up of two or
more cells connected in series to supply voltage
or in parallel to supply current, or both.

bridge supply a full-wave supply that uses four
diodes as its rectifier; does not require a center
tap transformer.

capacitance the property that exists whenever two
conductors are separated by a dielectric, permit-
ting the storage of electrical energy. Farad is the
unit of meas.urement.

capacitive reactance the opposition to the flow
__of-current exhibited by a capacitor.

capacitor a device capable of storing a charge
within an electrostatic field between its conduct-
ing plates.

cathode the terminal of a diode to which electrons
enter from an external circuit..

cell a single unit device that.converts chemical
energy into electrical energy.

circuit an arrangement of one or more complete
paths for current flow from one terminal to the
other.

closed circuit a complete circuit that allows
current to flow.

close-wound coil a single layer wound coil whose
wires are wound closely together.

coil a number of turns of wire wrapped around
a core that provides inductance into an electric
circuit. Also called an inductor.
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collector the electrode in a transistor through
which primary flow of charge carriers leaves the
base.

constant DC source a source for direct current
such as a cell or battery.

conventional current flow theory the direction
that conventional current flows in a circuit, being
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to
the electron flow theory.

coulomb 6.25 x 10" electrons.
current the flow of electrons through a material.
current transformation the change in value of

current that flows through a transformer
primary and secondary; is inversely proportional
to the turns ratio.

dielectric the insulating material between the two
plates of a capacitor.

dielectric constant the ratio of the capacitance of
a capacitor filled with a given dielectric to that of
the same capacitor having only, air as dielectric.

differential temperature controller (DTC) a
device that switches an output state when a pre-
set temperature differential between two
temperature sensors is reached.

digital multimeter (DMM) a meter with' digital
readout of measured values of voltage, current,
and resistance. -

diode a single junction solid state device that
allows current to flow with ease in one direction
only.

direct current (DC) a current 'whose flow is
always in the same direction.

dopants materials added to silicon to give it
certain electrical current conduction
characteristics.

double pole, double throw (DPDT) a switching
device having two armature (common) terminals
and two possible switching positions.

double pole, single throw (DPST) a switching
device having two armature terminals which
may be thrown in one direction to close or open
two circuits.

effective working voltage equivalent to RMS
voltage.

electrolytic capacitors a type of capacitor that is
polarity dependent, i.e., a voltage can be placed
across its plates in only a designated polarity
without damaging it.

electro-motive force (EMF) a measure of the
electrical pressure or potential difference that
causes current to flow.
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electron flow theory the direction that electrons
flow in a circuit, i.e., from the to the + side
of the source.

emitter a transistor region from which charge
carriers that are minority carriers in the base are
injected into the base.

farad the standard unit of capacitance. A
capacitor has a capacitance of one farad when a
voltage change of one volt per second across its
plates produces a displacement current flow of
one ampere.

lull-wave power supply a power supply whose
rectifier operates on both the positive and
negative alternation of the ac sinewave.

ground the voltage reference point in a circuit
which may be connected to earth or to some con-
ducting body serving in place of earth.

half-wave power supply a power supply whose
rectifier operates on only the positive or negative
alternation of the ac sinewave.

heat sink a device that absorbs and draws off -

heat from a hot object.
henry the standard unit of inductance. A coil has

an inductance of one henry when it produces one
volt when the current through it is changing at
the rate of one ampere per second.

hertz the unit of frequency equal to one cycle per
second. Abbreviated Hz.

Impedance the opposition to the flow to alternat-
ing electrical current.

. -
inductance the property of a circuit or circuit

element which opposes any change in the existing
current flow. Abbreviated L.

inductive kickback the back (or reverse) voltage
developed within an inductor when its magnetic
field collapses.

inductive reactance the opposition to the flow of
current exhibited by an inductor.

inductor a coil of wire wrapped around a core to
provide inductance to a circuit.

integrated circuit (IC) a complete functional
circuit made up of* many solid state junctions
and manufactured on a very small chip of
silicon.

intensity magnitude of current.
kilo a metric prefix representing 1000 or 10.

Abbreviated K.
Kirchoff's current law the sum of the currents

flowing to.a given point in a circuit is equal to
the sum of the currents flowing from that point.

Kirchoff's voltage law the algebraic suin of all
the voltage drops around a circuit equals zero.

latching relay a relay that requires a signal to
switch to each position.

layer-wound coil a multilayer wound coil whose
wires are wound very close together.

load a device or circuit that receives electrical
energy from another device or circuit. Also the
power output capability of a machine.

ragnetic field an area where a magnetic force
exists.

mega a metric prefix representing one million or
10'. Abbreviated M.

micro a metric prefix representing one millionth
or 10-'. Abbreviated tt.

milli a metric prefix representing one thousandth
or Hr. Abbreviated m.

n ode a junction. The terminal common to two or
more branches in a circuit.

n ormally closed contact (N.C.) this set of con-
tacts is closed when the device is de-energized.

n ormally open contact (N.0:) this iet of contacts
is open when the device is.de-energized.

NPN transistor a two junction solid state device
with a thin piece of P-type material sandwiched
betiveen two pieces of N-type material.

ohm the unit of resistance and impedance. One
ohm is the value of resistance through which a
potential difference of one volt will maintain a
current of one ampere.

Ohm's raw the current in a circuit is inversely
proportional to the resistance of the circuit and
is directly proportional to the total voltage in the
circuit. Three common equations for the law are:
E=IR, I =E/R, R=E/I.

open circuit a circuit that has a brake in it so that
current cannot flow.

parallel circuit a circuit whose elements are con-
nected in parallel.

parallel-series circuit two or more parallel circuits
connected together in series.

peak inverse voltage (PIV) the maximum reverse
voltage to which a diode may safely be sub-
jected to.

permeability a figure which expresses the ease by
which a material passes a magnetic field.

pico a metric prefix representing one million
millionth or Kr". Abbreviated p.
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PNP transistor a two junction solid state device
with a thin piece of N-type material sandwiched
between two pieces of P-type Material.

power the rate at which heat is generated or
work is done.

power dissipated Power in the form Of heat,
which escapes from components due to air con-
vection moving around the component.

power factor the numerical value of the cosine of
the angle between the voltage and current wave
forms.

primary winding the input winding of a trans-
former that receives signal energy or ac power
from a source.

printed circuit (PC) boards circuit boards of
insulating material with conducting traces
bonded to the board. The conducting traces are
in lieu of conducting wires.

pulsating DC source a source for pulsating direct
current such as a battery charger.

reactance the opposition to the flow of current
by a capacitor or an inductor.

real power the value of power in ac circuits
obtained by multiplying the magnitude of in
phase components of voltage and current.

relay an electro mechanical device capable of
using a signal to close or open a set of contacts
that can in turn be used as a mechanical switch.

resistance the opposition to the flow of current
that generates heat.

resistor a device which resists the flow of electric
current or provides a voltage drop in a circuit.
Abbreviated R.

ripple the periodic varience in voltage magnitude
that rides on top of a dc voltage level. It is an
indication of the quality of the filter capacitor in
a dc power supply.

root mean squared (RMS) square root of the
average of the sum of the squares of instan-
taneous values of a voltage or current waveform.

secondary winding the output winding of a
transformer that receives energy from the
primary winding.

series circuit a circuit whose elements are
connected in series.

series-parallel circuit a circuit that contains both
series and parallel circuits in combinations.

short circuit a circuit whose normal current path
has been shunted by a relatively low resistance

- path.
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single pole, double throw (SPDT) a switching
device having one armature (common) terminal
and two possible switching positions.

solenoid a coil with a movable iron core used to
convert electric energy into mechanical- energy.
Can also be a multi-layer coil used as an electro-
magnet having a straight iron, core.

solenoid operated valves valves that are operated
by the movement of a solenoid.

space-wound coil a loosely wound coil whose
wires are not touching one another.

terminal a connection point on a device at which
a voltage is to be applied.

transformer a device which transforms at volt-
ages from one magnitude to another.

transistor an active semiconductor device having
three or more electrodes. The main electrodes
are the emitter, collector and base.

troubleshooting locating and repairing malfunc-
tions in equipment.

turns ratio in a transformer, the ratio of the
number of turns'in the primary to the nuMber of
turns in the secondary.

varying DC source a source for varying direct
current such as a photovoltaic cell.

volt the unit of voltage or potential difference.
- Equivalent to the force required to produce a

current of one ampere through a resistance of
one ohm. Abbreviated V.

voltage a measure of the electrical pressure or
potential difference that causes current to flow.

voltage drop the difference in voltage between
two points, due to the loss of electrical pressure
as a current flows through an impedance.

voltage frequency the rate in hertz at which a
voltage will change from + to polarity.

volt-ampere (VA) rating the maximum rating of
a transformer, obtained by multiplying its
output voltage by the maximum current it can
supply.

volt-ohmmeter (VOM) an instrument used to
niesure voltages, resistances, an also
sometimes, currents.

volts AC (VAC) an alternating current voltage
magnitude.

volts DC (VDC) a direct current voltage
magnitude.

watt the unit of power. The power required to do
work at the rate of one joule per second.
Abbreviated W.
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